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Series Foreword

The Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ) is the top academic institution in the information
processing field in Japan. It has about thirty thousand members and promotes a variety of research and
development activities covering all aspects of information processing and computer science.

One of the major activities of the society is publication of its transactions containing papers covering all
the fields of information processing, including fundamentals, software, hardware, and applications. Some of
the papers are published in English, but because the majority are in Japanese, the transactions are not
suitable for non-Japanese wishing to access advanced information technology in Japan. IPSJ therefore
decided to publish a book series titled “Advanced Information Technology in Japan.”

The series consists of independent books, each including a collection of top quality papers, from mainly
Japanese sources of a selected area in information technology. The book titles were chosen by the
International Publication Committee of IPSJ so that they enable easy access to information technology from
international readers. Each book contains original papers and/or those updated or translated from original
papers appearing in the transactions or internationally qualified meetings. Survey papers to aid
understanding of the technology in Japan in a particular area are also included.

As the chairman of the International Publication Committee of IPSJ, I sincerely hope that the books in the
series will improve communication between Japanese and non-Japanese specialists for their mutual benefit.

Tadao Saito
Series Editor

Chairman
International Publication Committee

the Information Processing Society of Japan 



Preface

Research and development activities related to Lisp have been quite active in Japan. Many Lisp languages
and many Lisp processors have been designed and developed here.

There were three booms in Lisp research; in the early seventies, in the mid-eighties, and in the late-
eighties. During the first boom, some experimental Lisp systems were developed, and some also came to be
practically used. At that time, available computing power and memory space were small, as was the Lisp
community. The second boom was triggered by the explosion of interest in AI, which was partly due to the
Fifth Generation Computer System Project in Japan. Although the FGCS project advocated Prolog as a
primary AI language, Lisp also shared the attention paid to AI research.

The third boom was caused by the emergence of Common Lisp. Available computing power and memory
space increased greatly, and the Lisp community also became larger. Many Lisp systems were developed at
this time. In particular, KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp) has been used not only in Japan but also in the world.
Major research and development activities up to 1990 were reported in the special section on “Lisp systems
in Japan” of Journal of Information Processing (vol.13, no.3, 1990).

Recently many parallel and distributed processors are available both experimentally and commercially,
which prompts academia and industry to do research in parallel and distributed processing. This book
focuses on recent activities, including parallel and distributed Lisp systems, memory managements for those
systems and other related topics.

The papers in this book are organized into groups by subject:

Part I: Parallel and Distributed Lisp Systems
Part II: Language Features
Part III: Memory Management
Part IV: Programming Environments

The papers in Part I report contributions to Lisp system design and implementation on a wide variety of
parallel and distributed computing environments, such as SMPs, distributed-memory parallel machines,
SIMD machines, and network-connected workstations. These systems attempt various strategies to provide
the base system with constructs for parallel computation, from low-level communication primitives to high-
level semi-automatic parallelizing constructs.



Most language features proposed in the papers in Part II are related with parallel and distributed Lisp
processors. Included features are: evaluation strategy for parallel symbolic computation, extension of first-
class continuations for parallel Scheme systems, and light-weight process for real-time symbolic
computation. The last paper in Part II proposes restricted but efficient first-class continuations.

Part III of this book consists of papers on memory management and garbage collection. Topics in these
Papers are: parallel garbage collection for parallel Lisp systems, hybrid incremental garbage collection for
parallel Lisp systems, garbage collection for Lisp systems on SIMD architectures, and stop-and-collect type
of garbage collection with sliding rather than copying.

Papers in Part IV are related with programming environment. The first paper handles system’s
management of Lisp macros. The second paper proposes user interface for Lisp printers.

As will be clear from the collection of papers in this book, the main interest of Lisp research in Japan has
been on parallel and distributed processing. The current movement is to develop new application areas,
which requires high productivity, dynamic features, and efficiency of Lisp in the information network
society, though it is too early to include papers along this movement in this book.

Taiichi Yuasa
Hiroshi G.Okuno
Kyoto and Tokyo

At the beginning of the 21st Century 
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1
A Multi-Threaded Implementation of PaiLisp Interpreter
and Compiler Using the Steal-Help Evaluation Strategy

Takayasu Ito
Shin-ichi Kawamoto
Masayoshi Umehara

Department of Computer and Mathematical Sciences
Graduate School of Information Sciences

Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan

ABSTRACT

PaiLisp is a parallel Lisp language with a rich set of concurrency constructs like pcall, pbegin, plet,
pletrec, par-and, pcond and future, and an extended call/cc is introduced to support P-continuation.
The Eager Task Creation (ETC, for short) is a commonly-used implementation strategy for
concurrency constructs. But ETC incurs excessive process creation which causes degradation of
performance in parallel evaluation of a program parallelized using concurrency constructs. The Steal-
Help Evaluation (SHE, for short) is introduced as an efficient parallel evaluation strategy which
enables to suppress excessive process creation. This paper explains a multi-threaded implementation
of PaiLisp interpreter and compiler, in which the ETC and SHE strategies for PaiLisp concurrency
constructs are realized. Some experimental results of using a set of benchmark programs show that the
SHE strategy is more efficient than the ETC strategy.

1
Introduction

There are several parallel Scheme languages like Multilisp3) and PaiLisp8), designed for shared memory
architectures. Multilisp may be considered to be a minimal extension of Scheme into concurrency,
introducing an interesting concurrency construct future. PaiLisp is an extension of Scheme with a rich set
of concurrency constructs like pcall, pbegin, plet, pletrec, pif, par-and, par-or, pcond and future.
PaiLisp may be considered to be a superset of Multilisp as a parallel Scheme language. A PaiLisp
interpreter was implemented using the Eager Task Creation (ETC, for short) as reported in the reference
10). ETC is a commonly-used technique in implementing various parallel programming languages, but it
usually incurs a serious problem of excessive process creation, in particular, in evaluating a recursively-
defined parallel program. Under the ETC strategy it often occurs that for a given sequential program its
parallelized version runs slower than the original sequential one. This is because when a concurrency
construct is encountered the ETC strategy creates processes specifiied by it without any concern of
availability of processors. The Steal-Help Evaluation (SHE, for short) is proposed as an efficient evaluation
strategy of concurrency constructs in parallel Scheme systems15, 16). SHE enables to suppress excessive
process creation, since it creates processes only when an idle processor is available in evaluating an



expression annotated by a concurrency construct. A multi-threaded implementation of PaiLisp interpreter
and compiler using the SHE strategy is implemented on a DEC7000 with six Alpha processors under OSF/1
OS. This paper explains a multi-threaded implementation of PaiLisp interpreter and compiler, called
PaiLisp/MT, in which the ETC and SHE strategies are realized. Some experimental results of PaiLisp/MT
are also given, using a set of benchmark programs, and they show that the SHE strategy is actually effective
and efficient as a parallel evaluation strategy.

2
PaiLisp

PaiLisp is designed as a parallel Scheme language with a rich set of concurrency constructs as follows.
The meanings of sequential constructs are same with those of Scheme1), and the meanings of concurrency

constructs are given so as to preserve meanings of their corresponding sequential ones15, 16). For example,
the meanings of pcall, pbegin, plet, pif, par-and and future are as follows.

(pcall f e1…en): After evaluating e1, …, en in parallel, f is evaluated, and its resultant value is applied to
the values of e1, …, en.

(pbegin e1…en): e1, …, en are evaluated in parallel, and after their termination the value of en are returned
as the value of this pbegin expression.

(plet ((x1 e1)…(xn en)) E1…Em): After evaluating e1, …, en in parallel and binding their values to the
corresponding variables, the environment is extended with these bindings. Then under the extended
environment E1, …, Em are evaluated in parallel, and after their termination the value of Em is returned as
the value of this plet expression.

(pif e1 e2 e3): The expressions e1, e2 and e3 are evaluated in parallel, and when the value of e1 becomes
true the value of e2 is returned, killing (that is, forcing termination of) evaluation of e3, and when the value
of e1 becomes false the value of e3 is returned, killing evaluation of e2. 

Figure 1: Syntax of PaiLisp
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(par-and e1…en): e1, …, en are evaluated in parallel, and if one of them yields false then false is returned,
killing all the remaining processes created in evaluating e1, …, en. If none of e1, …, en yields false then the
value of en is returned.

(future e): When this expression is encountered the future-value for e is returned, and a new child
process of evaluating e is created. The evaluation on the parent process is continued, using the future-value
for e. When the true value of the future-value for e is required, the force operation is performed to obtain it.

PaiLisp is featured in introducing a parallel construct corresponding to each sequential Scheme construct,
and in addition, PaiLisp-Kernel is extracted. PaiLisp-Kernel=Scheme+{spawn, suspend, exlambda, call/
pcc} is a small subset of PaiLisp, in which the meanings of other PaiLisp constructs can be expressed8).

3
Outline of PaiLisp Interpreter and Compiler

In this section we outline PaiLisp/MT, a multi-threaded implementation of PaiLisp interpreter and compiler
realized on a DEC7000 with six Alpha processors using the P-thread library of OSF/1 OS. PaiLisp/MT is
implemented using the Register Machine (RM) model of Abelson and Sussman1), and the ETC and SHE
strategies are used in evaluating concurrency constructs of PaiLisp. The PaiLisp interpreter is a parallel
evaluator which consists of six sequential Scheme interpreters under a shared memory, and the PaiLisp
compiler is a compiler to translate a PaiLisp program into the corresponding concurrent RM program, which
is eventually translated into the corresponding C program. The resultant compiled C program is executed
under the run-time mechanism equipped to PaiLisp/MT. Thus, PaiLisp/MT consists of the following.

(1) PaiLisp/MT is implemented on a DEC7000 with six Alpha processors using the P-thread library of
OSF/1 OS.

(2) PaiLisp/MT is realized, using the RM model, in which an evaluator (Evaluator) resides, and each RM
is realized as a thread of P-thread library of OSF/1 OS. Note that the RM used in PaiLisp/MT is
extended to include several registers and their related commands to handle concurrency constructs.

(3) PaiLisp/MT is organized as Figure 2 (a), and its interpreter is a parallel Scheme interpreter, whose
evaluator (Evaluator) resides in each RM. The Evaluator consists of five modules as shown in
Figure 2 (b).

(4) In the Evaluator of PaiLisp/MT three parallel evaluation strategies are implemented in the parallel
construct module to support the ETC, SHE and LTC strategies. Note that the LTC submodule is
applicable only to an expression annotated by future.

(5) The SST (Stealable Stack) is introduced to implement and support the SHE strategy; that is, the SST is
equipped into each RM as shown in Figure 2 (a).

(6) The PaiLisp/MT compiler is designed to be a compiler linked to the PaiLisp interpreter to support its
run-time routine; that is, compiled codes of a PaiLisp program are executed, linking to the PaiLisp/MT
interpreter.

(7) The PaiLisp compiler translates a PaiLisp program into a RM program, which will be eventually
translated into the corresponding C program for evalation.

(8) Parallel evaluation strategies equipped in PaiLisp/MT are ETC and SHE, and in addition the LTC
(Lazy Task Creation) strategy is realized for the future construct to compare the SHE-based future and
the LTC-based future.
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3.1
Register Machine Model and Behaviors of PaiLisp/MT

Each RM is an extended version of the Abelson-Sussman Register Machine1), consisting of registers, stacks
and an evaluator, as shown in Figure 2. In addition to the val, fun, env, argl, cont, exp and unev registers, two
registers for the compiler are introduced; the process register, which is an internal register to keep record of
the current process-id, and the argcount register to record the number of argument expressions. The
environment in each RM will be updated in deep-binding. The set of RM commands is given in Appendix;
they are extended from that of Abelson-Sussman’s RM model so as to accommodate PaiLisp’s facilities in
compilation. 
Under the ETC strategy the PaiLisp/MT interpreter works as follows. Six RMs will be executed in parallel,
running each RM on the corresponding processing element (PE). When an expression containing a
concurrency construct is evaluated new concurrent processes will be created. The newly created processes
will be stored into the New Queue. If an idle processor is available a process in the New Queue will be
executed. When a suspended process is resumed for execution, it will be stored into the Resume Stack. An
idle RM checks the Resume Stack, and if there is any PaiLisp process the RM gets a process from the
Resume Stack for evaluation. If there is no process in the Resume Stack then the RM checks the content of
the New Queue, and if there exist any PaiLisp processes the RM gets a process from the New Queue for
evaluation. The RMs share a heap area for their evaluation. In the case of the SHE strategy the SST will be
used instead of the New Queue in process creation, as is explained below.

The PaiLisp/MT compiler translates a source PaiLisp program into the corresponding RM program,
which will be translated into the C program. The compiled object code of the resultant C program will be
executed under the run-time routines equipped to the PaiLisp/MT interpreter. The run-time routines consist
of the codes for primitive functions, function application, process management and code-loading.

3.2
Evaluator of the PaiLisp/MT interpreter

The Evaluator that resides in each RM is a Scheme interpreter, consisting of five modules; eval, apply,
primitive, construct, and parallel construct. Note that the parallel construct module consists of three

Figure 2: Organization of PaiLisp/MT
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modules, the ETC, SHE and LTC modules to realize parallel evaluation of PaiLisp expressions. Among six
RMs there is one RM, called the Master Processor, equipped with Reader and Printer. Other processors,
called the Slave Processor, are those obtained from the Master Processor, removing Reader and Printer.

The PaiLisp/MT interpreter is realized as a system with multiple evaluation strategies; the sequential
evaluation, ETC and SHE. Similarly, the PaiLisp/MT compiler is realized as a system with the multiple
evaluation strategies.

4
The Steal-Help Evaluation Strategy and Its Implementation in the PaiLisp/MT

Interpreter

The Steal-Help Evaluation (SHE) strategy15, 16) is an efficient parallel evaluation strategy that can suppress
excessive process creation. In the SHE strategy a processor called the home processor starts evaluating a
parallel expression in a sequential evaluation mode, obtaining an expression from the top of the Stealable
Stack (SST), while an idle processor steals and evaluates an expression, obtaining it from the bottom of the
SST. The SHE strategy for (pcall f e1…en) works as follows.

A processor called the home processor that invoked (pcall f e1…en) starts evaluating e1, and after
evaluating e1 the home processor proceeds to evaluating an expression obtaining a pair of an expression and
its shared object from the top of the SST sequentially, while an idle processor called the helper steals a pair
of an expression and its shared object from the bottom of the SST, and the stolen expression will be
evaluated under the environment contained in the shared object. Note that when a parallel expression like
(pcall f e1…en) is nested in another parallel expression it may be stolen by an idle processor, which will
become a home processor of the stolen expression.

The SHE strategy for a parallel expression consists of the sequential evaluation mode and the steal-help
evaluation mode15, 16). Before explaining these two modes we explain about the stealable stack and the
shared object, required in correct implementation of the SHE strategy.

Stealable Stack

The Stealable Stack (SST, for short) with the pointers top and bottom is equipped in each RM, and a slot of
the SST is formed from a pointer to an expression and a pointer to a shared object. An idle processor (a
helper) will obtain a pair of an expression and a shared object from the bottom of the SST of the home
processor. The helper’s action of obtaining the pair is called a stealing action.

Shared Object

A shared object (SO, for short) is necessary for correct evaluation of an expression stolen from the SST by
a helper. A shared object is formed from (a pointer to) the environment, together the name of the current
concurrency construct, the name of the process that invoked the current parallel expression, the counter of
counting the number of unevaluated expressions, and a mutex variable of a thread for exclusive access to
the counter. 
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4.1
SHE-based Implementation of pcall

The SHE strategy consists of two evaluation modes, the sequential evaluation mode and the steal-help
evaluation mode. We explain here how the SHE strategy for pcall is implemented in the PaiLisp/MT
interpreter.

(1) Sequential evaluation mode for (pcall f e1…en)
When RMi encounters (pcall f e1…en) for evaluation, the RMi becomes the home processor for this pcall

expression, and its evaluation is performed in the sequential evaluation mode as follows.

1: create a shared object SO;
2: store the expressions e2, …, en together with their shared object SO into the SSTi in the order of placing

(en . SO) at the bottom towards (e2 . SO) at the top;
3: evaluate e1 with the SO on the home processor, and store the resultant value into the first place of the

arg list;
4: counter :=counter–1;
5: while (counter > 0)
6: if (SSTi is not empty)
7: then get an argument expression from the SSTi pointed by topi;

     evaluate it;
     save the resultant value into the corresponding arg list;
     counter:=counter–1;

8: else wait until completion of handling all the argument expressions;
9: evaluate f, and apply its resultant value to the values of the argument expressions stored in the arg list;

10: return the resultant value to the val register of RMi.

(2) Steal-help evaluation mode for (pcall f e1…en)
A processor RMj would become idle after completion of evaluating expressions, and also it would

become idle by suspension of evaluation. Such an idle processor RMj can perform the following actions in
evaluating an expression.

(a) if there exist any processes in the Resume Stack (RS) then a process in the RS is evaluated on the RMj
until no process becomes available from the RS; otherwise, the following steal-help evaluation mode is
performed.

(b) the idle processor RMj will find a processor RMi whose SSTj is not empty, and the RMj performs the
following actions in the steal-help evaluation mode for the SSTi.

1: RMj will steal an expression and its shared object SO from the SSTi in RMi; 
2: RMj creates the process object for evaluating the expression stolen from SSTi;
3: RMj will evaluate the stolen expression, and the resultant value will be saved into the corresponding

place of the arg list in the RMj;
4: counter :=counter–1;
5: if (counter=0)
6: then resume the evaluation on RMi;
7: terminate the process of evaluating the stolen expression;
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The SST and its pointer organization is shown in Figure 3. The scheduling strategy in stealing an expression
from the RMs is the one like Round-Robin scheduling, designed so as to reduce access competition among
the RMs.

4.2
On SHE-based implementations of other concurrency constructs

Other PaiLisp concurrency constructs can be implemented, following the method explained in the
references 6) and 7), but some implementational considerations must be taken into account as in the case of
pcall. In this paragraph we give only some short comments on such implementations.

(1)
par and pbegin

These constructs can be easily implemented by modifying the SHE-based implementation of pcall. Their
implementations are slightly simpler than that of pcall, since there is no need of implementing function
application.

(2)
plet and pletrec

Note that local bindings in these constructs are performed sequentially, because the cost of local binding is
much smaller than the cost of a stealing action, which is the cost of process creation in the ETC strategy.
See below for the cost in the PaiLisp/MT interpreter.

(3)
par-and, par-or and pif

The argument expressions in these concurrency constructs are evaluated in parallel. In the case of the par-
and expression, when the value of one of the argument expressions becomes false, the value of the entire
expression will become false, and the rest of computation at the point is killed by a kill signal sent from the
RM which evaluated the corresponding argument expression. An actual killing action is realized by sending/

Figure 3: SST and its pointer organization
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receiving a kill signal. The similar arguments hold for the par-or expression, replacing false into true. The
costs of sending and receiving a kill signal are 11 [µsec] and 16 [µsec], respectively, in the PaiLisp/MT
interpreter, pif is a parallelization of if that the argument expressions e1, e2, e3 are evaluated in parallel; they
are evaluated as if (pbegin e1 e2 e3) is evaluated in the SHE strategy with the following modification. e2 and
e3 are stored into the SSTi of RMi together with their shared object SO, and then the RMi starts evaluating
the expression e1. If the value of e1 is false then the following actions are taken. If the values of e2 and e3 are
obtained then the value of e3 is returned else if e2 is stolen and evaluated by an idle processor then a kill
signal is sent to the processor of evaluating e2. After evaluating e3 its resultant value is returned as the value
of the pif expression. If the value of e1 is not false then the similar actions are taken for the expressions e2
and e3.

(4)
On other PaiLisp concurrency constructs

Other PaiLisp concurrency constructs are also realized, pcond and pcond# are implemented in a similar
manner with pif and par-and. Following the SHE-based implementation strategy of future given in the
reference 7), the SHE-based future is realized in the PaiLisp/MT interpreter, call/pcc and call/pep are the
extensions of the sequential call/cc and call/ep to support P-continuation, and they are implemented in the
manner explained in the reference 9) and 10).

4.3
Experimental Results of the PaiLisp/MT Interpreter

The PaiLisp/MT interpreter is a parallel Scheme system equipped with multiple evaluation strategies (ETC,
SHE, LTC, Sequential Evaluation), implemented on a DEC7000 system with six Alpha Processors under
OSF/1 OS. In this section we give some basic costs in the evaluation strategies implemented in the PaiLisp/
MT interpreter, and then we give some results of running several programs on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter. 

4.3.1
Basic costs in the PaiLisp/MT interpreter

• The cost of a Scheme primitive (a constant, a variable, and a quote expression) is smaller than 2 [µsec].
• The cost of applying a primitive Scheme function (like cons, car, cdr, +, −, =, null?, eq?, etc.) is about 5

[µsec].
• The cost of binding a value to a variable is about 2 [µsec], and the cost of forming a lambda closure is

about 2.2 [µsec].
• The cost of function application is about 5 [µsec].
• The cost of creating a shared object is 9 [µsec].
• The cost of stealing a pair of an expression and its shared object from SST is 70 [µsec], while the cost of

process creation in the ETC strategy is 60 [µsec].
• The cost of exclusive access to SST by the home processor is 11 [µsec], and the costs that a helper

accesses to the Resume Stack and to the SST of the home processor are about 4 [µsec].
• The cost of sending a kill signal is about 11 [µsec], and the cost of receiving a kill signal is about 16

[µsec].
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• The cost of creating a future-value is 15 [µsec], and the cost of the force operation to obtain an actual
value for a future-value is about 14 [µsec].

4.3.2
Running several programs on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter

The following programs1 were used for an experimental evaluation of the PaiLisp/MT interpreter.

Fibonacci (fib n), (pfib n), (ffibl n), (ffib2 n), (ffib3 n)
Tarai (tarai x y z), (ptarai x y z), (ftarai100 x y z),

(ftarai010 x y z), (ftarai001 x y z), (ftarai110 x y z),
(ftarai101 x y z), (ftarai011 x y z), (ftarai111 x y z)

Merge sort (msort d), (pmsort d), (fmsort d)
N Queen (queen 8), (pqueen 8), (fqueen 8)

Figure 4 shows the results of running these programs on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter, using six processors in
the SEQ, ETC, SHE and LTC strategies, where SEQ means Sequential Evaluation. In the above benchmark
programs fib, tarai, msort and queen are sequential programs of evaluating the Fibonacci function, the tarai
function, the merge sorting of data and the N Queen problem, respectively, pfib, ptarai, pmsort and
pqueen are their parallelized versions, using the pcall construct,  while ffibi, ftaraiijk, fmsort and fqueen are
their parallelized versions, using the future construct. Note that the suffices in ffibi and ftaraiijk indicate the
places where future is inserted.

From the results of Figure 4 we can observe the following:

• The SHE strategy always runs faster than the ETC strategy.
• The LTC strategy sometimes runs slower than the ETC strategy, and the effectiveness of the LTC

strategy depends upon the places where future is inserted for parallelization.
• The SHE strategy sometimes runs slower than the LTC strategy, although their differences are small. But

the SHE strategy for a program runs faster and more stable than the LTC strategy for the corresponding
program.

Thus, we would be able to say that the SHE strategy is a more stable and sound parallel evaluation strategy
than the ETC and LTC strategies.

5
PaiLisp/MT Compiler

The PaiLisp/MT compiler is a compiler of translating a PaiLisp program into a RM program, and the
resultant RM program is translated into the C language program. Then the resultant C program is executed
under the PaiLisp/MT interpreter. The input/output routines, the heap area and the garbage collector of the
PaiLisp/MT interpreter is commonly used in the compiler. The PaiLisp/MT compiler consists of two parts:

1 These programs are available by anonymous ftp through ftp://ftp.ito.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/pub/pailisp/
benchmarks.tar.gz 
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(1) Compiler for Scheme expressions.
(2) Compiler for PaiLisp concurrency constructs.

Compiled codes are dynamically linked under the interpreter. Separate compiling of procedures is possible,
even if they mutually invoke and reference each other, and also compiled procedures and interpreted
procedures can invoke and reference each other. Note that for PaiLisp concurrency constructs two code
generation rules based on the ETC and SHE strategies are available.

On implementing call/cc and call/ep

Besides the above considerations we have to consider how to implement continuations. In case of Scheme it
is enough to support sequential continuation, captured by call/cc. However, in implementations of PaiLisp
we have to consider two aspects in supporting continuations. One is in introducing call/pcc to support P-
continuation, which is an extension of Scheme continuation (S-continuation) into concurrency. Another is a
restricted version of call/cc, written as call/ep, to support only a single-use continuation, and similarly a
restricted version of call/pcc, written as call/pep,  to support a single-use P-continuation8, 10). There are a
number of strategies of implementing continuations2). The stack strategy is a commnonly-used technique of
implementing continuations, and it is efficient for a program which does not contain any call/cc construct.
However, call/cc implemented in the stack strategy is slow and heavy, since it requires the actions of
copying contents of the control stack in capturing and throwing continuations, call/ep and call/pep are
introduced, since call/cc and call/pec are usually used in a single-use style of continuations in practical
programs. They can be efficiently implemented only in handling tag-objects stored in the control stack
without copying contents of the stack10, 11). Note that the stack/heap strategy2) is efficient in implementing
call/cc and call/pcc, since it does not require copying contents of the stack in throwing continuations. But it
is not applicable in implementing call/ep and call/pep, because the tag information will be sometimes lost
under the stack/heap strategy.

5.1
Compiler for Scheme Expressions

A Scheme compiler is implemented, slightly extending the Abelson-Sussman’s compiler1). Let C [E, ctenv,
cont] be the compiler of a Scheme expression E to generate the corresponding RM code program under
ctenv and cont, where ctenv means the compile-time-environment, and cont is a keyword to be used during
compilation, cont will be one of return, next and LABEL, as explained below. The compilation rules for
major Scheme constructs can be given as follows.

(1)
Compilation rules for quote and a constant

C [(quote number), ctenv, any] C [number, ctenv, any] C [(quote boolean), ctenv, any]
C [booleant, ctenv, any] C [(quote TextOfQuotation), ctenv, return]      (assign val ’TextOf
Quotation)      (restore cont)      (goto cont) C [(quote TextOf Quotation), ctenv, next]      
(assign val ’TextOf Quotation) C [(quote TextOf Quotation), ctenv, LABEL]      (assign val

’TextOf Quotation)      (goto LABEL)
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Remark: return, next, LABEL, and any

program SEQ
[sec]

ETC
[sec]

SHE
[sec]

LTC
[sec]

(fib 20) 0.655
(0)

– – –

(pfib 20) – 0.767
(21890)

0.167
(50)

–

(ffibl 20) – 0.519
(10945)

0.187
(51)

0.162
(66)

(ffib2 20) – 2.011
(10945)

1.121
(531)

1.867
(10945)

(ffib3 20) – 0.922
(21890)

0.251
(92)

0.210
(173)

(tarai 840) 0.424
(0)

– – –

(ptarai 840) – 0.321
(9453)

0.097
(140)

–

(ftarai100 840) – 0.231
(3151)

0.152
(137)

0.143
(84)

(ftarai010 840) – 0.822
(3151)

0.829
(3151)

0.860
(3151)

(ftarai001 840) – 0.003
(73)

0.003
(22)

0.034
(32)

(ftarai110 840) – 0.353
(6302)

0.197
(190)

0.191
(156)

(ftarai101 840) – 0.078
(246)

0.004
(7)

0.094
(74)

(ftarai011 840) – 0.352
(4323)

0.004
(22)

0.063
(59)

(ftarai111 840) – 0.151
(2910)

0.004
(30)

0.312
(60)

(queen 8) 2.144
(0)

– – –

(pqueen 8) – 0.613
(11016)

0.389
(194)

–

(fqueen 8) – 0.522
(5508)

0.411
(75)

0.394
(191)

(msort d) 0.535
(0)

– – –

(pmsort d) – 0.182
(1000)

0.148
(17)

–

(fmsort d) – 0.166
(500)

0.149
(18)

0.158
(22)

Figure 4: Results of running several benchmark programs on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter 
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1. return means that after evaluating E the cont is restored, and then the evaluation is resumed at the point
of the cont.

2. next means that there is some other expressions that is evaluated under the same environment.
3. LABEL means that after evaluating E the evaluation moves to the point denoted by the label LABEL.
4. any means any of return, next and LABEL. 

Note that the compilation rules for a constant can be given similarly, replacing TextOf Quotation to
(identifier const), where the identifier is number if const is a number, and it is boolean if const is a boolean
value.

(2)
Compilation rules for a variable

The rules for a global variable var which does not exist in ctenv are as follows.

C [var, ctenv, return] (assign val (lookup-variable-value ’var env)      (restore cont)      (goto
cont) C [var, ctenv, next] (assign val (lookup-variable-value ’var env)) C [var, ctenv,

LABEL] (assign val (lookup-variable-value ’var env))      (goto LABEL)

The rules for a local variable var in ctenv can be given, replacing (lookup-variable-value var env) to
(lexical-address-lookup env m n) in the above rules for a global variable, where m and n are the frame
location and the value location in the environmnt, respectively.

(3)
Compilation rules for function application (f e1…en)

We give the compilation rules that the argument expressions e1, …, en are evaluated in the left-to-right rule
and then f is evaluated. In the PaiLisp/MT interpreter the apply-dispatch is used in function application, but
it is modified for the compiler so as to push argument expressions into the stack. We use cp-apply-dispatch,
modifying apply-dispatch. Using cp-apply-dispatch we can give the compilation rules for function
application as follows.

C [(f e1…en), ctenv, return]      <(save env)> C [e1, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (save
val)      .......      <(save env)> C [en, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (save val)      C [f, ctenv,
next]      (assign fun val)      (assign argcount (number n))      (goto cp-apply-dispatch) C [(f
e1…en), ctenv, next] (assign cont NEWLABEL)      (save cont)      C [(f e1…en), ctenv,

return]      NEWLABEL C [(f e1…en), ctenv, LABEL] (assign cont LABEL)      (save cont)      C
[(f e1…en), ctenv, return]

where NEWLABEL is a newly-created label at the point of function application.
Remark: Note that <(save env)> C [ej, ctenv, next] <(restore env)> means the following: 

1. the save and restore commands will be inserted, if the expression ej is an expression which destroys (or
alters) the environment and if the succeeding evaluation requires the new environment destroyed by
evaluating ej.
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2. otherwise, they are not used. This check on side-effects to the environment must be installed into the
compiler.

The primitive functions in Scheme can be directly and efficiently treated by the command (primitive p n),
reducing a considerable overhead incurred using cp-apply-dispatch. The compilation rules for a primitive
function prim with n-ary arguments can be given as follows, assuming that prim is not a function of
destroying an environment.

C [(prim e1…en), ctenv, return] C [(prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (restore cont)      (goto
cont) C [(prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      <(save env)> C [e1, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>    
  (save val)      ......     <(save env)> C [en, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (save val)      (assign
val (primitive prim n)) C [(prim e1…en), ctenv, LABEL] C [(prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (goto

LABEL)

When prim is a primitive function with a single argument, the second rule above may be replaced by the
following rule that the result of evaluating the argument is saved into the register.

C [(prim e), ctenv, next] <(save env)> C [e, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (assign val
(primitive prim val))

But any primitive function of destroying an environment should be handled by the compilation rules for
function application, using cp-apply-dispatch, mentioned above.

(4)
Compilation rules for define and begin

define will be used to define a function globally or locally. We assume that the function definition is written
in a lambda form, but if it is not in a lambda form it is transformed into the lambda form as follows.

(define (f x1…xn) body) (define f (lambda (x1…xn) body))

The compilation rules for a global definition are as follows.

C [(define f e), ctenv, return] C [(define f e), ctenv, next]      (restore cont)      (goto cont) C
[(define f e), ctenv, next]      <(save env)> C [e, ctenv, next] <(rest ore env)>      (perform
(define-variable ’f val env))      (assign val ’f) C [(define f e), ctenv, LABEL] C [(define f e),

ctenv, next]      (goto LABEL)

When define is used to define a function locally and internally within a begin expression, its definition is
transformed into a form with correct local bindings, using let, and then the definition body is bound to the
local variable, using set!, in the following way.

(begin (define x exp1)…)      (begin (let ((x ’dummy)…) (set! x exp1)…)

After this transformation the compilation rule for begin will be applied.
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C [(begin e1…en), ctenv, any] C [(begin-2 Dtrans [e1…en] ), ctenv, any]

where Dtrans [e1…en] is the result obtained by transforming the expressions e1…en in the begin expression,
applying the above kind of transformation for local function definitions.

C [(begin-2 E1…Em), ctenv, any]      <(save env)> C [E1, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      <
(save env)> C [Em−1, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      ……     C [Em, ctenv, any]

(5)
Compilation rules for lambda and let

The compilation rules for a lambda form consist of the codes for a closure object and the codes for the
lambda-body. A lambda closure will be formed from the current environment, the label to the compiled
codes of the lambda-body, the number of argumemts, and a flag to indicate if an argument is a dotted list or
not. Note that the compilation of the lambda-body must be done, using an environment extended with
variables in the lambda-bindings.

C [(lambda (x1…xn) e1…em), ctenv, return]      (assign val (make-compiled-procedure
NEWLABEL1 n flag env))      (restore cont)      (goto cont)      NEWLABEL1      (assign env

(compiled-procedure-env fun))      (assign env (extend-binding-environment ’(x1…xn) env))      C
[(begin e1…em), (cons ’(x1…xn) ctenv), return]

where (cons ’(x1…xn) ctenv) is the environment extended from ctenv. If the third argument in C [*, *, *] is
next or LABEL, the compilation rules can be give from the above, replacing

     (restore cont)      (goto cont) 

into (goto NEWLABEL2) for next and (goto LABEL) for LABEL, respectively.
The compilation rules for let and letrec can be given as follows.

C [((let (((x1 el)…(xn en))) E1…Em), ctenv, any]      <(save env)> C [e1, ctenv, next] <(restore
env)>      (save val)      .........     <(save env)> C [en, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (save

val)      (assign env (extend-binding-environment ’(x1…xn) env))      C [(begin El…Em), (cons
’(x1…xn) ctenv), any] C [(letrec (((x1 e1…(xn en))) E1…Em), ctenv, any]      C [(let ((x1

’dummy)…(xn ’dummy))      (set! x1 e1)…(set! xn en) E1…Em), ctenv, any]

(6)
Compilation of other Scheme expressions

(set! x v) will be compiled as follows, when x is a global variable.

C [(set! x v), ctenv, return] C [(set! x v), ctenv, next]      (restore cont)      (goto cont) C
[(set! x v), ctenv, next]      <(save env)> C [v, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (perform

(set-variable-value ’x val env)) C [(set! x v), ctenv, LABEL] C [(set! x v), ctenv, next]      (goto
LABEL)
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When the variable x in (set! x v) is a local variable, the second rule should be as follows.

C [(set! x v), ctenv, next] <(save env)> C [v, ctenv, next] <(restore env)>      (perform
(lexical-address-set env m n val))

The compilation rules for other Scheme constructs can be given in a similar fashion, taking into account
their meanings.

5.2
Compiler for PaiLisp Concurrency Constructs

In this section we give the compilation rules for the PaiLisp concurrency constructs.

5.2.1
Compilation rules for spawn, suspend and exlambda

(spawn e) is realized in the way that a label of initiating execution of the expression e and its environment
is entered into the process queue.

C [ (spawn e), ctenv, return] C [(spawn e), ctenv, next]      (restore cont)      (goto cont) C
[(spawn e), ctenv, next] (goto NEWLABEL1)      NEWLABEL2      C [e, ctenv, terminate-
process]      NEWLABEL1      (assign cont NEWLABEL2)      (save cont)      (parallel alloc-

spawn-process 1) C [(spawn e), ctenv, LABEL] C [(spawn e), ctenv, next]      (goto LABEL) 

(suspend) is realized by the extended RM command parallel suspend as follows.

C [(suspend), ctenv, any] (parallel suspend)

exlambda is similar to lambda except creating an exclusive closure, and it is realized using make-cpl-
exclusive-procedure for make-compiled-procedure in the compiled codes of lambda, and cp-ex-apply-end
will be used to unlock the queue for the place of return in the compiled codes of lambda. For example,

C [(exlambda (x1…xn) e1…em), ctenv, return]      (assign val (make-cpl-exclusive-
procedure NEWLABEL1 n flag env))      (restore cont)      (goto cont)      NEWLABEL1      (assign

env (compiled-procedure-env fun))      (assign env (extend-binding-environment ’(x1…xn)
env))      C [(begin e1…em), (cons ’(x1…xn) ctenv), cp-ex-apply-end]

5.2.2
Compilation Rules for pcall

There are two compilation strategies for pcall, depending upon use of the ETC strategy and the SHE
strategy.

[1] ETC-based compilation of (pcall f e1…en)
We consider the following cases:

(1) f is a user-defined function.
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(2) f is a primitive function.

Assuming that alloc-pcall-process is a command to enter a process into the process queue and determine-
pcall is a synchronization command for pcall, the compilation rules of (pcall f e1…en) can be given as
follows.

(1) f is a user-defined function.

C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, return]      (goto NEWLABELO)      NEWLABEL1      C [en,
(cons ’( ) ctenv), determine-pcall]      ....     NEWLABELn      C [e1, (cons ’( ) ctenv),

determine-pcall]      NEWLABEL0      (save env)      (assign cont NEWLABELa)      (save
cont)      (assign cont NEWLABELn)      (save cont)      ....      (assign cont NEWLABELn)      (save
cont)      (parallel alloc-pcall-process n)      (parallel suspend)      NEWLABELa      C [f, ctenv,
next]      (assign argcount (number n))      (goto cp-apply-dispatch) C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv,
next]      (assign cont NEWLABELb)      (save cont)      C [(pcall f el…en), ctenv, return]   
   NEWLABELb C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, LABEL]      (assign cont LABEL)      (save cont)      C

[(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, return]

(2) f is a primitive function.

When f is a primitive function prim it is possible to give the following compilation rules to create better
codes than the above (1).

C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, return]      C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (restore
cont)      (goto cont) C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (goto NEWLABELO)      NEW

LABEL1      C [en, (cons ’( ) ctenv), determine-pcall]      .........     NEWLABELn      C [e1,
(cons ’( ) ctenv), determine-pcall]      NEWLABEL0      (save env)      (assign cont

NEWLABELa)      (save cont)      (assign cont NEWLABEL1)      (save cont)      ......     (assign
cont NEWLABELn)      (save cont)      (parallel alloc-pcall-process n)      (parallel suspend)    

  NEWLABELa      (assign val (primitive prim n)) C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, LABEL]      
C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (goto LABEL)

[2] SHE-based compilation of (pcall f e1…en)
We assume that detennine-pcall-she is an run-time routine of initiating the SHE-based evaluation of the

next argument expression after checking the value of the counter of counting the number of argument
expressions, and alloc-she-pcall-process is a RM command of pushing NEWLABELn−1, …,
NEWLABEL1 into the SST. Using these RM commands we can give the following compilation rules for
SHE-based evaluation of (pcall f e1…en).

(1) f is a user-defined function. 

C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, return]      (goto NEWLABELO)      NEWLABEL1      C [e2,
(cons ’( ) ctenv), determine-pcall-she]      ....     NEWLABELn−1      C [en, (cons ’( ) ctenv),

determine-pcall-she]      NEWLABEL0      (save env)      (assign cont NEWLABELa)      (save
cont)      (assign cont NEWLABEL1)      (save cont)      ....     (assign cont NEWLABELn−1)      (save
cont)      (parallel alloc-she-pcall-process n−1)      C [e1, ctenv, determine-pcall-she]      NE
WLABELa      C[f, ctenv, next]      (assign argcount (number n))      (goto cp-apply-dispatch)

C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, next]      (assign cont NEWLABELb)      (save cont)      C [(pcall
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f e1…en) , ctenv, return]      NEWLABELb C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, LABEL]      (assign
cont LABEL)      (save cont)      C [(pcall f e1…en), ctenv, return]

(2) f is a primitive function.
It is possible to give the following rule to generate better object codes, when f is a primitive function prim.

C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, return]       C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (restore
cont)      (goto cont) C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (goto NEWLABEL0)      NEW

LABEL1      C [e2, ctenv, determine-pcall-she]      ....      NEWLABELn−1      C [en, ctenv,
determine-pcall-she]      NEWLABEL0      (save env)      (assign cont NEWLABELa)      (save
cont)      (assign cont NEWLABEL1)      (save cont)      ....     (assign cont NEWLABELn−1)      (save
cont)      (parallel alloc-she-pcall-process n−1)      C [e1, ctenv, determine-pcall-she]      NE
WLABELa      (assign val (primitive prim n)) C [(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, LABEL]      C

[(pcall prim e1…en), ctenv, next]      (goto LABEL) [3] Compilation of other PaiLisp
concurrency constructs Other PaiLisp concurrency constructs can be compiled by

extending and modifying the above compilation strategy for pcall, taking into account the
ETC and SHE evaluation strategies to reflect their meanings. Note that variable-bindings in
the lambda form and the let and letrec expressions will done sequentially as in the PaiLisp/

MT interpreter.

5.3
Transforming RM Programs into C Programs

A PaiLisp program will be compiled into the corresopnding RM program according to the compilation rules
explained above. The resultant RM program is transformed to the corresponding C program. The resultant C
program is executed, compiling it by the C compiler and linking to the interpreter. Thus a PaiLisp program
is compiled and transformed as follows.

PaiLisp Program
↓
RM Program
↓
C Program
↓
Target Machine Code Program
↓
execution

The correspondences between RM commands and their C code routines are given in Appendix. The
resultant C program obtained by compiling a PaiLisp program is executed, linking it to the PaiLisp
interpreter. For this purpose, a linking primitive cload is implemented, using the dynamic linking
mechanism of the system. In order to handle compiled codes the following modifications to the interpreter are
done for process management.

if (oid (fun)==COMPILED) {      env=cp_env (fun); pushobj (env);      p_val (process)=Nil;
jump=cp_entry (fun);      jump_loop (RM); goto loop; } else {      exp=cl_exp (fun); env=cl_env

(fun);      p_val (process)=Nil; jump=eval_dispatch;      jump_loop (RM); goto loop; }
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The first part handles compiled processes, and the second part is for execution in the interpreter.
cp_apply_dispatch must be prepared for function application in the compiler, and apply_dispatch for the
interpreter must be modified to allow invocation of compiled codes from a program of the interpreter.
Evaluation of an expression in the compilation mode is usually much faster than that of the interpreter, so
that it is desirable to tune up the system so as to reduce the overhead in using the interpreter as a run-time
system. Some considerations from this standpoint are also taken into the modifications of the interpreter.

5.4
Running several programs on the PaiLisp/MT compiler

Figure 5 shows the results of running several benchmark programs on the PaiLisp/MT compiler, comparing
to their executions on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter. The environment for benchmarking is same with the
interpreter; that is, a DEC7000 with six Alpha processors under OSF/1 OS is used.

• For a sequential Scheme program the compiled evaluation runs about 5~6 times faster than the
interpreted evaluation.

• The ETC-based compiled evaluation is sometimes slower than the sequential evaluation.
• In the case of the SHE strategy the compiled evaluation runs about 2~5 times faster than the interpreted

evaluation, and the complied evaluation in the SHE strategy is always faster than the compiled
evaluation in the sequential compiler.

• The SHE-based compiled evaluation runs 1.5~4.5 times faster than the ETC-based compiled evaluation.

6
Conclusion

In this paper we explained how the multi-threaded PaiLisp/MT interpreter and compiler are implemented.
The PaiLisp/MT system is a system with multiple evaluation strategies, consisting of the following:

(1) the sequential interpreter and compiler for Scheme programs. 
(2) the parallel interpreter and compiler based on the ETC and SHE strategies for PaiLisp concurrency

constructs.

The experimental results show that

Programs Sequential
Interpreter
[sec]

Sequential
Compiler
[sec]

ETC-based
Compiler
[sec]

SHE-based
Compiler
[sec]

SHE-based
interpreter
[sec]

(pfib 20) 0.655 0.086 0.307 0.073 0.167
(ptarai 840) 0.424 0.090 0.195 0.053 0.097
(pqueen 8) 2.473 0.278 0.272 0.090 0.389
(pmsort 11) 0.535 0.063 0.051 0.035 0.148

Figure 5: Results of running several programs on the PaiLisp/MT compiler
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(1) the SHE-based interpreted evaluation runs faster than the sequential interpreted evaluation and the ETC-
based interpreted evaluation.

(2) the SHE-based compiled evaluation runs faster than the sequential compiled evaluation and the ETC-
based compiled evaluation.

(3) the SHE-based compiled evaluation runs 2~5 times faster than the SHE-based interpreted evaluation.

The current PaiLisp/MT compiler is a simple compiler easy to implement, since it uses the Register
Machine model and the interpreter is used as its run-time routine of compiled codes. However, for
implementation of a more efficient complier, it will be bettter to realize a stack-based compiler with an
efficient run-time routine in running compiled codes.
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APPENDIX: Extended Register Machine Commands

The extended RM commands and the run-time routines are all implemented in the C language, and their
major ones are as follows.

Major RM commands and their corresponding C code routines.

RM command Meanings and the corresponding C code routines

(assign reg value) The value value will be assigned into the register reg
reg=c_value
(where c_value is value expressed in the C language)
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Major RM commands and their corresponding C code routines.

RM command Meanings and the corresponding C code routines

(perform action) execute action of the RM
c_action
(where c_action is action expressed in the C language)

(parallel p-action) execute a parallel action p-action of the RM
p-c_action
(where p-c_action is p-action expressed in the C language)

(save reg) push the content of the register reg into the stack
push (reg)

(restore reg) pop a value from the stack into the register reg
pop (reg)

(goto label) jump to the label label
go (label)

(car obj) return the car part of a cons pair obj
car (obj)

(cdr obj) return the cdr part of a cons pair obj
cdr (obj)

(cons reg obj1 obj2) allocate a new cell to the register reg and set its car part to obj 1 and its cdr part to
obj 2
cons (reg, obj 1, obj 2)

(number int) allocate a integer object with the value int
make_num_data (int)

’var create_symbol (“var”, strlen (“var”))
(where var is a symbol)

’list cp_reader (RM, “list”)
(where list is a list, a character or a string)

(primitive prim n) apply the primitive function prim to n elements of the stack
(primitive prim reg) apply the one argument primitive function prim to the register reg
(define-variable var reg env) The value of var in the environment env will be replaced by the value of the register

reg
define_variable (RM, env, c_var, reg)

(lookup-varaible-value var env) get the value of the variable var from the environment
sym_val (c_var)

(set-variable-value var reg env) The value of var in the environment env will be replaced by the value bound to the
register reg
set_variable_value (c_var, val, env) 

(lexical-address-lookup env f n) obtain the value at the n-th point in the f-th frame in the
environment,
lexical_address_lookup (env, f , n)

(lexical-address-set env f n obj) replace the value at the n-th point in the f-th frame in the
environment by the value of obj.
lexical-address-set (env, f, n, obj)

(extend-binding-environment (x1…xn) env) create a frame appended to the head of the environment pointed by
the env register
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The values of stack will be bound to the variables allocate_env
(env, env); cp_add_binding (n)

(extend-binding-environment (x1…xn . xn+1) env) allocate_env (env, env) ;
cp_add_dotlist_binding (n)

(make-compiled-procedure entry n flag env) create a compiled function.
make_compiled (RM, entry, n, m)
(where if flag=#f then m=0 else m=1)

(compile-procedure-env do) return the environment of a closure do
cp_env (clo)

(make-cpl-exclusive-procedure entry n flag env) create a compiled exclusive closure
make_ex_compiled (RM, entry, n, m)
(where if flag=# then m=0 else m=1)

(alloc-promise entry env) create a promise with a label to a compiled program.
allocate_cp_promise (reg, entry, env)

(add-spawn-process 1) get a label from the stack, and enter a process corresponding to the
label into the New Queue to initiate its execution
add_spawn_process_to_queue (RM, 1)

(add-pcall-process-to-queue n) get n labels from the stack, and enter n processes corresponding to
their labels into the New Queue to initiate their executions
add_pcall_processes_to_queue (RM , n)

(add-she-pcall-process n) get n labels from the stack, and enter n processes corresponding to
their lables into the SST to initiate their executions
add_she_pcall_processes_to_queue (RM , n)

The run-time routines for spawn, exlambda and pcall.

Routine name Meaning

terminate_process terminate the execution of a process created by the spawn construct
cp_ex_apply_end resume the execution of a process waiting for the application of an exclusive closure
determine_pcall check whether the evaluation of all the arguments expressions of pcall construct is completed,

and after its completion the execution of the parent process will be resumed 
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ABSTRACT

To date, a number of parallel Lisp languages on shared-memory multiprocessors (e.g., Qlisp17),
Multilisp12), mUtilisp10)) have been proposed and implemented. , However, the current environments
for existing Lisp language systems are mostly general purpose workstations (WS’s) without shared-
memory. We have designed a distributed Lisp system that runs on commonly used environments such
as UNIX, X-Window and WS’s connected via networks. The implementation of the prototype system
has been successful and the performance of the system is promising for future exploration of
distributed cooperative processing systems.

1
Introduction

In recent years, distributed organization of computer systems has been more commonly used than that of
centralized ones. However, in a centralized system, a job without strict time constraints could be treated as a
background job, but so far, in a distributed system, no established nor effective method to treat such a job
has been discussed.

The easiest solution for this problem is to organize the system heterogeneously. That is, the jobs which
perform time consuming computing or large file operations are executed by dedicated servers in a
distributed system. However, in such a heterogeneous system, the load balancing of the processing element
has been a new problem.

This paper firstly focuses on this problem and describes an experiment to execute background jobs on a
workstation-based distributed system. 

Secondly, since parallel execution of a program is possible in a distributed system, the execution times of
these background jobs can be dramatically improved compared to single-processor execution. Our
experimental results are included also in this paper.

Since the distributed system at our site is already running, which source codes are written in high level
language. Therfore, one of the commonly used high level languages is desirable to write algorithms for such
background jobs. We adopted, with a few modifications Lisp, since our statistical survey says that most of
the jobs, which consume large CPU time and cause unbalanced CPU loads, are written in Lisp in our site.



So we have designed a background job description language which is based on Lisp with extra functions
added.

So far, research on parallel processing of Lisp programs such as, Multilisp, Qlisp, mUtilisp, PaiLisp, and
Concurrent LISP is underway. In this research, the required architecture for the target machines, which
execute the program in a parallel manner are tightly coupled multi-processors with shared memory.
However, since our research objective is to implement a background job as well as the parallel Lisp
processing, our target machine must be more commonly used a loosely coupled distributed system. Our
prototype system runs on a typical current organizations of which system components are such as UNIX-
workstations, X-windows, ether-net and so on.

The behavior of our prototype system is extremely promising. In this paper, we discuss the design and
implementation of the system and also describe the evaluations of the experiments.

2
An overview of Distributed Lisp

The interpreter for our prototype Distributed Lisp system (hereinafter called DLisp) is designed and
implemented based on Common Lisp. In addition to the Common Lisp language specification some
distributed processing functions have been added. The execution environment for DLisp is a commonly
used distributed system such as workstations, local networks or message passing facilities.

The user or the application program in the system firstly selects lightly loaded host workstations, with
particular resources such as the initiation software or the data needed to start a job. This host is called ‘root
host’ and the rest of the hosts in the system are called ‘remote hosts’. Figure 1 shows the relationship
between the root host and the remote hosts.

2.1
Communication Form

To initialize the system, we firstly form a logical network as the subset of a physical network. The
configuration of the logical subnetwork is completely independent of the physical topology of the original
network. In our prototype system, the configuration of this subnetwork is a ring where each host has two
adjacent hosts, which are connected to each other via UNIX stream sockets. This logical ring network
is formed statically at system initiation. Although there are a number of configurations for logical
subnetworks such as a star, tree, shared bus and loop, we selected the ring configuration after considering
such things as system performance, flexibility and the ease of fault detection.

2.2
Process Model

Each DLisp program which is executed sequentially is called a process. Since the system forms a logical
ring, each host has two adjacent hosts (provided that the number of hosts in the system is more than two).
For convenience, these two adjacent hosts are called the right host and the left host. This does not
necessarily mean that these hosts are physically adjacent, but a socket pair exists between the processes of
these hosts.

Although any process can dynamically create its adjacent processes on right or left hosts as well as its own
(current) host, there is no shared data or program code among them. Each process can communicate with its
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adjacent processes via its communication channels. To execute the whole distributed Lisp program, the
initial Lisp process must be executed first. This Lisp process is called the root process, and must reside in
the root host. A Lisp process can dynamically create its successor process in the current, right or left host.
Each Lisp process can not kill other Lisp processes, but can quit itself.

Figure 1: The relation between the logical ring and the physical network
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Figure 2 shows the initiation of the DLisp program at the root host. The root process is invoked at the
root host by the user’s command. The root process loads the program from the root host’s secondary storage
and executes it. The root process creates the process P01 on the current host, and P02, P03 on the adjacent
hosts (remote hosts). The process P04 can not be created directly since the host is not an adjacent one. The
Lisp processes’ scope is only within the current and two adjacent (right and left) hosts.

2.3
Inter-process Communication and Synchronization

DLisp provides the following facilities for communication and synchronization among processes. These
facilities are implemented with newly added Lisp functions.

(1) 1 to 1 message passing
This facility establishes a one way stream communication channel between two processes. The initiating

process issues SEND command (calls the function SEND) and the receiving process issues RECEIVE. The
calling process of the function SEND, may select blocking or nonblocking calls in order to implement both
the synchronized and asynchronized communications. But the function RECEIVE always blocks the caller.

(2) ring communication
DLisp provides the facility for location transparent multicast messages. The system creates two ring type

communication channels which are implemented with chains of socket pairs, for all hosts at initialization.
These rings are called the IN-ring and OUT-ring. The process in an arbitrary host can connect to these rings
and can operate on the ring so as to realize process cooperation, load balancing, reliable or atomic multicast
etc. Since the messages are passed along by the ring, the ordering of the messages is always maintained.
The major operations provided on the ring are as follows:

Figure 2: Root process and root host
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(a) Obtaining a message from the ring.
The process may read (or if necessary modify) the message from the ring, and forward it.

(b) Transmitting messages to the ring.
The process may transmit its own message to the ring. The process may also add information to the

fowarding messages.

2.4
The Distribution of Processes

A process may transmit or receive messages which consists of the functions and/or data defined as S-
expressions. A receiving host evaluates these S-expressions so as to obtain the data and to execute the
program. This means that the system allows explicit process migrations, since the message may contain the
functions for process creation and initialization.

The assignment of the process to the host depends on the application. The typical example for the
assignment is to distribute identical procedures to all hosts. In this case, the initiating host sends the
messages (S-expression) with its host-id and the procedure definition. If the host receiving this message
confirms that the host-ID in the message is not equal to the host-ID of adjacent hosts, then it forwards the
message to the ring. The initiating host terminates the message rotation if the host id is equal to its own in
order to avoid duplication. Since the system forms a logical ring network, the terminal host acknowledges
that message passing is normally completed. Otherwise the host which detects time-out initiates the
message rotation which aborts the procedures already sent to the hosts (atomic mulicast).

A logical ring network has several advantages;
(1) Since the ring is formed logically, any host can easily be added or removed from the system.
(2) The programming and debugging can be done within the single host and the program can be

distributed to the multiple hosts without any program modifications. That is, a ring can be easily simulated
within a single host by means of sending messages to itself.

2.5
Extent ion to the Lisp Functions

We extend the set of Lisp functions with extra functions in order to support distributed and parallel
processing. These functions are based on CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes)7). There are 15 added
functions. These are briefly described as follows; 

Here, {a | b} denotes the disjunction of two elements a and b.

(create-process process :position { ’current | ’left | ’right} :x-window { ’use | ’unuse} { :initial-file file_name | :initial-
prog prog_list | :initial-non})

This function creates a process process in the current, right or left host according to iposition. If :x-
window is ’use, then X-window is opened. If :inital-file is specified, the created process evaluates the
file_name. If :initial-prog is specified, the created process evaluates the prog_list. Otherwise the process
waits for the program to be executed via input from the keyboard.

(existp process)

This function checks the existence of the process with name process in the current or adjacent host.
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(connect process)

This creates several constructs to communicate with the process process.

(host-name:position { ’current | ’left | ’right})

This function returns the host name to the position specified.

(cpu-status)

This function obtains the consumed CPU ratio and the number of processes waiting.

(ssend process msg { :blocking :time-out time | :nonblocking})

This function sends a evaluated S-expression message to process process. If:blocking is specified, the
caller is blocked until process receives the message or the period of time assingned by: time-out expires. If
:nonblocking is specified, it proceeds to process without the acknowledge from process.

(sreceive process)

This function receives a message from process. The caller is blocked until the message is received from
process. The returned value of the function is the message itself.

(comsync process msg)

This function is for the calling process to synchrinize with process process. So, this function sends the
message to process, and waits for the message from process. If process sends a message, the returned value
of this function is that message. Therefore this works like a rendezvous with process in the adjacent host.

(ring-get {:IN | :OUT} :timeout time)

This function receives the message from a specified ring (IN or OUT) and locks the ring. Therefore,
except for the caller process, no message forwarding or modification of the message is executed after this
function is called. The caller process is blocked until new message arrives from the adjacent host or the
period of time specified: by time-out expires. The returned value of this function is the message itself or
null if timeout occurs. The lock on the ring is not released until the caller issues the ring-put or ring-clear
functions.

(ring-put {:IN | :OUT} msg)

This function sends the message specified by msg to the ring (IN or OUT). If this function is called by the
caller of ring-get, the lock on the ring is released and the message forwarding is restarted on the ring.

(ring-read {:IN | :OUT} :time-out time)

This function is the same as the function ring-get but there is no lock on the ring, i.e., the message is
forwarded.

(ring-write {:IN | :OUT} msg)

This function inserts msg to the forwarded message on the ring. The caller is not blocked.

(ring-clear {:IN | :OUT})

This function is called only by the caller of ring-get, and it releases the lock on the ring.
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(email address msg)

This function sends an e-mail to the specified address.

(quit)

This function kills the caller itself. If the calling process is using x-window, the window is closed.

2.6
Examples

Figure 3 shows the examples for the usage of send and receive functions. In this figure, the root process
creates P01 on the current host and P02 on the right host. On creation of process P01, it executes P01LDF
file. Similarly, P02 executes specified progbody. Thus, two processes P01 and P02 are executed on their own
hosts.

3
Prototype System Design

To design the DLisp prototype system, the major issues are: How to design Lisp processes in a host and
what types of interprocess communication must be supported.

The following two sections discuss these issues. 

3.1
Lisp Process

The design and implementation of the Lisp application process strongly affects the performance and
configuration of the overall system. In particular, the relation between the Lisp application process and the
UNIX process is important. We have two alternatives for designing Lisp application processes:

Figure 3: Example of send and receive functions
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(1) A single Lisp interpreter that manages multiple Lisp application processes.
(2) A single Lisp interpreter that manages a single Lisp application process.

The advantage of the alternative (1) is that only one program code for the Lisp interpreter is required in a
host. This means that the program storage for redundunt Lisp interpreters are saved, and the performance of
the program improves if we use a light weight process or thread (e.g. SUN Microsystem Light weight) for
multiple Lisp application processes. In the alternative (1), there are two ways of designing the process
scheduling mechanism. One is to design this mechanism independant of the interpreter and the other is to
incorporate it into the Lisp interpreter. The example for the latter is Multi-Lisp, which is implemented on
UNIX based multi-processors.

To design our prototype system the following problems of alternative (1) are recognized:

(a) To port the thread library to the current environment is difficult.
(b) More than expected modifications on the existing Lisp language processors are required.

Since our initial goal is to implement a background job on a distributed system, we concluded that the
improvement of the execution time by light weight process is preferable but not indispensable.

Thus, we chose alternative (2) for our prototype system. In alternative (2), the Lisp application and Lisp
interpreter form a single Lisp process which is a single UNIX process.

3.2
Interprocess Communication

In order to execute the processes concurrently and in parallel, the mechanism with which the distributed
processes communicate and synchronize with each other must be provided.

3.2.1
Interprocess Communications within a Host

The original UNIX provided various types of system calls for interprocess communication within a single
host. However, taking account of the flexbility for message handling, we selected the System V IPC
(Interprocess Communication) mechanism.

3.2.2
Interprocess Communications among Multiple Hosts

In our system, the IN and OUT-rings are designed as a chain of UNIX socket pairs. So far, two types of
sockets are supported in UNIX. These are Berkeley sockets and System V Transport Layer Interfaces (TLI).
Basically, these two types are the same, so we chose the Berkeley socket simply because of the availability.
On creating socket pairs for the IN or OUT-ring, INET domain and TCP are specified.
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4
Implementation

The DLisp prototype system is implemented on the fourteen SUN SparcStation 2 which are connected via
ether net. The prototype system in each host consists of Lisp interpreter, process manager (PM), export
communication process (ECMP), import communication process (ICMP), ring manager (RM), message
manager (MM), message queues (MQPM, MQCH, MQLH, MQRH, MQRB and RRQ), ring buffer (RB)
and process name table (PNT) (see figer 4). These programs and data are stored in each host’s secondary
storage.

4.1
The Initialization of the System

To start the system, the user issues a command to invoke PM at the root host. Then, PM loads and invokes
ECPM, ICPM, RM and MM. Then, ECPM, ICPM, RM and MM in the root host invokes PMs in specified
remote hosts. Each PM invokes ECPM, ICPM, RM and MM within its own host and creates sockets based
on the port number assigned to the host and then establishes the connection between the adjacent nodes.
Thus, PMs cooperatively complete the communication ring (the IN-ring and OUT-ring) and then the PM in
each host initializes its working storage.

Then, each PM sets its process ID to 1. Finally the PM in the root host opens X-window and invokes the
Lisp interpreter at the opened window. 

4.2
Process Management

Figure 4 describes the flow of messages and controls within a host. Through MQPM (message queue for
process manager), the PM receives the message and key information such as the message source process ID

Figure 4: Messages flow in a host
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and the destination process ID. MQPM contains the internal message which consists of queue type code,
process ID, action code, reference to the message itself, and source and destination process IDs. If the
internal message is (create-process process :position ’current…), then the PM examines the PNT to check
whether process already exists. If not, the PM creates a Lisp interpreter process with process name process
by means of the exec system call and registers it to the PNT. If the internal message is (…: position ’right
(or ’left)…), the PM changes it to (…: position ’current…) and attaches it to the queue MQRH (MQLH).
Thus the PM commits this internal message to the right (left) host. The ECMP detaches the message from
the MQRH or MQLH and transmits it to the right or left host. Therefore the ICPM in the adjacent host
receives that message. On receiving it, the ICPM attaches the message to the MQPM and then, the adjacent
PM proceeds the message handling as described above and creates a process within the host. In both cases,
the source process which initially required the creation of process is notified of the created process ID by a
message. The source process is blocked until the arrival of that message.

4.3
Message Management

This process manages the messages from the adjacent host. The ICMP (Import Communication Manager
Process) passes the incoming message to MM, and then MM checks the action code of the message. If the
action code is the order or query for the process, MM distributes the message to MQPM. Otherwise it sends
the message to MQCH, or MQRQ, then the action code is placed in the interprocess communication within
the host, or is an operation on the ring.

Figure 5: Transition diagram of Ring Buffer in Ring Manager
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4.4
Ring Management

The input or output of a message to the ring is managed by the ring manager through the RB. The state
transition of the RB is described in figure 5. As shown in the figure 5, if no operation is blocked on the ring
within the host, the RM detaches the message from MQRB, stores it in the RB, and then attaches it to
MQRH or MQLH in order to transmit it to the next host on the ring. Suppose a Lisp process A asks to
obtain a message from the ring. It calls the function ring-get which makes the RM attach A’s process ID to
the RRQ, and to block process A until a new message arrives.

Once the new message arrives, the RM detaches the message from MQRB and stores it in the RB. It then
copies the message to the memory location assigned by process A. The message forwarded to the adjacent
host is blocked until A calls the function ring-put or ring-clear. While the message is blocked, the content of
the RB is locked by process A. Therefore if some other process B issues ring-get while the message is
blocked, the RM stores B’s ID to the RRQ and blocks B until A unlocks the RB by ring-put or ring-clear. If
A issues ring-put after the modification of RB, the RM does not forward the message, but instead copies the
message to the memory location assigned by process B. So, the modified message is processed as if it is a
newly arrived message for B.

5
Experiments

Some application programs are executed on the DLisp system. Here we discuss the results of two typical
program executions: 8-queen problem and sorting. The former is a typical example of a heavy computation
load job and the latter is a job with a large amount of data. Both of the programs are written in Lisp, and the
execution time of each problem is observed.

5.1
8-queen Problem

The algorithm for this problem is well known tree-searching. In our experiments, the logical ring consists of
k workstations (where k varies between 2 to 8), in each of which two application processes are created.

These processes are:

(1) SDPP : Data input process. SDPP extracts a starting point for the search from the IN-ring and gives it
to the IP process on every message rotation. Here, the starting point consists of a pair (X, Y), where X
and Y are the row and column respectively.

(2) IP : subtree-searching process. IP begins the subtree search with the starting point given by SDPP.

Information about the set of starting points rotates on the IN-ring and the SDPP process in the i-th host
extracts a single starting point of information and forwards the remaining starting points to the IN-ring.
Then, the SDPP in the i-th host gives the obtained starting point to the IP to invoke the subtree search. After
completing the search, the IP puts the results of the search on to the OUT-ring. Since the above procedures
are repeated until all the starting points are exhausted on the IN-ring, some hosts may contain more than two
starting points (if the number of starting points is greater than k).

Thus, the results on the OUT-ring can be collected by the initiator process.
We observed the following results after two trials:
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(1) The SDPP in each host extracts the starting point of each IN-ring rotation and queues it. Then it gives
the queued starting point to the IP every time IP’s completes its subtree search.

(2) The IP in each host directly extracts a starting point from the IN-ring after every completion of its
subtree search. Therefore only one starting point exists at a time in each host. 

5.2
Results

Figure 7 describes the experiment’s results. Here, it should be noted that the execution time for experiment
2 is not only better than that of experiment 1 but that the time for a single host execution divided by the

Figure 6: The outline of 8-queens problem

Figure 7: Comparison of 8-queens problem performance improvement ratio on experiment 1 and 2
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number of hosts (which is considered to be the theoretical upper bound for parallel execution) is also better.
The main reasons for this are as follows:

(1) Since the problem is divided into smaller subproblems and are distributed among the hosts, the
frequency of garbage collection by the Lisp interpreter is much less than in the original problem.

(2) The CPU loads are balanced better in experiment 2 than in experiment 1, since in experiment 1, the
SDPPs in some hosts may keep multiple starting points even though some other idle hosts are waiting
for starting points on the empty IN-ring but in experiment 2, the starting point is extracted every time
the IP completes its subtree search.

5.3
Sorting

We tried two experiments concerned with sorting.

(1) Firsty, the initiater process deposits (by ring-put) a set of data items which should be sorted on the IN-
ring. Then, the receiving process extracts a subset of data items from the set of data on the IN-ring and
leaves the remaining data. Then, the receiving process starts a local sort on the extracted subset. After
the completion of the local sort, the process gets the data from the OUT-ring and merges it with its own
sorted data. Then, the merged data is deposited on the OUT-ring so it can repeat the same procedure.
The above procedure is repeated until all the data items on the IN-ring are consumed. At the final stage
of execution, the initiator collects the sorted data items on the OUT-ring.

We call this data-flow sorting, since the data is flowing onto the ring.
(2) A large file which consists of a collection of records is divided into multiple subfiles and is distributed

over multiple hosts. Each host maintains its own subfile ( i.e. distributed data environment). Each
record contains a key field of numerical values. The goal of processing is to obtain upper (value larger)
k records ordered by a key field value from the whole file.

In our experiments k varies from 50 to 900, and the total number of records is 1000. These records are
equally divided into m hosts and distributed amongst them.

The initiating process firstly multicasts the sorting program to all hosts through the IN-ring, and then the
hosts evaluate the received program. The local sorting procedure at each host creates upper k records. After
completion of local sorting the process in each host gets the data (which is the upper k records) from the
OUT-ring, then merges it with its own k records, and puts the newly sorted k records on the OUT-ring. This
procedure terminates when the initiator obtains the data from the OUT-ring. This occurs when all hosts
complete their local sorting. We call this program-flow sorting, since the program is flowing on the ring. Both
of the experiments are measured in terms of execution time. The execution time starts when the initiator
deposits the data to be sorted and continues until the initiator gets the final sorted result.

5.4
Results

Figure 8 shows the execution time of data-flow sorting. The data to be sorted must be divided, distributed
and merged. This makes load balancing more difficult than that of the 8-queen problem. Therefore, no
effect of parallelism is observed in the range where the number of hosts is between 3 to 5. If the number of
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hosts is more than 9 and the number of data items is less than 500, the improvement of the performance is
approximately proportional to the number of data items, but in the region of more than 500 data items this
improvement is not observable.

Figure 9 describes the execution time of program flow sorting. In the case of 50 data items, the
performance is better than that of the theoretical upper bound. There are two main reasons for this:

1) All data is not necessarily transmitted.
2) Good load balancing is performed compared to data-flow sorting. 

6
Conclusion

How to detect idle or lightly-loaded workstations is still a basic issue. However, if a job can be divided into
equally loaded segments, then execution by DLisp is fairly effective in terms of processing time.
Furthermore, in the case of the Lisp programs, the smaller the job, the less frequent the execution of garbage
collection. This makes our approach more appropriate.

In addition, we can expect the advances of communication technologies. For example, within the near
future, high speed networks such as ATM-based local networks may be more commonly used. This might
remove the communication bottleneck, and will make DLisp more effective.

The results of sample application programs with DLisp execution are promising, and we believe that the
approach can be an effective tool for the network distributed environment.
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Implementation of UtiLisp/C on AP1000
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ABSTRACT

Implementation of UtiLisp/C, which is a newly coded version of UtiLisp for Spare workstations, on
AP1000 has been attempted. The goal is to reform UtiLisp for AP1000 with a very few lines in C
language modified, and a small number of special functions added, for distributed memory machines
so that the basic feeling of parallel programming will be obtained in a relatively short time. None of
the new fashionable functions often implemented in parallel Lisps, e.g., future and so forth, are
included yet; only a set of inter-cell streams mechanisms are added to execute top level eval loops in
parallel. The set of the original UtiLisp functions proved well suited for use on MIMD machine.

1
Introduction

The Lisp Programming language has been implemented on various multiprocessors many times. Most of
those multiprocessors, however, were shared memory machines 1) 2). As the number of processors in a
single machine increases, distributed memory machines become more practical. AP1000 is of such machine
architecture and a number of programming language systems are currently being implemented 3) 4).

One implementation of UtiLisp, a Lisp dialect5), is coded in C language (so, it is called UtiLisp/C) and
tuned for Spare processors, the heart of AP1000, thus it seemed relatively easy to transfer the system to
AP1000 with minimal hacking time. The resultant system may serve as a test platform for developing Lisp
programming style on multiprocessors and to confirm the suitability of the language for use on AP1000
beside the Lisp’s original merit of its easiness of rapid prototyping stemming from the interpretive operation
mode.

The general idea is as follows. The same UtiLisp interpreter is to run on each cell of AP1000. The host
machine was, in the early design stage, also to have Lisp interpreter as a master of the application program.
This idea was soon thrown out because the host machine is running under multiuser mode and it would be
difficult to measure the total system performance. The mission of the host machine is, therefore:

1. to distribute the lisp interpreter to each cell;
2. to broadcast the lispsys.l file (start up file) to each cell;



3. to serve as the input/output channels with the user.
4. to read/write files in the file system for the interpreters on the cells.

Similar to the top level read/eval/print loop in the typical lisp interpreters, cell programs wait for an S-
expression form fed from a processor, i.e., host or other cells, then evaluate it and send back the resultant S-
expression to the original processor. In other words, cells work as the eval-servers. Communications
between host and cell or between cells are realised by means of standard lisp stream functions, read and
print, employing the AP1000 communication library functions.

Nothing special was taken into consideration for garbage collection, since every cell has a completely
independent memory management system. When the pool of free cells reaches the lower limit, the garbage
collector starts up autonomously.

2
Implementation

In transplanting the original UtiLisp interpreter to AP1000, the largest modification was done around the
read/write (in terms of Lisp, read/print) functions, for cells on the distributed multiprocessor machine have
to exchange all information by inter-cell communication using T-net (torus topology) (or sometimes B-net
(broadcast type network)). The read/write functions in UtiLisp could have an additional argument to
designate the stream. The default streams are those bound to standard-input for read and standard-output for
write, normally being bound to terminal-input and terminal-output. A stream parameter is indeed needed
when the system wishes to read/write files in the file system. In such cases, streams are first created by a
function call (stream filename), and by executing inopen or outopen, file descriptors are assinged. UtiLisp/
C has additional features to assign file descriptors directly by calling stream functions with an integer
argument.

Unix assigns file descriptor 0 to standard read and 1 to standard write. Moreover, the AP1000 operating
system assigns higher integers up to 63 to arbitrary files. Accordingly, for inter-cell communications,
integer n (256≤n≤1279) is assigned to the file descriptors designating (n–256)th cell. For example, file
descriptor 256 is for communicating with the cell 0, file descriptor 257 for the cell 1, and file descriptor
1279 for the cell 1023.

File descriptor 4096 is reserved for communication with the host processor, because host id is 4096 in
AP1000. Descriptor 4095 is reserved for reading in from arbitrary cells and for wriring in broadcasting
fashing.
The top eval loop of the cell 0 normally awaits input from the host; the other cells’ top eval loops expect
input from the host or other cells. When an S-expression to be evaluated arrives via cell to cell or host to
cell communication, the evaluated value is sent back to the originator; however, when the eval form comes
by broadcast communication, the eval servers understand that the sender expects the side effect rather than
the value, and values are not returned.

The most simple program to illustrate the usage of the numbered streams is to send the function (hello) to
the next numbered cell (except the last cell) and append everywhere one character to the returned string:

     (defun hello ( )      (lets ((ncel (getncel)) (cid (getcid))      (out (outopen (stream (+cid
257))))      (in (inopen (stream (+cid 257)))) (string))      (cond ((< cid (1−ncel))      (print (list
’hello) out)      (setq string (read in))))      (string-append (make-string 1 (+cid 48)) string)))
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The function call (getlcel) returns log2 c where c is the total number of cells. The function call (getcid)
returns the ordinal number of the current cell. The output of the above function on a 64-cells system is:

“0123456789:;<=>? ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]ˆ–‘abcdefghijklmnonil” 

3
Example

The first example is the function to calculate the nth Fibonacci number.
Imagine that cell 0 needs fib(n).

• Then (n−1) and fib(n−2) are needed.
• The cell 0 calculates fib(n−1) by itself and asks the cell 1 to calculate fib(n−2).
• When the cell 0 calculates fib(n−1), it calculates fib(n−2) by itself and asks the cell 2 to calculate fib(n
−3).

• On the other hand, when the cell 1 calculates fib(n−2), it calculates fib(n−3) by itself and asks the cell 3
to calculate fib(n−4).

• The difference of cell numbers, asking and being asked, is 1 in the first step, 2 in the second step, 4 in the
third step….

Let c be the number of total cells. The distributed calculation may be performed until log2 c steps, (see
Figure 2)

The Fibonacci program requires an additional argument d to control steps.

(defun fib (n (d 0))      (cond ((lessp n 2) 1)      (lessp d (getlcel))      (lets ((mycid (getcid))      (child
(+mycid (expt 2 d))) (myret)      (childret)      (cstream0 (outopen (stream (+child 256))))      (c

stream1 (inopen (stream (+child 256)))))      (print (list ’fib (−n 2) (1+d)) cstream0)      (setq

Figure 1 File descriptors of AP1000 UtiLisp/C
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myret (fib (1−n) (1+d)))      (setq childret (read cstream1))      (+myret childret)))      (t (+(fib (1
−n) (1+d))      (fib (−n 2) (1+d))))))

The second argument (d 0) tells that unless the second argument is explicitly given, d will be bound to 0.
The variable child is the ordinal number of the sub-processor cell. cstream0 and cstream1 are respectively
input/output streams to communicate with the child cell. By issuing (print (list ’fib (−n 2) (1+d)) cstream0),
the current cell asks the child cell to calculate fib (n−2) and with (read cstream1), it gets back the evaluated
value.

If the number of steps reaches to the upper limit, i.e (getlcel), each cell executes the calculation by itself.
Changing the number of cells from 64 to 32, 16, 8, …, 1, execution time of fib (20) in 1/60 sec was

measured. Figure 3 indicates how the execution time decreases as the total number of cells increased.

4
Synchronization

From time to time, to guarantee the correct operations, execution of processes must be regulated; the most
typical control is synchronization. Since the goal of this implementation was to minimize the necessary
modification made on the original interpreter, there were no synchronization primitives in the first version.
Synchronization is realized by exchanging messages between cells. However, this is not an exercise of the

Figure 2 Process tree for calculating fib (n)

Figure 3 Speed up curve
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Firing Squad Problem; and a method to call the synchronization primitives in the cell library in the Lisp
environment is provided.

In the following program, four cells, 0 to 3, are to execute a loop cid (cell number) times, i.e. 0 times for
the cell 0, 1 times for the cell 1, etc. Until all cells exit the loop, those who have terminated wait in a second
loop. At the end of the program, all the cell print “end” using the debugger function. (see Figure 4)

(defun synctest ( )      (pstat 1)      ; set state 1      (sync 0 0)      ; synchronization to start all
simultaneously      (setq count (getcid))      (loop      (cond      ((0=count) (pstat 0)      ; when
counter becomes 0,      (exit)))      ; set state 0 and exit loop      (debug count)      (setq count
(1−count))      ; decrease counter      (sync 00))      ; loops precede synchronously      (loop   
   (debug      (list ’c (cstat) ’g      ; check logical or of stat      (gstat)))      (cond      ((0=(cstat))
(exit)))     ; wait till all cell set state 0      (sync 00))      (debug (list ’end (cstat)))      ; print "end"
with or-ed state      (sync 00)) (cond ((0=(getcid)) (broadmessage ’(synctest)) (synctest)))      ;

driver program for cell 0

In the program above, (sync 0 0) is the barrier synchronization. Each cell keeps one status bit which is set
by (pstat 1) and reset by (pstat 0). The status information is accessed by (gstat) or (cstat). (gstat) returns the
status of the own cell, and (cstat) returns logical or of all cells. The structure of the program is as follows:
Before entering into the first loop, each cell sets the status to 1 by (pstat 1). Then passing through the barrier
synchronization, the individual cell decreases the counter, and when the content of the counter became 0,
the cell resets the status by (pstat 0). In the second loop, each cell checks the status of all cells by
(cstat). When all cells came to the second loop, since every status bit is reset to 0, (cstat) returns 0.

The script is shown below; the host program was invoked with 4 cells.

> (exfile “sample/synctest .l" t)
synctest ; value of (defun synctest ( )…
(0 c 1 g 0) ; cell 0 entered into the 2nd loop (1st)
(1 . 1) ; cell 1 in the 1st loop (1st)
(2 . 2) ; cell 2 in the 1st loop (1st)
(3 . 3) ; cell 3 in the 1st loop (1st)
(2 . 1) ; sync 1 ; cell 2 in the 1st loop (2nd)
(0 c 1 g 0) ; cell 0 in the 2nd loop (2nd)
(1 c 1 g 0) ; cell 1 entered into the 2nd loop (1st)

Figure 4 Synchronization test
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(3 . 2) ; cell 3 in the 1st loop (2nd)
(1 c 1 g 0) ; sync 2 ; cell 1 in the 2nd loop (2nd)
(0 c 1 g 0) ; cell 0 in the 2nd loop (3rd)
(2 c 1 g 0) ; cell 2 entered into the 2nd loop (1st)
(3 . 1) ; cell 3 in the 1st loop (3rd)
(1 c 1 g 0) ; sync 3 ; cell 1 in the 2nd loop (3rd)
(0 c 1 g 0) ; cell 0 in the 2nd loop (4th)
(2 c 1 g 0) ; cell 2 in the 2nd loop (2nd)
(3 c 0 g 0) ; cell 3 entered into the 2nd loop (1st)
(1 end 0) ; cell 1 exited the 2nd loop
(0 end 0) ; cell 0 exited the 2nd loop
(2 end 0) ; cell 2 exited the 2nd loop
(3 end 0) ; cell 3 exited the 2nd loop
0 ; value of (sync 00)
nil
> (quit)

The output shown above indicates that each cell, after counted down its own counter, waited for the state to
be synchronized in the second loop. When the latest process, that is the cell 3, reached to the
synchronization point, all the cells moved to the final debugger print function. All the cells printed “end”
messages simultaneously.

5
Load Balancing

In multiprocessor system, load balancing is one of the key issues. The eight queens puzzle is used to
demonstrate the load balancing strategy. The eight queens puzzle for a single processor is shown first

Three bit arrays, col, up and dn keep the information about the free columns and diagonals, (see Figure 5)

     (defun generate (n×col up dn)      (lets ((h))      (cond ((=n 8) (print x))      (t (do ((h 0 (1
+h)))      ((=h 8))      (cond      ((and (bref col h)      (bref up (+n (−h) 7))      (bref dn (+n h)))    

  (generate (1+n) (cons h x)      (place col h) (place up (+n (−h) 7))      (place dn (+n h))))))))))      (defu
n place (str pos)      (lets ((str1 (string-append str))) (bset str1 pos nil) str1))      (generate      

0      nil      (make-string 1 255)      (make-string 2 255)      (make-string 2 255))

((bref bits index) returns t if index-th bit of bits is set; otherwise it returns nil. (bset bits index value) sets the
index-th bit of bits if value is not nil; otherwise the bit is reset.)
The master-slave strategy for the multiprocessor version is as follows:

The program in cell 0 keeps three lists, cell, task and answer.. In the beginning, cell has a list of all free
cells, i.e. a list from 1 to 15 (in the case of 16 cells), and task is nil.

The cell 0 program dispatches a task to the cell 1. The cell 1 generates new tasks and sends results back to
cell 0. The message is of the form:

(nqueens newtask generate 1…) 
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Each message is received by break by setting a function in my-break. The break function for the AP1000
first reads in the incoming message in inputdata and then checks whether a symbol my-break is bound or
not. If it is bound, the break function funcalls my-break. Accordingly, my-break may be programmed as in
the example.

The main part of the cell 0 program is a loop where tasks in the task list are sent to any free cell; the loop
is exited if it finds that the task list is null and that the cell list is full.

my-break sorts the type of the incoming messages by their second tag. (The first tag is always
“nqueens”.) If the tag is newtask, the rest is consed to the task list. If the tag is free it means that the cell
has come to the end of its work, so it is registered in the cell list. If the tag is result the result value will be
consed to the answer list, (see Figure 6)

(defun nqueens ( );      program running on cell 0      (lets ((ncel (getncel)) (cell (genlist 1
ncel)) (task)      (nextcell) (nexttask) (answer)      (my-break     ; my-break is bound only
inside of nqueen      ’(lambda (inputdata)      (cond ((and (consp inputdata)      (eq (car

inputdata) ’nqueens))      (selectq (cadr inputdata)      (newtask      (setq task      (cons (cddr
inputdata) task)))      (result      (setq answer      (cons (caddr inputdata) answer))      (setq

cell      (nconc cell      (list (cadddr inputdata)))))      (free      (setq cell      (nconc cell      (list
(caddr inputdata)))))))      (t nil))      (setq interrupt-mask 1))))      (setq nextcell (car cell) cell

Figure 5 Eight queens puzzle

Figure 6 Load balancing control mechanism
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(cdr cell))      (sendto nextcell      (list ’generate      0      nil      (make-string 1 255)      (make-
string 2 255)      (make-string 2 255)))      (loop (cond ((and (null task)      (=(length cell) (1
−ncel)))      (exit answer)))      (lets ((interrupt-mask 0))      (cond ((and task cell)      (setq
nexttask (car task)      task (cdr task)      nextcell (car cell)      cell (cdr cell))      (sendto

nextcell nexttask))))))) (defun genlist (x y);      generate a list (x x+1…y−1)      (cond ((=x y)
nil) (t (cons x (genlist (1+x) y))))) (defun sendto (cell-to-send msg-to-send)      (lets ((s
(outopen (stream (+cell-to-send 256)))))      (print msg-to-send s)      (close s))) (defun
generate (n x col up dn)      (lets ((h) (mesg))      (cond ((=n 8) (list ’nqueens ’result x

(getcid)))      (t (do ((h 0 (1+h)))      ((=h 8) (list ’nqueens ’free (getcid)))      (cond      ((and
(bref col h)      (bref up (+n (−h) 7))      (bref dn (+n h)))      (setq mesg (list ’nqueens

’newtask      ’generate (1+n)      (list ’quote (cons h x))      (place col h)      (place up (+n (−h)
7))      (place dn (+n h))))      (sendto 0 mesg))))))))      (defun place (str pos)      (lets ((str1

(string-append str))) (bset str1 pos nil) str1))

In the case of the eight queens puzzle shown above, the work load of the cell 0 is too heavy because it is
constantly managing the jobs for other cells.

To measure the load balance, the function time is used as follows. On entering to and on exiting from the
main program, two functions start and stop are inserted which update the value of the running-time.

The function collect-time collects all the values of running-time.

     (setq running-time 0)      (defun start ( ) (setq running-time (−running-time (time))))      (defun
stop ( ) (setq running-time (+running-time (time))))      (defun collect-time ( )      (lets ((ncel

(getncel)))      (print (list 0 running-time))      (do ((i 1 (1+i)))      ((=i ncel))      (lets ((s0
(outopen (stream (+i 256))))      (s1 (inopen (stream (+i 256)))))      (print (list ’sendback-time)

s0)      (close s0)      (print (list i (read s1)))      (close s1)))))      (defun sendback-time ( )
running-time)      (putd ’generate1 (getd ’generate))      (defun generate (n x col up dn)      (start)
(prog1 (generate1 n x col up dn) (stop)))      (defun bar ( )      (start) (nqueens) (stop) (collect-

time)))

The load balance measured by the above technique is seen as:

     > (bar)      (0 389)      (1 30)      (2 23)      (3 28)      (4 30)      (5 27)      (6 21)      (7 26)      (8
25)      (9 17)      (10 19)      (11 21)      (12 31)      (13 30)      (14 28)      (15 24)

This result confirms that the cell 0 runs all the time because of its management job. The runtime of others
(cells 1 to 15), seem more or less even.

6
Modification

Our porting of UtiLisp/C to AP1000 aimed to minimize the coding needed for modification. Comparing the
lines in the corresponding source files, the statistics of the modification lines are shown here:

name of files number of lines modified
host. c (host main) 134 (new file)
machdep .c(cell input/output) 259 (new file)
main, c (cell main) 39 (additional)
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eval. c (interrupt) 6 (additional)
sysfnmis. c (cell functions) 94 (additional)

Functions written in Lisp are collected in a file “lispsys.l”. The current length of lispsys.l is 247 lines
because only necessary functions are included, but ever lengthening. Normal lispsys.l has 630 lines.

7
Conclusion

The primary goal of transplanting the UtiLisp/C system to AP1000 with minimal modification seems to be
achieved. Most of necessary functions or features were programmed in Lisp itself and are included in the
lispsys.l file. Accordingly, it is quite easy to debug or improve the system or to monitor the performance. 

Although only a few programs were explained in this report, other programs are being tested; for instance,
to examine the effectiveness of broadcasting messages, distributed Eratosthenes’ sieve was coded. This
program proved that broadcasting urgent messages worked satisfactorily, but the program ran slower than
expected.

Through the experiment of running a small set of parallel UtiLisp programs, it became clear, that, as
reported widely, linear acceleration is hard to obtain; algorithms developed for a single processor
environment contain the subconsciously included regulation of execution order, which must be explicitly
regulated when rewritten for multiprocessors. Lisp is still easy to run on multiprocessors; UtiLisp/C
implementation was considerably modular so that the modification for AP1000 is quite simple.

Tuning up of programs may require precise time data analysis. The present time function is slightly
underpowered for such structural analysis. An improvement of the time function must be developed.

Finally, system size is mentioned. The size of binary text area of the interperter is about 225KB. The
largest work area is for the heap. The default size of heap area is 512KB. As each cell of AP1000 is
equipped with 16MB memory, there still is enough memory to run bigger programs.
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ABSTRACT

EusLisp is an object-oriented Lisp with geometric modeling facilities for robotics applications. In
order to boost the execution of robotics applications and to add asynchronous programming facilities
in Lisp, EusLisp is re-implemented to make use of multithread capability of modern SMP machines.
The implementation employs the thread pool to minimize the time required for the thread creation, the
per-thread free lists for efficient memory allocation, and the last-alloc structure to enable safe garbage
collection at anytime. Most Lisp primitives exhibit almost linear performance to the increase of
concurrency, while reasonable performance is obtained for memory hungry benchmarks.

1
Introduction

We have developed an object-oriented Lisp system called EusLisp and have continued to extend it for
years1, 2, 3, 4). EusLisp is a practical language aiming at high-level programming in robotics applications.
EusLisp implements the 3D solid modeling that performs a great role in a robot’s planning capability, on
the basis of object oriented programming. As EusLisp is mostly compatible with the Common Lisp 5, 6), it
can also be applied to general AI programming. It has actually been applied to many areas of robotics
research, such as collision-free path planning 7), grasp planning8), analysis of motion in contact for assembly
planning9) simulators for teleoperation 10, 11), etc. In order to extend the application fields in a more real-
time oriented direction, we redesigned EusLisp to support parallel and asynchronous programming using
the Solaris-2 operating system’s multithread facility.

There are two reasons for the necessity of concurrent and parallel processing for the realization of intelligent
systems. One is the scaleable computational power obtained from multiprocessor architectures. Parallel
programming is a promising approach to improve performance of computation bound processing such as
image processing and interference checking in path planning, which are often claimed as bottlenecks for
many robot applications. Second is the asynchronous processing. Asynchronous programming is required to
write programs that respond to multiple external events occurring independently of the program’s state.
Both performance gain and asynchronism are inevitable for real-time activities of robots operating in a
physical world.



Many implementations, such as Multi lisp, TAO, PaiLisp, mutilisp, vectorized Lisp, *Lisp, etc., have
been presented in the field of parallel Lisp systems. One reason that none of these could take a prevailing
position in AI applications was that these systems relied on special, usually expensive, multiprocessor
hardware. On the other hand, recent workstations tend to adopt shared-memory multiprocessor architecture
to provide higher performance without raising clock speed too much. Multiprocessor workstations with 2 to
32 processors are a commodity of most laboratories and enterprises. Use of these common machines is not
only economical but also good for developing large scale applications linked with other software packages.

This paper describes the implementation of the parallel EusLisp based on multithread facilities of the
Solaris-2 operating system. The multithread EusLisp succeeded in introducing concurrent computation and
asynchronous programming in Lisp on stock hardware. The next section describes the outline of the
sequential EusLisp with its basic functionalities. The third section describes the design criteria to extend
EusLisp to a multithread language compared with other parallel Lisp. The fourth section discusses memory
management, the hardest problem in parallel Lisp implementations, and the fifth section describes
EusLisp’s parallel programming from the programmer’s view. The last section presents the performance of
EusLisp evaluated on a real parallel workstation consisting of 32 processors.

2
EusLisp

The first goal of EusLisp was an efficient implementation of a solid modeler. A solid modeler is a software
system that defines shapes of 3D objects and does interference checking, motion simulation, graphics
display, etc. As geometric components such as vertices, edges, and facets are well defined by objects, and
their topological relations are well represented by pointers, an object oriented Lisp can be the best
implementation language of solid modelers.

Important factors for efficient execution of an object oriented Lisp are memory management and type
discrimination. EusLisp’s memory manager uses the Fibonacci buddy method to efficiently allocate and
reclaim memory cells of various sizes. In order to discriminate types of objects in dynamically-changing
type hierarchy, a segmented tree representation which finds the largest set of the subtype tree by two
comparisons of integers is used.

Although compatibilities with the Common Lisp specification have been respected, the object-
orientedness at the basis of the implementation brought in some incompatibilities. EusLisp’s object oriented
programming differs from CLOS in that it only supports single-inheritance and it does not allow the method
combination. Functional closures cannot have the infinite extent. Multiple values are unsupported. 

On the other hand, to facilitate robotics applications, EusLisp has extended Common Lisp to have built-in
geometric functions with 3D drawing functions, interprocess communication, foreign language interface,
Xwindow interface with a tool kit, relational database interface, etc.

EusLisp was first developed on Sun workstations and has been ported onto several architectures such as
Alpha, SGI, Linux, and Windows. Although descriptions about the implementation of the multithread
EusLisp hereafter may depend on Solaris-2 operating systems, the essentials are common to every operating
systems that support multithreads either by the kernel or by the library.
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3
Design of Multithread EusLisp

As mentioned above, multithreaded parallelism of EusLisp aims at increased computational power by
parallel processing, and an improvement of real-time response by means of asynchronous programming.
Moreover, in order not to sacrifice the software assets, it is important to keep the compatibility with the
sequential version and to minimize the execution overhead needed for multithreading. Considering the
machine architecture and the parallel computation model of the target operating system, Solaris-2, the
implementation of the multithread EusLisp has to be carefully designed.

3.1
Multithread paradigm of Solaris-2

According to the literature 15), a thread is an execution context that shares resources, particularly a memory
space, with other threads in a process. Thus, interdependent functions in a process that reference common
memory objects can concurrently be executed by multiple threads. A thread is also an entity to which
physical CPU is assigned. If there are multiple processors in a system, multiple threads in a process
produces parallelism.

Multithreads are well understood when compared to processes. The classical multi process architecture of
Unix is regarded as a multithread system where each process is allowed to have only one thread. When
parallelism is needed, each process has to run in different address spaces. In other words, the modern
multithread mechanism provides the shared-memory concurrency and parallelism. Since the address
mapping is common to all threads in a process, faster creation, synchronization, and switching of threads are
accomplished.

Unlike the Solaris-1 operating system which implements threads only in libraries at the application level,
the Solaris-2 operating system distinguishes library threads and kernel threads. The latter are often called
light weight processes (LWPs). An LWP is an entity for the kernel to allocate CPU from the multiprocessor
pool, and to do the preemptive scheduling. While the LWP is the finite kernel resource, the thread is the
virtual LWP defined by a thread library to provide flexibility and enhanced synchronization functions.
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between CPUs, LWPs and threads in a process. 
By making use of threads, programmers are allowed to write parallel programs without worrying about
kernel resource limitations and number of processors. Namely, programmers just write functions running in

Figure 1: Threads in a process and CPU allocation scheduling
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parallel in a single address space. The thread library maps executable threads on available LWPs, and the
kernel allocates physical CPUs to executable LWPs.

A thread has an independent context (a stack), and can issue a system call simultaneously with other
threads. Therefore, static variables that are set by system calls, like errno, have to be allocated
independently to each thread.

A bound thread which is statically assigned to an LWP can have a signal stack and timers. A thread is
associated with an execution priority, which is used for time-sharing or realtime scheduling.

Since multiple threads can be put in a running state on multi-processor machines, and this scheduling
may be preemptive and asynchronous, it is impossible to tell when a task switch occurs. This potential
parallelism discourages a strategy to replace variable bindings at the task switch time.

The multithread model of Solaris-2 does not guarantee orders of memory access between threads.
Suppose thread-1 writes to var-A and var-B in this order, and thread-2 is monitoring new values of var-A
and var-B. However, finding a new value in var-B does not guarantee that the value of var-A is also new.
Access order inversion can occur, because access speed takes precedence over synchronization in the memory
controller. To avoid this inversion, a synchronization instruction must be issued. Unlike the multi process
model that assumes independent address spaces, multithreads in a process share a single memory space and
use global variables for communication between threads. Since memory access order is not preserved as
described above, communication must carefully be serialized by synchronization primitives. As such
synchronization primitives, Solaris-2 provides mutex-lock, condition-variable semaphore, and reader-
writer-lock.

Among these synchronization primitives, mutex-lock is most frequently used and assumed lightest. On a
Spare station-10 (SS-10), the time needed for a combination of mutex-lock and unlock was 2 micro seconds

/* thread context */
typedef struct {

pointer *stack, *vsp, *stacklimit;
struct callframe *callfp;
struct cat enframe *catchfp;
struct bindframe *bindfp;
struct specialbindframe *sbindfp;
struct blockframe *blkfp;
struct protectframe *protfp;
struct fletframe *fletfp, *newfletfp;
pointer lastalloc;
pointer errhandler;
pointer threadobj;
struct methdef *methcache;
struct buddyfree *thr_buddy;
int alloc_big_count, alloc_small_count;
pointer specials;
int intsig;
} context;

Figure 2: Thread context structure definition
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when there was no actual thread switch, and a few dozen to a few hundred micro seconds for a semaphore
to switch threads depending on the number of available processors and bound/unbound LWPs.

3.2
Separation of Lisp contexts

For EusLisp to run a parallel program using multithreads, independent thread contexts must be managed.
Roughly speaking, a context consists of a control stack, a bind stack, stack pointers, various frame pointers,
a method cache, etc. Frame pointers indicate linked lists of value-binding, special-value-binding, block
frames, catch frames, and flet/labels frames. These pointers bound to global variables in the sequential EusLisp
are grouped together in a thread context structure, and a base pointer for a context picks up the current
context frame. Fig. 2 shows the thread context structure.

An alternative idea is to make a fork of a stack when a new thread is created and to share the root part of
the stack between threads. We rejected this for simplicity. Therefore, threads communicate with each other
through values bound to global symbols accessible by symbol-value, symbol-pi1st, etc. In other words,
local variables introduced by let and lambda, or control structure defined by block, catch, throw, flet and
labels, are not shared. For example, a catch tag is only valid for the thread that created it, and other threads
cannot throw to the tag.

Scope of special variables is another issue. The sequential EusLisp adopted shal low binding for special
variables, in which current values are always found in the value slot of a symbol and its old value is saved in
a bind stack. Consequently the symbol-value of a symbol equals its most recent special value. This is
reasonable for sequential programs, but not in a multithread environment which has multiple bind stacks.
The problem arises because the value slot of a symbol is used in both ways as the global value and as the
special value. We separated these usages by declarations. Def var and def param are used to define global
variables, whereas a new directive, def local, defines special variables locally used in threads. For example,
*load-path* introduced by def var is a global variable common to all threads, whereas *print-case* and
*standard-output* defined by def local are thread local special variables to control behaviours of the printer.

To realize the latter binding, a thread holds a static binding list for local special variables. When the
evaluator encounters with a reference to a symbol value, it checks whether the symbol is declared as global
or local, and looks in the static binding list, if local.

Reference to the context information happens very frequently as in push/pop operations of the bind stack.
We added a pointer to this context information structure as another argument in every function call. This is
not a big overhead because access to an argument held in a register is normally faster than to load a stack or
a frame pointer from the global variable.

3.3
Thread allocation

A thread is associated to a Lisp context one to one. That is, a new stack object is allocated each time a new
thread is created. Although a thread library imposes a limit to the number of threads, this limit,
approximately several hundreds to several thousands, is usually large enough to accommodate a huge
application in a 32-bit address space.

Though thread creation is lighter than a process creation, it is not a good idea to create a thread each time
a new Lisp context is requested, because extra costs other than merely creating a thread are needed. These
overheads are allocation of two big stacks for control and value binding, and setting attributes of pages at
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the edge of stacks to detect stack-overflow. Since typical stack size is roughly 1 MB, and the changing page
attribute needs system calls, these costs are not negligible. Our measurement showed Lisp thread creation
needed a time ten times as long as a simple thread creation.

Therefore, we take a strategy to prepare a thread pool before entering a heavy thread computation. Each
time a function evaluation is committed to a thread, a thread is picked up from the pool and activated
through the thread library. Details are discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

3.4
Mutual exclusion

Access to global variables that are not accommodated in the context structure needs mutual exclusion by
mutex-lock. The global variables most frequently accessed are the heap management database. This is
discussed in the memory management section.

Mark bits in a memory object is another major shared resource. Each memory cell in the heap has three
mark bits: GC mark, copy-done mark used by the copy-object function for deep copying, and cycle-mark to
check recursive reference in the print and equal functions. These functions are not executed so frequently
that exclusive access to these resources are controlled by the mutex-lock.

Method cache to speed up method search at message send operation needs to be updated exclusively if
there is only one global cache in the system. Assuming a thread is likely to do different types of
computation which collect different method entries in the cache, we allocate separate method caches to
threads. This is reasonable, since mutex-lock of each method invocation would end up with significant
performance degradation. Number of entries in a method cache is 256, which achieves 98% cache hits, and
a cache table of 4KB is allocated to a thread.

Every thread shares memory objects such as symbols, conses, strings, etc., created in the single heap
space. If an object is manipulated by more than one threads, unexpected effects may result. One particular
example is an unexpected update of a hash table in a package object. If two threads are reading symbols in
the same package in parallel, each read operation has a possibility to cause an extension of the hash table,
resulting in a destruction of the hash table. In the extreme, every object has to have a mutex-lock, which is
intolerable and unrealistic. So we left the responsibility of mutex operation of objects to programmers.

3.5
Comparison with other parallel Lisp systems

This section tries a comparison of the multithread EusLisp with other parallel Lisps, namely, Lucid
Common Lisp and *Lisp.

Lucid Common Lisp (abbreviated LCL hereafter) implements the full Common Lisp with many
extensions 19). LCL’s multi-process facility is implemented by the Lisp system independently of the
operating system’s multithreads. Therefore, LCL can take full control over scheduling, process switching,
prioritization, and so forth. Since everything is under LCL’s control, it can correctly capture the timing to
change variable bindings. On the other hand, independence from the operating system’s multithread facility
makes it impossible to associate a physical processor or a realtime priority, which are kernel resources, to a
thread. We suppose LCL’s copying GC will also be a bottleneck to a true multithread implementation, since
every thread has to prepare for the changes of memory object locations caused by a GC, which may happen
at any moment.
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*Lisp is a parallel Lisp on CM-5, a parallel machine based on a distributed memory architecture. This
memory architecture produces many differences both in implementation and in programming. For example,
programmers are requested to explicitly specify whether a memory object is allocated in the heap or in the
stack. Lisp processes are running independently on physically separated processors, and ‘pvar’ is used to
distribute immediate values. From a programmers viewpoint, lack of list, *Lisp looks like a different
language from Lisp. If such inconsistency is imposed to take advantage of parallel processing, we would
prefer to continue using sequential Lisp. From the above observation, we can conclude EusLisp can exhibit
better functionality taking advantage of kernel and library threads, and can provide seamless compatibility
with the Lisp programming paradigm.

4
Memory Management

4.1
Memory management in the sequential EusLisp

The memory management plays an important role in every Lisp system 16). Among the many memory
management schemes, EusLisp has adopted Fibonacci buddy memory management 14). The main reasons to
choose the Fibonacci buddy are that it provides high memory efficiency to variously sized memory
requests, and GC runs fast because it does not copy objects. A drawback of buddy methods is an overhead
needed for cell splitting at the allocation time and for merging at the reclaiming phase. Probably because
this overhead has been estimated high, very few Lisp systems use the buddy method. However, in our
experiment, we confirmed this drawback could be relieved by leaving certain amount of memory unmerged
at the reclaiming phase.

EusLisp allocates memory objects in a uniform heap. Unlike the Big-Bag-of-Pages scheme, all objects of
different types and sizes are created in a logically contiguous heap space. The single uniform heap frees
programmers from parameter tuning for better allocation ratio to different types of objects. In the actual
memory, many memory pages are linked to form the contiguous heap. New pages are requested whenever
enough memory could not be reclaimed, enabling dynamic expansion of the heap.

Unused memory cells in the heap are moored to the buddy-base, which is the global database of free cells.
The structure is depicted in Fig. 3. Memory allocation is handled by the alloc function. Alloc searches for
the smallest free cell that satisfies a request in the buddy-base, and splits the cell according to the Fibonacci
sequence if needed. Because the memory request pattern is biased to small cells, as depicted in Fig. 4,
average length of this search does not exceed two, although the buddy-base moors free lists of 30 different
sizes.

The initial numbers of the Fibonacci sequence are three and three, because the cons, the minimal
structure, requires two words for car and cdr plus one word for the header. The logarithmic frequency of the
memory requests regarding to the cell sizes is shown in Fig. 4. 

4.2
Memory allocation in the multithread EusLisp

In order to apply the memory management scheme presented above to the multithread environment, there
are two naive tactics. One is to provide many independent heaps for multiple threads, and the other is to
allocate memory from one global heap, as the previous implementation.
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While the former memory allocator can run independently of other threads’ activity, the latter needs
mutex-lock to exclusively access to the global buddy-base. It seems very costly to issue a mutex-lock every
time cons is requested. From the viewpoint of memory efficiency, the former seems to leave more heap
unused, since GC is needed to run whenerver the most memory-hungry thread exhausts its heap. This would
result in worse memory usage, and frequent pause for GC as well, since every thread has to stop until the
GC finishes.

There seems to be a trade-off between these two strategies. First, we did an experiment to take the latter
technique. Access to the buddy-base is mutually excluded, and only one thread can call alloc at one time.
Assuming the ratio for a thread to spend for allocation is 10% of all computation, even a 100% overhead in
alloc would only bring 10% performance drop. On an SS-10, the time needed for a cons in the sequential

Figure 3: Fibonacci buddy cells allocated in heap pages and linked from the buddy-base

Figure 4: Memory request frequency pattern 
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EusLisp was 9 micro seconds, which was raised to 10 micro seconds in the mutex-locked alloc. Therefore,
for some applications, mutex-locked alloc works fine.

4.3
Split Free List

Later, we found the estimated ratio of the time for allocation, 10%, was too optimistic for some applications.
Particularly, a benchmark program that just copies lists spends more than 50% of the time for the memory
management. If several threads are calling cons very frequently, they race for the right to enter alloc, having
other threads being blocked. As will be demonstrated in the sixth section, a worst case benchmark exhibits
very poor performance as the parallelism increases.

To improve the memory allocation performance, we took a compromising approach between the global
heap and distributed heaps. The idea is to prepare a global heap and to associate a buddy-base (free list) to
an individual thread, as depicted in Fig. 5(a). Since each thread has a free list, the alloc function can handle
memory allocation requests without doing mutex-lock. Each buddy-base of a thread has free lists for
different sizes of cells. When a free list exhausts, mutex-lock is done, and ten to several hundred free cells
are transferred from the global free list. In this way, the frequency of locking mutex is greatly decreased.
For the garbage collector, cells transferred to local free-lists are treated as in use. If too many free cells are
stored in the local free lists, chances to run GC increase, and memory is wasted. If the number of cells in the
local free list is too few, chances of mutex-lock increase. Regarding the trade-off between these parameters,
we experimentally decided the number of free cells in the free list as shown in Fig. 5(b). 

4.4
Garbage Collection

The sequential EusLisp is not designed to allow a garbage collection to happen at arbitrary time. For
example, for a short time just after a memory allocation, the pointer to the allocated object is only on the
register. If GC is invoked in this period, a newly allocated object might be reclaimed as unused memory,
since there is no indication in GC roots that the cell is in use.

Figure 5: Split heap management implemented by the local and global buddy-base structures
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There are two methods for solving this problem. Explicitly giving the timings when GC may run, or
changing the result passing sequence to allow GC to happen at any moment. The former checks requests for
a GC, for example, at the beginning of eval and alloc, lets GC run, and waits for the completion using a
semaphore. The latter requests a new rule to place every living pointer on stack. In the current
implementation, a function result is passed to the caller by a return statement in C. This should be changed
to pass on stack, which would include changes and insertions of thousand of lines of code.

GC can run, if all pointers to living objects are interned in the root database, namely packages and stacks.
The only case violating this rule is the dangling pointer just after alloc is finished. The pointer to a newly
allocated object is returned to the requester, which will keep it in a register or in a local variable. It is
guaranteed to write the pointer on the stack by the time alloc is called again for another memory allocation.
This is all right for the sequential EusLisp, because GC is always run by alloc when it finds no free space.
This is not true in a multithread execution, however, because other threads may call alloc interrupting the
time period before the pointer is written to the stack. If the second alloc call invokes a GC, the last allocated
cell can be recognized as a garbage (unmarkable) cell, and is reclaimed, which is wrong. In order to ensure
this does not happen, we prepare the last-alloc slot in a thread context structure that holds a pointer to the
last allocated cell, as shown in Fig. 2. The GC uses this pointer for marking as another root pointer.

To sum up, changes made to the memory manager are as follows:

1. Include a local buddy-base and last-alloc in a thread context structure
2. For small cells, alloc attempts to get a cell first in the local buddy-base.
3. When a local free list exhausts, a number of free cells are moved from the global free list. Mutex-lock

is needed for this operation.
4. For large cells, the global buddy-base is always looked for.
5. alloc puts the pointer to the new memory cell in a thread’s last-alloc slot.
6. If the global buddy-base is exhausted, all other threads are suspended, and a GC runs.
7. GC uses the list of package, stacks, and the last-alloc slots for marking roots.

4.5
Concurrent GC

It is only one thread that can begin GC; the thread mutex-locked for getting free cells in the global buddy-
base. The marking and collecting phases can be processed by multiple threads for speed-up. Also, based on
the parallel GC technique, we can run mutator and collector concurrently. This opens a path to the real-time
application in Lisp. Y.Tanaka tried an implementation of concurrent GC in EusLisp and succeeded in
reducing the GC pause from 300ms to 30ms18).

5
Concurrent Programming in EusLisp

This section describes the implementation of concurrent primitives in the multithread EusLisp and
concurrent programming from a programmer’s viewpoint.
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5.1
Thread creation

The Solaris thread library provides the thr_create function that creates a thread for a computation of a
specified function.

thr_create(stackbase, stacksize, func, arg, flag)

As stated in 3.3, it is costly to create a thread each time commitment is made, and to destroy it when the
computation finishes. Therefore, we create threads in advance of commitment. The following expression
creates n threads and puts them in the global thread pool.

(make-thread n) 

5.2
Computation commitment to a thread

When a thread, which might be the main thread, commits a computation to another thread picked up in the
thread pool, the communication depicted in Fig. 7 is performed. Two semaphores intervene in the
commitment. The requester places parameters in a fixed location and signals the request semaphore. The
server thread is woken up by the request semaphore, and begins evaluation using the given parameters.
When the computation is done, the server thread puts the result in a certain location and post to the done
semaphore. While the server is evaluating the arguments, the requester thread can do other computation.
The requester waits for the done semaphore when it wants the result.

5.3
Thread pool

In order to distribute computation to many threads and to get results, the requester must be able to identify a
thread for a particular computation. Since EusLisp threads do not share contexts, any thread should produce
the same result. Therefore, threads in the thread pool are treated equally. The thread pool consists of a list of
free threads and a semaphore to signal existence of at least one free thread.

Figure 6: Threads communicating via semaphores in a thread-object for invocation and result transfer
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For Lisp programmers, a thread is represented by a thread object. A thread object has thread-id,
semaphores for the commitment, and slots for parameters and a result. When a thread becomes ready to
perform computation, it puts itself in the free-thread-list, and posts to the free-thread-semaphore. A
requester waits for the free-thread-semaphore, and takes one thread out of the free-thread-list.

5.4
Synchronization

EusLisp provides the mutex-lock class and semaphore class which inherit the integer-vector class for low-
level synchronization. Since lock and unlock are always paired for mutual exclusion, the following macro is
defined. 

(mutex lock. forms)

Since this form is expanded into an unwind-protect special form, we can ensure mutex-unlock even when a
throw is executed to an upper level.

Using
this mutex-lock and semaphore as primitives, the barrier-synchronization for more than two threads to

synchronize and the synchronized-memory-port class for synchronized communication in which the reader
and writer are forced to wait until the data is actually transferred are provided.

Figure 7: Control flow and communication upon a thread invocation
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5.5
Parallel syntax

As for the representation including execution semantics, MultiLisp has proposed the future syntax, and
Scheme or PaiLisp has proposed the continuation. Though EusLisp’s parallel syntax has not yet matured,
the following primitives, i.e., thread and wait-thread are powerful enough for most applications.

(thread func. args)→a thread object (wait-thread thread)→result of (func . args)

Thread finds a free thread in the free thread pool and commits evaluation of a function, and returns
immediately without being blocked. Wait-thread retrieves the result of the evaluation. 
For easier description of a parallel computation, the parlist macro is provided. Par list is expanded to
evaluate every argument using the thread function and to wait for the completion of all threads, and list the
results.

(parlist form1 form2…form−n)

6
Performance Evaluation

Based on the above discussions, EusLisp has been re-implemented as a multithread Lisp. Its performance
has been evaluated by running benchmark programs on multiprocessor machines.

First of all, we compared the performance of the dynamically-linked multithread EusLisp with the
statically-linked sequential EusLisp by running a sequential program in one thread. The performance drop
was approximately 5 to 10%. We estimate this comes from overheads introduced by the multithreading and
the dynamic linking to call shared library on Solaris-2.

Figure 8: Thread pool
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6.1
Multiprocessor platforms

We used CS6400 of Cray Research Inc. for the performance evaluation. A processing unit (PU) of a
CS6400 consists of 60MHz Super Sparc+processor and 2MB level-2 cache memory. Four PUs are
combined to form a node. Each node is connected to the shared memory through four-way interleaved XDBus,
each of which transfers 64 bit words at 55MHz. We used a CS6400 of 32 PUs operated by RIPS, Agency of
Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Japan.

6.2
Benchmark programs

We ran the six benchmark programs with the following names and characteristics. 

Table 1: Characteristics of benchmark programs

benchmark cached code cached data seq. access non-shared data no alloc.

Compfib O O N/A O O
Intfib X X N/A O O
Inner prod O O O X O
List replace O O X X O
Copy-seq O O X X XX
Body-intcheck X X X X X

(a) compfib This is a compiled Fibonacci function. Since the size of the compiled code is very small, the
entire code can be accommodated in a local cache. Depth of the recursion is 30. Memory accesses are
bound to local memory, i.e., stack, and no access to the shared memory happens. No memory allocation
is requested.

(b) intfib This is an interpreted Fibonacci function, whose memory access spreads much greater than
compfib. The interpreter reads shared data such as symbols as variable names and the program represented
by lists. Interpreter does not request memory, even a cons.

(c) inner-prod A built-in function v. (v-dot) is repeatedly applied to single-precision floating-point vector
of one thousand elements. The code of v. is small enough to run in cache. Two argument vectors in the
shared heap get sequential access by many threads simultaneously. No memory allocation is requested.

(d) list-replace A list of one thousand elements is copied to another list using the replace function. The
function code is small enough to run in cache. The list read in is shared data, and the list written is local
data stored in the heap. Access pattern differs from inner-prod, because conses in a list are not necessarily
arranged consecutively. No memory allocation is requested.

(e) copy-seq A list of one thousand elements is allocated and the contents are copied from a given list. The
list read in is shared data, whereas the output list is only accessed locally to each thread. Copy-seq is
small enough to run in cache, but requests huge number of conses. If run in the sequential EusLisp, it
spends 35% time for memory allocation, 30% for list copying, and 35% for GC.

(f) body-intcheck Body-intcheck performs interference checking of two solid models. This is an
application level function important to the solid modeling. The function consists of hundreds of
functions and methods including vector/matrix operations, scanning lists, sorting, message sending, etc.
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It requests frequent memory allocation for conses, vectors, and objects of various sizes. Two solid
model data are read out from a shared data structure. 

Table 2: Normalized parallel performance: Elapsed time (Telapse), total run time (Trun), and garbage collection time
(TGC) measured at each concurrency and normalized by Telapse

(1)

concurre
ncy

1 2 4 8 16

Telapse Trun TGC Telapse Trun TGC Telapse Trun TGC Telapse Trun TGC Telapse Trun TGC

compfi
b

1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 4.0 0.0 1.0 8.0 0.0 1.0 15.9 0.0

intfib 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.2 2.3 0.0 1.4 5.4 0.0 1.6 12.3 0.0 2.0 30.7 0.0
inner-
prod

1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.0 1.1 4.0 0.0 1.1 8.1 0.0 1.1 16.8 0.0

list-
replace

1.0 1.0 0.0 1.1 2.2 0.0 1.2 4.7 0.0 1.3 9.9 0.0 1.6 23.5 0.0

copy-
seq

1.0 1.0 0.4 2.3 2.3 0.8 7.3 12.2 1.6 18.3 43.8 3.2 45.5 146.3 6.3

body-
intchec
k

1.0 1.0 0.2 2.1 2.1 0.5 14.5 36.1 1.1 37.1 132.3 2.1 51.6 183.6 4.4

Overall characteristics of these benchmarks are summarized in Table 1.

6.3
Memory arrangement

The total amount of memory needed for executing benchmarks is approximately 4MB. Since the machine is
equipped with 8GB real memory, no disturbance by virtual storage management is expected. The heap is
arranged to leave 40% free space after a GC.

6.4
Performance measurement

Benchmark programs are run on the CS6400 and the time elapsed (Telapse), the sum of the execution time of
all threads (Trun), and time for GC (Tgc) are measured at various concurrency (C). Timings are acquired in an
exclusive use of the machine. Telapse is acquired by the gettimeofday function which gives 0.1 s resolution,
and Trun and Tgc are acquired by the times function at 0.01s resolution. Measurements were taken 10 times
and the average was calculated. One to sixteen concurrency levels are measured by changing the number of
threads in the parlist macro. In this method, when C=n, the total amount of the computation is n times
greater than that of C=1.

To simplify the comparison between benchmarks and machines, all timings were normalized by dividing
by Telapse(1). The results are listed in Table-2. Since concurrency level is always lower than the number of
physical processors, all threads can execute computation without being scheduled for allocating to available
processors.
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Next, to represent the effect of parallel computation in numbers, we computed the parallel gain at
concurrency C, Pgain (C), as follows:

In other words, Pgain is the ratio of parallel computation to the corresponding sequential execution, and
means how much speed-up can be obtained from a parallel execution. Pgain for six benchmarks are plotted
in Fig. 9 (a).

6.5
Consideration

Factors affecting parallel performance are: (1) shared memory access, (2) overhead introduced by mutex,
(3) serial part remaining in the memory management. Among our benchmark programs, copy-seq and body-
interference are affected by (2) and (3), and others are only affected by (1).

6.5.1
(1) Bottleneck for shared memory access

On an SMP architecture machine like CS6400, both instruction access and data access compete for the
shared memory. Programs with relatively a small working-set can decrease access to the shared memory by
taking advantage of a cache memory, and higher performance can be expected. In Fig. 9, compfib exhibits
ideal parallel gain growing almost linearly to the concurrency. Inner-product, list-replace, and intfib follow
this top data.

Among these, inner-product is the second best, because the inner-most loop fits in the cache and the
memory system can efficiently read out consecutively stored data. The increase of Trun more than the
concurrency number in Table-2 suggests shared memory access is often put in a wait state in a parallel
execution. Thanks to the CS6400’s big cache line size and four-way interleave memory bus, consecutive

Figure 9: Parallel execution performance of six benchmarks
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memory access is greatly sped up. On the other hand, list-replace shows a slight performance drop because
of random data access. Intfib is worse because its instruction stream is not straight. Greater effect of
linearized instruction stream than linearized data stream is observed.

6.5.2
(2) Mutual exclusion and (3) Serial part

In Fig. 9(a), the performance of Copy-seq and body-intcheck are decreasing as the concurrency goes up.
These benchmarks are different from others in that they request a great number of memory allocation and
GC runs frequently.

The performance drop is understood as the effect of mutex-locks in alloc. Threads are racing for the
access to the global buddy-base. As the concurrency increases, there is less chance to enter alloc without
being blocked.

Fig. 9(b) depicts parallel performance gain when the split heap memory management is used. Comparing
two graphs, we can conclude the split heap memory management can reduce mutex-lock drastically and
exhibits better performance. However, it is also apparent that these two benchmarks are still very slow
compared with other non-memory requesting benchmarks.

We can attribute these result to the high percentage of serial parts in GC. Looking at the timings when
concurrency is one, we can estimate the serial part of an execution is more than 40% in copy-seq and 20%
in body-intcheck. In our measurement, the amount of computation increases according to the concurrency.
Fig. 10 shows the increase of computation and proportions of GC according to the concurrency. When the
concurrency is more than three, almost 60% of time for GC, which runs serially suspending other threads. If
there exists 50% serial part, even a huge multiprocessor of an infinite number of processors can barely attain
two times faster execution than the uniprocessor execution. If the serial part is 75%, no parallel gain is
obtained from parallel execution. In this sense, Fig. 9 shows reasonable results.

We observe another overhead in these benchmarks. Solaris-2’s thread library implements mutex-lock
with spin-lock using an atomic load-store instruction. This means CPU time increases even when the CPU
is in a wait state, which is well observed in the extreme increase of Trun in Table-2. Finding that it is a waste
of processor time after a certain number of spins to get lock, mutex-lock turns into a semaphore wait, which
is handled by the OS kernel. At a marginal situation, this semaphore wait may be immediately satisfied and
task switch happens. This also adds extra overhead both in Telapse and Trun.

6.6
Applicability of parallel Lisp

From the above consideration, it is apparent that applicability of parallel computation is application
dependent. Especially, it is very difficult to speed up memory hungry programs using the sequential
memory manager. On a shared memory machine like CS6400, the application of parallel EusLisp should be
limited to functions that do not request much memory, have a small inner loop, manipulate vectors rather
than lists, etc. If we think about the task switch time, use of mutex-lock should be minimized, and
operations of greater granularity are preferred. If these conditions are met, we can expect high performance
gain as shown by compfib.

For greater range of applications, the memory management is a bottleneck, but still we have good
prospect for more practical applications using parallel GC as described in18).
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As stated in the first section, the purpose of multithread EusLisp is not only in the parallel performance
gain but also in writing asynchronous programs. In this direction, an AI group at ETL applied multithread
EusLisp to the organic programming system, GAEA20). GAEA is a logic programming language with
multiple concurrent contexts.

7
Conclusion

The multithread computing model of the SMP architecture provides a natural extension toward parallel and
asynchronous programming of Lisp while keeping the software heritage from the sequential Lisp systems.

This paper described the design of the multithread EusLisp, putting the primary focus on the memory
management. Relatively small modifications to the classical Fibonacci buddy memory management were
sufficient to upgrade to a multithread environment. Bench marking shows that the memory management has
the greatest effect on performance. By allocating free lists locally to threads, overheads of mutex to access
the global memory management database was avoided. The serial part in GC, however, degraded the
parallel performance greatly, and the partial marking parallel GC is one of the most promising approaches.
Other factors affecting performance are the working set and the access frequency to the global memory,
which are also true to all sequential processes on cache-based machines. From the view point of
asynchronous programming, capabilities for multiple simultaneous system calls and concurrent signal
handling will play important roles particularly in robotics applications.

Through writing multithread programs in EusLisp, we learned that the debugging environment is very
important in parallel computing. Errors put threads in infinite loops unnoticeably, messages from threads
are mingled on the screen, and it is unpredictable which thread will catch a keyboard interrupt. Without
good debugging tools, multithreading can totally spoil Lisp’s comfortable interactive programming.

EusLisp is open to public and available at the following URL:
http: //www. etl. go. jp/~matsui/eus/euslisp. html.
EusLisp has been applied to many robotics problems and is currently used for implementing a multi-

agent system on a talking mobile robot, Jijo-2 21, 22), in our group.

Figure 10: GC time increase in the body-intcheck benchmark
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ABSTRACT

An extended Common Lisp language and system, called TUPLE, for SIMD (Single Instruction
stream, Multiple Data) architectures is presented. Unlike other Lisp languages on SIMD architectures,
TUPLE supports the programming model that there are a huge number of subset Common Lisp
systems running in parallel. For this purpose, each PE (processing element) of the target machine has
its own heap in its local memory. In addition, there is a full-set Common Lisp system with which the
user interacts to develop and execute parallel programs. This paper briefly introduces the TUPLE
language and system, and then reports the implementation on the SIMD machine MasPar MP–1 with
at least 1024 PEs, together with the performance evaluation.

1
Introduction

Several computation models have been proposed for the so-called massively parallel computation, in which
thousands or more PEs (processing elements) run in parallel. The SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data)
model seems one of the most promising models for applications with regular structures. In fact, some
commercial SIMD machines are available and are being used for realistic applications.

So far, SIMD machines have been mainly used for numeric computation, and thus most languages in use
are extensions of Fortran and C. On the other hand, parallel computation is highly required in the
application areas of symbolic computation or list processing, where Lisp languages have traditionally been
used.

In this paper, we present TUPLE, which is a Lisp language and system to develop application programs of
symbolic computation on SIMD architectures. Our goal is to verify the feasibility of the SIMD model for
symbolic computation. For this purpose, we need an efficient Lisp implementation on SIMD architectures,



as the platform to develop and test massively-parallel symbolic algorithms. Thus, TUPLE was designed so
that it can be implemented efficiently on SIMD architectures.

So far, several Lisp languages and systems have been developed for SIMD architectures, such as
Connection Machine Lisp7, 8, 13), Paralation Lisp4, 5), *Lisp15), and Plural EuLisp2). These languages provide
new data structures that can be handled in parallel. For example, xappings in Connection Machine Lisp are
vector-like data structures with parallel operations defined on them. These languages share the same
computation model that the front-end processor dominates the entire control flow and the PEs are used for
parallel execution of operations on the extended data structures. By taking a different approach, TUPLE
allows flexible and efficient programming on SIMD architectures.

In SIMD machines, PEs do not have their own instruction streams but they simply execute instructions
supplied by the front-end. Except for this point, each PE can be regarded as an ordinary uni-processor. This
means each PE has the ability to run a Lisp system. Because of the small size (typically a few kilo bytes) of
the local memory in actual SIMD machines, the Lisp system on each PE ought to be very compact, but it
should be powerful enough to allow symbolic computation and list processing. The front-end, on the other
hand, is a general-purpose machine such as a Unix workstation and thus has the ability to run a modern Lisp
system.

The computation model of TUPLE reflects these features of SIMD architectures. That is, there are a huge
number of Lisp systems called PE subsystems running in parallel. These PE subsystems execute programs
in a subset Common Lisp6). In addition, there is a full-set Common Lisp system, called the front-end
system, with which the user interacts to develop and execute parallel Lisp programs. This model of TUPLE
has the following advantages.

• Parallel programs can be described in the same notation as ordinary sequential programs.
• Performance of a program can be estimated easily, since the model reflects the underlying SIMD

architecture. This increases the possibility of tuning up program performance.
• The programmer can make use of the efficient programming environment supplied by the front-end

system. 

In this paper, we first introduce the TUPLE language and system in Section 2. Section 3 gives an example
of parallel list processing in TUPLE. The entire language of TUPLE is made clear in Section 4. In
Section 5, we present the implementation of TUPLE on the MasPar MP 1 and finally in Section 6, we
report some results of performance measurements of TUPLE.

2
An Overview

This section introduces the language and system of TUPLE, through simple examples. We use a simple
function abs which computes the absolute value of the given argument. In Common Lisp, this function can
be defined as follows.

(defun abs (x)      (if (>= x 0) x (−x)))

That is, if the argument is greater than or equal to zero, then the function simply returns the argument.
Otherwise, the function returns the negative of the argument. By replacing defun with defpefun, the similar
function will be defined in the PE subsystems.
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(defpefun abs (x)      (if (>=x 0) x (−x)))

When this PE function is invoked, all PEs receive independent values, one value per PE. Then those PEs
that receives non-negative numbers will return the arguments. The other PEs will return the negatives of the
arguments.

TUPLE runs on SIMD architectures, where no two PEs can execute different instructions at the same
time. What actually happens is the following. When the PE function abs is invoked, those PEs that do not
satisfy the condition becomes inactive while the other PEs (i.e., those PEs that satisfy the condition)
evaluate the then clause. Then the activity of each PE is reversed and the previously inactive PEs evaluate
the else clause, while the previously active PEs are inactive.

Below is an example interaction between the user and the TUPLE system. The top-level of TUPLE is similar
to that of ordinary Common Lisp systems. The user can input any Common Lisp form at the top-level. Then
the form is (sequentially) evaluated and the result is displayed.

% tuple TUPLE (Massively Parallel KCL) >(defun abs (x)      (if (>=x 0) x (−x))) ABS > (abs
−3) 3 

Table 1: Reductions.

some-pe some-penumber some-pevalue
every-pe not-any-pe not-every-pe
reduce-max reduce-min reduce-char-max
reduce-char-min reduce-logand reduce-logior
reduce-logxor reduce−+ reduce−*
reduce

Here, the lines with lower case letters are inputs from the user and the lines with upper case letters are outputs
from the system. The symbol ‘>’ at the beginning of a line is the prompt from the system.

In order to start a parallel computation, the user has to supply a form in the extended language of
TUPLE.

> (defpefun abs (x)     (if (>=x 0) x (−x))) ABS > (ppe penumber) #P (0 1 2 3…) > (ppe (abs
(−penumber 2))) #P (2 1 0 1…)

In this example, the user uses the ppe form that passes a PE form to PE subsystems for evaluation and
displays the results. Such ppe forms are mainly used at the top-level of TUPLE to supply a top-level form to
the PE subsystems.

The penumber in the above example is a built-in constant in PE subsystems which holds the processor
number for each PE. The “first” processor has 0 as the value of penumber, the “second” has 1, and so on.
The second ppe form computes the absolute value of penumber–2 by calling the PE function abs. Thus, the
first processor, for instance, returns 2 as the value.

Note that TUPLE uses distinct name spaces for ordinary sequential functions and PE functions. In the
example, abs names both the sequential function and the PE function. This is because a PE function is
defined in the PE subsystems, whereas a sequential function is defined in the full-set Common Lisp system
on the front-end with which the user interacts.
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The ppe form in the example displays the values returned by the PEs, but it does not return the values.
Actually, it returns “no value” in the terminology of Common Lisp. The so-called “parallel values” or
“plural values” are not first-class objects in TUPLE. In order to obtain a single value from the values of PEs,
the user has to use a reduction operation. Table 1 lists reduction operations of TUPLE. The function reduce-
max, for example, returns the maximum value among the values that are returned by all active PEs. The
function reduce is a general-purpose reduction operation, which accepts the function that is used for
reduction. For example, 

     (reduce #’max x)

is equivalent to

     (reduce-max x)

3
Parallel List Processing

As a typical example of parallel list processing, we will show how binary search trees can be handled in
TUPLE. In Lisp, each node of a binary search tree can be represented as a list of three elements (see
Figure 1). The first element is the value of the node, and the second and the third elements are respectively
the left and the right subtrees of the node. Node values in the left subtree are all less than the current node
value, and node values in the right subtree are all greater than the current node value. Ordinary binary
search function can then be defined so that it recursively descends the given binary search tree, to find the
given item in log n time, with n being the number of nodes in the tree. In Common Lisp, the binary search
function can be defined as follows.

     (defun binary-search (tree item)      (if (null tree)      nil      (if (=(car tree) item)      t      (binary-
search      (if (>(car tree) item)      (cadr tree)      (caddr tree))      item))))

In order to parallelize the binary search function, we assume that the entire binary search tree is represented
by disjoint PE trees, one per PE (see Figure 2). Each PE tree of a PE is itself a binary search tree that is
constructed with cons cells in the PE subsystem of the PE. If any pair of two PE trees are disjoint (i.e., have
no common node value), then we can regard the whole collection of the PE trees as a large binary search
tree. We will show later how such PE trees can be constructed in TUPLE. 
The parallel version of the binary search function can be defined as follows.

     (defpefun binary-search (tree item)      (if (null tree)      nil      (exif (=(car tree) item)      t      (binary-
search      (if (>(car tree) item)      (cadr tree)      (caddr tree))      item))))

Figure 1: A node of a binary search tree.
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The point here is that, when one of the PEs finds the item in its PE tree, the other PEs need not go further.
Rather, we would like to stop computation as soon as a PE finds the item. Since this kind of processor
synchronization is common to many parallel algorithms, we introduce a new construct exif (exclusive if).
The exif form

     (exif condition then-clause else-clause)

is similar to the ordinary if form, but if some PEs satisfy the condition, then the other PEs do not evaluate
the else-clause. The parallel binary search function above returns immediately if the current node value for
some PE is equal to the item, in which case that PE returns the true value t and the rest of the PEs return the
false value nil. 

In order to perform efficient binary search, each PE tree must be balanced. In addition, the entire PE trees
among PEs must be balanced. Therefore, when adding an item into one of the PE trees, the best choice will
be the PE tree of the PE that first reaches a leaf during binary search. Based on this idea, we define the
following PE function bs-add, which inserts an item into one of the PE trees.

     (defpefun bs-add (place item)      (cond ((some-pe (null (car place)))      (exif (binary-
search (car place) item)      nil      (when (=(some-penumber      (null (car place)))      penum
ber)      (rplaca place      (list item nil nil)))))      ((some-pe (=(caar place) item))      nil)      (t (bs

−add      (if (>(caar place) item)      (cdar place)      (cddar place))      item))))

This function behaves as follows:

1. If some PEs reach a leaf, the other PEs begin to simply search the item.

(a) If one of the PEs finds the item, then all PEs return false.

Figure 2: PE trees (for 4 PEs)
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(b) Otherwise, one PE is selected among those PEs that first reached a leaf, and the item is added there.

2. If one of the PEs finds the item, then all PEs return false.
3. Otherwise, all PEs traverse their PE trees recursively.

To simplify the algorithm, we pass to the function the place holders of the current subtrees. Each place
holder is a cons cell whose car part points to the current subtree. The predicates some-pe and some-
penumber are reduction functions. The predicate some-pe returns the true value to all PEs if its argument is
true for some PE, and some-penumber returns the processor number of such a PE to all PEs. If more than
one PEs receive true, then some-penumber chooses one of the PEs and returns the processor number. The
expression

(some−pe (null (car place)))

in the second line tests where there is a PE that reaches a leaf. In the else clause of the exif expression,
some-penumber is used to select one PE among those PEs that have reached a leaf. 

Initially, each PE has an empty tree. This initialization can be done by the following top-level form.

>(defpevar pe-tree (list nil))

This form defines a PE variable named pe-tree, whose initial value is the place holder for the empty tree for
each PE. By invoking the PE function bs−add, the specified item will be inserted into one of the PE trees.
For example,

> (ppe pe−tree) #P ((NIL) (NIL) (NIL) (NIL)…) > (ppe (bs−add pe−tree 503)) #P (T NIL NIL
NIL…) > (ppe pe−tree) #P (((503 NIL NIL)) (NIL) (NIL) (NIL)…)

By repeatedly invoking the function, we can construct PE trees in the PE local memories.

4
The Language

In this section, we briefly present the language of TUPLE. Remember that TUPLE is an extension of
Common Lisp. This means TUPLE supports all features of Common Lisp and any Common Lisp program
runs on the TUPLE system, though such a program runs sequentially.

4.1
Data Objects

All data objects defined in Common Lisp are also defined in TUPLE. In addition, TUPLE supports the
following data objects for parallel computation.

• PE conses
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PE conses are cons objects that are allocated in the PE subsystems. We have already seen how these
objects are handled in TUPLE programs. Like ordinary conses, a PE cons can hold any TUPLE object in
its car and cdr fields.

• PE vectors
PE vectors are one-dimensional arrays allocated in the PE subsystems. Like ordinary vectors, a PE

vector can hold any TUPLE object as its element.
• PE function objects

Like ordinary functions, PE functions are also first-class objects. This allows TUPLE programs to
dynamically determine a function to be invoked. Since TUPLE runs on SIMD architectures, only one PE
function can be invoked at a time. 

Both front-end variables and PE variables can hold any TUPLE objects. In particular, a front-end variable
can hold a PE cons, a PE vector, or a PE function object, and a PE variable can hold any Common Lisp
object.

As in many Common Lisp systems, fixnums, short-floats, and characters are immediate data in TUPLE.
Operations on these objects are performed in parallel by the PE subsystems. The other Common Lisp data
objects, such as symbols, are represented as a pointer to the data cell in the front-end heap. In SIMD
architectures, no two PEs can access different locations of the front-end memory simultaneously. Thus,
accessing the front-end heap from the PE subsystems is inevitably a sequential operation, one access at a
time. The only parallel operation on front-end objects is the pointer comparison eq.

4.2
PE Forms

Forms that are input to the TUPLE top-level are regarded as front-end forms, or FE forms for short. Any
ordinary Common Lisp forms are FE forms. FE forms are evaluated in the front-end system, until TUPLE
encounters forms for parallel computation. If a FE form does not contain such a form, then TUPLE behaves
in exactly the same way as a Common Lisp system does.

We have already seen the following form for parallel computation.

(ppe form)

This forms is not an ordinary (i.e., front-end) form, but is a form that is intended to be executed by the PE
subsystems in parallel. Such forms are called PE forms. Since a form is usually input at the top-level, PE
forms are represented by objects in the heap of the front-end system.

The followings are valid PE forms.

• List forms

— Special forms
— Macro forms
— Function call forms

• Variables
• Self-evaluating forms
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This classification of PE forms is exactly the same as for front-end forms (or, Common Lisp forms).
TUPLE is designed so that each PE subsystem be as close to the front-end Common Lisp system as

possible. Table 2 lists special forms in the PE subsystems, that have counterparts in Common Lisp. The
syntax of each special form is similar to that of the corresponding Common Lisp special form, and the
semantics is also similar, except that execution of these PE special forms are performed in parallel by PE
subsystems. 

Table 2: Special PE forms.

and dolist labels macrolet psetq
case dotimes let or quote
cond flet let* progl setq
declare function locally prog2 unless
do if loop progn when
do*

There are some additional special forms. We have already seen exif (exclusive if) in the previous section.
TUPLE has only a few such special forms. Presumably, exif will be the only one that is frequently used in
actual TUPLE programs. In other words, most TUPLE programs can be described by using exif and those
PE special forms listed above.

As usual, a macro form is expanded to another PE form, which is then evaluated. Since PE forms are
usually represented by front-end objects, macro expansion is an operation of the front-end system.

A function call form for the PE subsystems is a list whose first element is either a function name or a
lambda list. Arguments to a function are evaluated by the PE subsystems in parallel and then the function is
invoked simultaneously by the PE subsystems.

As in Common Lisp, a PE variable is represented by a symbol. By evaluating a symbol, the value of the
PE variable named by the symbol is returned to each PE subsystem simultaneously. The PE subsystems do
not share PE variables. Each PE subsystem has its own variable named by the symbol, and the value of the
variable is returned to the PE subsystems.

Any TUPLE object other than lists and symbols is regarded as a self-evaluating form when evaluated as a
PE form. When evaluated, the object is broadcast to the PE subsystems. If the object is represented as a
pointer to a data cell in the front-end heap, then only the pointer is broadcast and the data cell is not copied
into the PE subsystems.

5
Implementation

The TUPLE system is implemented by extending KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp9)), a full-set Common Lisp
system developed by the group including the first author. The system is currently running on the MasPar
MP–1, a SIMD parallel computer with at least 1024 PEs. As the original KCL is written partly in C and
partly in Common Lisp, the TUPLE system on the MasPar is written partly in MPL 16), the extended C
language on the MasPar, and partly in TUPLE itself. Thus the TUPLE system can be easily ported to other
SIMD or SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data stream) architectures. 
The MasPar MP–1 consists of two parts: the front-end UNIX workstation and the back-end. The back-end
consists of the array control unit (ACU), which broadcasts instructions to PEs, and the PE array, where PEs
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are aligned in a two-dimensional array. A program on the MasPar consists of front-end functions and ACU
functions. Parallel computation begins by invoking an ACU function from a front-end function. The
memory size in each component is relatively small. The size of the data memory in the ACU is 128 Kbytes
and the size of the memory in each PE is 16Kbytes. Virtual memory is not supported on these memories.

5.1
Heaps

In MP–1, communication between the front-end and the back-end is very slow. In order to perform high
performance, the TUPLE system is designed to avoid frequent communication between the front-end and
the back-end. For this purpose, all PE functions are stored in the ACU and the parallel evaluator runs also in
the ACU (see Figure 3). When the user defines a new PE function, the downloader in the front-end puts the
function definition into the ACU memory. Some front-end forms such as ppe downloads PE forms into the
ACU memory before passing control to the parallel evaluator. Thus, once triggered by the front-end, the
entire parallel computation is performed solely in the ACU and no communication takes place between the
front-end and the back-end.

The implementation of TUPLE on the MasPar MP–1 uses three kinds of heaps:

• the font-end heap where ordinary Common Lisp objects are allocated
• the PE heaps where PE cons cells are allocated
• the ACU heap where those objects common to all PE subsystems, such as PE function objects (including

built-in functions, user-defined functions, and function closures) and PE vector headers, are allocated

Any object in one of these heaps can be referenced from any component of the MasPar system. For
example, an object in the front-end heap may be referenced from the ACU (as part of a user-defined
function) and PEs (by broadcasting). Also, a cons cell in a PE heap may be referenced from the front-end
(by reductions), the ACU, and the other PEs (by PE communications).

5.2
Data Representation and Allocation

Figure 4 illustrates data representation of TUPLE. This representation is common to all components of the
MasPar system. By having the same representation, we can avoid data conversion in communications
among the components. The first four formats are those used by the original KCL. As indicated in the
Figure, the two least significant bits are used to distinguish these four formats. Since the third significant bit

Figure 3: Implementation on MP–1.
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of a character object is always 0, we extended the data representation of KCL so that pointers to the ACU
and PE heaps are distinguished by the bit pattern 110 at the three least significant bits.

Figure 5 shows the data area of each PE that TUPLE handles directly. The runtime stack of MPL is not
shown in the Figure. The first words of the memory area are used to allocate built-in constants nil, t, and
penumber. Next to these words is the PE global area, where user-defined global PE variables, constants, and
vectors are allocated. This global area expands dynamically as the user defines PE variables etc. Next is the
PE stack area where local PE variables are allocated and temporary values (including arguments to PE
functions) are stored. Then there is a heap area where PE cons cells are allocated. A parallel garbage
collection10) is implemented in TUPLE, which will be reported in another paper.

The total size of the data area is 8 Kbytes for the MasPar system that has 16 Kbytes of local memory per
PE. Half of the data area is used as the heap. Since each cons cell occupies 8 bytes (i.e., 2 words), 512 cells
are available per PE.

5.3
Symbol Cells

Global PE variable bindings and global PE function bindings are represented by ACU cells called ACU
symbol cells. Each ACU symbol cell corresponds to an ordinary front-end symbol, and no two ACU cells
correspond to the same front-end symbol. When a global PE variable is defined (typically by def pevar) or
when a global PE function is defined (typically by defpefun), a new ACU symbol cell is created that
corresponds to the name of the PE variable or the PE function if and only if there exists no such ACU
symbol cell. The downloader converts all references to global PE variables and global PE functions in a PE
form, to pointers to the corresponding ACU symbol cells.

Each ACU symbol cell contains the address of the global PE variable in the PE global area, the PE
function object (pointer to an ACU cell), and the pointer to the corresponding front-end symbol. The pointer
to the front-end symbol cell is mainly used in error messages in case unbound variables and undefined

Figure 4: Object representation of TUPLE.
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functions are detected. On the other hand, each front-end symbol cell contains a pointer to the
corresponding ACU symbol cell, if one exists. This pointer is used mainly by the downloader for
conversions from front-end symbols to back-end symbols.

Front-end symbol cells are extended so that they can contain information on parallel computation such as
the ACU routine that handles a PE special form, and the pointer to the corresponding ACU symbol cell.
Thus modification of the front-end system was surprisingly small.

6
Performance Measurements

We have measured the run time of the function bs-add in Section 3, by supplying several random numbers
as the arguments. We used the MasPar MP–1 with 1024 PEs and with the VAXstation 3520 as the front-end.
The result is shown in Figure 6. The Figure shows that the parallel version is only four to five times faster
than the equivalent sequential version on the front-end. Roughly speaking, each call of bs-add requires log2
n time for the sequential version, and  time for the parallel version, with n being the number of items
and 2k being the number of PEs. (According to our experiences with the MasPar MP–1, the performance of
the front-end is almost the same as a single PE.) In this experiment, we used 1024 PEs, and thus . If

, for example, the sequential version runs in time 12 whereas the parallel version runs in
time 2. Thus the maximum speed up will be 6. This means that the performance of the TUPLE system is
very close to the theoretical upper bound. Another reason for this small gain is that each expansion of a tree
is performed for only a single PE. Obviously, tree expansion is one of the most time-consuming operations
in the program because cons cells must be allocated in the PE heap. On SIMD architectures, all PEs except

Figure 5: The PE data area.
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one have to wait while the selected PE expands its PE tree. We can possibly increase the performance by
modifying the program so that tree expansions are deferred until many (or all) PEs become ready to expand
their PE trees.

Figure 7 shows the result of another test for the same program. This time, we change the number of PEs
that participate in the parallel computation. Note that the program is independent of the number of PEs.
When we used only one PE, the performance of the “parallel” program was a little bit better than the sequential
version. This means TUPLE is well implemented for each PE. As seen in the Figure, the runtime decreases
steadily as the number of PEs increases, but the runtime seems to converge. The convergence point
indicates the time for the essentially sequential part of the program.

To see the performance of the TUPLE system for more practical applications on SIMD architectures, we
wrote a TUPLE program to simulate fluid flow by solving Navier-Stokes Equations. As is well known (see 1)

for example), the computation is performed by dividing the entire field into small regions and then by
repeating a loop body that updates values of the regions. Table 3 shows the result of this performance test. 
Currently, TUPLE does not have a compiler, and thus runs programs interpretively. Compared with the
interpreted execution of the sequential version, it is clear that the parallel version runs quite fast. Even if
compared with the compiled version on the SPARC, the parallel version is more than five times faster. It is
obvious that TUPLE programs are slower than equivalent MPL programs. Nevertheless, the runtime of this
TUPLE program is not very far from the runtime of the MPL version.

7
Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we introduced the TUPLE language for SIMD architectures and presented the current
implementation of TUPLE on a SIMD machine MasPar MP–1. We have shown that the TUPLE system has
a high performance for typical SIMD applications.

Figure 6: Adding items with 1024 PEs.
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TUPLE is currently being used for research purposes to exploit parallel algorithms in some application
areas of symbolic computation, such as computer algebra and term rewriting. TUPLE is also used for
education. The highly interactive parallel environment of TUPLE helps the students write their first parallel
programs. Since we have only one MasPar MP–1 available for education, we have developed a TUPLE
simulator that runs on Unix workstations. The students prepare their programs by using the simulator and
test the performance on the real TUPLE system. This enables efficient use of the computation resource.

In our experience with TUPLE, the heap size (8 Kbytes) of each PE subsystem is too small for real
applications, or even for experimentation. This small size is the major obstacle to develop parallel programs
in TUPLE. On the MasPar MP–1 with 1024 PEs, the total size of 8 Mbytes seems satisfactory in many
cases. However, it is hard to distribute the entire data among the PE heaps. The binary tree search program
in this paper is one of the few programs that succeeded in balanced data distribution. A SIMD machine with
much more local memory is highly expected to solve this inessential problem.
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ABSTRACT

In Scheme-based parallel Lisp systems there are proposed a number of structured concurrency
constructs like pcall, par, par-and and plet. A standard evaluation strategy for these structured
constructs has been the eager task creation (ETC) that creates child processes in executing their
argument expressions whenever these structured constructs are encountered. But the ETC strategy for
structured concurrency constructs is known to be inefficient because of overhead caused by excessive
process creation. In this paper we propose an efficient evaluation strategy for structured concurrency
constructs, called the steal-help evaluation (SHE) strategy, which suppresses excessive process
creation. SHE enables to suppress excessive process creation, since it creates processes only when an
idle processor is available in evaluating a parallel expression. Also, the ideas of the SHE-based
future, stealable and pdelay are proposed, pdelay is a parallelized version of delay, which allows
parallel realization of stream computation.

1
Introduction

Parallel Lisp languages and systems have been designed and implemented on sharedmemory parallel
architectures. There are at least two different kinds of Scheme-based parallel Lisp languages: Multilisp and
PaiLisp. Multilisp3) may be considered to be a minimal extension of Scheme into concurrency, introducing
only a single concurrency construct future, while PaiLisp8) is an extension of Scheme with a rich set of
structured concurrency constructs like pcall, par, par-and, par-or and plet in addition to future and the
basic concurrency constructs of its kernel language PaiLisp-Kernel.

The future construct is a powerful and convenient construct to create a new process for parallel
evaluation of its argument expression, and lazy task creation (LTC) is proposed as an efficient evaluation
strategy for the future construct13). However, future creates asynchronous and unstructured parallel Scheme
processes. In parallel Scheme programming using future the central concern has been where to insert the
future construct to increase parallelism, suppressing the cost of excessive process creation. This problem of
finding where to insert future is known to be a hard problem4). Using the structured concurrency constructs
of PaiLisp it is easy to decide where to insert them to obtain a parallel program. Eager task creation (ETC)



has been considered as a standard evaluation strategy for structured concurrency constructs, but the ETC
strategy incurs a serious problem of excessive process creation in evaluating (recursive) parallel Scheme
programs that create large numbers of fine-grained processes12).

The Steal-Help Evaluation (SHE) strategy in this paper is proposed as an efficient evaluation strategy of
concurrency constructs in parallel Scheme systems. SHE enables to suppress excessive process creation,
since it creates processes only when an idle processor is available in evaluating a parallel expression. SHE
is introduced by extending the idea of lazy task creation used for an efficient implementation of future.
However, note that the SHE-based implementation of future differs from the LTC-based future, as is
explained in Section 4.

In this paper we discuss the idea of SHE in detail and explain its implementation strategy. Structured
concurrency constructs like pcall, par, par-and and plet will be efficiently evaluated using the SHE
strategy so as to reduce excessive process creation. Under the SHE strategy a parallel Scheme program
written with structured concurrency constructs can be executed as efficiently as the corresponding optimal
future-based parallel program. Also, the ideas of the SHE-based future, stealable and pdelay are proposed,
and their implementation strategies are explained.

2
PaiLisp and Its Concurrency Constructs

PaiLisp8) is an extension of Scheme1) into concurrency with a rich set of structured concurrency constructs
pcall, par, par-and, plet etc. In addition it contains the future construct and the basic concurrency constructs
spawn, suspend, call/pec and exlambda of PaiLisp-Kernel8), where call/pcc is an extension of the
sequential call/cc of Scheme into concurrency to support PaiLisp’s P-continuation. PaiLisp-Kernel is a kernel
language in which the meanings of PaiLisp constructs can be described, and it is Scheme +{spawn,
suspend, call/pcc, exlambda}. Note that in the previous papers on PaiLisp8, 10, 11) we had only one call/cc
which is the extended call/cc that supports P-continuations. But in this paper, call/pcc is used to denote the
extended call/cc that supports P-continuations, and call/cc is the one that supports sequential continuations
in Scheme.

The major concurrency constructs in PaiLisp have the following meanings.
(pcall f e1…en): After evaluating e1, …, en in parallel, the expression f is evaluated, and then its resulting

value is applied to the values of e1, …, en. 
(par e1…en): The processes of evaluating e1, …, en in parallel are created, and the par construct

terminates when the executions of all the child processes of evaluating e1, …, en terminate.
(par-and e1…en): e1, …, en are evaluated in parallel, and if one of them yields false then the par-and

expression returns false, killing all the remaining processes created in evaluating the argument expressions
e1, …, en. If none of e1, …, en yields false then the value of en is returned as the value of the par-and
expression.

(plet ((x1 e1)…(xn en)) E1…Em): After evaluating e1, …, en in parallel, the resulting values of e1, …, en
are sequentially bound to x1, …, xn, respectively1. Using the updated environment including the bindings of
x1, …, xn, the expressions E1, …, Em are evaluated in parallel. After their completion the value of Em is
returned as the value of this plet expression.

(call/pcc e): call/pcc creates P-continuation, which is a procedure of one argument that packages up the
process-id and the current continuation. The one-argument procedure e will be applied to the P-continuation.
When P-continuation is invoked by the same process that captured it, the resulting behavior is the same as
in the invocation of a sequential continuation in Scheme. When the P-continuation is invoked by a different
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process, the process to execute the rest of computation is the process that captured it, discarding its current
continuation, and the process that invoked the P-continuation continues its own execution.

(future e): When this expression is evaluated the future-value for e is returned, and a new child process
to compute e is created concurrently. The parent process continues its execution using the future-value for
e. If an operation on the future-value for e requires its true value, it is suspended until the true value of e is
obtained. This action of obtaining the true value for the future-value is called force, future is the construct
introduced into Multilisp by Halstead3). Note that the future-value for e is a virtual symbolic value for e,
while the true value for e is the actual computed value of e.

Consider a simple example to parallelize the following sequential Fibonacci function, using the
concurrency constructs pcall and future.

Using pcall the following parallel program can be obtained.

Using the future construct we can think of the following three parallelizations of (fib n) according to the
places where future is inserted.

Table 1: Experimental results for parallelizations of (fib n)

programs ETC LTC SHE

(pfib 20) 0.767 – 0.167
(ffibl 20) 0.519 0.162 –
(ffib2 20) 2.011 1.867 –
(ffib3 20) 0.922 0.210 –
(fib 20) 0.655 (in sequential) [sec]

In a sequential Scheme, functional arguments are typically evaluated from left to right. Taking into account
this left-to-right evaluation rule in a sequential function application, we can make the following
observations on the three future-based parallel versions of fib. ff ib1 is the most efficient, and ff ib2 does
not benefit from the insertion of future, which incurs an additional overhead of process creation caused by
future, ff ib3 is fairly good but it is no better than ff ibl, since the second future that wraps up

 incurs an additional overhead.
For the future construct an efficient evaluation strategy LTC is known, but as seen from the above

example the effectiveness of future depends on where it is inserted to increase parallelism. It is known that
this problem of finding an optimal place to insert future is not easy to solve.

1The cost of binding a value to a variable is very small; about 2[µsec] in the PaiLisp/MT system16). Hence, sequential
binding is used, avoiding the overhead incurred in parallel binding. 
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It is easy to decide where to use pcall, since pcall should be used to parallelize function application,
although we have to avoid its use when argument expressions are very lightweight. The problem with pcall
involves its efficient evaluation. As far as we know, the standard evaluation strategy for pcall has been the
eager task creation (ETC) strategy, but ETC incurs considerable overhead caused by excessive process
creation. One of the main purposes of this paper is to present an efficient evaluation strategy, called the
steal-help evaluation (SHE) strategy, for pcall and other structured concurrency constructs.

Table 1 shows experimental results obtained by evaluating the parallelized versions of (fib 20) to
compare ETC, LTC and SHE. This experiment was done, using the PaiLisp/MT interpreter16) on a
DEC7000 with six Alpha processors.

As is seen from this example the ETC-based parallel evaluations of parallelized Fibonacci functions for
n=20 are no better than the sequential evaluation of (fib 20) except the case of (ffibl 20). This is because of
excessive process creation caused by the ETC evaluation. The SHE evaluation of (pf ib 20) and the LTC
evaluation of (ffibl 20) are definitely better than the sequential evaluation. But even with the LTC strategy
(ffib2 20) is no better than the sequential (fib 20). This is because (f f ib2 20) is evaluated essentially in a
sequential manner according to the left-to-right evaluation of argument expressions, and moreover it adds
some extra overhead caused by inserting future into a useless place.

The above result tells that the pcall-based program under the SHE strategy is as efficient as the optimal
future-based program under the LTC strategy. Moreover, this result also shows that a careless use of future
is not better and, in fact, is even worse than the sequential case. As we mentioned already, it is often hard to
decide the optimal place(s) to insert future to get an efficient program. With these observations we propose
the steal-help evaluation (SHE) strategy for structured concurrency constructs.

Remark: The current version of PaiLisp/MT16) is a multi-threaded implementation of PaiLisp on a
DEC7000 with six Alpha processors under OSF/1 OS. According to the preliminary implementation of the
SHE strategy on the PaiLisp/MT interpreter, the SHE strategy of (pf ib 20) and the LTC strategy of (f f ibl
20) created only 51 and 66 processes, respectively, while the ETC strategy of (pf ib 20) and (f f ibl 20)
created 21,890 and 10,945 processes, respectively. Thus we can see an actual effect of suppressing
excessive process creation using the SHE strategy. This effect is also observed in the PaiLisp/MT
compiler16).

3
Steal-Help Evaluation Strategy for Structured Concurrency Constructs

The steal-help evaluation (SHE) strategy is an efficient parallel evaluation strategy that can suppress
excessive process creation. It was originally called the steal-based evaluation15), but in this paper we call it
as the steal-help evaluation, since an idle processor helps evaluation of the home processor, stealing
unevaluated expressions.

3.1
Basic Idea of Steal-Help Evaluation Strategy

We consider the ETC and SHE evaluations of (pcall f e1…en) assuming use of a shared-memory multi-
processor with a small number of processing elements.

(1) ETC for pcall
ETC is a straightforward way to implement pcall. In the case of ETC the child processes of evaluating e1,

…, en are created when (pcall f e1…en) is encountered. After obtaining the values of the argument
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expressions the function f is evaluated, and its resultant value is applied to the values of the argument
expressions e1, …, en. A process creation means creation of a process to evaluate an argument expression.
An argument expression may be a parallel Scheme expression defined recursively as in (pfib n). Then
recursive function call will create new processes when pcall is encountered. Thus the ETC strategy for a
recursive parallel Scheme program will create excessively many processes. For example, in case of the ETC
evaluation of (pfib 20), more than 20,000 processes were created in PaiLisp/MT. However, since the number
of processors is six in PaiLisp/MT, the actual argument-expression evaluations in most of the created
processes must be suspended until a processor for evaluating them becomes available. The cost of this
excessive process creation has been the major source of degradation in the ETC evaluation of (pfib 20).

(2) SHE for pcall
Intuitively speaking, the SHE strategy for (pcall f e1…en) starts evaluating (f e1…en) in a sequential

manner, and when an idle processor is available an argument expression will be stolen for evaluation by the
idle processor. In this case a process creation occurs only when an idle processor is available, so we may
expect suppression of excessive process creation. The SHE strategy for (pcall f e1…en) should work in the
following way. Assume that one processor, called the home processor, will become responsible in
evaluating (pcall f e1…en). When the pcall expression is encountered the home processor will start
evaluating it as if the sequential evaluation of (f e1…en) will take place on the home processor. That is, the
evaluation on the home processor will proceed from e1 towards en as follows:

     evaluate (e1); then evaluate (e2);      …then evaluate (f), after obtaining all the values of
e1, …en; then apply the resultant value of f to the values of e1, …, en.

During the course of evaluation of argument expressions, if an idle processor—called helper—is available,
then the helper can steal an argument expression that is not evaluated yet. The stolen expression will be
evaluated on the helper, but in order to realize this strategy we must have a mechanism that a helper steals
and evaluates argument expressions. We assume that the evaluation on the home processor proceeds from
e1 towards en.

. Then the possibility that an argument expression is not evaluated is higher in the order from
en towards e1

. The steal action by a helper will be effective if expressions are stolen in this order from en
towards e1

. Even if more than one helper is available, a steal-help evaluation by a helper may proceed
essentially in the same manner, although we explain its details in Section 3.2. Note that in this mode of
evaluation a process creation occurs only when a steal action is taken, so that excessive process creation
will not occur.

After evaluating all the argument expressions the home processor evaluates the function f, whose resultant
value will be applied to the values of the argument expressions e1, …, en

.

Based on the above idea of the SHE strategy we give an implementation strategy of SHE for (pcall f e1…
en). Before explaining it we would like to remark here several points for such an implementation.

1. We assume that the order of evaluation of functional arguments has no effect on evaluation of a
function application (f e1…en). This means that we are concerned here about the steal-help evaluation
of functional program with no side-effect. 

2. When an argument expression is evaluated by a helper it must be evaluated under the proper
environment with enough information. For the purpose the shared object is introduced as explained
below.
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3. In order to realize the sequential and steal-help evaluation modes for argument expressions we
introduce the mechanism of the stealable stack (SST). A home processor will evaluate expressions from
the top of SST, and a helper will steal an expression from the bottom of the SST.

4. When the number of unevaluated argument expressions becomes 0 then the function f will be evaluated
and its resultant value will be applied to the values of argument expressions on the home processor.

5. An implementation for the SHE strategy of pcall must be applicable to the evaluation of a nested pcall
expression like (pcall f e1 (pcall g e2 e3) (pcall h e4 e5)). Also, the implementation must support
multiple sequential and steal-help evaluations, when several helpers are available.

A nested pcall expression may be regarded as forming a tree structure of expressions. The home processor
will evaluate argument expressions from left to right in the sequential mode, while a helper will steal
argument expressions from the SST of the home processor from bottom towards top. Thus a sequential
evaluation on the home processor proceeds in depth-first style to search a tree structure, while a steal action
on a helper will proceed in breadth-first style to create a new process. Hence, process creation is quite
limited since only an idle processor can steal an expression to create a new process.

3.2
On Implementation of the SHE Strategy for (pcall f e1…ewn)

In this subsection we describe the SHE strategy of evaluating (pcall f e1…en) under an environment env on
a shared-memory multi-processor system. As was explained in Section 3.1 the home processor proceeds to
evaluate the expression in its sequential evaluation mode as if the sequential evaluation of (f e1…en) will
take place. If an idle processor is available it steals an argument expression to help evaluation on the home
processor; thus, the idle processor will be called a helper. We have to specify which argument expression
will be stolen by a helper, and the helper must be provided enough information to evaluate the stolen
expression, including the environment under which the stolen expression should be evaluated. For this
purpose of providing enough information we introduce the following shared object.

• a pointer to the environment which gives a list of bindings of variables and their corresponding values.
• an identifier denoting the concurrency construct in the expression. In case of (pcall f e1…en) the

identifier PCALL is used to denote that pcall is the concurrency construct under consideration. 
• the identifier of the parent process to the expression.
• the number of unevaluated argument expressions.

These information is necessary for a helper to steal and evaluate an expression and to return to its parent
process after evaluating the expression on the helper.

We assume that a pair of each argument expression and its current shared object is pushed into the
stealable stack SST in the following way.

<top> (e1 . SO) (e2 . SO)…(en . SO) <bottom>

where SO is the shared object at the point where (pcall f e1…en) is encountered. The home processor HP
pops SST to get an expression from the top of the SST to evaluate, while a helper TP steals an expression
and its shared object from the bottom of the SST of the home processor. The pointer to the list of the
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resultant values evaluated by the home processor and the helper will be saved into the argument register argl.
The home processor and the helper should work in the following way.

Home Processor

A pair of each argument expression and its current shared object will be pushed into the stealable stack
SST, and the argument register argl is a register to hold the list of argument expressions. The home
processor pops the SST to get an expression from the top of SST and evaluates it, saving the resultant value
into argl and decrementing the number of unevaluated argument expressions. It continues this pop and
evaluate process on the SST until all the argument expressions are evaluated. This evaluation process on the
home processor is called the sequential evaluation mode. During this sequential evaluation mode there
might occur a situation that the home processor would become idle in spite that there remain some
expressions in the SST of a helper that had stolen an expression like a pcall expression. In this case the home
processor that has become idle can behave like a helper to steal and evaluate an expression in the SST of the
helper. When the number of unevaluated expressions becomes 0, saving the values of all the arguments
expressions into argl, the function f is evaluated, and its resultant value is applied to the values in argl.
Then, the resultant value of this function application is returned as the value of the pcall expression.

Helper

An idle processor becomes a helper which can steal an expression and its shared object from the stealable
stack SST of the home processor, and it evaluates the stolen expression under the environment recorded in
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the shared object. Since the identifier of the concurrency construct under consideration is PCALL, the SHE
strategy for pcall on a helper will be invoked, performing the steal and evaluate actions as follows. 
A helper TP steals a pair of an expression and its shared object from the bottom of the SST of the home
processor, removing the pair from the SST. The stolen expression will be evaluated on TP with the
corresponding environment saved in the shared object, and the number of unevaluated expressions will be
decremented. The resultant value of the expression must be saved into the corresponding place in argl

If another helper TP1 becomes available it can steal and evaluate the bottom element of the SST of the
home processor. If there is no stealable expression in the SST of the home processor, TP1 may steal an
expression from the SST of the helper TP, and TP will behave as a home processor to TP1. This process to
steal and evaluate an expression by a helper will be continued until the number of unevaluated argument
expressions becomes 0, saving the values of argument expressions into the corresponding places in the
argument register argl.

Figure 1 is an example showing how the home processor and a helper behave when evaluating
, where e1, e2, e3 and e4 are assumed to be Scheme

expressions with no side-effect. Also, ve means the value of an expression e.
Note that the effectiveness of the SHE strategy will be guaranteed/increased, taking into account costs of

handling shared objects and stealable stacks. In the PaiLisp/MT interpreter16) the cost of stealing a shared
object and creating the corresponding process object is 70 [µsec], so that it would be better that an
expression whose cost is smaller than 70 [µsec] would be evaluated in the sequential evaluation mode,
disallowing its stealing by an idle processor. This kind of considerations should be incorporated into an
efficient implementation of the SHE strategy.

Figure 1: Evaluation of (pcall f (pcall g e1 e2) (pcall h e3 e4))
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3.3
On SHE Strategies for Other Concurrency Constructs

We explained above the SHE strategy for the pcall expression. The SHE strategy for other structured
concurrency constructs can be given in a similar manner with modifications based on their meanings. In this
section we explain how par, par-and and plet can be implemented in the SHE strategy. We use a shared
object, the stealable stack SST and the argument register argl We assume that for each structured
concurrency construct the corresponding identifier is recorded in the shared object; PAR for par, PARAND
for par-and, PLETBIND and PLETBODY for plet.

(1) SHE for (par e1…en)
The SHE strategy of (par e1…en) is slightly simpler than that of the pcall expression, since we do not

need saving the values of the argument expressions e1, …, en and the application of a function. Besides
these actions of not saving values and not applying a function, the behaviors of the home processor and a helper
should be the same as under the SHE strategy for the pcall expression.

(2) SHE for (par-and e1…en)
We assume that the argument expressions e1, …, en and their shared objects are saved in the stealable

stack SST of the home processor. The home processor and a helper should behave as follows.
Home Processor: The home processor pops the SST to get an expression from the top of the SST and

evaluates it, saving the resultant value into argl and decrementing the number of unevaluated argument
expressions. If the resultant value is false the par-and expression returns false as its value, killing the rest
of the computation15). If the value is not false the home processor pops the SST again to get an expression
from the top of the SST and evaluates it, saving the resultant value into argl and decrementing the number of
unevaluated argument expressions, and if this value is false the par-and expression returns false, killing the
rest of the computation. The home processor continues this process of popping the SST to get an expression
from the SST and to evaluate it, decrementing the number of unevaluated argument expressions until the
number of unevaluated argument expressions becomes 0. When no expression stored in the SST returns
false, the par-and expression returns the value of en saved in argl. Note that the actions of saving the values
of argument expressions may be omitted except for the value of en

.

Helper: A helper steals the bottom element of the SST, and it evaluates the stolen expression under the
environment recorded in the shared object, saving its value into argl and decrementing the number of
unevaluated argument expressions in the shared object. If the resultant value is false the par-and expression
returns false as its value, killing the rest of the computation. If the value is not false a helper again steals the
bottom element from the SST and evaluates it, saving its value into argl, removing it from the SST and
decrementing the number of unevaluated argument expressions in the shared object. This process of
evaluating expressions by a helper continues until the number of unevaluated argument expressions
becomes 0. When none of the argument expressions returns false the par-and expression returns the value
of en saved in argl

(3) SHE for (plet ((x1 e1)…(xn en)) E1…Em)
The plet expression has two evaluation phases: binding phase and body evaluation phase. During the

binding phase the shared object records the phase name PLETBIND, a pointer to env and the number of
unevaluated argument expressions, while during the body evaluation phase the shared object records the
phase name PLETBODY, a pointer to new-env and the number of body expressions.

Binding Phase
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Home Processor: Assuming that the argument expressions e1, …, en are stored in the SST together with
their shared object, the home processor pops the SST to get the top element of the SST and evaluates it
under the current environment env, saving the resultant value into argl and decrementing the number of
unevaluated argument expressions. This process of evaluating argument expressions on the home processor
continues until the number of unevaluated argument expressions becomes 0. After evaluating all the
argument expressions the current environment env will be extended by binding the values of the argument
expressions ei to the corresponding variables xi to form a new environment new-env.

Helper: A helper can steal the bottom element of the SST, and it evaluates the stolen expression under
the current environment env recorded in the shared object, saving the resultant value into the argument register
argl and decrementing the number of unevaluated argument expressions. This process of stealing and
evaluating an expression from the SST continues until the number of unevaluated argument expressions
becomes 0.

Body Evaluation Phase

The body evaluation phase is initiated after completing the binding phase of forming a new environment
new-env, and the information recorded in the shared object must be updated before evaluating E1…Em.

Home Processor: Assuming that the body expressions E1, …, Em are stored in the SST together with the
updated shared object, the home processor pops the SST to get its top element and evaluates it under new-
env, saving the resultant value into argl and decrementing the number of unevaluated body expressions.
This process continues until the number of unevaluated body expressions becomes 0. After evaluating all
the body expressions the value of Em saved in argl is returned as the value of the plet expression.

Helper: An idle processor (that is, a helper) can steal the bottom element of the SST that saves the body
expressions together with the updated shared object, and it evaluates the stolen body expression under new-
env recorded in the shared object, saving its resultant value into the argument register argl and
decrementing the number of unevaluated argument expressions. This process of stealing and evaluating the
body expressions on a helper will be continued until the number of unevaluated argument expressions
becomes 0.

4
SHE-based Implementation of future

future is an interesting concurrency construct, successfully used as a major concurrency construct in
Multilisp3). In this section we give the SHE-based implementation strategy of future, and we compare the
SHE-based future and the LTC-based future.

4.1
SHE-based Implementation of future

The SHE-based implementation of future will be realized as follows, taking into account that (future e)
means returning the future-value for e and creating a new process for evaluating e.

Home processor for (future e)

When the home processor HP evaluates (future e), the following actions are performed:

1. Firstly, the future-value for e is created.
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2. The future object consisting of the following entities is formed:

• the expression field, which is sometimes used as the value field.
• the environment field.
• the state field, which consists of a state information of the future object.
• the process list, which consists of a list of processes requesting a true value for a future-value.
• the pointer to SST.

3. The future object is stored into the SST, and the future-value fv is returned as a temporary virtual value
of the expression e.

4. The home processor continues its evaluation, using the future-value fv.
5. When the true value for the future-value fv is required,

• if e is not stolen by an idle processor, e is evaluated in a sequential mode, and after its termination the
future-value fv is replaced by the resultant value of e.

• if e is stolen by a helper (an idle processor), the evaluation of the home processor will be suspended
until the helper that had stolen e finishes its evaluation. 

A future object is in one of three states: future, executing, and determined. The force operation of obtaining
the true value for the future-value fv is performed in the following way, depending upon the state contained
in the future object.

• When the state is future, the home processor evaluates e using the environment env contained in the
future object, and the state changes from future to executing. At this point the expression field of the
future object changes to no expression. After evaluating e, the resultant value is stored into the value field
of the future object, and the state changes from executing to determined.

• When the state is executing, the home processor is suspended until the true value of the future-value fv is
obtained, because the expression e corresponding to the future-value fv is being executed by certain other
processor. When the true value for fv is obtained, the execution of the processes in the process list of the
future object is resumed with the true value for fv, and the corresponding process-id is removed from the
process list.

• When the state is determined, the remaining computation on the home processor is performed, using the
true value for the future-value fv.

Helper for (future e)
An idle processor that works as a helper obtains the future object from the bottom of the SST of the home

processor HP. At this point the state of the future object must change from future to executing. A new
process that evaluates the expression e is created, using the information contained in the future object. In
case of evaluating , the following two processes P1 and P2 are evaluated in parallel.

P1: the process of evaluating (f fv), which is the rest of computation after encountering (future e) on the
home processor

P2: the process of evaluating e on a helper.
Immediately after obtaining the value of e (say, ve), fv is replaced by the value ve, and the state must

change from executing to determined. Then the home processor continues the remaining computation (f′ve),
where f′ is the value of f at the point when fv was replaced by ve.
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4.2
Comparisons between the LTC-based future and the SHE-based future

LTC (Lazy Task Creation)13) was introduced as an efficient evaluation strategy of future. Here we compare
the LTC-based future and the SHE-based future. When  is evaluated with LTC, the
following actions are taken:

• The home processor starts evaluating the expression e sequentially; that is, the expression e is evaluated
in the sequential evaluation mode on the processor. 

• When an idle processor is available, it creates the future-value fv for the expression e, and moreover the
remaining computation (f fv) is stolen by the idle processor, which obtains (f fv) from the stack of the
home processor.

• If no idle processor is available, the argument expression e is firstly evaluated, and after evaluating f, the
resultant value of f is applied to the value of the expression e.

When LTC and SHE are compared in evaluating (future e), the behaviors of the home processor and an idle
processor differ as follows.

1. The home processor in LTC evaluates the argument expression e in the sequential evaluation mode,
while the home processor in SHE evaluates the remaining computation (f □) using the future-value fv
for the context □.

2. When an idle processor is available, in the LTC strategy a new process of evaluating (f fv) is created by
a stealing action on the idle processor, while in the SHE strategy a new process of evaluating e is
created by a stealing action on the idle processor.

3. When no idle processor is available and only the home processor is available, LTC and SHE work as
follows:

• According to the LTC strategy, the expression e is firstly evaluated, and then f is evaluated, and the
resultant value of f is applied to the value of the expression e. Thus  is evaluated like
a call-by-value sequential evaluation of (f e).

• According to the SHE strategy, (f fv) is evaluated, and when the actual value of fv is needed the
expression e is evaluated, suspending the evaluation of (f fv). Thus in this case (future e) behaves like
(delay e).

Thus, the LTC-based future and the SHE-based future differ in what they create, and moreover they
behave differently when no idle processor is available. (future e) has the following original meaning: when
this expression is encountered

1. return the future-value for e,
2. create a new process for evaluating e.

Thus from the standpoint of process creation the SHE-based future may be considered to be more natural
than the LTC-based future. 
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4.3
The stealable construct

stealable is a unique construct introduced for the SHE strategy, (stealable e) means that an expression e
annotated by stealable may be stolen by an idle processor under the SHE strategy. In this sense (stealable
e) may be considered to be the SHE-based future without returning the future-value, stealable would
become effective and efficient, when no future-value is required.

Using stealable a function application (f e1 e2) can be parallelized as follows:

(f (stealable e1) e2) (f e1 (stealable e2)) (f (stealable e1) (stealable e2))

These expressions specify that the argument expressions annotated by stealable may be stolen by an idle
processor. For instance, in case of (f (stealable e1) e2), (f □ e2) will be evaluated concurrently with the
expression e1, when e1 is stolen by an idle processor. Note that an implicit placeholder for the context □ will
be used in evaluating (f □ e2), and the value of e1 must be saved into such a placeholder after its actual
evaluation on an idle processor.

How to use stealable in parallelization

When we write (stealable e), process creation of e occurs when an idle processor is available. The
annotation stealable would be better to be used only when the cost of evaluating e is larger than the cost of
the stealing action. When the functional form (f e) with only one argument is given,  will
not be effective, compared to (f e), because (stealable e) adds some extra cost of handling an implicit
placeholder. Also, it may not be effective to annotate all possible argument expressions in (f e1…en) by
stealable in the the following form,

(f (stealable e1)…(stealable en))

even if the cost of each argument is larger than the cost of a stealing action, since at least one of the
argument expressions may be evaluated on the home processor.

A simple-minded parallelization using stealable can be done in the following way. Let {(stealable e)} be
defined as follows:

{(stealable e)}=if cost [e] ≥ Csteal then (stealable e) else e

, where Csteal is the cost of the stealing action in a SHE-based system. Then (f e1…en) will be parallelized in
the following way, assuming use of the left-to-right evaluation rule in evaluating function application.

(f e1…en) (f {(stealable e1)}…{(stealable en−1)} en) 

On implementation of stealable

stealable can be implemented by modifying the SHE-based implementation of future.

Home processor for (stealable e)

When the home processor encounters (stealable e), the following actions are performed:
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1. The stealable object consisting of the following entities are formed:

• the expression field, which is sometimes used as the value field.
• the environment field.
• the state field, which contains one of the states: stealable, executing and obtained.
• the list of processes of waiting for the value of the argument expression e.
• the pointer to SST, in which a pointer to the argument list is saved.

2. The stealable object is saved into the SST.
3. The home processor continues its evaluation, and the resultant value will be saved into the argument

list.
4. If e is not stolen by an idle processor, e is evaluated in a sequential mode.
5. If e is stolen by a helper (an idle processor) or there is no expression in SST, the evaluation on the

home processor is suspended until the helper that had stolen e finishes its evaluation.

Helper for (stealable e)
An idle processor that works as a helper obtains the stealable object from the bottom of the SST of the

home processor. At this point the state of the stealable object must change from stealable to executing. A
new process that evaluates the expression e is created, using the information contained in the stealable
object. When the value of e is obtained the state changes from executing to obtained, and the resultant value
is saved into the argument list.

5
Parallelization of delay and Stream Computation

The delay construct in Scheme is an explicit construct to realize lazy evaluation, together with the force
construct. The benefit of lazy evaluation realized by delay and force is of efficiency that comes from
performing only the needed computation. Also, the delay construct is important to implement stream
computation in Scheme.

The delay and force constructs have the following syntax and meanings14).
(delay exp), which returns promise for exp. 
(force promise), which returns the result of forcing promise.
In Scheme programming a stream can be defined using the delay construct, usually in the form of

, where <constructor> must be a list constructor like cons and list,
and f is a function of creating a new stream element.

A simple-minded approach of parallelizing delay is to replace it by future. However, this approach does
not work well; for example, if we replace delay in (delay (cons e1 (f e2))) by future, the resultant
expression creates non-terminating computation in evaluating , where f is assumed to be a
recursively-defined function.

Also, note that lazy evaluation in functional programming and lazy task creation in parallel programming
are different; the former is a method of evaluating a function in call-by-need, and the latter is a method of
creating a new process as explained in the previous section.

We consider here a parallel evaluation strategy of delay and stream computation. Assume that the home
processor HP evaluates , in which f is a recursive function of creating a next
stream element. Then we can make the following observation in a step-wise creation and evaluation of a
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stream element. The promise promise-1 is returned when encountering delay. If an idle processor TP is
available, TP steals and evaluates a promise expression corresponding to promise-1, and a new promise
promise-2 is created encountering delay in evaluating f. This unfolding evaluation of obtaining promise
values must be done with restriction for preventing non-terminating evaluation. The resultant values of
promises after evaluating the corresponding promise expressions are saved into the stream stack (STR) as
explained below. A force action on promise gets its corresponding value from STR. With this observation
we introduce pdelay as follows.

(pdelay depth exp)
where depth is the number of promises to be created in forced evaluation of this expression, (pdelay n

exp) has the following meaning.

(1) (pdelay 1 exp)
The home processor returns promise-1, and an idle processor evaluates the promise expression exp.

Then the pair of promise-1 and the value of exp is saved into the stream stack STR.
(2) (pdelay 2 exp)

The promise-1 is returned, and an idle processor forces to evaluate the promise expression. Then the
pair of promise-1 and the value of the promise expression is saved into the STR. In evaluating the promise
expression promise-2 is created when pdelay is encountered, and the promise expression for promise-2
is evaluated by an idle processor. Then the resultant value and promise-2 is pushed into the STR.

(n) (pdelay n exp) 

The above process is repeated, and this repetitive process is suspended when a pair of promise-n and
the value of the corresponding promise expression is saved into the STR.

In another words, (pdelay n exp) returns the promise (promise-1), and exp is unfolded (n−1) times returning
a promise each time when pdelay is encountered in the unfolding process. Thus,

 are created, and their corresponding promise
expressions are evaluated by idle processors. n promises and their corresponding true values are saved into
the STR. Consider the following example with depth=4.

(define p-counters (let next ((n 1))      (pdelay 4 (cons n (next (+n 1)))))) (define stream-car
(lambda (str) (car (force str)))) (define stream-cdr (lambda (str) (cdr (force str))))

Figure 2: Behavior of the stream stack STR
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The home processor returns promise-1 when pdelay is encountered, and it continues to evaluate the rest of
computation using promise-1. An idle processor (helper) can steal and evaluate the corresponding promise
expression. In this case the idle processor evaluates the promise expression 
with the binding (n . 1). The promises  and their values
are successively created by forced evaluation of the corresponding promise expressions, and they will be
pushed into the stream stack STR as in Fig. 2 (a).

This means that the first 4 elements of the counters stream is obtained by an idle processor, whose
evaluation is suspended at this stage. When a promise is forced, the corresponding value is obtained from
the STR stack, and then the STR pointer is moved up, decrementing the promise counter (PC) whose initial
value is 4. When the promise counter (PC) becomes 0 as in Figure 2(b), an idle processor can start to evaluate
the rest of stream after setting promise counter to be 4. But evaluation of the promise expressions on the
idle processor must be suspended when PC reaches to 4. To keep the original idea of delay the promise
values must be remembered to avoid their re-evaluation, and this remembrance will be performed using the
STR stack that saves all the pairs of promises and the values of the corresponding promise expressions.
However, when no idle processor is available a regular sequential delayed evaluation will be performed,
regarding pdelay as delay and neglecting depth, but pairs of promises and their values must be saved into
the STR.

We can generalize the above strategy to programs that contain several pdelay and streams15).

6
Conclusion

We explained the Steal-Help Evaluation strategy for concurrency constructs of parallel Scheme languages,
including SHE implementation strategies of pcall, par, par-and, plet and future. Also, we introduced
stealable and pdelay, explaining their implementation strategies. A multi-threaded PaiLisp system with
interpreter and compiler based on the SHE strategy is implemented on a system of DEC7000 with six Alpha
processors16), and its preliminary experimental results show that the SHE strategy is actually an effective
and efficient parallel evaluation strategy superior to the ETC and LTC strategies. But the ideas of stealable
and pdelay are not fully implemented yet, and their implementation and experimental justifications are left
for future study. This paper is an updated version of the reference 15), focusing some detailed explanations
on the SHE strategy. In the reference 15) a number of other issues are discussed and proposed, including a
programming style of structured parallel symbolic programming (SPSP), the Restricted Eager Task
Creation, and an idea of Constraint-based Automatic Parallelization (CAP). But their fuller developments
are also left for study.

In this paper we explained only the basic ideas of the SHE strategy. For actual implementation of the
SHE strategy, we have to consider some implementation issues to increase the performance keeping the
idea of SHE. For example, the home processor can evaluate the expression e1 immediately, pushing the
argument expressions e2, …, en into the SST together with their shared object. If an argument expression ej
is one of a constant, a variable and a quote expression, its evaluation cost is much smaller than the cost of
the steal action. Thus the home processor should evaluate such a low cost expression directly, disallowing
its stealing by an idle processor, as mentioned at the end of 3.2. The current PaiLisp/MT system16) is
realized, taking into account these implementational aspects.
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ABSTRACT

A continuation represents the rest of computation from a given point. Scheme, a dialect of Lisp,
provides a function to generate a continuation as a first-class object. Using Scheme continuations, we
can express various control structures such as non-local exits and coroutines. The future construct, which
provides the mechanisms of process creation and synchronization, is supported in many parallel
Scheme languages. However, continuations of these languages are not powerful enough to describe
parallel programs. This paper proposes an extension to Scheme continuations to make them adaptable
to parallel environment based on the future construct.

1
Introduction

A continuation represents the rest of computation from a given point. Scheme1, 2), a dialect of Lisp, provides
a function to generate a continuation as a first-class object. Using Scheme continuations, we can express
various control structures such as non-local exits and coroutines.

The future construct3) provides the mechanisms of process creation and synchronization. There are many
future-based parallel Scheme systems including Multilisp 4), MultiScheme 5) and PaiLisp6, 7).

Each of these parallel Scheme systems has its own semantics of continuations since the semantics of
Scheme continuations is not defined in parallel environment except PaiLisp continuations. However,
continuations of these languages are not powerful enough to describe parallel programs besides PaiLisp
continuations as will be remarked in Section 9.

In this paper, we propose an extension to Scheme continuations to make them adaptable to parallel
environment based on the future construct. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we overview
Scheme continuations and the future construct, respectively in Sections 2 and 3. Then, in Section 4, we
discuss the problems of continuations in the parallel environment. In Sections 5 through 7, we present the
extended continuations and some applications of the extended continuations. Finally, we compare the
continuations of popular parallel Schemes and explain why they are not powerful enough to describe these
applications.



2
Continuations

A continuation represents the rest of computation from a given point. For example, consider the following
expression.

When (* 2 3) is being evaluated, there exists a continuation, which represents the computation after the
evaluation of (* 2 3), namely adding the result of (* 2 3) to 1. Continuations are a concept to control
program execution, and this concept exists in any programming language. In Scheme, continuations are
first-class objects, created by the function call-with-current-continuation (call/cc for short). Using Scheme
continuations, we can express various control structures such as non-local exits and coroutines.

A continuation can be captured by the following form:

(call/cc ‹function›)

In this paper, ‹A› denotes an expression which evaluates to an A, and «A» means that A itself appears in that
position. When the above expression is evaluated, call/cc generates a continuation object, which contains all
information that is necessary to resume the computation after the call of call/cc. Then call/cc calls the single-
argument function ‹function› by passing the continuation as the argument. The continuation object itself is a
kind of function with a single argument. By calling the continuation, the computation after the call to call/cc
will be resumed, with its value being the argument to the continuation. The action to call a continuation
object is said “throwing the continuation.” If the continuation is not thrown during the execution of
‹function›, then whatever ‹function› returns will be used as the value of the call to call/cc.

3
Futures

The future construct provides mechanisms for process creation and synchronization. The future construct
has the following format:

(future «expression»)

When evaluated, this expression immediately returns an object called promise, and creates a process to
evaluate «expression». The process that evaluates (future «expression») is called the parent process and the
process to evaluate «expression» is called the child process. These processes can be executed in parallel.
When the value of «expression» is obtained, that value replaces the promise and the execution of the child
process terminates. We say that, by this action, the promise is determined to the value. When a process
needs the value of «expression», the process is suspended until the promise is determined. Thus,
synchronizations of the two processes is automatically done by the system. If the programmer wants to
determine the promise explicitly, then he can use the function touch as follows.

(touch ‹promise›)

If ‹promise› is not determined yet, the caller of (touch ‹promise›) will be suspended until ‹promise› is
determined and then when ‹promise› is determined, the value of ‹promise› is returned. If ‹promise› is
already determined, the value of ‹promise› is immediately returned.
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The semantics of (future «expression») is equivalent to the semantics of «expression», if «expression»
has no side effects. Hence, by replacing any «expression» in a sequential program that has no side effects
with (future «expression»), we can obtain a parallel program whose semantics is equivalent to the
sequential program. If the sequential program has side effects, the semantics of the parallel program may be
different from the sequential program since the order of execution of the side effects may be changed.

4
Interaction of Continuations and Futures

In the parallel environment in which multiple processes exist, the process which created a continuation and
the process which throws the continuation may be different. For this case, the behavior of the continuation
is not defined because it is not obvious which process should execute the thrown continuation. Moreover, the
meaning of “the rest of computation” is not defined in the parallel environment because when a child
process creates a continuation, the parent process may be executing the rest of computation after the future
expression that created the child process.

In the following, we review two behaviors of continuations suitable for the parallel environment. One is
the behavior that a parallel program using continuations, which has no side effects, and the sequential
program, which is obtained by removing future construct from the parallel program yield the same result. We
say continuations have the sequential semantics, when they behave in this way. The merit of this behavior is
that the feature of future construct, which is described in the last paragraph in Section 3, is preserved, even
if a parallel program uses continuations.

The second behavior is adapted to express parallel control structures. In this behavior, a continuation has
only the rest of computation of the process that creates the continuation. In other words, a continuation
represents the computation from the call of call/cc to the determining of the promise. If a process throws
this continuation, the process executes the continuation without discarding its own current continuation.
After the execution of the thrown continuation, the process continues its own computation, with the result
of the execution of the continuation. That is, a call of a continuation behaves as if it were a function call,
and the behavior after the determining of the promise is specified by the process which throws the
continuation.

In the following, we show that Multilisp4) and MultiScheme5), which are popular future-based parallel
Scheme systems, cannot express these continuations.

In Multilisp, continuations are created and thrown in the same way as in sequential Scheme. Call/cc
captures the continuation of the current process, and the execution of a continuation is performed by the
process that throws the continuation. The future construct (future «expression») is implemented as follows.

(let ((p (make-promise)))      (fork (begin      (determine! p «expression»)      (quit)))      P)

The function make-promise creates an undetermined promise object and returns it, and the function quit
terminates the execution of the current process. The form (fork X) creates a child process to evaluate X,
while the parent process continues its own execution without waiting for the termination of the child
process. The form (determine! p «expression») determines the promise p to the value of «expression».

Let us consider the behavior of processes when a process A throws a continuation created by another
process B. Assume that B is created by the following future expression:

(future «expression for B»)
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This future expression is equivalent to:

(let ((pB (make-promise)))      (fork      (begin      (determine! pB «expression for B»)      (quit)))      pB)

The continuation created by B in «expression for B» executes the rest of computation of «expression for
B»determines the promise pB, and then terminates the current process. Assume that A is also created by
future. Then the continuation created by B will be thrown at somewhere in «expression for A»f the
following expression.

(future «expression for A»)      ≡(let ((pA (make-promise)))      (fork      (begin      (determine!
pA «expression for A»)      (quit)))      pA)

If the continuation is thrown, A discards its own continuation and executes the thrown continuation. This
means that A will execute the rest of computation of «expression for B», determine the promise pB, and
terminate. Therefore, A cannot receive the result of the execution of the continuation nor can continue the
rest of computation of «expression for A» Accordingly, pA will never be determined and the processes
waiting for the determining pA will be blocked forever. This complicated behavior makes it difficult to
describe parallel programs that uses continuations.

On the other hand, MultiScheme implements the future construct (future «expression») as follows.

(let ((p (make-promise)))      (fork (begin      (set-process-waiting-for! p)      (let ((value
«expression»))      (determine! (process-goal) value))      (quit)))      P)

The function set-process-waiting-for! establishes the promise that is to be determined by the current process,
and the form (process-goal) returns that promise.

The method of MultiScheme to determine a promise is different from that of Multilisp. After executing
the rest of computation of «expression for B», A in Multilisp determines the promise pB, whereas A in
MultiScheme determines the promise pA of the current process A. After that, the execution of A terminates
in the same way as in Multilisp. Thus pA will eventually be determined, but A cannot continue its own
computation after the call to the continuation.

In both cases, the reason why a process cannot continue its own computation is that the execution of the
process terminates after determining a promise. Thus these parallel Schemes cannot implement the
sequential semantics of continuations.

5
Extended Continuations

In order to adapt continuations to the parallel environment, we propose an extension to Scheme
continuations. We use Multilisp’s future implementation, and extend continuations so that they can be
invoked with an additional argument ‹function›.

(‹continuation› ‹datum› [‹function›])

The optional argument ‹function› can be any function (including continuations) that receives a single
argument. If ‹function› is not given, the above form behaves in the same way as in Multilisp. If ‹function› is
given, however, the above form evaluates (‹continuation› ‹datum›), determines the promise, and then calls
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‹function› with the result of (‹continuation› ‹datum›). That is, with the extended continuation, the programmer
can specify the behavior after the determining of a promise by ‹function›. By this extension, we can realize
two behaviors of continuations described in Section 4 as will be explained in Sections 6 and 7.

For example, consider the following expressions.

(define cont #f) (future      (let ((x (call/cc (lambda (k) (set! cont k) 1))))      (* x 2)))

The continuation cont represents the computation that doubles a given number and returns the result. If this
continuation is thrown as

(call/cc (lambda (k) (cont 10 k)))

then the thrower of the continuation can receive the result of the execution of the continuation. Thus this
call/cc expression will return 20. Figure 1 illustrates the control flow of this example. In the figure, a black
circle represents a point of continuation capturing and a white circle represents a point to resume execution,
i.e., the point immediately after the call/cc expression. The continuation k, which is created just before the
call of cont, represents the computation that returns the value of the argument to k as the value of the call to
call/cc. By supplying k as the argument to the call of cont, the call/cc expression can return the result of the
execution of cont. 

6
Application 1: Producer and Consumer

In this section, we give an example of applying the extended continuations to implement a producer and a
consumer.

In this implementation, the producer produces one value at a consumer’s request so that the producer can
avoid producing unnecessary values. This producer can be implemented as a function which produces one
value and returns a pair of the value and the current continuation which produces the next value. If the
consumer calls this function, the consumer will obtain a value and a continuation of the producer. Then, by

Figure 1: Behavior of the extended continuation
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calling this continuation, the producer will be resumed and then return the next value and another
continuation. Each time the consumer calls a continuation of the producer, the consumer can obtain a new
value. Before the consumer consumes a value, if the consumer calls the continuation of the producer
through future, the producer can generate the next value in parallel with the consumer.

Figure 2 illustrates the control flow of the producer and the consumer when the above operations are
repeated. Although the consumer may have a long wait for the first value, the waiting time for the next
values becomes shorter than the first time or even none.

This problem can be written as follows.

(define (consumer)      (let loop ((m (future (producer #f))))      (let ((n (future (call/cc (lambda
(c) ((cdr m) #f c))))))      (consume (car m))      (loop n)))) (define (producer x)      (if x      x     

 (producer (call/cc      (lambda (k) (cons (produce) k))))))

When calling a continuation of producer, consumer creates a continuation c and passes it as an optional
argument to the continuation of producer so that consumer can obtain the promise which will be determined
to a pair of the next value and a continuation.

In the following, we show a simple but concrete application of the above use of the extended
continuations. There are multiple producers that find all solutions of the eight-queen problem in parallel,
and a consumer, which prints the solutions.

Figure 2: Producer and consumer

Figure 3: Movement of a queen
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A queen in chess can move along the column, the row, and the two diagonals through her present position
as shown in Figure 3. The eight-queen problem is the problem to place eight queens on an 8×8 chessboard
so that they do not threaten each other. There are many solutions in this problem. Figure 4 illustrates one of
the solutions.

We parallelize this problem as follows (see Figure 5).

1. A parent process (a consumer) creates eight child processes (producers), and places a queen in column j
of row 0 on the board of the j-th process (j= 0, 1, …, 7). Each child process tries to place seven queens
in the other rows.

2. If the child process finds a solution, it returns the solution to the parent process and then terminates.

In order to find all solutions, we use the extended continuations as follows.

1. When the child process finds a solution, the child process returns the current continuation to the parent
process together with the solution. This continuation represents the computation that tries to find the
next solution.  

2. If the parent process receives the continuation and the solution from the child process, the parent
process asks a child process to execute the continuation in parallel (by using future, as explained
above) in order to obtain the next solution, and then prints the solution. This is repeated until all
solutions are found.

The child process can pass one solution and its continuation to the parent process by using the extended
continuations (see Figure 6).

We present the program for this problem in the appendix. We do not pay any attention to the efficiency
of the program in order to simplify the program. Note that the function 8queen in the program is just the
same as the function for the sequential version.

7
Application 2: Sequential Semantics

In this section, we show how to realize the sequential semantics described in Section 4.
Let us consider the following expression8);

(let ((v (future (call/cc (lambda (k) k)))))      (if v (v #f) v))

Figure 4: Sample solution for the eight-queen problem
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If the future in this expression is removed, this expression initially binds the variable v to a continuation. This
continuation rebinds v to the value of its argument, and then evaluates the if expression again. Thus, the
above expression without future rebinds v to #f, and then returns #f.

On the other hand, the above expression with future may behave in a different way. In Multilisp and
MultiScheme, by throwing the continuation, the execution of the current process terminates after
determining its promise.

Sequential semantics of continuations is proposed by Katz and Weise9). In their proposal, (future
«expression») is implemented as follows. 

(call/cc      (lambda (cont)      (let ((p (make-promise))      (first-return? #t))      (fork (cont p))      (let
((result «expression»))      (if first-return?      (begin (set! first-return? #f)      (determine! p

result)      (quit))      (cont result))))))

Figure 5: Parallelization of the eight-queen problem 

Figure 6: Finding next solutions in parallel
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The continuation cont represents the computation after the future expression. The variable first-return? has
#t as the initial value. In this implementation, a process is created to evaluate the rest of computation after
the future expression rather than to evaluate «expression». When the evaluation of «expression»is finished,
the value of first-return? is changed to #f. Then the promise is determined in the same way as in Multilisp
and the execution of the process terminates. However, if the continuation that is created during the
evaluation of «expression» is thrown after determining the promise, cont will be thrown with the result of
«expression» as an argument. This means that the continuation created in «expression» includes also the
rest of computation of the parent process.

In their continuations, each time a process is created by future, a continuation must be created, though
most of such continuation are never used. As the result, the process creation is a heavy operation.

With the extended continuations, we can realize the sequential semantics of continuations. In order to
realize this, a process needs to create its current continuation (parent’s continuation) right before a process
creation, and the continuation created by a child process is thrown as follows.

(‹child’s continuation› ‹datum› ‹parent’s continuation›)

For example, the first example of this section can be rewritten as follows.

(let ((v (call/cc      (lambda (kk)      (future      (call/cc (lambda (k) (lambda (x) (k x kk)))))))))      (if
v (v #f) v))

In our proposal, process creation will be a light operation since parent’s continuations are needed only when
we need a sequential semantics.

8
Implementation of Extended Continuations

Our implementation of the extended continuations uses stacks to store ‹function›’s (i.e., the second argument
to continuation calls), one stack for each process. We call these stacks continuation stacks. When a
continuation is thrown with a ‹function›, the ‹function› is pushed onto the continuation stack of the current
process, and then the process executes the continuation. A process checks its own continuation stack after
determining a promise. If the continuation stack is empty, then the execution of the current process
terminates. Otherwise, the process pops a ‹function› from the continuation stack, and executes it. A
continuation stack is used for saving the control information of ‹function›’s. This control information
cannot be saved in the control stack because when a continuation is thrown, all the current contents of the
control stack will be discarded and the contents of the control stack at the time of the continuation creation

Figure 7: Control flow of the extended continuations
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will be restored. For this reason, the control information of those functions must be saved into another
stack, i.e., the continuation stack.

The extended continuations are implemented by saving the contents of the continuation stack and the
control stack into the heap when a continuation is created and by restoring the continuation stack and the
control stack from the heap when the continuation is thrown without the optional argument. If the optional
argument ‹function› is given, only the control stack is restored and ‹function› is pushed onto the
continuation stack.

Figure 7 illustrates the control flow of the extended continuations. When ( ) is evaluated, the
process evaluating ( ) pushes cl onto the continuation stack and executes k1. Later, when (
) is evaluated, the process pushes c2 onto the continuation stack. After the execution of k2, the process pops
c2 from the continuation stack and executes it. Similarly, after the execution of c2, the process pops c1 and
executes it.

We have implemented the extended continuations in our future-based parallel Scheme, which is a parallel
version of TUTScheme10) and is running on Mach OS 11) and Solaris 2.

9
Comparisons with Other Parallel Scheme Systems

The producer and consumer problem described in Section 6 is one of the most important applications
expressed by the extended continuations. In this section, we explain why the continuations of popular
parallel Scheme systems and Katz-Weise continuations are not powerful enough to solve this problem.

9.1
Multilisp

In Multilisp, if a process A throws a continuation created by another process B, A will execute the rest of
computation of 5, determine the promise associated with “B,” and terminate. Therefore, a continuation of
the producer will determine the promise associated with the process that creates this continuation, rather
than the current process, and the consumer cannot receive the next value.

9.2
MultiScheme

In MultiScheme, if a process A throws a continuation created by another process B, A will execute the rest
of computation of B, determine the promise associated with “the current process,” and terminate. Therefore,
the consumer can receive the next value. However, if the producer creates a child process to parallelize the
producer and a continuation is created in the child process, this created continuation has only the rest of
computation of the child process although this continuation should include the rest of computation of the
parent process.

Moreover, if the consumer calls a continuation of the producer in sequential execution, i.e., without
future, the promise associated with the consumer process is determined, and then the execution of the
consumer terminates. Thus the consumer cannot continue the computation after that call.
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9.3
PaiLisp

In PaiLisp6, 7), continuations can control execution of processes. If the continuation that is created by a
process is thrown by another process, the current execution of the process that creates the continuation will
be aborted and then the process that creates the continuation will execute the continuation. But if the
process that creates the continuation has already been terminated, the call of the continuation is ignored. In
either case, the process that throws the continuation continues its own execution.

The producer and consumer problem can be implemented by using PaiLisp continuations that extend
Scheme continuations into concurrency in a direct and honest manner.

9.4
Katz-Weise Continuations

From the viewpoint of the feature of future which can parallelize a program by replacing «expression» in
the program with (future «expression»), their approach is desirable. However, since a continuation
represents all the rest of computation that includes the rest of computation of parent processes, the producer
continues the execution of the consumer after execution of the producer. Therefore, Katz-Weise
continuations cannot realize the application described in Section 6. 

Their proposal introduced a property of processes called legitimacy 9) so that parallel execution always
follows control flow of the sequential execution of a program. Our system cannot implement legitimacy,
because the implementation requires handling promises directly.

10
Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an extension to Scheme continuations to make them adaptable to the parallel
environment based on the future construct. The extended continuations are expected to improve the ability
to describe parallel programs. They also enable implementation of the sequential semantics without
overhead to process creation.
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Appendix: Parallel Program for Eight-Queen Problem, Using Extended
Continuations

(define (all-queens)      (let loop ((sols (map (lambda (j)      (future      (8queen 1 0 (cons j ’( ))      (cons
 j ’( ))      (cons (−j) ’( )))))      ’(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7))))      (if (not (solution-exists? sols))      ’done      (loop
(map (lambda (sol)      (if sol      (let ((x (future      (call/cc      (lambda (c) ((cdr sol) #f c))))))      (print-
solution (car sol))      x)      #f))      sols))))) (define (8queen i j column left right)      (cond ((=i
8) (call/cc (lambda (k) (cons column k))))      ((=j 8) #f)      ((or (member j column)      (member

(+i j) left)      (member (−i j) right))      (8queen i (1+j) column left right))      ((8queen (1+i) 0
(cons j column)      (cons (+i j) left)      (cons (−i j) right)))      ((8queen i (1+j) column left

right)))) 
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ABSTRACT

In order to construct a real-time symbolic processing system, it is indispensable to implement real-
time garbage collection and an interrupt handling mechanism with small response delay. The latter
needs to be based upon a preemptive lightweight process mechanism.

This paper describes a lightweight process implemented on the real-time symbolic processing
system TAO/SILENT which is now being developed by us. The TAO/SILENT process is not only
lightweight but it is also extensible so that it can accommodate arbitrary object-oriented semantics. It
is implemented by microprogramming on the 33 MHz SILENT machine. The shortest elapsed time
for process creation, activation, and deactivation is 16.91 microseconds. The best process switching
time is 3.93 microseconds. A multiprogrammed recursive Fibonacci function that replaces the
recursive calls by process spawning indicates that the TAO/SILENT lightweight process is about 50
times faster than SunOS4 LWP on the 60 MHz SuperSparc+machine.

The performance figures and some implementation techniques for symbolic processing ensure that
an urgent interrupt starts to be served by the corresponding process within at most 140 microseconds. 

1
Introduction

It is a difficult challenge to fit symbolic processing to hard real-time systems8). However, increasing
complex applications such as robotics in the real world environment, object-oriented real-time animation,
and intelligent network control need a symbolic processing system that can cope with the real world in
“nearly hard real-time”.

In order to provide a symbolic processing system with real-time capabilities, it is indispensable to
implement real-time garbage collection and interrupt handling with as small response delay as possible. It
would, of course, be difficult to achieve hard real-time even if such a symbolic processing system exists,
because of the inherent unpredictability of computation time of symbolic processing. However, it may be
possible to make a sort of semi-hard real-time applications on such a system.

This paper describes lightweight processes implemented on a real-time symbolic processing system TAO/
SILENT12) which is now being developed by us. The design objective of our lightweight process was quite



clear; it should be ensured that any urgent interrupt service could be started within 100 microseconds. We
call the time between the moment when an interrupt happens and the moment when the interrupt service
gets started, the interrupt response delay.1 Because the value, 100 microseconds, is roughly an order of
magnitude smaller than the response time presumed for various complex real-time multimedia
applications9) and robotics, say 1 to 5 milliseconds, there would be some margin for urgent interrupt
disposal.

The SILENT15) symbolic processing machine is a successor of the ELIS5) symbolic processing machine
that was developed by NTT and it came on the market in the mid 80s. The TAO language on SILENT is
also a successor of the multiple paradigm programming language TAO13) on ELIS, but it has been completely
re-designed for further refinement.

The paper consists of the following sections: Section 2 outlines the SILENT machine, Section 3 describes
the concepts and implementation of processes and interrupts in TAO, Sections 4 to 6 describe the
microcoded kernel that manages process execution, Sections 7 and 8 describe the performance of the
current implementation, which shows that our objective is almost achieved.

2
The SILENT machine

In order to differentiate our approach from other operating system research projects1, 6), it is important to
clarify that our research platform is not a conventional machine on the market, but a unique dedicated
machine called SILENT that has been developed by us for real-time symbolic processing. We will briefly
sketch the SILENT architecture in this section.

SILENT is a 40-bit tagged machine with an 8-bit tag inclusive and a 32-bit data field. The system bus is
80 bits wide and two Lisp pointers can be simultaneously  read or written; that is, one Lisp cell can be
accessed in one read/write operation.

SILENT is controlled by 80-bit-wide, 128K (or 256K) word microinstructions. The machine cycle is 30
nanoseconds, which is equal to the machine clock.

SILENT has no CPU mode such as kernel mode or user mode. The primitives written in microcode have
the desired protection mechanism naturally because the usual interrupts are detected by the microinstruction
explicitly and no raw address arithmetic is allowed in a user program written in TAO.

SILENT has a 128K (or 256K) word cyclic hardware stack other than the main memory. Consecutive
pushes or pops can be performed at one word per machine cycle. A 2-bit dirty flag is equipped for each 128
stack words. Each stack word is accessed by a logical address that will be biased by a stack base register
spbas. A stack boundary register sbr can automatically check the stack overflow in terms of the logical
address. If the value of a stack pointer goes below the value of sbr, a hap condition is raised as an interrupt
signal.

There are two levels of interrupts. The first ones, micro-interrupts, are interrupts at the microinstruction
level, which are used for communication with other devices and for hardware error detection. The second
ones are those that should be detected by the microinstruction explicitly. The latter are called hap interrupts
since the branch instruction mnemonic to detect an interrupt is called hap. Events that raise hap conditions are
stack overflow, timeout, communication through channels, and a simulated hap that is raised by the
microinstruction explicitly.

1 It is difficult for the system to ensure the interrupt response completion time in symbolic processing. 
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It is assumed that a big main memory is equipped for the purpose of real-time symbolic processing to avoid
virtual memory complications. The current machine is equipped with 640M bytes, or 64M cells. The 320K-
byte cache memory is direct-mapped and write-through, with one clock wait for a hit access, and four clock
wait for a non-hit access. Each cache entry consists of 80 bytes, or 8 cells. In wait cycles, any
microinstruction other than main memory access can be executed in parallel with memory operation.

SILENT has a dozen 32-bit statistics counters to count machine cycles, cache hits/non-hits, branch
successes/failures, and so on. A counter overflow will raise a micro-interrupt so that we can measure those
statistics in arbitrary long precision. Of these, the machine cycle counter time can be accessed as quickly as
general registers so that we can measure the execution time of a microcode fraction by calculating the
difference of two time values at two program points. Since even onestep improvement can be observed
precisely, time boosted our microcode tuning a great deal.

3
TAO Processes

3.1
The concept of TAO process

The TAO/SILENT system is the pairing of a language and a dedicated machine, and there is only
microcode in between. That is, there is no outstanding operating system. Those that are equivalent to system
calls in other operating systems are implemented as language primitives of TAO. However, the basic part of
the process management is done by a sort of kernel written in microcode. In that sense, we will call the kernel
a microkernel. The microkernel is merely a runtime system, as well as the garbage collector, that guarantees
the language performance.2

A set of SILENTs and conventional 32-bit machines can comprise a multiprocessor system with rather a
limited amount of shared memory. However, we only focus on the multiprogramming on a SILENT
uniprocessor in this paper.

To achieve real-time processing, it is necessary to be able to run a number of processes each of which has
its own role, and to give the CPU resource to any one of these just in time when it is required. To satisfy timing
conditions, it is mandatory to implement quick process control and quick interrupt service for a required
process being awaken within as small a delay as possible. Consequently, lightweight processes need to be
implemented.

Moreover, a process needs to be provided with sophisticated functionality so that it is a first class entity
in a multiple paradigm symbolic processing language. For example, an autonomous concurrent object, or an
agent, should be able to be programmed with any structure with which the user wants to model it.

To sum up, the TAO process should be lightweight and easy to extend in conjunction with other symbolic
processing programming paradigms.

TAO processes are close to threads in UNIX operating systems, in the sense that the SILENT heap memory
can be shared by any TAO process. However, a TAO process can have its own protected environment, and
can be dealt as first class data, not only via pid. The word “process” was chosen to emphasize this
independence and substantiality.

There are four protection levels, and 64 priority levels for processes; that is, from 0 to 63; the higher the
number, the higher the priority. A simple priority inheritance mechanism is adopted to cope with priority
inversion caused by semaphores. A process with lower protection level obviously cannot manipulate other
processes with higher protection level.
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The internal data structure of a process is fixed since the microkernel directly accesses it. A handle called
an adjoint object is included in the process data structure, through which the user can give any object semantics
to each process (See Fig. 1). If a process is sent a message in the object-oriented programming sense, the
message is delegated to its adjoint object, if any. It is possible either to adjoin the same object to a set of
processes or to adjoin individual object to each process, according to the user’s policy.3

Concurrent objects implemented by the adjoint object semantics make it easier to improve the
microkernel performance than other implementations such as inheriting,  say, the system “Process” class, or
storing a process in one of the instance variables of an object, since the access to the internal structure of a
TAO process is always quite direct from the microkernel, even if the process is given an object semantics.

The function that creates a process is make-process.4

(make-process [priority] [protection-level] [adjoint-obj])

A process just created has no environment (that is, context and memory) and no task. We will not explain
here how to enrich the environment proper to a process.

To give a task to a process, a function task is used:

(task process chore)

Here, chore is a pair (cons) of a function and its argument list.5 A chore once given to a process is called a
task. The task is queued in the chore queue of the process. A process executes the tasks in the queue one
after the other, and it becomes dormant when no task remains.

The microkernel employs preemptive priority-based scheduling with round robin CPU rotation for
processes of the same priority.6

3.2
Process Implementation

As shown in Fig. 1, a piece of process data is represented by consecutive eight cells. These eight cells are
allocated in binary buddy areas of the heap memory so that they fit the SILENT cache boundaries. That is,
once a process data is accessed, any further field access will hit the cache. The CPU time field for a process
needs 64 bits because 32 bits can only accommodate about two minutes for the 30 nanosecond time grain.

The symtab (from symbol table) in Fig. 1 is a sort of hash table that utilizes a simple hash instruction
mash of SILENT. Searching a symtab for a symbol key will, independent of the number of entries, end up
on the average within 0.35 microsecond if all caches are hit, and within 1.1 microseconds if no cache is hit.

For the simple priority inheritance mentioned above, pairs of the process and semaphore that caused the
inheritance are recorded in a list data so that the inherited process can move to the next appropriate priority
when it releases a semaphore. For simplicity, however, priority inheritance is not rippled down. For

2Needless to say, the garbage collector is merely a runtime system that guarantees there is virtually an infinite source of
allocatable memory in the system.
3In TAO, a primitive data type that has a handle for the adjoint object is called a pseudo-object. Vectors, arrays, and
bounded buffers for interprocess communication are pseudo-objects. A buffer with an appropriate adjoint object will
behave like an I/O stream of Common Lisp in the context of message passing computation. 
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example, if a process P2 inherits the priority of process P1, and then P1 inherits the priority of process P0, P2
does not inherit the priority of P0.

The process status field has three 5-bit priority subfields in order to cope with the priority inheritance and
casual priority change initiated by the user. These are an inherent priority which is a default priority when a
process starts to execute a  

The asterisked fields and the word “symtab” are explained in the text. The process status is a 32-bit
bit-table that represents the characteristics and current status of the process. Context variables are
variables global within the process. They can be shared among processes and they survive even when
the process becomes dormant; that is, they have an indefinite extent scope. Dynamic variables are
those similar to the special variables of Common Lisp. Their bindings will disappear when the process
becomes dormant.

The primordial object table may contain an object that corresponds to a primitive data type such as
integer and list, which provides a message sent to the primitive data type with an object semantics,
individually to the process. The process symtab behaves like a property list of the process.

The event interrupts are a queue that accepts interrupts raised by eventboxes (See Section 3.3). The
stack management info has subfields for the proper amount of stack, tickets, and a stackometer (See
Section 5). The other four slots are also used for the stack management.

Many of these slots are empty at the moment of process creation, and they are filled on demand
with pointers to certain data structures. For example, the swapped block list gets a variable sized
vector that will hold a set of system memory blocks, when the stack of the process is being swapped
out to the main memory.

Figure 1:
The process structure

task, a dynamic priority that can be changed dynamically within a permitted range according to its inherent
priority, and a temporary priority which holds the inherited priority but normally equals to the dynamic
priority. The process is scheduled on the temporary priority.

4Arguments enclosed in long brackets are optional.
5In this paper, we do not refer to the multiple paradigms of TAO. Hence, it is not needed here to consider the case
where a chore is a pair of a logic predicate and its argument patterns.
6The real-time garbage collector consists of eight concurrent processes. They are not scheduled by the priority; instead,
they are specially scheduled according to the urgency of the garbage collection. 

adjoint object* status
CPU time* (a unit is 30 nanoseconds)
symtab for context variables primordial object table
symtab for dynamic variables process symtab
event interrupts priority inheritance*
chore queue* stack management info
saved stack pointer pid etc.
swapped block list stack status
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The chore queue is sorted by the priority of the processes that gave the tasks. It also contains interprocess
interrupts that are similar to those invoked by the process-interrupt of Lisp Machine Lisp14). Interprocess
interrupts are highly asynchronous and not well-structured, but they are prioritized in the chore queue and
take over the current task, using its environment. That is, an interprocess interrupt is executed on top of the
stack of the current task. It may resume the overtaken task or simply abort it.

Process data themselves are managed in a similar way to other primitive data. There is a system global
process table of 65534 entries that prevents the running processes from being garbage collected.

3.3
Concurrent Primitives

In this subsection, we introduce the concurrent primitives of TAO to clarify the concurrent programming
style intended in TAO. The data types for concurrency are semaphore, locker, mailbox, buffer, and
eventbox.

The semaphore is binary, and its primitive operations are P and V as usual, with additional non-blocking
P-no-hang and other privileged primitives for the crisis recovery management.7

The locker is a lockable data type that can cope with the so-called readers and writers problem. Its
primitive operations are R and UR for read lock and unlock, and W and UW for write lock and unlock,
respectively.8 Only when a process gets the lock of a locker, it can access the data encapsulated in the
locker.

The mailbox is an unbounded buffer with non-blocking write and blocking/non-blocking read. Its
primitive operations are send-mail, receive-mail, receive-mail-no-hang and so on. It also supports memory-
less write signal-mail. The input port (sender’s side) and output port (receiver’s side) of a mailbox are
strictly distinguished so that processes with different protection levels can communicate safely with one
another.9

The buffer is a bounded buffer that synchronizes the transmission of, say, bytes, 16-bit character codes,
or 32-bit integers between processes. It consists of an eight cell header and a buffer body (vector or string).
Its input/output ports are distinguished in the same way as those of the mailbox.

The eventbox is best explained as a substitute that waits for a specific event on behalf of a process. A
process can continue its computation once it lets an eventbox wait for an event. Eventboxes can be
enqueued into any kind of queue that accommodates processes. If an eventbox in a queue is to be waken up
as if it were a process, an interrupt to the client process that let the eventbox be enqueued is raised, so that
the client process can be made aware that the specified event has happened. Events handled by eventboxes
are semaphore P operation, receiving data in a mailbox, timeout in terms of milliseconds, and user event
raised by the function raise-event. Eventboxes make synchronous operation such as P of a semaphore
asynchronous. Interrupts caused by an eventbox can be accepted only within the program construct, or
special form, event-alert and timeout-alert that let the eventbox hook interrupts, so that the syntactic
structure and the interruptible range coincide; that is, eventboxes realize well-structured interrupt handling.

For example, the following program waits for data in a mailbox within 50 milliseconds, while doing
some background job;

7TAO symbols are case-sensitive.
8These are similar to StartRead, EndRead, StartWrite, and EndWrite, respectively, in the operation system literature.
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(let ((evbx-mbx (make-eventbox :mailbox mbx)))      (timeout-alert 50 (op* (_) (exit let #f))      
(eventbox-alert evbx-mbx (op* (_mail) (exit let mail))      (do-some-background-job))))

where op* is almost equivalent to lambda of other Lisps and a “_” means an ignored argument. Other
details are omitted here, however.

Other than those mentioned above, there are some important primitives with respect to interrupts. The
following privileged program construct disables any hap interrupt detection and achieves system-wide
inseparable operations.

(without-process-switch FORM…)

There is an absolute time limit for this mighty interrupt inhibition for the sake of system safety; 50
microseconds in the current implementation. Interrupt disabling that is local within a process can be
programmed as follows.

(without-interrupt FORM…)

4
Microkernel

The runtime system, microkernel is responsible for the following.
(1) It keeps runnable processes in a multiple-level priority queue, and it decides the next process which will

get the CPU. If a process wakes up another process by a synchronization primitive and the wakened process
has a higher priority than the waking one, the waking process passes the control to the microkernel for
preemption. Preemption is checked in the concurrency primitive rather than in the microkernel because it
slightly reduces the number of dynamic steps for the check.

(2) It accepts hap interrupts at an entry in the microkernel which will be called from hap branch
instructions in the microcode. To ensure the system safety, especially with respect to the garbage collector,
hap branches are only (but as frequently as possible) placed after where inseparable primitive operations are
settled so that no dangling pointers or dangerously incomplete data structures remain at the moment of
process switching.

There are four types of hap conditions.

• stack overflow: When a process’s stack gets bigger than a predefined limit, the microkernel tries to
enlarge the stack. If this will result in collision with another process’s stack, appropriate action should
be taken as will be described in the next section.

• timeout: Timeout alarm requests issued by processes via eventboxes are queued after being sorted by
the absolute time. The nearest timeout is set to a decremental counter that causes timeout hap when it
reaches zero. A timeout event wakes up the corresponding eventbox and hence interrupts the process
that has been alert to the timeout. 

• communication channel: Communication channels with other processors (unused for the present).
• simulated hap: A hap condition that is signaled by a microinstruction. It is used when a certain

interrupt is required to be signaled inside an inseparable program segment, or when a micro-interrupt

9Both sides have the same 32-bit address but are distinguished by a bit in the tag. 
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wants to pass the low-level interrupt to the hap interrupt, since micro-interrupts may interleave at any
point inside primitive operations.

(3) It keeps track of the system time every 500 microseconds. At these timings, round-robin scheduling is
done if necessary. Its overhead is typically 5 to 10 microseconds.

(4) It guarantees that the whole stack of a process is on the hardware stack when the process is to be
resumed. It involves swap-in and/or swap-out between the hardware stack and the main memory; it is a
similar activity to the memory management across the memory hierarchy in conventional operating
systems. However, there may be transfer within the hardware stack because of the peculiarity of the
SILENT hardware stack. Swap and transfer are both time consuming. Hence, they are segmented into small
fractions in order not to produce long inseparable sections.

(5) It allocates a process’s stack to the hardware stack, and it deallocates the stack of a process that has
gone into the dormant state. A sort of best-effort stack allocation algorithm makes stack collision less
possible.

5
Stack management

The most complicated job of the microkernel is the stack management, since the hardware stack is one of
the most precious resources of SILENT. Its puzzle-minded microprogram amounts to about 1,700 steps.

The current 128K word hardware stack is divided into 256 512-word stack blocks. The bottoms of
process execution stacks are aligned to these block boundaries. The reason why the block size was chosen to
be 512 words is as follows:

• We have statistics in the TAO/ELIS system that the stack memory amount of most processes is less than
200 words when they are inactive, and less than 500 words even when they are running.10

• Swapping between the hardware stack and main memory takes at most inseparable 70 microseconds for
a 512-word block. Hence, 512 is the largest tolerable block size in order to achieve our objective, a 100-
microsecond response delay.11

• Smaller stack block will load the stack management because the size of tables to be maintained will
increase.

Application programs that wish to be real-time are assumed not only to give high priority to urgent
processes, but also to plan to reduce the stack size of those processes because urgent processes are expected
to be resident in the hardware stack as steadily as possible. TAO assumes the amount of stack memory to be
used properly by a process, according to its priority as follows:

10Moreover, stack usage is more parsimonious in TAO/SILENT than in TAO/ELIS.
11 It is, in fact, impossible to achieve the 100 microsecond response delay as can be easily guessed. But 140
microsecond response delay is at least guaranteed. As will be noted in Section 8, a sophisticated swapping algorithm
will reduce the delay to about 110 microseconds. 
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priority stack memory amount
48–63 1 block
32–47 2 blocks
16–31 4 blocks
0–15 more than 16 blocks
Note that the larger the number, the higher is the priority.

This seems to be too restrictive, but it is sufficient from our experience with TAO/ELIS. In fact, it is by no
means a strict restriction. It is only for the purpose of guaranteeing performance. No error is caused if a
process uses more stack blocks than expected. Only the number of violations is recorded in the ticket field
in the process data (See Fig. 1). Ticket records would be useful for tuning application programs.

Unlike general memory management, the stack management should take into account the address
consecutiveness of the SILENT hardware stack. If the hardware stack were equipped with an MMU
(memory management unit), the microkernel load would be lessened, but it was too costly to install an
MMU in our design phase to guarantee stack push/pop in one machine cycle.12

Any process that is not dormant has an execution stack. A process that gets the CPU should have the whole
execution stack allocated on the hardware stack in order to guarantee the performance of TAO primitives such
as dynamic variable access and function call/ret urn.

The execution stack of a process may have one of the following three states.

whole: The whole stack of the process resides on the hardware stack.
absent: No stack block is on the hardware stack.
wane: Some of stack blocks are swapped out into the main memory or part of the stack is being

transferred to other location in the hardware stack.

Stack transfer is twice as quick as swapping; 31 microseconds per block at most. Hence, stack transfer is
considered first when stack collision occurs, if there is room elsewhere. However, stacks less than four
blocks are only taken into account because big transfer will complicate the transfer algorithm and make it
difficult to achieve our performance objective. When a three-block stack is to be transferred, the
microkernel first transfers two of them inseparably (62 microseconds at most),  marks the remaining one as
“to be transferred some time”, and then checks hap and preemption.

There are two cases for stack collision. The first is caused by stack overflow, and the second is caused by
swap-in of the stack blocks of a wakened process. The combination of these certainly complicates the stack
management.

Stack overflow is detected by hardware comparing sbr and the main stack pointer sp. The stack overflow
hap condition set by the hardware is detected by the hap branch instruction in the microcode only at the
timing when there are no dangling structures, so that there may be cases where the stack is further deepened
until the stack overflow is actually detected. Hence, sbr is set with a 64-word margin; that is, the top stack
block is effectively  words before stack overflow is detected. Every TAO primitive is
regulated not to push the stack too rapidly and running over the margin without checking hap.

12Even today, since machine cycle is shortened than those days, it would still be too costly. 
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When a stack overflow is detected, the stack block just above the top is examined if vacant. If it is
vacant, the overflowing stack is simply enlarged and some bookkeeping tables are updated. The
stackometer (See Fig. 1) subfield of the stack management info field of the process that records the
maximum stack block usage is incremented if necessary. The ticket subfield is also incremented if
necessary.

There are three actions when a process’s stack collides with another process’s stack due to a stack
overflow: it transfers itself to another stack location if it is small, the other stack is transferred if it is small,
or the other stack is swapped out in the main memory. The worst case of these takes 62 microseconds.

If swap-in is needed to wake up a process, every time the swap-in of a stack block is completed, the
microkernel checks hap and preemption. When swap-in causes simultaneous swap-out or stack transfer,
they are pipelined so that they are done simultaneously utilizing memory wait cycles. The worst case needs
70 microseconds per block.

As described above, stack collision is resolved within inseparable 70 microseconds at most. As can easily
be seen, small stack processes, especially, those with only one stack block probably reside in the hardware
stack unless there are so many such processes. We can be sure that urgent processes are stack resident if
application programs are adequately designed.

One of the two bits of the dirty flag associated with every 128 words of the hardware stack is used to
omit each of their swap-outs, since unchanged 128 words need not be stored more than once. The other bit
is used to detect the end of the marking phase of the garbage collection.

When a process needs to access another process’s stack using some privileged primitives, the access is
virtualized by a set of micro-subroutines.

Bookkeeping of the stack block usage is implemented by a set of bit-tables. SILENT has a
microinstruction f bit that searches for the first non-zero bit position from left (or right) in a 32-bit register.
It is quite easy to find consecutive vacant stack blocks using f bit instruction along with 64-bit double shift
instructions.

The LRU algorithm adopted in the microkernel is slightly more sophisticated than usual. Four 256-bit
LRU bit-tables are used to represent four recent generations cyclically. One of these represents the current
generation, whose bits are all set to one initially. When a process gets the CPU, then the bits for the
corresponding stack blocks are reset to zero.

When the number of zeros exceeds 1/4 of the total bits, generation change, namely a cyclic shift of the
role of the LRU bit-tables, takes place at the next process switching. Thus, there is a record of stack usage
for the current and the former three generations. The LRU bit-tables are referred to only if there is no room
in the hardware stack when an execution stack is (re-) allocated. If there are non-zero bits in the bitwise
AND of the bit-tables of the most recent three generations, the corresponding stack block has not been used
for at least three generations. If there is no non-zero bit, the most recent two generations are examined. At
worst, the current generation has 1/4 non-zero bits.13

The LRU tables are updated even when there is much room in the hardware stack. This updating brings in
at least a 0.63 microsecond overhead to process switching, one of the main performance defect at present.

6
Process Switching

Process switching takes place when there is a synchronization by send-mail or a preemption. Process switching
in TAO/SILENT only needs to store ten registers to save a process context, because hap interrupts are
detected only when a unit of (sub-)primitive operation is completed so that most working registers need not
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be saved, and because SILENT is a stack machine that needs fewer working registers. Other overheads for
process switching are storing information about the stack status and time measurement into the relevant
slots of the suspended process (See Fig. 1).14

Here, we describe the exact number of dynamic microsteps that is needed to switch processes when
process A becomes blocked by receive-mail on a mailbox, and the highest priority process B at that moment
gets the CPU. We assume that process B’s stack is whole (See Section 5). In the following, n and w in the
notation [n/w] denote, respectively, the number of machine cycles when all memory accesses hit the cache,
and the number of wait cycles included in n that are never utilized by the microcode. In the actual
microcode, the following stages are interleaved to exploit unused wait cycles.15

(1) Save ten registers and the return address on the execution stack of process A. [12/0] 
(2) Update A’s slots (stack information and the CPU time). [20/3]
(3) Remove process A from the runnable queue. [12–19/2–5]
(4) Release stack blocks now released by A. [17–/1–] (17 if there is no release)
(5) Choose process B that gets the CPU next. [12–17/1–2] (The microkernel uses f bit to find the highest

priority of the runnable processes on the 64-bit bit-table. Then it refers to the corresponding process
queue in the multiple-level priority queue. The best 12 is a case where only one process is in a queue
with a priority higher than 31. The worst 17 is a case where there is more than one process in a queue with
a priority lower than 32. When the garbage collector runs concurrently, two more steps are needed,
however.

(6) Set three registers sp, spbas and sbr for process B. [10/0]
(7) Update the LRU tables. [21–/4–] (21 for the case where there was no change in stack block usage.)
(8) Accumulate the kernel CPU time consumption and set the starting time for B’s resumption.
(9) Recover ten registers for B and give the CPU to B.

We can obtain a minimal process switching time of 3.93 microseconds by summing up these steps. Note that
time measurement and LRU table updating consume more than 30 percent (1.26 microsecond) of the time.
Note that fbit instruction is essential to speed up the next process choice.

7
Evaluation

It is necessary to evaluate at least two performance figures if one wants to advocate lightweight processes.

• (1) The time for process creation, activation, and deactivation
• (2) The time for process switching

13There is a case where the generation change is postponed until 3/4 of all the stack blocks are used. This may
happen if a malicious process runs a simple stack overflowing program, since final stack overflow error will be
reported if 1/2 of all the stack blocks are used by a single process.
14At this time, stack underflow, namely, stack shrink by releasing once used stack blocks, is detected, and the stack
management tables are updated.
15For simplicity, we do not mention the preemption by the garbage collector. However, the figure does not change
since there is a special branch instruction that examines the garbage collection status. 
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As was described in the former section, the process switching time is 3.93 microseconds for the best case.
The total elapsed time for process creation, activation, and deactivation was measured using the following
iterative program:16

(task (make-process) trivial-chore) (task (make-process) trivial-chore) ......

where trivial-chore is the chore of a trivial function with no argument which returns only # t. A number of
such processes run one after another. Their average life-time is 16.91 microseconds. This can be called the
shortest life-time of a TAO process. The microkernel overhead is 7.94 microseconds of the 16.91
microseconds. This means that the time for make-process, task and trivial-chore is less than 9
microseconds.

Other than these, however, the time for process synchronization and communication, and the time for
manipulating the process environment need to be evaluated. Here, we only show the relevant time for the
former. We used the following program:17

(defun mfib (n)      (if (<=n 1) 1      (let (((s r)..(make-mailbox)))      (task (make-process)      (make-
chore #’fs (list s (1−n))))      (task (make-process)      (make-chore #’fs (list s (−n 2))))      (+

(receive-mail r) (receive-mail r))))) (defun fs (mb n) (send-mail mb (mfib n)))

This is a multiprogrammed variation of the well-known recursive Fibonacci function:

(defun fib (n)      (if (<=n 1) 1      (+(fib (1−n)) (fib (−n 2)))))

that is, the recursive calls are replaced by child process creation, and value returning is replaced by
interprocess communication by mailboxes.

The form (mfib n)creates  processes if the value of (fib n) is v. We measured up to (mfib 22),
which is shown in Table 1. The time is in milliseconds and OH is the microkernel overhead. As a reference,
the time for (fib 22) is 56.92 microseconds.

The reason why the microkernel overhead increases rapidly from (mfib 13) is that stack swapping begins
to take place from there. However, this overhead saturates at 61 percent.

The CPU time for processes that create two child processes fluctuates from 26 to 32 microseconds according
to given task and cache status. The average percentage of wasted wait cycles where nothing is done ranges
from 26.7 to 28.9 percent, and the average cache hit rate ranges from 93.7 to 89.0 percent (decreasing as n
increases).

In the above program, send-mail does not cause preemption because all processes have the same priority.
Modifying the program so that child processes have lower priority than the parent, we can force preemption
every time send-mail is executed, and as a result swapping and process switching happen more frequently. 

16The reclamation of an unreferenced process that is dormant is the garbage collector’s job. 
17The declaration part of the let construct has a TAO peculiar form in this program. This reads as follows: let s and x be,
respectively, the output port and the input port of a mailbox which are returned as two values by (make-mailbox). 
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Table 1: The performance for (mf ib n)

n total time net time OH(%) number of processes

9 2.95 1.64 44.5 108
10 4.83 2.68 44.5 176
11 7.93 4.36 45.0 286
12 12.89 7.06 45.2 464
13 23.70 11.74 50.5 752
14 45.12 19.26 57.3 1218
15 80.18 32.66 59.3 1972
16 135.92 54.24 60.1 3192
17 227.87 89.56 60.7 5166
18 377.20 147.33 60.9 8360
19 617.07 240.95 61.0 13528
20 1011.03 393.33 61.1 21890
21 1646.18 639.08 61.2 35420
22 2671.89 1036.73 61.2 57312
The time is in milliseconds.

However, this increases the elapsed time only by 10 to 6 percent (as n increases), and increases the
microkernel overhead by 5 to 2 points. Contrary to intuition, the net CPU time for processes also increases
by 0.6–0.8 percent. The reason is that preemption checking and small related overwork is done in the
synchronization primitive, send-mail in this case.

TAO/ELIS can only run up to (mf ib 9) because it accommodates only 128 concurrent processes at
maximum, (mf ib 9) on TAO/SILENT is 530 times faster than that on TAO/ELIS. This extreme difference
is caused by the fact that stack swapping occurs frequently on TAO/ELIS even for this small n=9, while no
swapping occurs on TAO/SILENT. Rather, the light weight ness of the TAO/SILENT processes is
highlighted by the fact that (mf ib 9) on TAO/SILENT is only two times slower than compiled (fib 9) on
TAO/ELIS, whereas SILENT only has a clock six times faster than ELIS.

In order to allow comparison with other current systems, we converted mf ib as directly as possible to
Allegro Common Lisp (ACL), Sun OS4 LWP, KLIC, and CML. The measurement shown in Table 7 was
done by (mf ib 22).

Allegro Common Lisp4) has the concept of stack group. We converted mf ib to a program that uses the
stack group. The measurement excluded the garbage collection time. However, the converted program did
not use synchronization primitives such as send-mail so that the time obtained here may be shorter than that
of an accurately converted one. 

Table 2: Comparison of performance with other systems

system time machine

TAG 2.67 SILENT 33MHz
ACL 12.86 HP9000/755 125MHz
LWP 138.6− SS-20 SuperSparc+60MHz
KLIC 0.65 SS-20 SuperSparc+60MHz
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system time machine

CML 2.10 SS-20 SuperSparc+60MHz
The time is in seconds.

In the conversion to SUN OS4 LWP10), we implemented the TAO mailbox, converted mf ib to a C program
and compiled it by gcc with a −04 option. If we did not use the converted mailbox, instead using natural
value returning from child to parent like the stack group programming in ACL, the time would be about half
that in the table.

It is not straightforward to convert mf ib to KLIC2). We used merger to make a program that can be said
to be similar to the TAO mf ib.

CML7) employs generational garbage collection so that every primitive has a certain overhead. We
excluded this overhead in the measurement. If it is included, the time would be 4.66 seconds, twice as long.
It may be correct to call the latter the elapsed time.

We have not mentioned the Solaris kernel thread3) here, since it was too slow to refer to.
The reason why KLIC is much faster than TAO is that the KLIC process is very light in its semantics; that

is, it is history-less so that no execution stack is needed. The speed of CML is close to that of TAO, but the
CML process does not have priority or protection level, and cannot cope with real-time processing. Both
kinds of processes are not what operating system people call a process. They are sorts of “processes” in a
programming language framework. The TAO process can, however, behave flexibly both in a language
framework and in an operating system framework.

In the mfib benchmark of TAO, the size of the execution stack swapped into the main memory is 31
words including the 10 registers mentioned previously. The size can be arbitrary increased if the program is
modified to call mf ib recursively in fs after fs’s stack is deepened by executing another simple recursive
function, say, obtaining the sum of 1 to m as follows:

(defun fs (mb n) (fs2 mb n m)) (defun fs2 (mb n m)      (if (<=m 1)      (block (send-mail mb (mfib
n)) 1)      (+m (fs mb n (1−m))))) 

If we set the size to 1350 words (three stack blocks), the microkernel overhead reduces to 34 percent from
the original 61 percent. This is because the swapping time for the stack is less than the access time to the
stack in this simple recursive summation. This suggests that about a 60 percent overhead is almost the worst
case conceivable in real computation.

8
Interrupt Response Delay

As mentioned previously, we assume that an urgent process uses only one stack block, at least when it is
waiting for an event. Such a process can resume within 70 microseconds at worst even if its stack has been
swapped out into the main memory.

Theoretically, it is sufficient to set the maximum interval between successive hap checks to be a little less
than 70 microseconds in order not to increase the interrupt response delay. However, we set the time at 30
microseconds to enhance the performance of actual computation. It is another important research topic to
ensure that every inseparable operation other than swap-in/out runs within 30 microseconds.
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Almost all primitive operations such as car and cons need very small inseparable computation, say, 0.1 to
10 microseconds. However, there are operations that need long inseparable computation; for examples,
insert/delete operations in a long character string, and the bignum arithmetics. But these are not assumed to
be necessary in most real-time applications. Hence, TAO has system parameters that prevent excessively
long string or large bignums from appearing in real-time computation.

We have decomposed, in a safe manner, other long operations that are traditionally considered
inseparable. For example, when the user claims a big vector from the heap memory, its elements may
contain old garbage because the garbage collector does not clear vector elements for the sake of efficiency.
During the initialization of the vector elements to the specified initial value, the system checks hap
frequently. It would cause the garbage collector to get the CPU and mark the old garbage in the vector. But
the vector has a flag that indicates the vector is in the course of initialization. Hence, old garbage will be
guarded from being marked and it does not harm the real-time garbage collector.

A more complicated example is rehashing a symtab (hash table) when its entries increase over the
threshold. If the entire rehashing is programmed inseparably, it is easy to violate the 30-microsecond rule.
We made an incremental symtab rehashing program to break down the inseparability. In the rehashing
phase, there coexist a new enlarged hash table and the old hash table in a symtab. Searching is done in both
tables and new entries will be entered into the new one. Every time the symtab is accessed, a small number
of entries are moved from the old to the new until there are no more entries to move.

There would be also long inseparable operations in real-time garbage collection, but it turns out that no
inseparable operation exceeds 10 microseconds. In other words, the garbage collector is brisker than the
microkernel.

The worst interrupt response delay will happen in the case shown in Fig. 2. Assume an urgent interrupt
happens when process A is being swapped in. The swap-in takes inseparable 70 microseconds at most. The
interrupt is detected just after it is finished and the swap-in of process B that has been alert to the interrupt is

Figure 2: The worst interrupt response delay
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then started, which will take another 70 microseconds. Hence, 140 microseconds is the worst delay, which
is larger than our objective, 100 microseconds.

A sophisticated swapping algorithm that checks hap more frequently and that rolls back A’s swap-in on
its way should reduce this 140 microseconds to 110 microseconds. We have not implemented this, however,
because it would complicate the microkernel too much, but more because we are now developing a second
generation SILENT chip with twice as fast a clock, which will achieve our objective without any
microprogramming effort.

9
Conclusion

We described the concept and performance of the TAO/SILENT lightweight processes which are the
fundamentals for the real-time garbage collection and for the interrupt disposal with minimum response
delay. Since SILENT is a stack-based symbolic processing machine, we had to implement through
microprogramming a number of features that are implemented by hardware in other conventional machines.
The benefit is the tight coordination of the machine and language, as well as the tight coordination of the
microkernel and the garbage collector.18

We think that the process spawning Fibonacci function is a good benchmark to measure the light weight
ness of processes. The performance of TAO/SILENT is an order of magnitude higher than the lightweight
processes of UNIX operating systems. This performance is achieved because the microkernel is written in a
carefully handcoded microprogram, the total main memory throughput is important in this benchmark, and
the semantics of the TAO process is inherently small, or more precisely, flexible to be able to be either simple
or full-fledged according to their purpose and usage.

TAO/SILENT guarantees 70 microseconds to wake up a process that uses a stack below about 500 words
at that time. If an interrupt is detected within about 70 microseconds, an urgent process with a small stack is
guaranteed to resume within 140 microseconds. We chose 30 microseconds as the maximum interval to
detect interrupts. This forced us to decompose a number of symbolic processing primitives into fractions of
small inseparable operations. We described some of these in the paper.

TAO/SILENT is still being implemented. We think that the TAO/SILENT lightweight process described
in the paper will ensure high-performance real-time symbolic processing.
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ABSTRACT

A continuation represents the rest of computation from a given point of program execution. Scheme
provides a function to generate a continuation as a first-class object. Using Scheme continuations, we
can express various control structures such as non-local exits, coroutines and multi-tasks. In stack-
based Scheme implementations, continuations are implemented by saving the contents of the control
stack into the heap when a continuation is created and by restoring the control stack from the heap
when the continuation is called. Although several implementation techniques have been proposed, the
operation of creating and calling continuations still takes time. In this paper, based on the fact that
each continuation is called only once in most applications, we propose indefinite one-time
continuations (or IOCs for short) which can be called only once but which can be called at any time.
Using IOCs, performance of application programs of Scheme continuations will be significantly
improved.

1
Introduction

A continuation represents the rest of computation from a given point of program execution. Scheme 9, 3)

provides a mechanism to capture a continuation and to resume the computation later at any point of program
execution. Using Scheme continuations, one can express various control structures such as non-local exit,
coroutines7), and multi-tasks20).

A continuation is captured by calling the function call/cc (short for “call with current continuation”). The
argument to call/cc must be a function f with a single argument. Call/cc generates a continuation object C,
which contains all information that is necessary to resume the computation after the call of call/cc. Then
call/cc calls the function f by passing C as the argument. The continuation object C is a kind of function
with a single argument. By calling C, the computation after the call to call/cc will be resumed, with the
argument to C being the value of the call. The action to call a continuation object is said “throwing the
continuation” and the argument to the call is said “the thrown value”. If C is not thrown during the
execution of f, then whatever f returns will be used as the value of the call to call/cc.



A Scheme continuation can be thrown as many times as desired. This means that the continuation
information, i.e., the information that is necessary to resume computation, must be saved so that the
computation can be resumed any number of times. In stack-based implementations of Scheme, such
information is stored in the control stack. Thus continuations are implemented by saving the contents of the
control stack into the heap when a continuation is captured and by restoring the control stack from the heap
when the continuation is thrown. Therefore, the cost of creating and calling continuations is very high.
Although several implementation techniques have been proposed to reduce the cost, these operations are
still expensive and the programmer tends to avoid the use of continuations, in spite of the high
functionality.

Several programming languages provide mechanisms for non-local exit, which is most important
application of Scheme continuations. For instance, C12) provides the setjmp and longjmp mechanism and
many Lisp dialects including Common Lisp19) provide the catch and throw mechanism. Non-local exit can
be implemented essentially by saving the stack pointer when the catcher is created and restoring the stack
pointer when the catcher is thrown. This is because these languages assume that a throw occurs while the
catcher information remains on the stack and that each catcher is thrown at most once. Thus operations for
non-local exit are much efficient than continuation capturing and throwing.

In order to support such “light-weight” non-local exit in Scheme, PaiLisp18, 10) and T17) provide escape
procedures. In PaiLisp, escape procedures are created by another function call/ep (short for “call with
escape procedure”) and are used in the same way as continuation objects with the following restrictions1.

1. An escape procedure may be thrown at most once.
2. An escape procedure may be thrown only during the execution of the argument f to call/ep that created

the escape procedure.

If a continuation object satisfies these restrictions, then by replacing call/cc with call/ep, the performance of
the program will be significantly improved. Although escape procedures of T are created by special form
catch, their usage and restrictions are the same as in PaiLisp.

In this paper, we propose indefinite one-time continuations (IOCs for short), which are somewhat
between continuations and escape procedures. An IOC is created by yet another function call/ioc. IOCs
differ from escape procedures in that they do not need the second restriction on escape procedures. In other
words, like a continuation, an IOC may be thrown at any point during the program execution, but it may be
thrown at most once. Here, we regard a normal return from the  function f (the argument to call/ioc) as a
throw to the IOC that was captured by the call/ioc call. That is, we regard

(call/ioc f )

as if

(call/ioc (lambda (k) (k (f k))))

The introduction of IOCs is motivated by the following observations based on our experiences with Scheme
continuation.

1 Call/ep in PaiLisp is designed so that it can support concurrency. However, since we do not deal with concurrency, we
consider only the sequential feature of call/ep. 
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1. Most continuations are thrown at most once. Although there exist programs that throw a continuation
more than once, many of such programs can be easily modified so that each continuation be thrown at
most once. We will give an example of such programs in Section 2.

2. There are significant applications of continuations that cannot be realized by escape procedures.
Coroutines and multi-tasks are examples of such applications. In these applications, a continuation to
resume the execution of a coroutine (or a task) f may be thrown when the call frame of f does not reside
on the control stack.

IOCs can be implemented much more efficiently than ordinary continuations, and almost as efficiently as
escape procedures. If a continuation is thrown at most once during execution of a program, then by
replacing call/cc with call/ioc, the performance of the program will be significantly increased.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss applications that cannot be realized
by escape procedures and show why IOCs are useful for these applications, together with details of IOCs. In
Section 3, we give the formal semantics of IOCs. Then in Section 4, we present an implementation of IOCs,
which is actually incorporated into our Scheme system TUTScheme21). The purpose of that section is to
show why IOCs are much more efficient than continuations and almost as efficient as escape procedures. In
Section 5, we show how to implement tail-recursion optimization in a Scheme system with call/ioc. In
Section 6, we compare the performances of IOCs, continuations and escape procedures.

2
Indefinite One-time Continuations

In most application programs of Scheme continuations, each continuation is thrown at most once. For
example, consider coroutines that are one kind of valuable applications of Scheme continuations. In
Scheme, coroutines can be realized by capturing a continuation when execution of a coroutine is suspended,
and then by throwing the continuation in order to resume the suspended execution.

(define (f k)      (do ((k k (call/cc k)))      ((terminate?))      (produce))) (define (g k)      (do ((k k
(call/cc k)))      (#f)     (consume)))

Figure 1: Control flow of the coroutine example.
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This example defines two coroutines f and g. The coroutine f is supposed to produce values, which are
consumed one after another by the other coroutine g. Each time f produces a value, execution of f is
suspended and control is transferred to g. After g consumed one value, execution of g is suspended and
control is transferred back to f. This process is repeated until a certain condition is satisfied.

Figure 1 illustrates the control flow when this program is initiated as (f g). In the figure, solid lines
represent control flow and dotted lines indicate control transfer caused by continuation throws. Each black
circle represents a point at continuation capturing and each white circle represents a point to resume
execution, i.e., a point right after call/cc is called. As will be clear from this figure, each coroutine generates
a continuation object each time its execution is suspended, and the continuation is thrown at most once to
resume the suspended execution. Like this example, each continuation is thrown at most once in many
applications of continuations. For instance, multi-tasks can be realized in Scheme in the same way as this
example, and can be easily found that each continuation is thrown at most once.

Also in continuation applications, continuations are sometimes thrown when the continuation information
does not reside on the control stack. In the above example, g’s continuation information on the stack may be
destroyed after control is transferred back to f, since the stack area that has been used for g may be used by
f. Thus when the continuation of g is thrown to resume the execution of g, the continuation information
does not exist on the stack. Therefore, escape procedures cannot be used in this example. On the other hand,
indefinite one-time continuations (IOCs) can be used successfully because the only restriction is that it can
be thrown at most once.

From the above discussion, it should be clear that the application area of IOCs is much wider than that of
escape procedures. Rather, it is hard to find a realistic application in which IOCs can not be used
essentially. Even if an application throws a continuation more than once, often it can be modified so that
each continuation is thrown at most once. As an example, consider the following function.

(define (try-them candidates)      (let ((k #f))      (call/cc (lambda (k1) (set! k k1)))      (if (null?
candidates)      #f      (let ((next-candidate (car candidates)))      (set! candidates (cdr

candidates))      (try next-candidate k)))))

The function try-them receives some candidates and tries them one after another by calling try, until one of
the candidates succeeds or all candidates fail. First, try-them establishes a backtracking point by capturing a
continuation and stores it to k. As soon as the sub-function try determines that the candidate fails, the
continuation is thrown and the next candidate is tried. Thus the continuation is thrown as many times as the
number of failed candidates. This function, however, can also be defined as follows.

(define (try-them candidates)      (if (null? candidates)      #f      (or (call/cc (lambda (k) (try
(car candidates) k)))      (try-them (cdr candidates)))))

With this definition, as many continuations as the number of tried candidates will be created, and each
continuation is thrown at most once. Clearly, the latter definition is much more straightforward and easy to
understand than the previous definition. Although the primary purpose of IOCs is to increase the program
performance, use of IOCs is also recommended from the viewpoint of program readability.

Although IOCs can be used in most continuation applications, we do not intend to exclude continuations.
If a Scheme system supports both of them, then an existing Scheme program can run on the system without
modification. Then the programmer can incrementally replace call/cc with call/ioc wherever possible, to
increase the performance.
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Supporting both IOCs and continuations causes it difficult to determine whether an IOC is actually
thrown at most once. Let us consider the following simple code: 

(call/cc (lambda (k) (k (foo))))

At a glance, it seems obvious that the continuation k is thrown only once. However, there is the possibility
that a continuation, say C, be captured during the execution of foo. If so, foo may return more than once and
the continuation k may actually be thrown multiple times, each time foo returns. Note that each time foo
returns, the continuation information for k resides on the control stack because it is restored each time C is
thrown. Thus the system can resume the execution without problem.

For this reason, we specify IOCs as follows. Like escape procedures, an IOC can be thrown at most once.
The system remembers the state whether each IOC has already been thrown, and if it is thrown more than
once, the system signals an error. There is one exception. If a continuation is captured, then the current state
of an IOC is saved in the continuation, and the saved state is used each time the continuation is thrown. In
other words, if an IOC is not yet thrown when a continuation is captured, then the IOC can be thrown at
most once each time the continuation is thrown. With this specification, the call/cc form in the above example,
can safely be replaced by a call/ioc form. Incidentally, these discussions apply also for escape procedures
when the system supports both escape procedures and continuations.

3
Formal Semantics of IOCs

In this section, we provide the formal denotational semantics of IOCs, using the notations in the IEEE
Scheme standard 9). The following notations, abstract syntax, and semantic domains are used in this section.

Notation

‹…› sequence
s ↓ k kth element of the sequence s
# s length of the sequence s
s § t concatenation of sequences s and t
s † k the subsequence of 5 without the first k elements
t → a, b McCarthy conditional “if t then a else b”
ρ[x/i] substitition of i with x in ρ
x in D injection of x into the domain D
x | D projection of x to the domain D

Abstract syntax

K � Con constants, including quotations
I � Ide identifiers (variables)
E � Exp expressions
Γ � Com=Exp commands 
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Exp→K | I | (E0 E*)      | (lambda (I*) T* E0)      | (if E0 E1 E2)      (set! I E)

Semantic domain

α � L locations
T={false, true} booleans

ø � F=L×(E*→G→C) procedure values
� � E expressed values
σ � S=L→(E×T) stores
ρ � U=Ide→L environments
θ � C=S→A command continuations
K � K=E*→C expression continuations

A answers
X errors
G contexts

Since IOC can be called at most once, we need to express in the semantic domain whether an IOC has
already been called or not. This makes it difficult to describe the semantics of IOCs in terms of expression
continuations. Therefore, we use the notion of context5) that was introduced to describe partial
continuations 4, 11, 15, 14, 5).
A context is a list of partial contexts:

 partial contexts
 contexts

where γ0 is the initial context5).
A partial context corresponds to a stack frame in a language implementation. The location of a partial

context is used as a flag. Its value is true if the partial context is not yet called, and is false otherwise.
Locations and the corresponding values are related by a store σ. As will be explained later, we use two
kinds of stores, one for ordinary locations and the other for flag locations. Therefore, a store in our
semantics consists of two stores of the ordinary Scheme semantics:

 stores
Accordingly, we need two update functions:

update1 : L→E→S→S update1=λα�σ . (σ ↓ 1)[‹�, true›/α] § (σ ↓ 2) update2 : L→E→S→S
update2=λα�σ . (σ↓1) § (σ↓2)[‹�, true›/α]

The function update1 is used to update the value of an ordinary location and the function update2 to update
the truth value of a flag location.

The following functions are used to handle contexts.

addframe : G→P→G addframe=λγπ . ‹π, γ›  send : E→G→C send=      λ�γ.γ=γ0→      θ0      λσ.
(σ ↓ 2)((γ ↓ 2)=true→      ((λσ ↓ 1) ↓ 1) (�) (γ ↓ 2)(update 2((γ↓1) ↓ 2) false σ),      wrong “invalid

invocation”
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The function addframe adds the partial context π in front of the context γ. The function send calls the first
partial context of the context 7, if the partial context is not yet called, and in addition, updates the store σ of
the partial context by update2. If γ is the initial context γ0, then send calls the top-level command
continuation θ0.

By using contexts, the semantics of call/ioc is expressed as follows.

cwioc : E*→G→C cwioc=      onearg(λ�γ.� � F→      (λσ . new σ � L→      applicate �      <<new
σ|L, λ*�γ′. send �* γ) in E>      γ      (update1 (new σ | L ) unspecified σ),      wrong “out of

memory” σ),      wrong “bad procedure argument”)

The semantics of call/cc that can coexist with call/ioc, mentioned in Section 2, is expressed as follows.

cwcc : E*→G→C cwcc=      oneary(λ�γ.� � F→      (λσ. new σ � L→      applicate �      <<new
σ | L,      λ�*γ′.λσ′.      send �*γ ((σ′↓1) § (λα. (((σ↓ 2)α=┴→σ′, σ) ↓ 2)α)))      in E›      γ      (updatel

(new σ | L) unspecified σ),      wrong “out of memory” σ),      wrong “bad procedure
argument”)

When call/cc creates a continuation, it saves the store a into the continuation. When the continuation is
called, a new store will be constructed from the saved store σ and the current store σ′, and will be used as the
new current store:

(σ′ ↓1) § (λα.(((σ↓2)α= ┴→σ′, σ) ↓ 2)α)

Here, ┴ represents the “bottom” and (σ ↓ 2) α =┴ means that the flag location α was not yet allocated when
the continuation was created. Thus the new store uses (σ′ ↓ 1) for the ordinary locations, (σ↓2) for the flag
locations of the partial contexts that existed at the continuation creation, and (σ′ ↓2) for the other flag
locations. This special handling of flag locations guarantees that, if a partial context π can be called at the
time of a continuation creation, then each time the continuation is called, it becomes possible to call π even
if π has already been called.

Some part of the semantics of primitive Scheme expressions expressed in terms of contexts is given
below. The other part is the same as in 9) .

ε[(E0 E*)]=.      λργ.λσ.      new σ � L→      ε* (permuted(‹E0› § E*))      ρ      (addframe γ      ‹λ�*γ.
((λ�*. applicate (�*↓ 1)(�*†1)γ)(unpremute �*)), new σ›)      update2(new σ | L) true σ,      wrong
“out of memory” σ  ε[(if E0 E1 E2)]=      λργ. λσ.      new σ � L→      ε[E0] ρ (addframe γ      ‹single

(λ�γ. truish �→ε[E1]ργ, ε[E2]ργ), new σ›)      (update2(new σ | L) true σ),      wrong “out of
memory”σ  ε[(set ! I E)]=      λργ. λσ.      new σ � L→      ε[E]ρ (addframe γ      ‹single( λ�γ.

assign (lookup ρI) � (send unspecified γ)), new σ›)      (update2 (new σ | L) true σ),      wrong
“out of memory” σ ε*[]=λργ.send‹›γ ε*[E0E*]=      λργ. λσ.      new σ�L→      λσ′. new σ′� L→      ε
[E0] ρ (addframe γ      ‹single(λ�0γ.�*[E*ρ(addframe γ      ‹λ�ψγ. send(‹ε0›§ εψ)γ, new σ′›)),  
    new σ›)      (update2(new σ′ | L)true σ′),      wrong “out of memory” σ′)     (update2 (new σ |

L) true σ),      wrong “out of memory” σ)

As for auxiliary functions, the only difference is the following.

     hold: L→G→C      hold= λαγσ. send ((σ ↓ 1) α ↓ 1)γσ
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4
Implementation

In this section, we describe an implementation of IOCs and explain why IOCs are more efficient than
continuations. We start with a typical implementation of escape procedures18) so that it becomes clear that
IOCs, when used for non-local exit, are almost as efficient as escape procedures.

Escape procedures are essentially implemented by saving the stack pointer when an escape procedure is
captured and restoring the stack pointer when the escape procedure is thrown. In many Scheme
implementations, contents on the stack may be moved to another place on the stack because of their
sophisticated algorithms to implement continuations2). This means the simple implementation above cannot
be used actually. Instead, a marker is used to remember the stack position. When an escape procedure is
created, a new marker is prepared and pushed onto the stack. The created escape procedure remembers the
marker, rather than the stack pointer. When the escape procedure is thrown, the system searches the stack for
the marker. If it is found, the stack pointer is set to the marker position and the execution will be resumed. If
not, the system signals an error because the information to resume execution does not remain on the stack
any more.

Implementation of IOCs also uses markers. When an IOC is created, a new marker is pushed onto the
stack. When the IOC is thrown, the system searches the stack for the marker and if found, moves the stack
pointer to the marker position. For IOCs, the necessary information to throw other IOCs must be saved

Figure 2: Before throwing an IOC.

Figure 3: After throwing the IOC of the marker B.
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somewhere if the information may be lost by moving the stack pointer. Rather than using the heap, we use
another stack to save the information. With this method, the information necessary to throw an IOC is
always ready on a stack.

Suppose two IOCs have been captured so far (see Figure 2). In the figure, the markers A and B are those
that was pushed on the stack when the first and second IOCs, respectively, were captured. Let us call the
first IOC as A and the second as B. When B is thrown, there is no marker between the stack top and the
position of B. This means that there is no continuation information that must be saved. Therefore, the system
simply moves the stack pointer to the position of B (see Figure 3) and resumes the computation captured by
B.

On the other hand, when A is thrown, there is another marker (marker B) on the stack between the stack
pointer and the position of A. Since B may be thrown later, the system has to save its continuation
information. That information is stored in the stack area between marker B and marker A. Therefore, the
contents in that area will be copied from the current stack to a new stack. Then the system moves the stack
pointer to the position of A and resumes the computation captured by IOC A. Later, when IOC B is thrown,
the resumed computation is not allowed to return normally to the computation captured by IOC A, because
IOC A has already been thrown. Therefore, the system stores the address of an error routine at the bottom of
the new stack, so that an attempt to return normally can be trapped.

Figure 5 illustrates how this implementation of IOCs works for the example of coroutines in Section 2,
when IOCs are used instead of continuations.

(define (f k)      (do ((k k (call/ioc k)))      ((terminate?))      (produce)))  (define (g k)      (do ((k
k (call/ioc k)))      (#f)     (consume)))

Let us trace the execution when this program is initiated by (f g).

1. f creates an IOC (of the marker 1) and calls g.
2. g creates an IOC (of the marker 2) as shown in Figure 5 (a).
3. Then g throws the first IOC (Figure 5 (b)). Since the marker 2 is found below the marker 1, the

contents of the stack area between the two markers are copied into a new stack. 
4. f creates another IOC (of the marker 3) and throws the IOC of the marker 2 (Figure 5 (c)). Since there

is no marker below the marker 2, the system simply adjusts the stack pointer and uses the second stack
as the current stack.

Figure 4: After throwing the IOC of the marker A.
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5. g creates another IOC (of the marker 4) and throws the IOC of the marker 3 (Figure 5 (d)). The system
adjusts the stack pointer and uses the first stack as the current stack.

Only two stacks are used in this program, one stack for the execution of the coroutine f and the other for g.
Since control transfer between the two coroutines is expressed as an IOC throw, the system only needs to
switch the stacks and to adjust the stack pointer. Stack contents are not copied except for the first IOC throw.

Stacks are allocated each time a new stack is required. However, a stack that has been once allocated may
become a garbage, i.e., it may contain no useful information to proceed program execution. A stack is a
garbage if

1. it is not the current stack, and
2. it contains no marker at all or all its markers are garbage.

In order to recycle garbage stacks, the system keeps track of all garbage stacks in a free list. When an IOC
is thrown and a new stack is required, the system uses one of the stacks in the free list. An actual stack
allocation takes place only if the free list is empty.

In order to collect garbage stacks efficiently, we use a reference count for each stack. This reference count
represents the number of markers on the stack, and is updated when an IOC is created or thrown. A stack
that is not the current stack becomes a garbage if its reference count is zero. Therefore, when the system
switches the current stack to another stack by throwing an IOC, if the reference count of the old current
stack is zero, the system immediately collect this stack as a garbage.

Each stack also has a slot which is used to remember the position of the stack top. The stack top is
nesessary for the system to search the stack for a marker or to scan the stack during garbage collection. Note

Figure 5: Execution of coroutines.
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that for the current stack, this slot is not used for these operation, because the stack pointer always remembers
the position of the stack top.

5
Tail-Recursion Optimization

In Scheme, tail-recursive calls are handled as iterations. This tail-recursion optimization is implemented by
overwriting the current call frame on the stack with a new call frame when a function is called at a tail-
recursive position. This causes a problem when we implement call/ioc as described in Section 4, because if
the overwritten frame contains a marker, the marker will be lost and therefore the IOC of the marker cannot
be thrown.

In ordinary stack-based implementations of Scheme, each call frame has a slot to store the return address.
When a function is called tail-recursively, the call frame of the caller is overwritten by the call frame of the
callee. However, the slot for the return address remains untouched, because the return address is the same
for the caller and the callee. In order to solve the above problem, we use the same technique.

To each call frame, we add a marker slot to store a marker. Like the slot of the return address, the marker
slot of a call frame remains untouched when the frame is overwritten with another call frame for a tail-
recursive call. For ordinary call frames, the marker slot contains no marker, i.e., its value is the null pointer.
When call/ioc is invoked, it creates a new marker, saves the marker into the marker slot of its own call
frame, overwrites the frame with the call frame for its function arguments, and then invokes the function.
There is one exception for this. If the marker slot already contains a marker, then call/ioc does not create a
new marker, but uses the marker in the slot as the marker of the created IOC. This means that, when tail-
recursive calls to call/ioc are performed successively, the created IOCs share the same marker, which is
generated by the first call of call/ioc. It is obvious that this implementation guarantees tail-recursive
implementation, even for tail-recursive calls to call/ioc.

Let us explain this implementation is a valid implementation of call/ioc. Consider the following sequence
of tail-recursive function calls:

call/ioc→f1→f2 →···→fn→call/ioc 

where each fi is a function other than call/ioc. With our implementation, the two calls of call/ioc share the
same marker. Once the IOC of the first call/ioc is thrown, the IOC of the second call/ioc cannot be thrown,
since the marker does not exist on the stack any more. However, this causes no problem because it is an
error to throw the second IOC. If it is thrown, control eventually returns from f1 to the first call of call/ioc,
which has already been thrown. On the other hand, if the second IOC is thrown before the first IOC is
thrown, control returns immediately from the first call/ioc. Semantically, the second call/ioc simply returns
to fn which then simply returns to fn−1, and so on, and finally, the first call/ioc simply returns. Thus our
implementation correctly handles this case as well. The same arguments hold for a sequence of successive
tail-recursive calls of call/ioc:

call/ioc →···→call/ioc→···→call/ioc→···

Once one of the IOCs is thrown, it is an error to throw any IOC later. Also, by throwing one of the IOCs,
control returns immediately from the first call/ioc, but this is a correct behavior. Incidentally, these
discussions and techniques apply also for escape procedures.
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6
Performance Evaluation

We have implemented IOCs in our Scheme implementation, called TUTScheme21). In this section, we
evaluate the performance of IOCs by using benchmark programs. We use the following benchmarks for
continuations.

ctak the tak function, modified so that the function returns by throwing a continuation2).
coroutine the program with two coroutines mentioned in Section 2.
same fringe a program to traverse leaves of two trees and test if the leaf values appear in the same

order15). This program consists of two coroutines, one for each tree. When the first coroutine finds the next
leaf value, control is transferred to the second coroutine which then searches the second tree for the next
leaf value. If the two leaf values are the same, then control is transferred back to the first coroutine.

mfib a function to calculate the n-th value of the Fibonacci sequence, by using future6). In our benchmark
test, we ran this program on a multi-task emulator16) in which future is implemented by using continuations.

For each benchmark program, we used the call/cc, call/ioc, and call/ep versions. Table 1 lists the
execution times on SPARCstation 10 model 30 and Table 2 lists the times for garbage collection. For the
original call/cc version, we measured the times both on the original version of TUTScheme without the
extension for IOCs and on the extended version. In the tables, “call/cc” means the times on the original
version, while “call/ioc′” means the times on the extended version. 

Table 1: Execution times (sec).

program call/cc call/cc′ call/ioc call/ep speed up

ctak 4.26 4.31 3.26 3.15 1.31
coroutine 9.17 9.56 4.32 N/A 2.12
same fringe 483.90 494.82 64.45 N/A 7.51
mfib 13.10 13.9 7.54 N/A 1.74

Table 2: GC times (sec).

program call/cc call/ioc

ctak 1.67 1.08
coroutine 3.38 0.58
same fringe 276.07 34.90
mfib 7.80 2.30

The only change to the original benchmark programs for these tests is that call/cc is replaced by call/ioc or
call/ep. Each speed up in Table 1 is the speed up ratio of the call/ioc version against the call/cc version.
TUTScheme uses the incremental stack/heap method2) to implement continuations. Note that for the call/ep
version, only the time for ctak is given in the table. This is because escape procedures cannot be used for the
other benchmark programs.

As is clear from the table, for all benchmark programs, the call/ioc version is faster than the call/cc
version. One reason for this is that the time for garbage collection is much less for the call/ioc version than
for the call/cc version. This is because the call/ioc version uses multiple stacks efficiently and thus avoids
copying from the stack to the heap.
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For the ctak program, the call/ioc version runs almost as fast as the call/ep version. The original ctak program
always throws the continuation that has been generated most recently. Thus, when the call/ioc version throws
an IOC, there is no marker between the stack pointer and the marker of the thrown IOC. This means only
one stack is necessary to execute ctak and therefore the call/ioc version runs essentially in the same way as
the call/ep version.

Comparing the times for the call/cc version and the call/cc′ version, we can observe that the overhead of
extending the system with IOCs is relatively small.

7
Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed indefinite one-time continuations (IOCs), and explained why IOCs are much
more efficient than conventional continuations. If an implemen tation supports IOCs, performance of
application programs of Scheme continuations can be significantly increased simply by replacing call/cc
with call/ioc, wherever possible.

Bruggeman, et al. proposed one-shot continuations and its implementation1). The one-shot continuations
are very similar to our one-time continuations. Although the implementation of one-shot continuations also
uses multiple stacks, those stacks are managed in a different way, since their implementation is based on the
implementation of Scheme continuations by Hieb, et al.8).

This paper is an extended English version of 13).
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports an efficient implementation of Lisp in terms of processing speed in which
parallel list processing is realized as well as parallel garbage collection. Parallel garbage collection
enables realtime (i.e. non-stop) list processing. Despite the improvement of realtimeness, processing
speed might be slower than stop-and-collect GC like generation scavenging GC. Parallel GC is
currently adopted only by Lisp systems in which sequential list processing is performed. We have
implemented a parallel Lisp where multiple list processing and GC processes are running in parallel to
realize fast processing. The optimal number of list processing processes and GC processes depends on
the application and the machine, because the cell consumption rate varies from application to
application and a different machine has a different number of CPUs. Therefore we provide a
mechanism to determine the CPU allocation of list processing processes and GC processes
dynamically monitoring the cell consumption rate and the remaining free cells. This mechanism
enables a fast and realtime processing for the major Lisp applications. Our basic allocation strategy is
to assign a maximum number of CPUs to list processing. As a result, list processing is not interrupted
and the execution time decreases.

1
Introduction

Thanks to the recent development of general purpose multi-processor machines, various parallel Lisp
implementations have been reported on them9, 7, 3, 8) Memory management is crucial in implementing Lisp
systems, where vast memory is consumed and reused. Lots of efforts have been made on garbage



collection (GC) aiming at shortening the interruption period. The interruption is inevitable in stop-and-
collect GC, which is triggered when no more cells become available. Accordingly, numberof parallel GC
methods, in which GC is performed along with list processing, have been developed so far2, 19, 2, 13, 14, 15).
But none of parallel Lisp implementations mentioned above implement these parallel GC algorithms.

Although realtimeness is improved by employing parallel GC, the total execution takes longer time in
some applications compared with the system with a fast stop-and-collect GC like the generation copy GC for
instance. This takes place because overhead for parallel processing is larger than the GC cost. We propose a
Lisp system equipped with parallel list processing as well as parallel GC. These two parallelisms are
necessary since parallel list processing consumes free cells quicker.

Both multiple list processing processes (mutators) and multiple GC processes (collectors) run
simultaneously in our system. When there exist much more mutators than collectors, list processing might
stop due to shortage of cells10, 11). Thus the dynamic CPU allocation mechanism for mutators and collectors
is also investigated and implemented12).

2
Parallel Lisp system

Lisp is a versatile language by allowing functions with side effects. Implicit parallelism extracts fragments
which can be executed simultaneously. It is difficult, however, to extract the expressions fully taking side
effects in consideration. Explicit parallelism, on the other hand, is specified by the user himself/her self. The
user is responsible for side effects. There are many parallel Lisp systems reported so far adopting explicit
parallelism. In this paper, a unit indicated by the user as an explicit parallel execution is called a ‘Lisp
process.’ 

3
Parallel GC

Although development of such efficient algorithms as the generation scavenging GC has shortened the
interruption period, stop-and-collect GC can not escape from it. Realtime GC19), on the other hand, persues
non-stop list processing. In the parallel GC paradigm, both list processing and GC are executed in parallel.

Famous realtime GC mechanisms include on-the-fly GC2), incremental copy GC 2), snapshot GC19), and
partial marking GC13, 14, 15) which is a refinement of snapshot GC.

Partial marking GC is a snapshot GC mixed with an empirical principle that most objects die soon after
creation and the objects which have survived beyond several GC cycles tend to be alive for a longer time. In
partial marking GC, objects to be marked are limited. As a result, GC time decreases and sweep efficiency
improves.

It is reported that one collector with partial marking GC is equivalent to two collectors with snapshot
GC13).

4
Implementing a parallel Lisp system with parallel GC

Our goal is to implement a fast and realtime Lisp system equipped with parallel GC in which list processing
is executed in parallel. Our Lisp system adopts explicit parallelism and the partial marking GC mechanism,
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and is implemented on SPARC Center 2000 with 16 CPUs running Solaris2.4. Its light weight process
(LWP) system call is used.

We have to consider the following three points to make list processing parallel.

1. Scheduling Lisp processes
It is very important to schedule Lisp processes in designing parallel systems. The scheduling strategy

should avoid too much creation of Lisp processes.
Mechanisms have to be given for the user to control the creation of Lisp processes by explicit

parallelism.
2. Access conflicts to shared memory

LWP’s mutual access exclusion to the shared resources is necessary on a parallel computer.
Each imitator shares such Lisp objects as symbols and lists allocated in the heap area. If multiple LWPs

change the value of those objects simultaneously, unexpected phenomena might happen. It is
unrealistic, however, to resolve the conflicts of all the objects. So we provide the user with a mechanism
to exclude mutual access.

3. Barrier synchronization for GC phase switch 
Partial marking GC, which our system adopts, consists of three phases: root insertion, marking, and

reclaim. These three phases are performed sequentially and non-overlapping way. Therefore barrier
synchronization has to be introduced among imitators and collectors.

Next we describe specific implementation of our system considering those points mentioned above.

5
Parallel list processing

For explicit parallelism, we provide statements for the user to specify parallel execution.

5.1
Statements for parallelism

Future mechanism is adopted from Multilisp7) as a basic statement for parallelism. Function future takes an
S-expression as an argument and creates a Lisp process to evaluate that S-expression. The Lisp process
which has evaluated function future returns a future object as a temporary value and proceeds to the next S-
expression. A mutator evaluates the Lisp process created by function future and stores a pointer to the
evaluation result into the future object.

As a mechanism for the user to handle side effects, we provide function touch for the synchronization
purpose. When the function touch takes a future object being evaluated as an argument, it returns after the
evaluation is handle.

As a mechanism for the user to control the creation of Lisp processes, we provide function f utobj which
checks if the future object is being evaluated. It returns T if the argument is under evaluation and NIL
otherwise.
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5.2
Implementation of a mutator

Each mutator interprets and executes the codes of a virtual processor. Here, by codes we means those such
as P-code of Pascal-P16) or bytecode of Smalltalk6) for instance. The compilers for these languages generate
machine independent intermediate codes, which are almost similar for the stack-type virtual processors.

Our system adopts the bytecode for the virtual processor and our mutator is a stack machine. In this
paper, the term ‘compile’ means to translate a Lisp program into its bytecode format.

5.2.1
Scheduling Lisp processes

Each mutator has its local queue and keeps executable Lisp processes in the queue. When function future
creates a new Lisp process, the process is registered in the local queue. When a mutator finishes a process,
the mutator picks another Lisp process up from the queue. When the queue is empty, the mutator gets a Lisp
process from other mutator’s local queue, and executes it (figure 1). 
As a characteristic of function future, a Lisp process is interrupted until the future object is evaluated (with
the use of function touch) or until the semaphore is signalled. In that case the Lisp process is registered in a
blocked queue, and the mutator picks a new Lisp process up from its local queue. The blocked queue must
have a mutual exclusion mechanism because all the mutators can access it.

Suppose Lisp process A is interrupted waiting for another process B’s termination. When B is
terminated, process A is moved to a mutator’s local queue from the blocked queue.

5.2.2
Managing information of a Lisp process

We have to manage the context for each Lisp process to execute them in parallel. The context holds
intermediate results, argument values, a value stack for local variables, an execution stack for the register
values, the stack pointer, the program counter, the process ID, etc. In our implementation, the context is
handled as a process structure.

Figure 1: Scheduling of Lisp processes
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6
Memory management

Since multiple mutators and collectors are running in parallel, we have to resolve overhead of access
conflicts to the shared area. This section especially describes how the heap area is managed where the
access conflicts occur very often.

6.1
Managing heap area

There are five areas to which mutators might access in conflict: the program area where compiled
bytecode programs are stored, the constant area where constants are held for bytecode execution, the heap
area in which cells are stored, the full word area where character strings are stored, and the symbol table
which manages atoms. Especially the heap area is often accessed simultaneously by imitators and
collectors. Thus the overhead for mutual exclusion affects the processing time. We have solved this problem
by splitting the heap area to pages.

The heap area is divided into heap pages, each of which consists of 512 cells. A mutator receives free
cells of one page by accessing the heap area at one time. Each heap page is managed by the heap table. The
table is a set of three constituents; i.e., a lock flag which indicates that the heap page is allocated to a
mutator, a freehead which points at the free list inside the heap page, and a freetail which points at the tail
of the free list.

When a mutator needs cells, a currently unused heap page is chosen from the lock flag of the heap table.
A page of cells are obtained by copying its freehead to a local variable of the mutator. Mutual exclusion is
unnecessary when cells are needed, because the local variable is accessed. If all the cells of the page are
consumed again, another page of cells are obtained using the heap table in the same fashion. The freetail is
used to reduce mutual exclusion time for the collectors.

6.2
GC

Partial marking GC consists of the root insertion phase, the marking phase, and the sweep phase. Only the
root insertion is performed by mutators. This section describes our implementation of each phase. Details of
partial marking GC are found in13, 14, 15)

6.2.1
Root insertion

A mutator holds its root insertion stack (root stack), on top of which a pointer to a root cell is stacked. GC
root includes a symbol table, a constant table and a process structure. Among those, the symbol table, the
constant table and the process structure of a Lisp process registered to the block queue are managed
globally.

Each mutator pushes its context in the process structure of the Lisp process queued in the local queue
onto the root stack. After all the mutators finish root insertion, the globally managed pointer is pushed.
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6.2.2
Marking

Each collector holds its marking stack and marks all cells reachable from the root. Firstly a collector marks
from the root insertion stack of the mutator whose ID is the same as the collector. When the marking is done
from the stack, the marking continues from unprocessed root insertion stacks.

In the parallel GC paradigm, live cells might be collected if a mutator rewrites the pointer while a
collector is marking. To avoid this situation, the mutator has to inform the collector every time the pointer is
rewritten. A pointer rewrite stack is prepared to implement this information. When the pointer is changed
during list processing, the cut pointer is pushed onto the rewrite stack. The collector to which the marking is
assigned from the root insertion stack begins new marking from the rewrite stack. This marking task
continues until no pointer remains on the stack.

The marking phase completes when all the collectors’ marking comes to end.

6.2.3
Sweep phase

Sweeping is performed in pagewise manner. First, all heap pages are assigned to collectors. Each collector
connects unmarked cells in each of assigned page and creates a free list. The free list is attached to the cdr
part of the freetail in the heap table.

The sweep phase termintaes after the task described above is performed for every heap page.

7
Scheduler

A scheduler as LWP is introduced to manage mutators and collectors. The scheduler’s task is to control GC
phase switching and to insert roots handled globally by the system. The latter task might imply that
mutators and collectors have to wait. Our experiment, however, shows that root insertion in the global area
performed by the scheduler is only 1.3~5.5% of the pause period of mutators’ GC root insertion (details are
described later). We did not take other way where global area root insertion by the scheduler is divided to
multiple mutators because of the large synchronization overhead.

7.1
GC phase switching

GC phase switching needs synchronization in our system, because multiple mutators and collectors are
running. The scheduler manages the number and state of the currently running mutators and collectors. Each
mutator and collector performs GC phase switching by communicating with the scheduler.

First the scheduler sends the start signal of root insertion to each mutator (Figure 2 ). On receiving the
signal, each mutator halts list processing and starts root insertion. When root insertion is done, each mutator
sends the completion signal back to the scheduler and waits until all the root insertion phase is over.
(Figure 2 ). After receiving the completion signal from all the mutators, the scheduler performs the global
root insertion. Then the scheduler sends the completion signal of the root insertion phase to each mutator.
(Figure 2 ). Each mutator resumes list processing on receiving the signal.
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The scheduler sends the start signal of marking to collectors at the same time as the completion signal of
root insertion to mutators (Figure 2 ). After that, similar signals for the marking and sweep phases are
exchanged. Barrier synchronization has been implemented in this manner.

In phase switching, as shown above, barrier synchronization is performed by communicating with the
scheduler. In starting root insertion (Figure 2 ) the scheduler sets the flag for each imitator. In other
cases, communication with the condition variable is used.

8
Issues in paralleling list processing

In applying partial marking GC to a sequencial Lisp system, realtime processing with achieved in
applications with less than 50% GC rate1 when one collector is used. In the case of two collectors, the GC
rate should be less than 60% to achieve realtimeness14).

It is also reported that parallelizing list processing with parallel GC improves both speed and
realtimeness11). Realtimeness in this context means that list processing is not interrupted other than by root
insertion, i.e. other than cell drought or synchronization. In partial marking GC, imitators must stop when
root insertion occurs. Thus processing is interrupted. This interruption period, however, is less than 1/25
compared with non-parallel GC11).

If the number of imitators and collectors is fixed, GC processing can not keep up with cell consumption
in some applications, because parallel list processing consumes more cells.

Our experiment shows that the cell consumption rate varies from application to application. Even within
one application, the consumption rate changes as processing proceeds. Since our system runs both imitators
and collectors in parallel, the consumption rate might affect the entire system performance in the following
ways.

1. When cell consumption is high 
List processing might be interrupted because collectors’ processing can not keep up with mutators’.

Figure 2: Switching of GC phase
 

1GC rate represents the ratio of GC period to all the processing time in a Lisp system with stop-and-collect GC. 
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2. When cell consumption is low
Due to running collectors more than needed, GC trigger rate rises per a unit time and list

processing’s interruption period by root insertion gets longer. Access conflicts to cells also grow up and
processing time become longer.

The optimal number of mutators and collectors can not be decided uniquely because the number of CPUs is
different among computers. Thus our system is equipped with a mechanism which determines the optimal
number of mutators and collectors dynamically according to the cell consumption rate.

9
Dynamic CPU allocation

Our system is a parallel Lisp with parallel GC with a mechanism which decides CPU allocation dynamically
to mutators and to collectors according to the cell consumption rate and the number of free cells. With this
mechanism well balanced processing (in terms of processing speed and realtimeness) on a fixed number of
CPU machine can be implemented for various applications.

9.1
Strategy of CPU allocation

We describe our strategy of CPU allocation in terms of two problems in the previous section.
CPU allocation is decided by the cell consumption rate, the sweep rate, the number of remaining free

cells, and the number of CPUs. Our strategy is to minimize the number of GC processes as long as list
processing is not interrupted due to cell drought and to minimize GC triggering. Although reducing the number
of GC processes prolongs processing time needed for each GC, the number of GC triggering per a unit time
decreases. Thus list processing delay due to GC is shortened.

9.2
Deciding CPU allocation

Figure 3 shows transition between mutators and collectors. GCi represents start of the ith GC cycle and the
horizontal axis is time. The regular lines represent mutators. The dotted lines do collectors. The number of
lines corresponds to the number of CPUs. The parameters are set as follows (the ones in ith GC cycle):

Mi: the number of mutators
Ci: the number of collectors

the number of cells consumed by imitator j
the number of cells reclaimed by collector j 

N: total number of CPUs (=Mi+Ci)
ti: period for the GC cycle
Fi: the number of free cells when the GC cycle started
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Our model to determine the number of imitators and collectors sets the following assumptions:

Assumptions 1 Unreclaimed rate in an area by two consecutive GCs is nearly the same.
Assumptions 2 Processing time for GC is inversely proportional to the number of CPUs.
Assumptions 3 Cell drought should not happen.
Assumptions 4 The total number of mutators and collectors is constant.

Assumption 1 tells that a GC cycle takes the same time when the number of collectors is unchanged.
Assumption 2 means that tiCi is constant. Thus,

(10.1)
The amount of cells consumed by mutators in the nth GC cycle is:

If there is only one mutator, the mutator can consume the following (maximum): 

(10.2)

Thus the maximum number of cells consumed by one mutator can be defined by (10.2). Since the power of
cell consumption is proportional to time and the number of mutators, U (the amount of cells consumed by a
mutator at tn+1) satisfies the following equation.

where tn, tn+1 are GC times
The discussion above yields the following relation:

The total amount of cells consumed by the mutators in the n+1st GC is:
(10.3)

Processing efficiency requires as few GCs as possible. If GC is done when all the free cells are consumed,
GC occurs at fewest times. That means that Mn+1 should be set so that the number of cells in (10.3) is equal
to the number of free cells. In other words, Mn+1 should be set so that the following equation is satisfied.

Figure 3: Temporal transition of the number of imitators and collectors
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(10.4)
From equations (10.1) and (10.4) along with our assumption that the number of mutators and collectors is
constant, Mn+1 is defined as follows.

Since the number of mutators and collectors is one or more in our system, next equation should be satisfied.

Thus the number of optimal mutators is:

(10.5)

When the right hand side of (10.5) is not an integral value, it should be truncated toward zero. (If truncated
toward positive infinity, cell drought might happen more likely, thus Assumption 3 might get invalid.) 

10
Implementing dynamic CPU allocation

The scheduler determines the CPU allocation to mutators and collectors dynamically by monitoring the cell
consumption in each GC cycle. Each mutator and collector counts the number of generated and reclaimed
cells. The scheduler compares the two numbers when the root insertion phase is completed and determines
the CPU allocation.

A CPU is switched from a mutator to a collector is performed in the following way.

1. The scheduler registers the following processes to the local queue of mutator B. One is a Lisp process
being evaluated on a mutator A which will be switched to collector. The other processes are the ones
registered in the local queue of mutator A.

2. The scheduler sends a CPU switch signal to mutator A by setting the flag of mutator A.
3. Mutator A frees its area and sends a completion signal to the scheduler.
4. The scheduler terminates the LWP which handles mutator A and creates a new LWP which performs

the collector task.

When switching the CPU allocation from a collector to a mutator, only steps from 2 to 4 are performed.

11
Performance evaluation of our system

Experiments have been conducted to evaluating our system in three points: the processing speed,
realtimeness and the dynamic CPU allocation.

11.1
Experiments

Our system has been implemented on SPARCcenter 2000 running Solaris 2.4. The machine is loaded with
16 CPUs, 1G bytes memory, 20K bytes instruction cache memory, 16K bytes 1st data cache memory and
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1M bytes external cash. In the experiments the numbers of mutators and collectors vary from 1 through 10
and 1 through 5, respectively. The following values were measured: how many times GC occurred, GC
processing time for one GC, mutator’s pause period by root insertion, mutator’s root insertion time, and
scheduler’s root insertion time in the global area. Comparison is made with/without the dynamic CPU
allocation.

11.2
Programs

1. Fibonacci number 

Table 1: GC times and pause time of Fibonacci (1 collector)

Mutator # 1 2 4 8
Times 1541 874 521 290
Pause time (µs) 1004 1146 2421 5033

This program calculates the 35th Fibonacci number by generating 40 Lisp processes. Since
Fibonacci number is a mathematical calculation, very few cells are consumed. Execution time is
measured as the number of collectors varies from 1 through 5. Figure 4 shows the result. When one
collector is used, the shortest time is measured. The horizontal axis represents the number of mutators
and the vertical does the speedup ratio compared with one mutator. Linear improvement ratio would be
ideal. Table 1 and Figure 7(a) show the number of GC triggering, one pause period of a mutator, and
the GC time, respectively. When more than one collector is used, the result was worse than the case of
one collector. The reason would be that unnecessary collectors cause more pauses of mutators due to
more GCs and more conflicts in accessing data.

In terms of the number of GCs, it decreases more than execution time, because more mutators cause
less overall execution time and longer GC period (Figure 7(a)). Figure 1 well confirms that.

2. N-Queens Problem
This program calculates an n-Queens problem by generating n Lisp processes. Because an n-Queens

problem is a list processing application, it consumes a lot of cells. Our experiment is conducted in the
case of n=11 as the number of mutators varies from 1 through 10. Figure 5(b) shows the execution time.

Figure 4: Speedup of Fibonacci
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Figure 6 and Figure 5(a) show the number of GCs and one-time pause period (Figure 2 ~ ) and the
root insertion time, respectively.

The shortest execution time is obtained when two collectors are employed. Figure 6(b) shows that
fact.

11.3
Discussion

Here we analize the experiment results in terms of the number of collectors, the speedup gain rate, the size
of the heap page, GC time, realtimeness of our parallel GC and time for root insertion.

11.3.1
The number of collectors

Figure 6(b) shows that less collectors are more efficient when the number of mutators is small in the 11-
Queens problem. It also shows that processing speed slows down by one collector when the number of
mutators gets larger. This means that free cells run out and list processing is interrupted when the number of
mutators is large. Thus more collectors should be used. Figure 4 shows that one collector is enough even
when many mutators are running in calculating the Fibonacci number. Thus the appropriate number of
collectors varies from application to application.

11.3.2
Performance gain by the number of units

To evaluate the performance gain by the number of units, Amdahl’s Law1) is applied.

(10.6)

In (10.6), P represents the ratio of the paralleled portion (parallel ratio), N is the number of mutators, S(N)
shows the speedup ratio compared with the case when one imitator is used. 
Figure 4 shows that the parallel ratio of Fibonacci is  for  and . In
Fibonacci calculation, speedup effect by more imitators appears because 40 fine-grain Lisp processes
evaluated in parallel.

Figure 5:11-Queens problem
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The result of Figure 6(b) is analized next. The granularity of generated processes is large in the 11-Queen
problem and the processing time in which all the processes are running is short. For  a good result is
obtained ( ) from . For  the parallel ratio gets lower ( ) from 
. The execution time becomes almost the same for both 6 and 10 imitators because one imitator can perform
up to 2 processes (Our 11-Queens problem generates 11 Lisp processes). When 6 or more mutators are used,
1 or more mutators seem being kept idle. For  idle mutators should be small because each mutator
performs one Lisp process. The parallel ratio in this case is  from , which is an
acceptable result.

11.3.3
Heap page size

One heap page is fixed to 512 cells (4096 bytes) in our system. This size was determined from the fact that
the best execution time of 11-Queens problem was obtained when the page size was 4096 byte size from the
tests between 512 and 16384 bytes.

11.3.4
GC cycle time

Figure 7(a) shows one GC cycle time for the Fibonacci number and 11-Queens problem. Table 2 shows
collector’s GC time with 10 mutators for the Fibonacci calculation.

The collector performs marking and reclaiming. In both tasks multiple collectors run almost
independently. Thus, the linear gain can be expected. Our experiments 

Table 2: Average GC cycle time of Fibonacci number

Collector # 1 2 4
GC time (msec) 225.1 112.6 50.49

confirmed that half execution time is achieved by double collectors.

Figure 6:11-Queens
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In the 11-Queens problem, the use of more collectors does not necessarily reduce GC time, because cell
consumption rate depends on time when GC is triggered. The reason for this is that the cell consumption
speed depends on the coarse grain of processes.

11.3.5
Realtimeness in parallel GC

Improvement of realtimeness by parallel GC is estimated by pause time of a mutator in Table 1 and Figure 7
(b).

Let’s estimate GC time in sequential GC. The basic algorithm for our parallel GC is mark-sweep. GC
time for sequential mark-sweep GC is equivalent to the case of one collector in parallel GC. Figure 7(a) can
be considered as the chart of the sum of marking and sweeping of a collector in parallel GC. Therefore
195ms (marking) and 382 ms (sweeping) are obtained from Figure 7(a).

Judging from Table 1 and Figure 7(b), the pause time of our parallel GC is between 1004~7750µs and
833~7152µs, respectively. Lots of CPUs are used when the pause time is long. From the discussion so far,
the pause time is reduced to 1/25 ~1/194 and 1/53~1/459, respectively. Thus the pause time gets shorter over
25 times by our parallel GC and high realtimeness is achieved compared with stop-and-collect GCs. 

11.3.6
Time for root insertion

Figure 5(a) compares time for root insertion only, the pause period for root insertion (Figure 2 ~ ) and
time for root insertion in the global area. This figure shows that the root insertion by mutators takes 3.
0~23%, the root insertion by the scheduler takes 1.3~5.5% compared with the pause period. The remaining
time is consumed for synchronization between the mutators and the scheduler.

This time cost heavily depends on transfer speed between CPUs, the number of CPUs, and the operating
system even when the same CPU is used. Our system uses the LWP system calls to achieve synchronization.
The use of spin lock2 would be another choice. Other efficient methods could improve realtimeness.

Figure 7: Fibonacci number
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11.4
Experiments on dynamic CPU allocation

Here transition of CPU allocation and speeding up by dynamic CPU allocation are measured as the initial
number of mutators and collectors varies.

The number of CPUs is fixed, which is the sum of mutators and collectors. The initial number of
mutators and collectors is specifed when the system starts. In our experiment the number of CPUs is fixed
to 11 and execution time is measured in the following two ways.

1. All the possible combinations are tried as the initial value. CPU allocation is fixed.
2. All the possible combinations are tried as the initial value. CPU allocation is dynamically decided by the

method described in 9.2. Task switch between mutators and collectors is encouraged.

Tested programs are Fibonacci calculation, the n-Queens problem, and a sequent calculation of prover
MALL (Multiltiplicative-Additive Linear Logic)5). The results are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that dynamic allocation reduces the execution time in every application. This result
asserts that the number of necessary collectors varies during execution.

Since Fibonacci calculation does not consume lots of cells, the difference between the fixed allocation
and the dynamic allocation is insignificant when more mutators are used. In the 11-Queens problem,
however, dynamic allocation attains less execution time than every fixed combination. Thus it may be
concluded that dynamic allocation could dramatically reduce the execution time for cell-consuming
applications. Furthermore, dynamic allocation outperforms every fixed case in the 11-Queens problem.
That means that the cell consumption speed varies even in a single application. For such applications dynamic
allocation is proved to be very effective.

In the case of the prover, execution time does not decrease much when 6 or more imitators are used in the
fixed CPU allocation. This is because more parallel effect does not appear in this particular case. A
different expression yields different parallel effect. When 8 mutators are allocated, execution takes longer
due to the particular GC triggering timing. Dynamic allocation attains almost a minimum execution time of
the fixed case.

From the experiments above, our dynamic CPU allocation of mutators and collectors attains the same or
less execution time of the fixed CPU allocation.

Figure 8(d) shows transition of the CPU allocation in the 11-Queens problem. The vertical axis represents
the number of mutators and the horizontal axis, time. For the experiments in Figure 8, transition of CPU
allocation was measured for 3, 6, and 9 initial mutators. The number of mutators became 10 (maximum
allocation) after a while regardless the initial value, because the remaining cells are counted to determine
the allocation. That state continues for a while. Then more collectors are needed and list processing is
interrupted due to free cell drought. This transition validates our parameter setting for CPU allocation.

2A method which uses busy-wait. 
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12
Conclusion

We have focused on Lisp systems which run multiple list processing processes (mutators) and GC processes
(collectors), and introduced a design of scheduler which controls the overall system. Our prototype on a
parallel machine confirmed that execution time decreases by parallelizing list processing and that the pause
period by GC gets less than 1/25. Thus we can confirm that parallelizing list processing as well as GC in a
Lisp system decreases execution time in many applications.

We also added a mechanism which dynamically controls CPU allocation to mutators and collectors by
monitoring cell consumption. We installed the strategy that more CPUs are allocated to list processing as
long as list processing is not interrupted. Experiment results show that execution time with dynamic CPU
allocation is less than or equal to fixed CPU allocation. Since the cell consumption rate differs among
applications and it varies even in single application, dynamic allocation based on monitoring the
consumption speed attained the best performance. Transition of CPU allocation also validated our
parameter setting.

Figure 8: Dynamic CPU allocation
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13
Future work

This paper confirmed improvement of processing speed by parallel list processing as realtimeness is
maintained by parallel GC. Although experiments were done against major Lisp applications, more
applications should be tested.

Our current parameter setting of CPU allocation is based on the strategy that list processing is performed
by the maximum number of CPUs with least interruption of list processing. This parameter setting strategy
should be reconsidered in the following points.

• Our system requires at least one mutator and one collector. If this constraint can be relaxed, CPU
allocation can be done only by the remaining amount of free cells with zero collector initially.

• We can decrease overhead of access conflicts with idling imitators by deciding the number of mutators
according to the parallelism of the application.

• We assumed that the performance is proportional to the number of collectors. The assumption is
confirmed for the case with 1 to 3 collectors. Various applications should be tested with more collectors. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe the design and performance analysis of a new parallel garbage collection
(gc) scheme called the partial marking gc which is a variant of generational gc. Partial marking gc is
based on the snapshot-at-beginning (snapshot) algorithm, which is one of the most practical parallel
mark-sweep gc algorithms. Partial marking gc reduces the time spent in marking and improves
collection efficiency. Our analysis shows that the collection efficiency of the partial marking gc is 1.5
times better than the snapshot algorithm. The performance of the partial marking gc using one gc
processor is equivalent to the snapshot algorithm using two gc processors. Our partial marking gc is
easy to implement and provides an efficient and practical parallel gc algorithm.

1
Introduction

List processing systems automatically reclaim computer storage by garbage collection as part of their
management of the free storage awaiting the requests from an allocation routine17). For instance, Lisp has
one or more lists of free cells called a “free list”; and it retrieves a cell from the free list whenever an
allocation routine such as cons is called. Traditionally, when free storage is exhausted, the garbage collector
is executed. The garbage collector finds data objects1 that are no longer in use and recycles their space for
reuse by the running program.

When an application is running, objects are divided into live objects and garbage objects. A garbage
object can not be reached by the program via any path of pointer traversals. Conversely, live objects can be
reached. A garbage collector distinguishes between live and garbage objects and reclaims all garbage
storage; the current program can then use the space. A typical garbage collector uses this “live” criterion,
and defines it in terms of root set and reachability from these roots. The root set consists of global
variables, local variables in the activation stack, and any registers used by active procedures. All objects
reachable from the roots, meaning on any directed path of pointers from the roots, are considered live.

Garbage collection algorithms are classified according to how they identify live objects and garbage
objects. Some common examples are the reference counting, the mark-sweep, the copying and so on. The



parallel garbage collector presented in this paper is based on the mark-sweep algorithm, which consists of
the following two phases:

1. Marking phase In the marking phase, the collector distinguishes live objects from garbage objects by
tracing2, and marks all reachable items. A typical marking implementation is done by altering bits
within the objects. After the marking phase, all live objects will have been marked and can be
distinguished from garbage objects.

2. Sweep phase The collector scans the memory space, finds the unmarked (garbage) objects and
reclaims their space which is then linked onto the free list so that they are accessible to the allocation
routines. The collector then clears the marks from the marked objects.

In many systems, programmers must explicitly reclaim heap3 memory using a “free” or “dispose”
statements; garbage collection frees the programmer from this burden. However, garbage collection causes
long pauses in the processing procedure. In order to speed up the reclamation, various garbage collection
algorithms have been studied. Generational garbage collection, which incorporates the concept of the
lifetime of objects into its garbage collection, is one of the most efficient as the disruption time is very
short. However, it does not eliminate the problem completely. Since these disruptions can be fatal for
applications which require real-time processing, we must find and use garbage collection algorithms which
cause no computation disruption.

One major attempt for eliminating this bottleneck is incremental/parallel tracing collection. In incremental
garbage collection, small units of garbage collection are interleaved with small units of program execution.
In the parallel garbage collection,  the garbage collector (collector) and the executor of the program
(mutator) run in parallel. Incremental garbage collection and parallel garbage collection can use the same
algorithm. Although we propose and describe a new parallel garbage collection algorithm, it is possible to
implement our algorithm in incremental garbage collection.

The difficulty with parallel garbage collection is that while the collector is tracing out the graph of
reachable data structures, the mutator may change the graph. Figure 1 illustrates the problem.
Suppose the Objects A, B, and C have been scanned and marked by the collector (Figure 1-(A)). Now
suppose that the mutator:

1. Changes the pointer from A to B to A to D.
2. Changes the pointer from C to D to a NULL pointer (Figure 1-(B)).

Now the collector can not mark objects D and E because when it reached the NULL pointer after object C it
stops its traversal. As a result, although D and E are still alive, they will be reclaimed as garbage objects
during the next sweep phase. In order to avoid this incorrect reclamation of live objects, a parallel garbage
collection scheme must provide some way of keeping track of the changes to the reachable objects graph.

There are two basic approaches for coordinating the collector with the mutator. One is to use a read
barrier, which detects possibly incorrect situation when the mutator attempts to refer a pointer to an
unmarked object, and immediately shows the collector. The other approach is a write barrier, which detects

1We use the term object for any kind of structured data record, such as Lisp cons cells or C structs.
2Starting at the root set, the collector traverses the graph of pointer relationships.
3We use the term heap for the memory area for dynamic allocation. 
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it when the mutator attempts to write a pointer into an object. In general, a write barrier is cheaper than a
read barrier because a read barrier has an unnecessary expense: it must check to see if the pointer is pointing
to an unmarked object. The cost of these checks is high on conventional hardware, because they occur so
frequently. Therefore, most parallel garbage collections use a write barrier scheme. Write barrier
approaches fall into two different categories, snapshot-at-beginning and incremental update2), depending on
which aspect of the problem they address. Our parallel garbage collector is based on a snapshot method.

The snapshot algorithm has a well known disadvantage: the garbage objects disposed of during the
marking phase are never collected in the subsequent sweep phase. Here, collection ability is defined as the
number of reclaimed objects per unit of time, and collection efficiency is the ratio of collection ability of the
parallel garbage collector to the collection ability of the stop-and-collect garbage collector. Hickey et al.
reported that collection efficiency of the snapshot algorithm is about 0.54). Although various parallel
garbage collection algorithms have been studied, the application execution times and real-time performance
have been unacceptable. It is strongly required that a practical snapshot-type parallel garbage collector has
improved the collection efficiency.

As a step towards making parallel garbage collection practicable, we propose a partial marking garbage
collector14, 15). Recently, general purpose multiprocessor systems have attracted widespread attention
increasing the need for practical parallel garbage collection systems in real-time processing. A partial
marking garbage collector is based on the snapshot algorithm, and it improves its collection efficiency by
limiting the objects to be marked. In the following sections, its performance is applied to EusLisp8, 9, 10),

which is a Common Lisp based practical lisp system, and its real-time performance is reported.

2
Snapshot-at-beginning Algorithm

Snapshot-at-beginning algorithms use a write barrier to ensure that no objects ever become inaccessible to
the garbage collector while collection is in progress. In this section, we describe the snapshot algorithm and
its performance.

Figure 1: Violation of parallel garbage collection
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2.1
Snapshot Algorithm

Snapshot algorithms use a write barrier technique for coordination between the mutator and the collector.
Conceptually, at the beginning of the garbage collection, a copy-on-write virtual copy of the graph of
reachable data structure is made. That is, the graph of reachable objects is fixed at the moment garbage
collection starts, even though the actual traversal proceeds incrementally.

One of the most famous snapshot collection algorithm is Yuasa’s19), and our implementation is based on
Yuasa’s snapshot collection. In our implementation, the snapshot collector uses three colors as tags for
marking: black, white, and off-white. The objects subject to garbage collection are conceptually colored
white. In the sweep phase, the collector reclaims the white objects. Black represents the color of marked
objects, that is, the collector changes the tag of reachable objects to black in the marking phase. Off-white is
a tag for free objects, and the tag of a newly allocated object is left off-white4. The imitator preserves the
invariant that no black object hold a pointer directly to a white object. If the mutator replaces a pointer from
a black object to a white one, it must coordinate with the collector.

The collector repeats a GC cycle which consists of a root insertion phase, a marking phase, and a sweep
phase. In the root insertion phase, the collector collects a root set from the mutator—that is, pushes the root
set onto the marking stack. In the marking phase, the collector traverses the graph and marks all reachable
objects. The collector then scans the memory space and reclaims the space of garbage objects. In this way,
the basic procedures of the collector are the same as an ordinary mark-sweep collector. However, the
snapshot collection has the following two extra procedures:

• In the sweep phase, the collector reclaims the space for white objects. Black and off-white objects are
not reclaimed and their tags are cleared, except for free objects. Because the tag of a newly allocated
object is off-white, it is never reclaimed—even if it becomes an object unreachable from the roots.

• If a location is written to, the overwritten value is first saved and pushed onto a marking stack for later
examination, meaning the overwritten pointer is colored off-white. In the example in figure 1, the pointer
from B to D is pushed onto the marking stack when it is overwritten with the pointer to C. Thus, all
objects live at the beginning of garbage collection will be reached through the collection’s traversal, even
if the pointers to them are overwritten. Since the root set have been pushed onto the marking stack,
however, when a root is written over, it is unnecessary to pass the root to the collector.

The snapshot algorithm is very simple and can be easily implemented in both parallel and incremental
garbage collection. If implemented as parallel garbage collection, the mutator must perform the root
insertion and the notification of replaced pointers for coordination with the collector. However, the snapshot
algorithm is more conservative than other algorithms, that is, an object allocated during collection and
living at the beginning of the cycle will be reclaimed in the next cycle, even if it actually is a garbage
object. Figure 2 demonstrates the disadvantage of the snapshot algorithm.

Just after the marking phase, tags of newly allocated objects are left as off-white. In the next sweep phase,
as shown in the right of the figure, those objects (eight objects in the figure) are not reclaimed but changed
their tags to white even if they are actually garbage objects. Because of the disadvantages described in this
section, collection efficiency of the snapshot collection is about 0.5. As a result, the execution of the
mutator is indeed frequently suspended in applications which consume many objects, because the collection
of garbage objects by the collector can not catch up with the consumption of objects by the mutator6).
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3
Partial Marking Garbage Collection

The disadvantages of the snapshot collection just described limit the practical use of parallel garbage
collection. Therefore, let’s look at our new parallel garbage collection scheme called partial marking
garbage collection, which improves collection efficiency and shows great potential for practical use.

3.1
Generational Garbage Collection

In 1983, it was found that most objects tend to live a very short time after generation, although a small
percentage of them live much longer.5). While figures vary from language to language and program to
program, usually between 80 and 98 percent of all newly-allocated objects die within a few million
instructions, or before another megabyte has been allocated; the majority of objects die even more quickly,
usually within tens of kilobytes of allocation. Generational garbage collection introduces the concept of the
lifetime of objects into garbage collection. Generation scavenging garbage collection16), which was
proposed in 1984, is one of the most efficient generational garbage collection algorithms. It is based on
copying garbage collection and avoids much repeated copying by segregating objects into multiple areas by
age, and scavenging areas containing older objects less often than younger areas. Generation scavenging
garbage collection takes only a few microseconds for one scavenging of the younger generation.

Figure 2: Disadvantage of the snapshot algorithm
 

4The tag of a newly allocated object may be black, depending on the implementation 
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3.2
The Basic Idea

At the beginning of the sweep phase, unreachable objects can be divided into three categories according to
their tags: B type, O type, and W type. The tags of B type, O type, and W type objects are black, off-white,
and white respectively. As described above, B type and O type objects are never reclaimed in the
subsequent sweep phase and they will be collected in the next sweep phase. Remember that almost all objects
tend to live a very short time after generation; therefore most unreachable objects are O type, and the lack of
ability to collect them immediately reduces the efficiency of the snapshot algorithm.

Partial marking garbage collection is based on the snapshot algorithm. It incorporates the concept of
generational garbage collection into the snapshot algorithm. An object which is marked by the collector is
considered to survive until the next GC cycle18). By leaving the tags of marked objects5 as black in the
sweep phase, marking for those objects can be omitted in the next marking phase. As a result, the time spent
for marking is considerably reduced and unreachable O type objects will be reclaimed in the next sweep
phase sooner. Thus, the partial marking garbage collection is designed to improve collection efficiency by
reducing marking time.

A partial marking garbage collector uses two kinds of GC cycles: a full cycle and a partial cycle. The
treatment of the black tag in the sweep phase determines the policy of the next GC cycle. The operations on
the off-white and white tag are similar to those in the sweep phase of the snapshot algorithm. If the collector
leaves the black tags of marked objects as black, the collector will not mark those objects in the next
marking phase. As a result, the collector marks only the active objects which are allocated after the previous
marking phase. This marking is called partial marking, and a GC cycle which contains a partial marking is
called a partial cycle. An ordinary marking is called full marking, and a GC cycle which contains this
marking is called a full cycle. Partial marking time is considerably less than that of full marking because
there are fewer objects to be marked, and the collector can reclaim garbage objects which were unreachable
O type objects that had not been reclaimed in the previous GC cycle. Figure 3 demonstrates the basic idea
of partial marking garbage collection.

The upper left of the figure illustrates that in the full marking phase, all reachable objects are marked by
the collector. Object tags which are allocated during the marking phase are left as off-white. At this point,
the tags of objects are the same as in the snapshot algorithm shown in figure 2. In the subsequent sweep
phase (upper right of the figure), W type objects are reclaimed and connected to a free list. Tags of marked
objects are left as black, and off-white tagged objects are cleared (changed to white), except for free objects.
In the partial marking phase (lower left of the figure), the collector marks only a few objects (two objects in
this figure) which were allocated after the previous full marking phase, and completes the marking in a
short time. As   a result, as shown in the lower right of the figure, many objects (eight objects in the figure)
which were O type in the previous sweep phase can be reclaimed considerably more quickly compared to
the snapshot collection. Although the snapshot collector can reclaim garbage objects which are alive and
marked in the previous GC cycle, the partial marking collector can not reclaim them in a partial cycle.
However, the idea of generational garbage collection indicates that the advantages of quicker O type
reclamation outweighs the disadvantages.

The collector repeats a sequence which is comprised of a full cycle and some subsequent partial cycles. The
objects marked during the full marking phase are equivalent to long lived objects in the generational
garbage collection. Partial cycles are equivalent to scavenging the space for younger objects in generation

5Black objects are also called marked objects 
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scavenging garbage collections. A partial marking garbage collector is considered a generational garbage

Figure 3: The basic idea of the partial marking garbage collection 
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collector which scavenges old spaces frequently.

3.3
Coordination between the imitator and the collector

Since partial marking garbage collection is based on the snapshot algorithm, all objects alive at the root
insertion are normally marked. However, a violation of the coloring invariant described in section 2.1 can
occur in the following two cases:

1. During the full marking phase, the mutator writes a pointer to an off-white object into a marked object.
2. During the sweep phase in a full cycle, the mutator writes a pointer to an off-white or white object into

a marked object.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of case 1.
In the marking phase, a pointer from A to B is changed from A to the off-white object C. In the subsequent
sweep phase, the tag of C is then changed to white and the tag of A is left black. As a result, a pointer from
a black object (A) to a white one (C) now exists at the root insertion of the partial cycle. Because the
collector’s traversal stops when it reaches a marked object, object C is not marked in the partial marking
phase and will be reclaimed in the sweep phase. In both cases, a pointer from a black object to a white one
exists at the root insertion phase, and the white object will be reclaimed unless there are other paths which
include no black objects.

To avoid the violation of the invariant, partial marking garbage collection needs extra coordination
between the mutator and the collector, which is not necessary in the snapshot algorithm. For example, when
the mutator replaces the pointers and happens to fall into a situation described above, not only the
overwritten pointers, but also the written pointers have to be passed to (pushed onto) the collector. In the
first case, a black object never points to a white object at the beginning of the next partial cycle because a
linked off-white object is changed to black during the full marking phase. And in the second case, although
there are pointers from a black object to a white one, those white objects will be marked in the next partial
marking phase by the collector’s traversal from the pushed pointers. Figures 5 and 6 show the algorithms of
the collector and the mutator of the partial marking garbage collection. The collector performs a full cycle
and a partial cycle alternately.

Figure 4: An example of an incorrect situation
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An object has two pointer fields, car and cdr, and a tag field tag. N is the total number of objects in the
heap. The system manages a linked list of free objects called free list FREE.head and FREE.tail point to the
head and the tail of the free list. NIL is a special pointer which indicates an empty object. The tag of a free
object is off-white and its car part uses a special pointer f. The mutator notifies the collector of the pointer
replacement through the marking stack. Push and pop are atomic operations for manipulation of the marking
stack. Push stores an object specified by its argument onto the marking stack, and pop restores an object
from the top of the marking stack. CYCLE is a flag which indicates whether the current GC cycle is partial
or full. PHASE indicates the phase of the collector, and the mutator knows the current phase from it.

The following is a detailed description of each procedure:

• GP_root_insert pushes all roots onto the marking stack.
• GP_mark traverses the graph from the roots and marks all reachable objects.
• GP_sweep_leave_mark sweeps the heap and reclaims for unmarked objects. The tag of an off-white

object is changed to white—except for free objects. The tag of a black object is left black. Thus, the next
GC cycle will be a partial cycle.

• GP_sweep_dear_mark is the same as
GP_sweep_leave_mark except that it changes the tag of a black object to white. Thus, the next GC

cycle will be a full cycle.
• GP_partial_marking_gc is the main procedure of the collector. It sets the CYCLE and PHASE flags and

repeats a full cycle and a partial cycle forever.  
• GP_append sets an off-white tag into a tag field and f into a car part of an object specified by the

argument. Then, it appends the object to a free list.
• LP_rplaca replaces the car part of an object specified by the first argument, m, with an object specified

by the second argument, n. It pushes the overwritten pointer (m.car). This is the same procedure as in the
snapshot algorithm. Furthermore, it checks the phase and the cycle, and if they satisfy the condition
described in the top of this section, the written pointer (n) is also pushed.

• LP_rplacd is the same as LP-rplaca except that LP_rplacd replaces the cdr part of an object.
• LP_cons is an allocation routine. It retrieves an object from the free list, and stores objects specified by

the arguments into the car part and the cdr part of a retrieved object. The tag of the object is left off-
white.

In the implementation of the algorithm, CYCLE and PHASE are the critical sections and mutual exclusive
control is necessary to operate the flags. It should be noted that the imitator must not write over root
pointers during the time the collector pushes the root set onto the marking stack. 

4
Performance Analysis

Hickey et al. analyzed the performance of an incremental update garbage collection4). They focused on the
condition of the stable state in which the mutator never suspends the computation because of the exhaustion
of free objects. In this section, we analyze the performance of both partial marking collection and snapshot
collection using the same methods of Hickey et al.’s analysis. We analyzed the performance based on the
following model and assumptions:

model
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All objects are of fixed size, and the data structure of each object is the same as that described in
Figures 5 and 6, that is, an object has two pointer fields and a tag field. Let N be the number of objects
and L be the number of live objects. We assume that the mutator allocates and disposes an object for
every r units of time. Thus, the number of live objects, L, takes a fixed value. We assume that when
the system starts, there are already L live objects. The collector marks an object for every m units of
time in the marking phase, and scans an object for every s units of time in the sweep phase.

GC cycle

In the previous discussion, a GC cycle is defined as a sequence of root insertion, marking, and
sweep phase. In our analysis, following Hickey et al.’s analysis method, we define a GC cycle as from
the beginning of the sweep phase to the end of the marking phase.

garbage objects

Figure 5: The algorithm of the partial marking collection (collector) 
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In the incremental update algorithm, when the collector completes the marking phase, there are two
types of unreachable objects according to their tags: black and white. Hickey et al. assume that the
tags of all disposed objects by the mutator are black. This is a worst case scenario, assuming that all
garbage objects will be reclaimed on and after the next GC cycle. In the snapshot algorithm, however,
as described in section 3.2, there are three types of unreachable objects: B type, O type, and W type. In
our analysis, we assume that the tag of a disposed object is either black or off-white, and the rate of B
type disposed objects is fixed and expressed by b. This is also a worst case assumption, that is, all
disposed objects will be reclaimed on and after the next GC cycle.

4.1
Performance Analysis of Snapshot Collector

Let Tsweep be the time taken for a sweep phase, and Tmark be the time for a marking phase. Because the time
for a root insertion phase is much less than Tsweep and Tmark, we ignore the time for a root insertion in our
analysis. Then, Tcycle which is the time spent for a GC cycle is expressed by

(11.1)

If the mutator never suspends the computation, the total number of generated objects in a GC cycle is fixed.
We represent the value as Gcrit. Gcrit is expressed by

(11.2)

Now, the condition to preserve the stable state can be considered as follows:

Figure 6: The algorithm of the partial marking collection (imitator)
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• If the mutator never suspends the computation during the first GC cycle, there are Gcrit garbage objects at
the end of the GC cycle. Since all of those objects are either O type or W type objects, no objects will be
reclaimed in the sweep phase of the second GC cycle.

• The collector supplies Gcrit objects in every ith GC cycle, s.t. i>2, which are disposed during (i–2)th GC
cycle. Therefore, if the mutator does not consume all free objects during the first two GC cycles, the
mutator will never suspend the computation.

In short, the condition to preserve the stable state is that the mutator does not suspend the computation
because of the exhaustion of free objects during the first two GC cycles. This condition is expressed by

(11.3)
(N−L−Gcrit) is the number of free objects at the end of the first GC cycle, which must be more than the number
of consumed objects, Gcrit, during the second GC cycle. Consequently, the condition to preserve the stable
state is expressed by

(11.4)

4.2
Performance Analysis of Partial Marking Collector

We derive the condition for preserving the stable state in the partial marking garbage collection using the
same manner as the snapshot algorithm. We assume that the collector performs a full cycle and a partial
cycle alternately. Figure 7 illustrates the process flow of the partial marking garbage collector.

t1 to t9 indicates the starting time of each phase. Let Tmarkf and Tmarkp be the time for a full marking phase
and a partial marking phase respectively. Tmarkf is equivalent to Tmark. The time for a sweep phase is also the
same as the snapshot algorithm. Therefore, Tcyclef which is the time spent for a full cycle is expressed by

(11.5)
Thus, the mutator allocates Gcrit objects during a full cycle if it does not suspend the computation. In the
next sweep phase (t3 to t4), the collector reclaims no objects. In the subsequent partial marking phase (t4 to
t5), the collector tries to mark objects which were allocated on and after the previous full marking phase (t2
to t4) and alive at the root insertion (t4). Since the time between t2 and t4 is equivalent to the time between
t1 and t3, the number of objects allocated during t2 and t4 is Gcrit. Since the mutator consumes objects
regularly, the number of O type objects which were disposed during t2 to t4 is , which is
equivalent to the one during t1 to t3. Hence, the number of objects to be marked in the partial marking
phase (t4 to t5) is  Let Hcrit be the number of objects allocated during a partial
cycle when the mutator never suspends the computation. Let Tcyclep and Tmarkp be the time for a partial cycle
and for a partial marking phase respectively. Then, Hcrit is expressed by

(11.6)

Since the number of reclaimed objects, which were O type garbage objects at t3, in the third GC cycle (full
cycle) is , more free objects must remain than  at the beginning
of the third GC cycle in order to preserve the stable state in the third GC cycle. If the mutator never suspends
the computation during the third GC cycle, the collector reclaims enough objects (  objects)
to maintain a stable state in the fourth GC cycle because the mutator consumes Hcrit objects during the GC
cycle. After all, in  GC cycle ( ), there are bGcrits objects at the beginning of the GC cycle
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and the collector reclaims  objects. Therefore, the mutator is able to consume Gcrit objects
during the time without suspending the computation. In 2nth GC cycle ( ), since the collector reclaims

 objects, the mutator can allocate Hcrit objects and the stable state is preserved. Consequently,
the condition to preserve the stable state is that there remain more than bGcrit objects at the end of the first
two GC cycles, that is, . This condition is expressed by

(11.7)

As described above, Gcrit is the number of objects allocated during one GC cycle when the imitator never
suspends the computation. Thus, it is considered as the parameter which indicates the speed (pace) of the
consumption of objects by the mutator. Here, we suppose that , , ,

, and . Figure 8 shows the relationship between b and the maximum value of Gcrit

to preserve the stable state.
The condition to preserve the stable state using the snapshot collector is that Gcrit is less than 2.75MB,
which is independent of b. On the other hand, the condition using the partial marking collector depends on
the parameter b. Although b depends on the application, its value is expected between 0.02 and 0.2.
Assuming that b is 0.2, the condition to preserve the stable state using the partial marking collector is that
Gcrit is less than 3.4MB. If b is 0.02, the maximum value of Gcrit is about 4.15MB. By using the partial marking
collector, the maximum object consumption speed by the mutator in the stable state is about 1.5 times
compared to using the snapshot collector. When b exceeds 0.45, the performance of the partial marking
collector is less than the snapshot collector. 

5
Experimental Results

We implemented two Lisp systems based on Lisp-1.5 on the OMRON LUNA-88K: one system’s collector
is based on the snapshot algorithm, and the other is on the partial marking collector. The LUNA-88K is a
quad-processor workstation whose operating system is MACH. The partial marking collector performs a
full cycle and a partial cycle alternately. Since the mutator must not change the root set during a root

Figure 7: Process flow of the partial marking garbage collector
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insertion phase, in our implementation, the mutator suspends the computation while the collector executes
GP_root_insert. Our system permits us to run one mutator and one or two collectors simultaneously. The
number of collectors is specified by the command line argument. Using some benchmarks, we measured the
performance of the partial marking collector and the snapshot collector. This section shows the performance
of both collectors and a comparison with our performance analysis.

5.1
Evaluation of Parallel Garbage Collection

To evaluate the parallel garbage collector, we define GC ratio (RG) and improvement ratio (I) as follows:

(11.8)

(11.9)

where
Tseq.gc is the time spent for garbage collection when the application is executed through the Lisp

interpreter whose garbage collection scheme is a stop-and-mark-sweep collection (seq-lisp).
Tseq.total is the execution time of the running application through seq-lisp.
Tpara.total is the execution time of the running application through the Lisp interpreter which provides

parallel garbage collection (para-lisp).
RG is the ratio of the garbage collection time to the total processing time. I is ratio of the speedup when

using the parallel garbage collection system. They depend on the running application. The relationship
between RG and I indicates the ability of real-time performance and processing speed of the system. Here, we
define the following parameters:

Figure 8: Maximum value of Gcrit to preserve the stable state
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Tpara.lp is the time spent in list processing in para-lisp, which does not include the time while the mutator
suspends the computation.

Tpara.gc is the time spent in garbage collection in para-lisp.
Then, Tpara.total and I are expressed by

(11.10)

(11.11)

We also define the following parameters:
(11.12)

(11.13)

(11.14)

Tpara.oh is overhead time of the imitator, O is the overhead ratio of the imitator, and n represents the
overhead of the collector. Then I is expressed by

(11.15)

Figure 9: GC Ratio v.s. Improvement Ratio
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5.2
Experimental Results

Figure 9 shows the relationship between RG and I. The benchmark program repeats consumption of an
object. The number of repetitions is specified by its argument6.  In order to measure the improvement ratio
under various GC ratios, we made an active list and varied its length.

The dotted line shows an ideal improvement ratio of a parallel garbage collection when one collector is
executed. When RG is less than 0.5, the reduced processing time by using the parallel garbage collector (

) is equivalent to the time spent for garbage collection in seq-lisp. Therefore, the
ideal improvement ratio is expressed by

(11.16)
When RG exceeds 0.5, the time spent for garbage collection is longer than that spent for list processing in
seq-lisp. In this case, the mutator suspends the computation because the reclamation of objects by the
collector can not catch up with the consumption of objects by the mutator, and Tpara.total is equivalent to
Tseq.gc. Consequently, the ideal improvement ratio is expressed by

(11.17)

In short, the continually increasing part of the graph indicates the stable state, that is, we can understand the
maximum value of RG from the peak of the graph, in which real-time processing is possible. The ideal
improvement ratio is also derived from expression 11.15 when  and . We can derive O from the
y-intercept of the graph. The slope of the decreasing part indicates n.

In the snapshot algorithm, when one collector is used (snapshot-1), real-time processing is possible until
the GC ratio exceeds approximately 33%. O is about 5% and n is 2, which indicates that the snapshot
collector needs two GC cycles for the reclamation of O type objects. I is less than 0 for , that is,
the processing of para-lisp is slower than seq-lisp for such applications. When two collectors are executed,
although O is 12%, applications can be processed in real-time until GC ratio exceeds about 50%
(snapshot-2).

In partial marking collection, when one collector is used, free objects are never exhausted until RG
exceeds about 50%. The graph gives rough agreement with ideal processing and is almost the same as the
snapshot collection when two collectors are used. O is about 5% and n is 1. The processing of para-lisp is
faster than seq-lisp until RG exceeds about 85%. The performance of the partial marking collection when
one collector is used is equivalent to the snapshot collection where two collectors are used. The maximum
value of I is about 40%, which means the processing time of applications in para-lisp is about 60% of the
one in seq-lisp. When two collectors are executed, the mutator never suspends computation because of the
exhaustion of free objects until RG exceeds about 60%. O is about 12% and n is 0.5. Although I is negative
where RG is low because of the overhead of the mutator, we succeeded in improving the performance when
RG is low by controlling the execution of the collector, that is, the collector suspends executing the GC
cycles until the amount of free objects falls below a certain threshold13). 

6(defun eatcell (n) (cond ((=n 0) nil)
     (t (cons nil nil) (eatcell (−n 1))))) 
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5.3
A Comparison with Analysis Results

The following compares the results of our analysis described in the previous section with experimental
results. Using the parameters presented in the previous section, RG is expressed by

(11.18)

When running the benchmark program, b can be approximated 0 because the benchmark disposes objects
immediately after the allocation, and there are a few O type garbage objects which were used by the system.
Therefore, Gcrit can be expressed by

(11.19)

for both snapshot collection and partial marking collection. In our experiments, s, m, N, and r depend on the
system and running applications, and their values are fixed. Therefore, the only factor which decides the
mutator’s state (stable or not) is L. In the snapshot collection, the maximum value of L in the stable state
(Lmax.snapshot) is derived from expression 11.4 and 11.19 as follows:

(11.20)

From Lmax.snapshot and expression 11.18, we can derive the maximum value of RG in the stable state as

(11.21)

This is very close to the experimental results, which show that the maximum GC ratio in the stable state is
about 33%.

Similarly in the partial marking collection, according to expression 11.7 and 11.19, the maximum value
of L in the stable state (Lmax.partial) is derived as

(11.22)

From Lmax.partial and expression 11.18, we can derive the maximum value of RG in the stable state as

(11.23)

Considering the value of s, m, and r, Gmax.partial is approximated by 0.5 and it is very close to the
experimental result. Since the benchmark used in our experiments is a tiny application and contains no
operations for pointer replacement such as rplaca and rplacd, we conducted another experiment using
workloads that included boyer3) and bit7 in which there are many long-lived objects and pointer
replacement. The results are almost the same as in the previous experiments, that is, the maximum GC ratio
in the stable state is about 33% and 50% when one collector is used for snapshot and partial marking
collection respectively.
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6
Partial Marking Garbage Collection on EusLisp

EusLisp is a Common Lisp based object-oriented programming language with geometric modeling facilities
whose goal is an implementation of a 3D geometric modeler and its application to high-level robot
programming. In order to extend the application fields in a more real-time oriented direction, EusLisp
supports parallel and synchronous programming using the Solaris 2 operating system’s multi-thread facility.
Since the first version of EusLisp provided only a stop-and-mark-sweep collector, garbage collection limits
the performance of real-time processing. Usually, it takes several hundred milliseconds for one garbage
collection and mutators are forced to suspend in the meantime. This suspension becomes a grave issue for
some applications such as image processing in frame rate and controlling servo mechanisms of actuators. In
order to improve the real-time performance of EusLisp, we incorporate partial marking garbage collection
into it. This section describes the design and the experimental results of that incorporation.

6.1
Design of Partial Marking Garbage Collector on EusLisp

We designed and implemented a multi-mutator and multi-collector Lisp as a prototype system of EusLisp
using parallel garbage collection11, 12). Our system has some mutators and collectors which can run in
parallel. Furthermore, the system controls not only the execution of the collectors, but also the number of
the mutators and the collectors. That is, the system turns a collector into a imitator when there are enough
free objects for computation, or turns a mutator into a collector when the mutators have consumed so many
objects that garbage objects should be reclaimed quickly. In order to control multiple mutators and
collectors, the system has a thread for scheduling. The scheduler thread watches the number of free objects
and invokes the collectors if it falls below a certain threshold. It also decides the number of mutators and
collectors according to such factors as the number of free objects and the pace of objects’ consumption by
the mutator.

We implemented partial marking garbage collection on EusLisp using the same strategy as in our
prototype system. Since the mutator suspends computation during the root insertion phase, we focused on
the time for root insertion. The process of root insertion consists of the following procedures:

step 1 A scheduler thread notifies the imitators to start the root insertion. All collectors do nothing until they
receive the next notification.

step 2 All mutators synchronize when they receive the notification.
step 3 All mutators push their root set onto the marking stack. Then, every mutator suspends computation until it

receives notification to resume.
step 4 A scheduler thread pushes the global roots onto the marking stack.
step 5 A scheduler thread orders the mutators and collectors to resume processing.

In our implementation, a scheduler thread uses a signal for notification. The time for steps 1, 2, and 5
depend on the number of mutators. The time for step 3 depends on the depth of the mutator’s activation
stack. Although the time for step 4 depends on the number of global roots, it is usually fixed.

7 bit receives a list and returns a list of binary tree whose nodes are the elements of the list 
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6.2
Experimental Results

Using various workloads, we measured the root insertion time for the various number of mutators on a Sun
Microsystem’s multiprocessor workstation (SPARC Center 2000, 16CPUs). We also broke down the root
insertion time. Figure 10 shows the average root insertion time, notification time using a signal, and barrier
synchronization time.
As the number of mutators increased, the time for sending a signal and barrier synchronization time
increased. However, they are relatively short compared to the root insertion time, that is, the greatest part of
the root insertion time is considered as the time spent for step 3. Figure 11 shows the relationship between
the depth of the mutator’s activation stack and the root insertion time when only one mutator is running.
Although the root insertion time depends on the depth of the mutator’s stack, it varies from several
milliseconds to 12 milliseconds. As described before, the stop-and-collect garbage collector forces the
imitator to suspend for several hundred milliseconds. The suspension time of the mutator by garbage
collection is considerably reduced by introducing partial marking garbage collection.

Figure 10: A relationship between the number of threads and root insertion time

Figure 11: Depth of the mutator’s stack v.s. root insertion time
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7
Related Work

Most parallel garbage collectors are based on the tracing (copying or mark-sweep) methods. It is relatively
easy to make reference counting collectors parallel. However, there is a severe problem of effectiveness.
Parallel tracing collectors based on read barrier need special hardware for efficient implementation. Without
specialized hardware support, a write barrier appears to be easier to implement efficiently.

An approach using the incremental update algorithm is proposed by Boehm et al.1). Their algorithm uses
virtual memory dirty bits as a coarse pagewise write barrier. All black objects in a page must be re-scanned
if the page is dirtied again before the end of a collection. However, coarseness sacrifices real-time
guarantees.

Matsui et al. proposed complementary garbage collection, which is a combination of incremental update
collection and snapshot collection7). Although incremental update collectors are known to have higher
collection ability than snapshot collectors, root-set-scanning procedure in incremental update collectors is
much more complex and spoils the real-time ability. To avoid this problem, complementary collector
replaces the procedure with a new non-stop procedure based on the snapshot collection. Consequently,
complementary garbage collection can provide the same high collection ability as the incremental update
collection, and the same high real-time ability as the snapshot collection.

8
Summary and Future Work

Snapshot algorithms have a well-known disadvantage: most short lived objects can not be reclaimed
quickly. In order to solve this problem, we proposed a generational parallel garbage collection named partial
marking garbage collection. Partial marking collection improves the collection efficiency by limiting the
objects to be marked. Following Hickey et al.’s analysis, we analyzed the performance of a partial marking
collection. It showed that the performance of the collection efficiency is 1.5 times that of a snapshot
collection. The performance of a partial marking collection when one collector is used is equivalent to the
snapshot collection using two collectors. We implemented a partial marking garbage collector and obtained
experimental results which were quite agreeable with the value that had been obtained by our analysis. For a
practical use of parallel garbage collection, we incorporated a partial marking collector into EusLisp. The
suspension time of the mutator by garbage collection is considerably reduced and it is several milliseconds.
In general, incremental update collection is considered to be more effective than snapshot collection
because most short-lived objects are reclaimed quickly. Partial marking garbage collection solve the
problem of the snapshot collection and can provide an efficient and practical system.

Although partial marking collection succeeded in reducing the suspension time of the mutator, it is in the
order of several milliseconds. In order to reduce the root insertion time, we are now investigating an
incremental root insertion strategy, in which root set are pushed onto the marking stack incrementally.
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ABSTRACT

We report the garbage collection of an extended Common Lisp system for SIMD (Single
Instruction Stream, Multiple Data stream) parallel architectures. This system and its language is called
TUPLE. The TUPLE language is an extension of Common Lisp with capabilities for SIMD parallel
computation. By providing a large number of subset Common Lisp systems running in parallel,
TUPLE supports parallel list processing. For this purpose, each processing element (PE) of the target
machine has its own heap in its local memory. Therefore, we need parallelize garbage collection in
order to improve the performance of parallel programs.

This paper describes the current implementation of the parallel garbage collection on the MasPar MP–
1, a SIMD parallel computer with at least 1024 PEs. The presented techniques can be applied to other
SIMD machines, since the discussions in the paper assume common features of SIMD architectures.

1
Introduction

TUPLE is an extension of Common Lisp6) with functions for SIMD parallel computation. The TUPLE
system is based on KCL9) (Kyoto Common Lisp), a full-set Common Lisp system developed by the group
including the first author. The TUPLE system is currently running on the MasPar MP–1, a SIMD parallel
computer with at least 1024 PEs. While the original KCL is written partly in C and partly in Common Lisp,
the TUPLE system on the MasPar is written partly in MPL16), the extended C language on the MasPar, and
partly in TUPLE itself. 

The TUPLE system consists of a large number of subset Common Lisp systems, called PE subsystems,
that run in parallel. In addition, there is a full-set Common system, called the front-end system, with which
the user interacts to develop parallel programs.

Each PE subsystem has its own heap in its local memory. Since any object in a heap can be referenced
from heaps of the other PEs, each PE subsystem cannot perform garbage collection independently. In
addition, the garbage collection algorithm has to be designed carefully so that more PEs can participate in
the computation at the same time. Without an efficient garbage collection algorithm that overcomes these
difficulties, we could not obtain an efficient parallel list processing environment on SIMD architectures.



This paper reports the garbage collection algorithm of the TUPLE system. We first overview the memory
management of the TUPLE system in Section 2. Then in Section 3, we propose a garbage collection
algorithm that is suitable for SIMD architectures. We will discuss the efficiency of the algorithm, based on
the results of some evaluation tests in Section 4. Details of the TUPLE language is beyond the scope of this
paper (refer to 10)). In this paper, we sometimes use general Lisp terms prefixed with “PE.” In such a case,
the prefix “PE” means “in/for the PE subsystems”, unless mentioned otherwise. For instance, “a PE
variable” means a variable in the PE subsystems.

2
Memory Management of TUPLE

The MasPar MP-1 consists of two parts: the front-end UNIX workstation and the back-end. The back-end
consists of the array control unit (ACU), which broadcasts instructions to PEs, and the PE array, where PEs
are aligned in a two-dimensional array. Each PE does not have its own instruction stream, but executes
instructions that are broadcast from the ACU. The memory size in the back-end is relatively small. The size
of the data memory in the ACU is 128 Kbytes and the size of the memory in each PE is 16 Kbytes. Virtual
memory is not supported on these memories.

Communication between two components of the MP–1 is relatively slow. Communication between the
front-end and the ACU, between the front-end and a PE, and between the ACU and a PE, take about 600,
15000, and 20 times, respectively, more than a single word (four bytes) assignment in the front-end.
Although the former two communications are extremely slow, it is possible to improve the effective speed
by data buffering. PEs are connected by a mesh network for local communication and by a router for global
communication. Communication through these networks is also slow. Fetching a word from a neighbor PE
takes about 60 times more than an assignment. Therefore, it is important to avoid inter-PE communication
during garbage collection. 

2.1
Heaps

Roughly speaking, a TUPLE program consists of ordinary Common Lisp functions and PE functions.
Ordinary functions are executed sequentially by the front-end system as in ordinary Common Lisp systems.
Parallel computation is triggered by invoking a PE function from the front-end system, which then is
executed in parallel by the PE subsystems. A PE function can receive arguments, invoke other PE
functions, and return values, just as ordinary functions can.

Figure 1: Implementation on MP–1.
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In the implementation of TUPLE on the MasPar MP–1, PE functions are stored in the ACU, and parallel
execution is controlled by the parallel evaluator in the ACU (see Figure 1). The PEs execute instructions that
are broadcasted by the ACU. Each PE has its own memory space and operates on local data there. In the
MasPar, the memory space in each PE is small, but each PE subsystem has enough functionality to perform
parallel symbolic processing and list processing.

This structure of the TUPLE system requires three kinds of heaps:

• the font-end heap where ordinary Common Lisp objects are allocated
• the PE heaps where objects (including cons cells) of the PE subsystems are allocated
• the ACU heap where those objects common to all PE subsystems, such as PE functions, are allocated

Any object in one of these heaps can be referenced from any component of the MP–1 system. For example,
an object in the front-end heap may be referenced from the ACU (e.g., as a constant value in a user-defined
PE function) and PEs (e.g., by being passed as an argument to a PE function). Also, a cons cell in a PE heap
may be referenced from the front-end (as a value returned from a PE function), the ACU, and the other PEs
(by inter-PE communications). 

2.2
Data Representation and Allocation

In addition to cons cells, each PE subsystem supports fixnums, short-floats, characters, and vectors. As in
the original KCL, fixnums, short-floats, and characters are immediate data in TUPLE. Thus, these data
objects are not allocated in any PE heap.

Figure 2: The PE data area.
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Figure 2 shows the data area of each PE that TUPLE handles directly. The run-time stack of MPL, the
extended C language on the MasPar, is not shown in the Figure. The first words of the memory area are
used to allocate three built-in constants: nil, t, and penumber. The value of penumber is an integer that
uniquely identifies each PE. Next to these words is the PE global area, where user-defined global PE
variables, constants, and vectors are allocated. This global area expands dynamically as the user defines PE
variables etc. Next is the PE stack area where local PE variables are allocated and temporary values
(including arguments to PE functions) are stored.

Then there is a heap area where PE cons cells are allocated. The total size of the data area is 8 Kbytes for
the MasPar system that has 16 Kbytes of local memory per PE. Half of the data area is used as the heap. Since
each cons cell occupies 8 bytes (i.e., 2 words), 512 cells are available per PE. Mark bits for PE cons cells
are separately stored in the last part of the data area. Each mark bit corresponds to one of the 512 cells and
32 mark bits are packed into a single word. Thus we only need 16 words for the entire mark bits.

Cells in the ACU heap are homogeneous and each cell occupies four words. The first word of a cell is
used as the data tag and the GC mark bit. Use of the remaining three words depends on the tag. In order to
simplify the discussion of garbage collection, we assume that these three words have only pointers to cells
in the ACU heap and the other heaps.

3
Garbage Collection

The original KCL uses the conventional mark-and-sweep algorithm. Free cells of the same size are linked
together to form a free list. Some objects such as arrays are represented by a fixed-length header cell which
has a pointer to the body of the object. For an array, for instance, array elements are stored in the body and
the header cell contains various information on the array, such as the dimensions. Bodies are allocated in a
special area called the relocatable area and are relocated during the sweep phase to make a large free space
in the relocatable area. This implementation is closely related with the fact that KCL is written in the C
language. Since bodies are always referenced via the header cells, we do not need to change the values of C
variables that hold KCL objects, even when bodies are relocated. Note that the address of a C variable
depends on the C compiler. Thus, this implementation of the original KCL increases the portability of the
system.

Since TUPLE is written in MPL, a data-parallel extension of the C language, we essentially use the mark-
and-sweep garbage collector for the back-end heaps. Since all cells in a back-end heap are homogeneous,
we need only one free list for each heap, and no relocation is necessary once the size of the heap is fixed.

Recent sequential Lisp systems tend to adopt copying garbage collection. Copying garbage collection has
two major advantages over mark-and-sweep garbage collection:

1. It does not cause fragmentation in the heap.
2. The execution time depends on the number of non-garbage cells, rather than the size of the entire heap

space.

Mark-and-sweep garbage collection does not cause fragmentation in the implementation of TUPLE,
because the size of memory cells in each heap is fixed. The second feature is not a large advantage for
TUPLE, because the heap size itself is very small. Copying garbage collection requires twice as large a
memory space than the total size of all allocatable cells. This will cause a serious problem for systems with
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a small amount of memory space. Therefore, mark-and-sweep garbage collection is more suitable for
TUPLE.

The garbage collector of TUPLE is invoked when one of the free lists is exhausted or when the
relocatable area of the front-end becomes full. As in KCL, the garbage collector consists of two phases: 

1. the mark phase, when all cells in use are marked, and
2. the sweep phase, when each non-marked cell (i.e., garbage cell) is linked to a free list and each body

whose header cell is marked is relocated.

The sweep phase can be executed for each component of the MasPar, independently of the other
components, for the following reasons.

• Each garbage cell in a component is linked to a free list in the same component.
• There is no pointer that points to the body in the front-end directly from the back-end. Even when a body

is relocated in the front-end, no back-end pointers need to be changed.

Therefore, we use the sweep phase routine of the original KCL without any modification. The sweep phase
routine for ACU cells is obvious. It scans the entire ACU heap and simply links non-marked cells to the free
list of the ACU. The similar routine works for cells in each PE heap, and this routine can be executed in
parallel by all PEs, without any overhead such as PE synchronization.

The mark phase, on the other hand, is not so easy because it requires communications between the front-
end and the back-end, and we had to exploit an efficient algorithm, which we report in the following
subsections. We first explain the marking algorithm for PE cells, which is the most sophisticated part of the
mark phase, and then we explain the entire mark phase of the current implementation of TUPLE on the
MasPar.

3.1
Problems in Implementing the Mark Phase

As already seen, the implementation of TUPLE on the MasPar has the following unique features with
regards to garbage collection. Most of these features can be shared with implementations of TUPLE on other
SIMD machines.

1. It has multiple heaps: the front-end heap, the ACU heap, and a large number of PE heaps. The contents
of a heap are independent of the other heaps.

2. Each cell in a heap may be referenced from a cell in another heap.
3. Inter-PE communication is relatively slow, and communication between the front-end and the back-end

is extremely slow.
4. Each PE has a small amount of memory.
5. PEs can execute instructions in parallel, but only one instruction at a time.

The first and second features imply that garbage collection cannot be done separately for each heap and that
communications are inevitable between the components during garbage collection. The third feature
requires some mechanism to reduce communications during garbage collection. The fourth feature indicates
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that we cannot heavily rely on stacks and that it is difficult to use recursive algorithms. The last feature
encourages us to develop a new parallel algorithm for garbage collection on PE heaps.

3.2
Marking PE Cells

In order to mark PE cells efficiently in parallel, we use a special bit called “the request bit” for each PE cell,
as well as the ordinary mark bit. The request bits are used to remember those PE cells whose car and cdr fields
are to be taken care of by the PE marking routine. Rather than recursively traversing pointers to PE cells,
the PE marking routine repeatedly scans the PE heaps and sets on the request bits of those cells that are
pointed to from within PE heaps. Here is the algorithm.

more :=true; while more do      more :=false;      for i from 0 to M−1 do      if i.request then      if
not i.mark then      mark_object (i.car);      mark_object (i.cdr);      i.mark:=true;      more:=tru

e;      endif      i.request :=false;      endif      endfor endwhile

where M is the number of cells in each PE heap, i.request and i.mark are the request bit and the mark bit,
respectively, of the ith cell, and i.car and i.cdr are the car and cdr fields of the ith cell, respectively. Note
that this algorithm is intended to be executed by all PEs in parallel. It is straightforward to implement this
algorithm in a SIMD parallel language such as MPL. We will show later how the request bits are initialized,
and how mark-object is implemented.

This algorithm requires no extra stack space and thus is suitable for marking on machines with very small
amount of memory. Although the algorithm requires one request bit per PE cell, the size of memory
required for the entire request bits of a PE is only M/32 words on 32-bit architectures. About the run-time
efficiency of the algorithm, the algorithm requires M2 time in the worst case. If every cell i ( )
points to the cell , then the body of the while statement can mark only one cell per iteration. On the
other hand, the ordinary recursive marking algorithm requires M time in the worst case. Remember,
however, that our target is an SIMD architecture. Even if each PE can finish the marking in time M, the
entire execution may require MN time in the worst case, with N being the total number of PEs, because of
different shape of structures among PEs. In the current implementation of TUPLE on the MasPar with 1024
PEs,  and . Thus the above algorithm is superior to the parallel version of the ordinary
recursive algorithm, in the worst case.

3.3
Marking from PEs

The parallel subroutine mark-object receives an object x for each PE and behaves as follows.

1. If x is a pointer to a PE cell, then set on the request bit of the cell.
2. If x is a pointer to a front-end cell, then save it into the FE buffer. We will explain below how this case

is handled.
3. If x is a pointer to an ACU cell, then call the ACU marking routine.

Note that the first two cases can be handled by PEs in parallel, but the last case cannot because the ACU
marking routine can handle one pointer at a time.
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In the second case, we use the buffer to temporarily store pointers to front-end cells, in order to reduce
communications between the front-end and the back-end. This buffer consists of a single word per PE, and
therefore the entire buffer can store as many pointers as the total number of PEs. When the entire buffer
becomes full, all pointers in the buffer are block-transferred to the front-end and the front-end marking
routine is invoked.

If a PE receives a pointer p to a front-end cell as the argument of mark_object, then it first tries to save p
into its own buffer word w. However, the buffer word may already be occupied by some pointer that was
saved by a previous call of mark_object. Even in that case, there may remain some free words in the buffer.
Even if the entire buffer is full, we can still have a chance to find space in the buffer because some pointers
in the buffer may be duplicated. These considerations suggest the possibility to defer control transfer to the
front-end.

The algorithm below will be executed when there are more than one occupied PEs, that is, those PEs that
received a pointer p to a front-end cell as the argument of mark_object and whose buffer word w is already
occupied. In the algorithm, N denotes the total number of PEs. We assume that PEs are numbered 1 to N
and the ith PE is denoted as Pi. By free PEs, we mean those PEs that received an object other than a pointer
to a front-end cell as the argument of mark-object and whose buffer word w is not occupied yet.

1. Give a unique ordinal number ord to each occupied PE. Let Ns be the largest ordinal number, i.e., the total
number of occupied PEs. Let si denote the PE number of the occupied PE with the ordinal number i.

2. Give a unique ordinal number dest to each free PE. Let Nd be the largest ordinal number, i.e., the total
number of free PEs. Let di denote the PE number of the free PE with the ordinal number i. 

3. For each occupied PE PSi such that , save the pointer p into the buffer word w of
the ith free PE Pdi. This step consists of the following substeps.

(a) For each occupied PE PSi such that ,
     tmp  ord  p

(b) For each free PE Pdi such that ,
     dest  ord  di

(c) For each Pi such that ,
     w  dest  tmp
Here, “x  y z” means to assign the value of z to the variable x of Py. This operation includes

PE communication from the source PE to Py.

4. If , remove duplicated pointers in the entire buffer (which is full now) as follows.

(a) Sort the pointers in the buffer so that the pointer value of the buffer word w of  becomes less
than or equal to that of Pi for all i such that .

(b) For each , if the pointer value in its buffer word w is equal to that of , then
clear w.

Then repeat Steps 1 to 3 once more. After that, if  again, then blocktransfer the entire
buffer to the front-end and invoke the marking routine of the front-end. On return from the front-end
marking routine,

(a) Clear the entire buffer.
(b) For each occupied ,
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Operations in the algorithm are implemented efficiently on SIMD architecture such as the MasPar. We can
use well-known log N time parallel algorithms for giving ordinal numbers in Steps 1 and 2 and for sorting
the entire buffer in Step 4 (refer, for example, to 3)). In the MasPar, these algorithms are implemented as system
libraries. Step 3 requires PE communications three times. These PE communications are performed through
the global PE communication network such as hyper cube, and thus are highly efficient on many modern
SIMD machines, including the MasPar.

Let us estimate the effects of buffering. Without buffering, the time to send M pointers is:
(12.1)

where TPF is the time to send one word from a PE to the front-end. With buffering, the time to send M
pointers from a PE to the front-end is:

(12.2)

where

Tpp is the time to send one word to a neighbor PE
B(x) is the time to block-transfer x words between a PE and the front-end
M′ is the number of checks to find an empty buffer (M′ < M)
M′′ is the number of different pointers among the M pointers (M′′ < M)
K is a constant that is determined by the performance of the algorithms for giving ordinal numbers

and sorting.

B(M") is the time to block-transfer different pointers to the front-end. KTppM' is the time to search empty
PE buffers M' times. (12.2) is equivalent to:

(12.3)

The subformula within parentheses determines whether the buffering is effective. The first term of the
subformula represents the speedup obtained by block transfer. Since B(M′′)<< M′′TPF < MTPF, the value of
this term is much smaller than 1. The second term represents an overhead to find empty PE buffers. For the
MasPar MP–1, Tpp/TPF=0.004 and M′ is much smaller than M. Therefore, we can estimate that the value of
the subformula is usually much smaller than 1, and that we can reduce the communication time by using
buffering.

3.4
The Mark Phase

To simplify the algorithm, TUPLE always starts garbage collection with the toplevel marking routine of the
front-end. This routine scans the root locations in the front-end memory such as stack entries, and traverses
pointers while marking all front-end cells it encounters. When it encounters a pointer to a cell in a back-end
heap, it temporarily stores the pointer in a buffer and keeps going. There are two such buffers in the front-
end: the ACU buffer for pointers to ACU cells and the PE buffer for pointers to PE cells. The buffers are
used to reduce overhead of the communication between the front-end and the back-end.
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When the ACU buffer becomes full, pointers in the buffer are block-transferred to the ACU and the
marking routine of the ACU is invoked. On the other hand, when the PE buffer becomes full, the requesting
routine is invoked, which sets on the request bits of those PE cells that are pointed to by the pointers in the
PE buffer. When these routines return, execution of the top-level marking routine of the front-end resumes.

Note that the PE marking routine described in the previous subsection is never invoked during the top-
level marking routine of the front-end. It is invoked only after all root locations in the front-end memory
have been scanned. Thus all PE cells that are referenced from the front-end have been set their request bits
on, at the first invocation of the PE marking routine. This reduces the number of repetition of the outermost
loop of the PE marking routine.

The ACU marking routine traverses pointers and marks all ACU cells it encounters. When it encounters a
pointer to a PE cell, it simply sets on the request bit of the PE cell. Again, this is necessary in order to defer
the call to the PE marking routine so that as many PE cells as possible have been set on their request bits
before the PE marking routine is invoked next time.

When the ACU marking routine encounters a pointer to a front-end cell, it does not invoke the front-end
marking routine immediately. Rather, it saves the pointer into the FE buffer that is used to save pointers
from PEs to the front-end. By using this buffer, rather than another buffer in the ACU memory, we have a
chance to remove duplicated pointers to the front-end efficiently in parallel in the way described in the
previous subsection.

As in the previous section, let us estimate the communication time, when we use buffering from the ACU
to the front-end. Let M represent the number of pointers from the ACU to the PEs.

(12.4)

(12.5)

TAP represents the time to transfer one word from the ACU to a PE. TAF represents the time to transfer one
word from the ACU to the front-end. The other variables have the same meanings as in the previous
section. The first two terms in (12.4) are the same as (12.2). The time to transfer pointers to front-end cells
from the ACU to PEs is added as the third term in (12.4). For the ,  and

. Therefore, we can conclude that the communication time will be reduced to a large
extent in ordinary cases.

3.5
Compaction of the PE Global Areas

The global area of each PE may contain (global) PE variables and PE vectors. (In this subsection, we treat
PE constants as global PE variables, since the difference is inessential in the context of garbage collection.)
Since these may become garbage, we have the chance to compactify the global area and leave space for
more global PE variables and PE vectors. In addition, compaction of the global area makes more space for
the PE stack.

The following design decisions of TUPLE makes it simple to compactify the PE global area.

• The words of PE local memories at the same address are used for the same purpose. They may constitute
a single PE variable, or they may constitute elements of a PE vector with the same index.
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• Each PE variable is referenced only via an ACU symbol cell. Thus if the ACU symbol cell becomes
garbage, the PE variable also becomes garbage. When a PE variable is relocated, we need to replace only
the pointer in the ACU cell. 

• Each PE vector is also referenced only via a header cell in the ACU. Thus if the header cell becomes
garbage, the entire PE vector becomes garbage. When a PE vector is relocated, we need to replace only
the pointer in the ACU header cell.

In order to keep track of the ACU cell that points to each word in the PE global area, TUPLE has a table of
backward pointers, in the ACU memory. Note that the size of the table is equal to the maximum size of the
global area in each PE, which is 512 words for the current implementation on the MasPar with 16 Kbytes of
local memory per PE. This size is negligible when compared with the total size of the ACU data memory. Note
also that the table needs to be updated only during the sweep phase and when a new global PE variables or
PE vector is being defined. Thus the maintenance of the table causes no run-time overhead.

As the result of compaction, the PE global area shrinks toward the lower address, and an open space is
created between the global area and the stack area. This space is used as the stack area once the control
returns to the top-level of TUPLE. That is, the pointer that indicates the bottom of the stack is reset to the
first free word when the execution of the current top-level form is finished.

4
Performance Measurements

We are particularly interested in the effects of the following aspects of the proposed garbage collection
algorithm.

1. parallel marking of PE cells
2. buffering for communication between the front-end and the back-end
3. repeated scanning of the PE heaps for marking PE cells

In order to evaluate the effects concerning these aspects, we implemented various garbage collection
algorithms on TUPLE. For example, for the evaluation of parallel marking, we developed a version of
TUPLE that is equipped with a sequential marking algorithm. We compared the two versions of TUPLE as
follows. First, we setup the heaps with the same contents for these two versions, by running the same
program. Then we forced the garbage collection and measured the execution time on each version. This
execution time is the total time for marking and sweeping cells in the front-end, the ACU, and the PEs.

The benchmark program we used to setup the heaps is to construct a binary search tree in each PE10, 12).
Each node of the tree is represented by three PE cells as illustrated in Figure 3. We repeatedly invoked the
PE function bs−add, which adds one node into one of the trees in PEs. During garbage collection, all node
cells are regarded as “used cells.” These benchmark tests are performed on the MasPar MP–1 with
VAXstation 3520 as the front-end and with 1024 PEs in the back-end. 

4.1
Effects of Parallel Marking

For this evaluation, we developed a version of TUPLE that is equipped with a sequential marking
algorithm, and compared with it the version with the proposed algorithm. Figure 4 shows the execution time
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for garbage collection on these two versions. The x-coordinate represents the number of times bs−add is
invoked, i.e., the total number of nodes in all trees.

In the parallel version, the execution time is almost constant, whereas the execution time in the sequential
version increases as the number of tree nodes increases. The difference is quite large. For 10,000 nodes, the
sequential version takes 16 times more than the parallel version. The reason is that, in the parallel version,
even if the number of nodes becomes n times more, the execution time for cell marking takes only n/1024
times more, because of parallel execution by 1024 PEs. 

4.2
Effects of Buffering

In order to evaluate the effects of buffering for communication between the front-end and the back-end, we
developed a version of TUPLE that does not perform buffering, and compared with it the version with the
proposed algorithm. Figure 5 shows the execution times on these two versions.

Although trees in PEs do not contain pointers to objects in the front-end, there exist pointers between the
ACU and the front-end because the definitions of some built-in PE functions and benchmark functions
contain pointers to front-end objects. In each versions of TUPLE, the execution time is almost constant.
However, the version with buffering is about 1.36 times faster than the version without buffering. This
difference reflects the effects of buffering for communication between the ACU and the front-end, since

Figure 3: A node of a binary search tree.

Figure 4: Effects of parallel marking of PE cells.
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there is no pointer between the front-end and each PE. This difference would increase as we define more PE
functions.

In this evaluation, there exist about 300 pointers between the front-end and the ACU. Since the total size
of the buffer in PEs is 1024 words, all pointers are stored in the buffer and then block-transferred at the
same time. The benchmark results indicate that, even with the communication overhead between the ACU
and the PEs, our buffering method is still effective.

In order to evaluate the effects of buffering for communication between the PEs and the front-end, we
modified the benchmark program so that each tree node has an additional cell, which contains a pointer to a
symbol in the front-end. For the other respects, the benchmark program is the same as before. Figure 6
shows the benchmark results. Benchmark a is with buffering and benchmark b is without buffering. In these
benchmarks, each additional pointer points to a different symbol in the front-end. Benchmark c is also with
buffering, but all additional pointers point to the same symbol in the front-end.

For benchmarks a and b, the execution time increases as the number of tree nodes increases, but
benchmark b takes much more time than benchmark a. For 10,000 nodes, benchmark b takes about 2.6
times more than benchmark a. This proves the efficiency of our buffering method.

For benchmark c, the execution time is almost constant. This is because our garbage collection algorithm
removes duplicated pointers by sorting pointers in parallel. Although parallel sorting itself consumes some
execution time, this overhead is small enough, compared with the gain that is obtained by using parallel
sorting.

4.3
Effects of Repeated Scanning

In order to evaluate the effects of repeated scanning of the PE heaps for marking PE cells, we developed a
version of TUPLE that is equipped with a typical recursive marking algorithm. We call this version as the
recursive version. In this section, we call the version with the proposed algorithm as the scanning version.
Figure 7 shows the execution times on these two versions.

Figure 5: Effects of buffering (no pointer to FE from PEs).
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Benchmark a is on the recursive version and benchmark b is on the scanning version. Benchmarks c and
d are also on the recursive and the scanning versions, respectively, but these benchmarks mark cells only in
a single PE (the PE with the processor number 0). For benchmark a, the execution time rapidly increases as
the number of nodes increases, whereas the execution time for benchmark b is almost constant. As the trees
grow up, each tree forms its own shape, and there exist various shapes of trees in the PEs. This variation of
tree shapes makes the recursive version (benchmark a) much slower than the scanning version (benchmark
b). While the garbage collector is marking cells in the left subtrees, those PEs that do not have left subtrees
are inactive (i.e., idle), and vice versa. The result of benchmark c proves this. If the garbage collector marks

Figure 6: Effects of buffering (with pointers to FE from PEs).

Figure 7: Effects of repeated scanning.
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cells in only one PE, then the execution time of the recursive version is almost the same as that of the
scanning version.

5
Conclusions

We have reported the garbage collection algorithm for an extended Common Lisp system for SIMD
architectures. The algorithm effectively reduces the communication overhead between the front-end and the
back-end, by using parallel sorting and buffering. Also, the algorithm repeatedly scans the PE heaps for
marking PE cells, rather than using conventional recursive marking algorithms. This scanning method is
particularly effective when the structures of PE cells are different among PEs.

The scanning method has one problem. When many pointers point in the direction that is opposite to the
direction of scanning, then we have to repeat scanning many times. This is because the cell that is pointed to
by such a pointer is marked during the next scan. In the worst case where all n pointers point to the same
di rection and the heap is scanned in another direction, each heap scan can mark only one cell and thus we have
to scan the heap n times to mark all cells.

Remember that, in our implementation of TUPLE, all mark bits and request bits are collected together in
areas that are separated from the heap area where all cells are allocated. This implementation solves the
above problem to some extent. In the MasPar MP–1, one word is 32-bit wide. The heap scanning algorithm
can process 32 consecutive cells with a single integer operation. For example, it can check whether all
request bits of 32 cells are off, by testing whether the word for the 32 request bits is zero. In the worst case
we mentioned above, each heap scan should be very fast, since almost all words for request bits are zero. In
general, as the number of iterations of heap scanning increases, the time for each scanning decreases. Thus
the total time for cell marking should not be very long, even in the worst case.

This implementation of our garbage collector shows that an algorithm that is efficient on sequential
machines is not always efficient on parallel machines, in particular on SIMD machines. Even if an algorithm
looks inefficient, it may give a high performance when it is suitable for the platform architecture. Our
experiments give such an example.
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ABSTRACT

The design and analysis of fast sliding compaction GC (Garbage Collection) called FSC is
presented and its implementation on PHL (Portable Hash Lisp) is reported. FSC is “stop-and-collect”
type GC and adopts a fast pointer adjustment scheme and O(A) time compaction scheme using a
sorting technique, where A is all object size in use. FSC has the excellent features such as: (1) it
performs sliding compaction fastest among most known sliding compaction GC, (2) it requires an
additional space less than a thirty-second part of a heap, (3) it is applied to “generation”. FSC has
been successfully implemented on PHL being ported to many machines. The performance evaluation
of different GC schemes obtained from experimental data shows excellence of FSC such that the time
ratio of FSC to copying collection GC is ordinarily within 1.5.

1
Introduction

Automatic storage management which is called GC (Garbage collection) is essential to implementations of
programming languages that handle dynamic data structures7). GC techniques have been improved for
nearly forty years since the invention of programming languages such as Lisp and Algol, and now it is even
more important to develop efficient GC schemes for large memory systems.

In this paper we present the design and analysis of fast sliding compaction GC called FSC. FSC is “stop-
and-collect” type GC and performs its task fastest among most known sliding compaction GC including
Morris’s GC scheme14), LLGC18) and SMC22). The latter two are invented in a series of our GC development.
The sliding compaction GC is also called sliding compactors, and its merit is space economy in managing
variable-sized data objects as compared with the GC based on a copying collection scheme, or the so-called
copying collection GC9). Another merit of sliding compaction GC is its property of “GOP” (Genetic Order
Preserving)20) which means that allocated order of every data object once established in a storage space (or
a heap) is kept unchanged forever. This results from its sophisticated way of object relocation: all data
objects in use are gathered up into one end of the heap called the bottom so that their allocated order is
preserved and no “hole” of unused space is made (see Figure 1). The GOP enables us to make effective use



of such allocated order in searching and sorting of data objects as seen in an implementation of Warren
Abstract Machine2) that needs to preserve the order of any two choice points4).

We use some terms and quantities described in the following. A data object, d, is an element of a
countably infinite set, D, of objects , and is instantiated as a collection of contiguous machine words,
or “fields” in our terminology. Each field being located in the heap can be addressed using non-negative
integer, I, such that for a field, f, its address is given as . The field that precedes f, if any, is
addressed as , and the field that follows f is .

There is a special data object, r, that is the “root” of all data objects being in use . Each data
object is classified into two groups, a set of “active” data objects and another set of “inactive” data objects,
depending on whether the data object is effectively referred to by r or not. The former is retained by the GC
because it is in use, while the latter becomes garbage, and it is reclaimed by the GC. A field that is used for
an active data object is called an “active field”, and a field for an inactive data object is an “inactive field”.
A cluster is a brick of successive active fields such that adjacent clusters are separated by inactive field(s).
The head of a cluster is defined as the field whose location is lowest among its fields.

A forward pointer is a pointer, p, that refers from its start node, fp, to a destination node, , that is
located higher than the start node, namely,  To the contrary a “backward repointer” is a
pointer that refers from its start node to another node that is located lower than the start nodes,

. Address constants, bottom and top, are the lowest and the highest addresses of the
heap, respectively. Three quantities, S, A and N, express the number of total fields of the heap, the number of
all active fields and the number of clusters, respectively. Then the load factor, α, is defined as A/S.

FSC has the following specific features:

1. It performs sliding compaction with a time proportional to A plus Ng(N), where .
2. It requires an additional space whose size is less than S/32 in order to make an offset table and two

address tables inclusively.
3. It is applied to “generation”13, 23) straightforwardly by virtue of data objects being allocated in order of

age.

The sliding compaction GC is typically made of three phases; marking, pointer adjustments and data
relocation. The time required by the marking phase is proportional to A, but the latter two seemed very
expensive in time due to multiple scans of the heap. Therefore many interesting schemes have been
proposed so that the time required by these phases becomes proportional to A by using a sorting technique5, 15, 18,

 22).
FSC also makes use of sorting to obtain the head of each cluster in order, so that all clusters can be

scanned straight by skipping every inactive fields. The term Ng(N) is an additional cost for sorting N
addresses of all heads. This excellent feature is similar to LLGC and SMC, but unlike them FSC makes use
of an offset table20) for fast pointer adjustments. Since most data objects are made of two or more fields as
seen in symbols and blocks etc. and each cluster is made up of one or more active data objects, the number
of clusters is less or equal to that of active fields ( ). In addition our experimental data show that the
relation, , is satisfied. Consequently the second term, Ng(N), can be ignored, and FSC requires a time
proportional nearly to A. In fact its actual processing time becomes the shortest among most known sliding
compaction GC with O(A) time space.

The additional space that is called W-space is used for two address tables, namely the first and second
address tables, and the offset table. W-space is located at the highest address of the heap. The size of W-
space is set to the offset table’s size that is less than S/32, and it changes dynamically at run time. The first
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address table holds addresses that are gathered as a ‘candidate’ of the head of each cluster at marking of
every active data objects. Then ‘genuine’ heads of all clusters (N addresses) are chosen from the table, and
they form the second address table.

The addresses of the heads are sorted in increasing or decreasing order, which requires a time
proportional to Ng(N) as described above. The sorted addresses are utilized in scanning the heap by
skipping every bricks of inactive fields effectively, because they indicates both start points (i.e., the heads)
and order of clusters. Such a scan requires O(A) time space, not O(S)
W-space may overflow when the first address table becomes larger than it. This occurs in case of a large
load factor or high fragmentation of clusters, though it is rare to see these cases. FSC can proceed to sliding
compaction as conventional sliding compaction GC, even if such overflow occurs.

The offset table is used to adjust pointers. It contains an integer value as an entry, called “offset register”.
Each entry corresponds to a “subspace”, a brick of successive fields that is typically 32 field long. All
subspaces are disjoined and they form the heap. Each offset register has a total number of inactive fields
from bottom to the head of the subspace to which the offset register corresponds. The offset value to adjust
a pointer can be obtained from an offset register and a single subspaces. The latter means to scan part of the
subspace. In FSC, a mean value of the number of its fields being scanned is only 4.

FSC as well as other sliding compaction GC generates the anchor by virtue of GOP. The anchor is a
special cluster of data objects being alive over several GC invocations and remaining unchanged at bottom.
Obviously, the anchor is free from relocation and every pointers referring to it don’t need adjusting. The
offset table has no entries corresponding to both the anchor and the following brick of inactive fields (e.g.,
H0 in Figure 1). Consequently, its size is , where SA is the number of such fields

Recently, applications based on Lisp have become very large, and they require a lot of storage space for
their execution. Therefore, they need a more efficient execution time and working space for GC. This is the
design goal of FSC.

The design and software implementation of FSC are described in Section 3. Data representation of PHL
(Portable Hashed Lisp) on which FSC has been successfully implemented is also described in Section 3.
Analysis of FSC is described in Section 4 using experimental data.

Figure 1: Action of Sliding Compaction. 
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2
Background

2.1
Sliding Compaction vs. Copying Collection

As described in Section 1, sliding compaction GC is no longer inferior to copying collection GC for its time
space. Moreover, the former is invoked less frequently than the latter, because the latter provides a half
heap, the so-called “semi-space”, for use at a time. If the load factor, A/S, is large, sliding compaction GC is
superior to copying collection GC, and quite effective; it performs sliding compaction even if the load
factor is larger than 0.5. If the load factor is very small, sliding compaction GC may be inferior to copying
collection GC, because the latter can usually copy a single field datum two or more times faster than the
former relocates such a datum, and this overcomes its demerit of the frequency: about two times frequent
than the former. Therefore a value exists in the load factor at which they balance well, though the value
varies with the condition of the computer system such as access time of the main memory and cache
memory, architecture, etc. Further discussion on this point is given in Section 4 with our experimental data. 

2.2
Sorting Technique in GC

Introduction of a sorting technique into GC schemes is not new in itself. Sliding compaction GC schemes
making use of a sorting technique have been proposed for ten years5, 15, 18, 22). They commonly collect and
sort addresses of active data objects or clusters in order to make them O(A) in time space. Carlsson, et al.
proposed use of Linear Probing Sort, and asserted that the time cost for the sorting is reduced to O(A)5). But
no experimental results were shown, and it requires additional storage that could keep at least 2A pointers.

Sahlin proposed a method clustering active data objects, and got O(N log N) sliding compaction GC15). It
requires no other additional storage, but needs traversal of active data objects twice and then sorting of
listed N entries. They are more time costly than linear searching and linear sorting that FSC do
alternatively, because their accessing patterns are scattered around the whole storage space.

Suzuki and the first author proposed new type GC called LLGC and showed its experimental data18).
LLGC also adopts sorting and clustering. Clustering reduces the number of the elements for sorting to N.
LLGC adopts an original algorithm for relocation, which do not need other bits than marking for each fields
and additional storage space.

The first author, et al. proposed a successor to LLGC, that is called SMC22). SMC is similar to LLGC
except for data relocation that makes use of Morris’s GC scheme. It requires a special bit called Morris’s
“shift bit” for each field that holds a pointer. Several architectures require us to set least significant two bits
of such a (byte pointer) field to zeros for data alignment, so that one of them can be used as a shift bit and
the other is a mark bit. The Morris’s GC scheme performs sliding compaction by scanning the heap twice,
but the existence of shared active data objects makes it costly in time, as described in Section 4. Again we
adopt an original algorithm of data relocation in FSC.

Koide and Noshita proposed GOP copying collection GC12), which also uses sorting. It requires
additional time cost in sorting active data objects. However copying collection GC itself differs from our
framework.
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2.3
Generation

One successful improvement in GC time cost is generational GC that takes life time of each data object into
account13, 23). Each data object is classified by age as “old object” or “young object” in the generational GC.
If young objets become garbage more than old objects, which is the assumption used in the generational GC,
the GC can save much time by focusing its scavenge on young objects rather than all data objects. Most of
generational GC is based on a copying compaction scheme, and provides two or more distinctive areas of the
heap in order to group data objects together by age.

One problem with these generation GC is “forward pointer(s)” that refer to “young object(s)” from “old
object(s)” crossing a space boundary. This is solved by the use of remembered set23) that is an additional
storage space kept for forward pointer(s) that need processing as root(s). Another problem is “tenured
garbage”, namely, a group of old object(s) that became garbage but remains in the heap. Many schemes
have been proposed to reduce it effectively1, 3, 8, 24). However, their common approach is to adjust the
“promotion threshold” not rigidly but expediently, that is the age when young objects are promoted to old
objects, by using very specific and complicated mechanism.

Sliding compaction GC relocates all active data objects towards bottom. Therefore, a specific order of
data objects is established in the heap, if an allocator employed consistently get fields for new data objects
in order from bottom towards top. They are “younger” towards top, and contrary they are “older” towards
bottom, because a data object, d, is created recently than any data objects that are located between bottom
and d. If a node is created after its successor as seen in a typical implementation of a CONS operation of
Lisp, backward pointers may appear in the heap but no forward pointer appear initially. A forward pointer is
generated as a side effect of SETF-like operations such as SET and RPLACA. Figure 2 shows a CONS data
object of Lisp that was created in that way, where all pointers will go towards bottom as backward pointers.
If it forms a single cluster, the head is a field addressed as a0.

MOA19) is ambitious in the sense that it achieved “generation” on SMC. MOA as well as other sliding
compaction GC generates the anchor by virtue of their GOP property. Obviously, GC don’t need to relocate
the anchor and to adjust the pointers toward it, which contributes to save GC’s processing time. Moreover,
MOA tries to distinguish a part of the anchor where there are no forward pointer(s) referring to other cluster
(s), because such a part is free from GC processing. This can be easily done with only two pointers, though
“write-barrier” is needed at SETF like operations similar to other generational GC. The time efficiency
largely depends on its nature as shown in MOA’s experimental data.

3
Implementation

This section presents the design and implementation of FSC on PHL which is a dialect of Lisp.

3.1
PHL and its Data Representation

PHL21) is designed as a compiler-based portable Lisp system compatible with Common LISP17). PHL
provides a large storage space such as 512 (229) MB, in which many data type objects are located. PHL has
been successfully ported to various machines with different architectures such as Spare, R4000/5000, Alpha,
Pentium, because its source codes are written in C and PHL itself.
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A data object of PHL is instantiated using fields, and our current implementation supports not only 32 bit
long fields but also 64 bit long fields for 64 bit MPU machines16). The field is divided into two parts,
namely, a tag part and an address part. They correspond to the upper 3 or 2 bits and the lower 29 or 30 bits,
respectively, in case of 32 bit long fields. The tag is what is called “pointer tag”.

Table 1 shows data representation of PHL: the tag and address parts. CONS data, symbols and blocks are
reference data types. Their address part is 29 bit long and represents a heap address by the byte, in which
their object is located. This can provide 512 MB of the storage space. Each object is located at a distance
from a word boundary, so that the lower two bits are usually set to zero. One of these bits is used for a
marking bit at GC, and the other bit is reserved for future.

Short reals, short integers and character codes are immediate data types. Their address part represents
their value as an immediate datum using 27 (in case of short reals) or 28 bits fully. The lower two bits of
their address part are reserved and usually set to zero similar to reference data types. These two bits cannot
be used for coding the immediate data value, so that there is slight overload on specific operations of both
short integers and character codes by additional ‘bit shift’ operations. However primitive operations of
marking and unmarking as well as predicates of examining the sate of a marking bit of each field are written
in simple and short codes, which contributes to the speedup of GC.

The short real data have an exponent of 8 bits and a mantissa of 19 bits. The latter is only 5 bits shorter than
the mantissa of single precision floating-point numbers. Their size is larger than those of minimum exponent
and mantissa of ‘short floating-point number’ that should have an immediate representation in Common
LISP. It is also adequate to execute REDUCE 311) floating-point applications saving much space of the
heap.

Table 1: Data representation of PHL (32 bit field)

Data types Field External form examples

tag address part

CONS data 000 ......................... xy (a.b)
Symbols 001 ......................... xy ab
Blocks 010 ......................... xy ”ab” 123456789
Short reals 011 ......................... xy 1.0
Short integers 10 .......................... xy –99999999 99999999
Character codes 11 .......................... xy #\a
Note: ‘X’ denotes a marking bit.

Figure 2: CONS data object of ((A . B) (C . D)). 
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Data types Field External form examples

tag address part
’y’ denotes a bit reserved for future use. 

Short integers have a 28 bit long address part that can represent integers between ±108 (one hundred
million). This value becomes the radix in case of long numbers being made as blocks. Similarly character
codes have a 28 bit long address part where 7 bit ASCII character(s) are coded up to 4 characters. Character
strings are also made as blocks using this form. Other features of PHL are not presented here for space
economy.

3.2
Basic Idea

In this section we describe the basic idea that brought forth time efficiency of FSC.

3.2.1
Two-pass Scans

FSC performs sliding compaction by scanning clusters (or the heap) twice, while conventional sliding
compaction GC usually scans the heap three times corresponding to offset table making, pointer adjustment
and relocation processes. As Morris’s scheme adopts a backward scan and a forward scan, two scans seem
to be more efficient in time than three scans in case a larger heap is provided for use.

The key to a reduction of scans is the division of a pointer adjustment process into two parts: backward
pointer adjustment and forward pointer adjustment processes. The former is joined to the offset table
making process that scans clusters first, and the latter is joined to the relocation process that scans clusters
second.

A backward pointer in a field can be adjusted, when the field is scanned first. This results from the fact that
the offset table has been made partially so that the offset register corresponding to a subspace to which the
backward pointer points is available. A forward pointer in a field can be adjusted when the the field is
scanned again. This result from the fact that the offset table is made perfectly after the first scan and that the
field to which the forward pointer points and higher fields remain unchanged so as to be able to check their
marking bits.

3.2.2
Application of Genetic Order

The heads of all clusters are given as ‘genuine’ addresses. They are chosen from candidate addresses that
have been gathered at marking of every active data objects. The candidate addresses are classified into two
groups, namely, genuine addresses pointing to the heads of clusters and redundant addresses each of which
points to a part of a single cluster (not the head). Since both of them are stored in the first address table, it is
desirable to avoid storing the redundant addresses as much as possible for space and time economy.

As described in Section 2, a specific order of data objects is established upon their allocation such that
any node is created after its successor. On condition that such an order is preserved from both GC and LISP
operations, a sequence of nodal addresses becomes orderly that is obtained by visiting any CONS data
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object in “post order”: CAR, CDR and then the node. A CONS data object of Figure 2 generates a sequence
of a0, a2, a4, a6, for instance. 
To the contrary, each field of a CONS data object should be marked in “pre order”: the nodal fields, CAR
and then CDR so that its preceding field may be marked before. This enables us to stop storing an
redundant address that points to a field whose preceding field is already marked. When this marking rule is
applied to the same CONS data object described above, ao is an only address that needs storing. Therefore,
we adopt a mixed strategy for visiting order: node (marking only), CAR, CDR and node (storing an address
only). The fields of symbols and blocks are scanned forward (from their lowest field), because there is no
established criterion on them.

3.2.3
The Offset Table

The idea of the offset table is already presented in the paper20). For a given pointer, p, if p’s destination
node, , is to move toward bottom by relocation, p needs adjusting for consistency with the number of
inactive (non-marked) fields counting from bottom to . Such a number corresponds to the distance that 
 moves for upon relocation, and called the “offset value” of p. The problem is how to obtain it quickly.

One practical approach is to use the offset table, as described in Section 1. The offset value of a pointer, p,
can be obtained by adding the value of the offset register to which ’s subspace corresponds and the
number of inactive field(s) of the subspace from its first (0-th) field to .

It is clear that a binary search scheme is applicable to each scan of the subspace. To say more precisely, if
 is located in a lower part of the subspace, namely,  in case of a 32

field subspace, the scan begins at its 0-th field and goes forward. Otherwise the scan begins at its last (31-st)
field and goes backward. In this case, another offset register is used that corresponds to the next subspace.
This makes a mean value of the number of scanned fields 8.

Moreover FSC adopts a refinement of the scheme described above. An extra value called ‘internal offset
value’ is encoded in each offset register, that represents the number of inactive fields from 0-th field to 15-
th field of the subspace to which the offset register corresponds. The internal offset value uses upper 5 bits
of the offset register (see Figure 3). The MSB denotes that the internal offset value is coded (by 1) or not
(by 0). The lower 27 bits are used for (ordinary) offset value. Note that the heap size represented by 27 bits
words (fields) address is the same as 29 bits byte address.

The offset register contains a unique offset value in case of MSB=0. The unique offset value is applicable
to all data objects in a subspace to which the offset register corresponds. In other words, every pointers pointing
to such a subspace have the same offset value, and fortunately there is no need to scan the subspace any
more.

upper 5 bits lower 27 bits Contents

00000 ................................ unique offset value
1xxxx ................................ internal offset value is encoded

Note: ’xxxx’ denotes an internal off set value.

Figure 3: Refined offset register (32 bit field)
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In case of , a quoter of the subspace is scanned at the most. The starting points are 15-th and 16-
th fields in addition to 0-th and 31-st fields. For the former two, the internal offset value is also used.
Obviously a mean value of the number of scanned fields decreases to 4, a half of 8.

The refined scheme described here contributes largely to speed up the pointer adjustment. Our
experimental data shows that the refined scheme carries out each pointer adjustment faster than both
Morris’s scheme and ‘marking bit map’ scheme20).

3.2.4
W-space

LLGC, SMC and MOA that were invented in a series of our GC development all make use of an additional
space to store addresses of active fields. They maintained the additional space effectively so that it is kept
below 10% of 5 (LLGC) or 5% of S (SMC and MOA) for space economy.

FSC also manages the additional space called W-space effectively. The prime purpose of using W-space
is to make the offset table whose size is S/32 (about 3% of S) at most. W-space is allocated in the heap (32
bit long field), so that the address of top varies with the size of W-space. The size that will be used for next
FSC invocation is determined by the following formula considering the current situation. The new W-space
size  is:

Wi+1= (S−SA)/32 if the offset table is larger than W-space.
Wi−0.5 E if the offset table is smaller than a half

of W-space (Wi/2).
Wi otherwise

where Wi and E are the current W-space size and its unused space for the offset table, and .

3.3
FSC Processes

FSC performs the following processes sequentially: marking, ordering, offset table making and relocation.
In this subsection these processes are described in detail.

3.3.1
Marking

The marking process marks all active data objects for their fields by tracing them from roots of a value stack
and OBLIS. It also makes the first address table in lower side of W-space by adding new candidate address
to it (see Figure 4(a)). Each data object is traced in a specific order according its data type as described in
section 3.2.2.

The maximum size of the first address table is fixed at the W-space size. Therefore addresses that need
storing may be full to its capacity. If the first address table overflows, the table is abandoned. No addresses
are stored newly, and the ordering process is skipped. This makes FSC conventional sliding compaction GC.
If the address table is made successfully, FSC continues the ordering process.
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3.3.2
Ordering

The ordering process makes the second address table in higher side of W-space and sorts addresses in this
table (see Figure 4 (b)). An address, a, that is located in the highest field of the first address table is removed
and then examined. If a-1 addressed field is inactive (non-marked), a is stored in the second address table
using its first (the lowest) field, because a is the head of a cluster. Note that when the second address table
becomes one field larger the first address table becomes one field smaller. There is no conflict of them. Finally
the second address table contains N addresses that point to heads of all clusters. The task of making the
second address table requires a time proportional to A at most.

Quick sorting is applied to N addresses stored in the second address table. Our quick sorting makes use of
the remainder of W-space as a ‘explicit’ stack. If the stack size is less than N, insertion sorting is executed
instead of quick sorting. It is clear that both require O(Ng(N)) time space. Consequently, the time cost of
this process is the sum of O(A) and Ng(N).

3.3.3
Offset Table Making

This process makes the offset table and adjusts every backward pointers scanning the clusters once. This
scan requires a time proportional to A, if the sorted addresses described above are available. The offset table
grows in chase of ‘vacant lot’ of the second address table that is no longer used, as seen in Figure 4 (c).
Therefore the second address table may be destroyed (addresses are rewritten with offset values).

If useful addresses were rewritten, that point to clusters being not yet scanned, some inactive fields and
clusters have to be scanned till a useful address is found in remains of the second address table. If the
second address table was not made, all fields of the heap have to be scanned from bottom to top

The offset values of backward pointers can be obtained using part of the offset table that has been made.
Its last entry corresponds to the current cluster being scanned, so that every pointers that point to the same
(current) cluster can be adjusted fastest.

The W-space size changes dynamically at run time considering its previous utilization. If the anchor
unfortunately disappeared or drastically decreased in size, the W-space may be smaller than the offset table
being required. In this case the offset table is made partially for higher subspaces (at top side). The garbage
that may remain at bottom side is reclaimed at next FSC invocation.

A chain called “a-link” is also made simultaneously using a pointer stored in an inactive field between
clusters in order to connect them. A-link is used at the relocation process, which makes the heap scan O(A)
in time space similar to the sorted addresses. Finally the roots of a stack and OBLIS are adjusted.

3.4
Relocation

The relocation process performs to unmark and relocate all active objects. All forward pointers of clusters
are adjusted using the offset table. Every clusters are scanned once. When an inactive field is encountered
that follows a cluster, the scan is simply transferred to the next cluster pointed to by a pointer in the inactive
field.
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4
Analysis of FSC

Our FSC has been successfully implemented on PHL that now runs on many machines of different
architectures. Among them the machine used here is a workstation called Sony NEWS-5000 (its MPU is
R4400SC/50 MHz). Three type GC, namely, FM (successor of SMC), FSC and copying collection GC is
coded as the GC of PHL. Benchmark programs are TPU6), Boyer10) and a REDUCE 3.411) test program. 

Table 2: Performane evaluation of three type GC.

TPU

S (MB) 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.80
G (sec.) FM 0.48 0.26 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.08 0.04

FSC 0.25 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.02
Copy 0.18 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02

n FM, FSC, Copy 26 15 10 8 6 4, 5, 5 2
A (MB) FM 0.0317 0.0314 0.0301 0.0304 0.0314 0.0351 0.0288

FSC 0.0321 0.0326 0.0309 0.0336 0.0312 0.0336 0.0277

Note: The order of addresses in the 1st address table of (a) is an example. ei (i ≥ 0) is an offset register corresponding to
i-th subspace. The W-space size is somewhat exaggerated for the purpose of illustration.

Figure 4: Action of FSC.
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TPU

Copy 0.0324 0.0315 0.0306 0.0320 0.0306 0.0352 0.0300
G/nA ( ) FM 0.582 0.551 0.631 0.698 0.685 0.570 0.694

FSC 0.323 0.306 0.290 0.298 0.316 0.293 0.354
Copy 0.214 0.232 0.229 0.244 0.208 0.213 0.333

Ratio FSC/Copy 1.59 1.32 1.27 1.22 1.51 1.38 1.06
BOYER
S (MB) 0.625 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 1.00 1.60
G (sec.) FM 1.46 1.50 0.96 1.02 0.78 0.58 0.33

FSC 1.21 1.10 0.99 0.88 0.72 0.43 0.31
Copy 0.60 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.32 0.23 0.14

n FM, FSC, Copy 6,7,6 6,6,5 4,5,4 4 3 2 1
A (MB) FM 0.4123 0.4265 0.3990 0.4179 0.4094 0.4240 0.4765

FSC 0.4229 0.4207 0.4193 0.4165 0.4016 0.4160 0.4627
Copy 0.4175 0.4083 0.3987 0.4186 0.4104 0.4237 0.4814

G/nA ( ) FM 0.590 0.586 0.601 0.610 0.635 0.684 0.693
FSC 0.408 0.435 0.472 0.528 0.597 0.517 0.669
Copy 0.240 0.240 0.251 0.256 0.259 0.271 0.291

Ratio FSC/Copy 1.70 1.81 1.88 2.30 1.90 1.90 2.40
REDUCE 3.4
S (MB) 0.66 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.20 1.60
G (sec.) FM 4.33 3.44 1.94 1.60 1.00 0.72 0.33

FSC 2.57 1.90 1.26 0.96 0.77 0.45 0.26
Copy 1.77 1.34 0.84 0.56 0.44 0.29 0.16

n FM, FSC, Copy 14,15,13 11,11,10 6,7,6 5,6,4 3,4,3 2 1
A (MB) FM 0.5234 0.5250 0.5221 0.5228 0.5220 0.5300 0.5271

FSC 0.5234 0.5229 0.5224 0.5237 0.5257 0.5278 0.5267
Copy 0.5222 0.5229 0.5230 0.5204 0.5200 0.5304 0.5268

G/nA FM 0.591 0.595 0.619 0.612 0.638 0.679 0.625
FSC 0.327 0.330 0.345 0.367 0.366 0.426 0.503
Copy 0.261 0.256 0.268 0.269 0.282 0.273 0.304

Ratio FSC/Copy 1.25 1.29 1.29 1.36 1.30 1.56 1.65
Note. FM : Fast sliding compaction GC based on Morris’s scheme.
Copy : Copying collection GC (S indicates a semi-space size).

These three programs largely differ in GC’s behavior. Boyer is a typical program that generates many long-
life data objects intermittently. REDUCE test program generates many data objects being shared for a long
time. The results of their execution are shown in Table 2, varying the storage space size, S, including
the additional space such as W-space. Note that S corresponds to a semi-space size for copying collection
GC. The data obtained are G (the total GC time), n (the number of GC invocations) and A.

The average GC time, G/n, of FSC, FM and copying collection GC (‘Copy’ in Table 2) is nearly level
due to their O(A) time space feature. However, the values of G/nA differ slightly in these programs. We call
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the value GC unit time hereafter. FM takes more time to process a single active field than FSC, while
copying collection GC takes less time than FSC. FSC has a good effect on both TPU and REDUCE
execution. The ratio of FSC to copying collection GC is within 1.5 for their execution.

Figure 5 shows the behavior of FSC and Morris’s scheme more visually. The latter is used as a
representative of conventional sliding compaction GC. The x-axis indicates the load of quick sorting by the
quantity , and the Y-axis GC unit time, namely,G/nA.

Variations of GC unit time are plotted for the execution of three test programs. When the load of sorting
is relatively low (less than 25 per KB), all GC unit time remains nearly low level in case of FSC, while it
seems to increase linearly in case of Morris’s scheme (‘plus’ symbols in the figure). Note that variations of
GC unit time of Morris’s are plotted in a position whose x-axis value is the same as FSC’s (white tiny circles
in the figure) using the same storage space. Since the unit of the x-axis is nearly S, this proves the well-
known fact that conventional sliding compaction GC requires O(S) time space.

When the load of sorting is relatively high, GC unit time becomes larger like a step function as seen in
Boyer. This indicates that FSC is not so good at processing such a program in a relatively large storage
space, though FSC is faster than most conventional sliding compaction GC.

5
Concluding Remarks

We introduced new GC, called FSC, which performs its task fastest among most known sliding compaction
GC. FSC is a successor of LLGC and SMC that were invented in a series of our GC development. FSC has
many excellent features to realize time and space economy. The time efficiency of FSC as well as other GC
that makes use of a sorting technique largely depends on the cost of the sorting as described here.

Figure 5: Correlation of N log N/A and G/nA. 
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When the load factor is relatively small, FSC can process a single active field nearly one and a half times
as long as copying collection GC can do. The application of FSC to both generation and real-time GC is an
interesting theme for future research.
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Many Lisp systems have both an interpreter and a compiler. In such systems, compilation of those
functions that contain macro calls sometimes causes a trouble. The interpreter always uses the latest
macro definition since macro forms are expanded at execution time. On the other hand, the compiler
expands macros at compile time and thus uses those macro definitions that exist at compile time.
Therefore, when a function is compiled, all macros that the function references must have already
been defined. If a macro is redefined, the change cannot be reflected to compiled functions since
macro forms have already been expanded. As the result, the behavior of a compiled function may be
different from an interpreted function, depending on the time of macro definition. In this paper, we
propose a mechanism to guarantee that a compiled function behaves in the same way as the
interpreted function. A Lisp system with this mechanism uses a dependence graph of functions and
macros. When a macro is redefined, the system automatically recompiles those functions that depend
on the macro. The proposed mechanism can avoid redundant recompilation and discard unnecessary
information for recompilation, by making use of weak conses. 

1
Introduction

Many Lisp systems have both an interpreter and a compiler. In such systems, the interpreter can invoke a
compiled function from an interpreted function, and a compiled function can invoke an interpreted function.
This allows efficient program development. The programmer can develop a program interactively by using
an interpreter while compiling well-debugged functions to speed-up test runs.

When we use both an interpreter and a compiler, compilation of those functions that contain macro calls
sometimes causes a trouble. In Lisp, a macro form (a list whose first element is a macro name) is translated
(or macro-expanded) into another form by the macro-expansion function associated with the macro name,
and then the result of expansion is evaluated, instead of the original form. The interpreter always uses the
latest macro definition since macro forms are expanded at execution time. On the other hand, the compiler
expands macros at compile time and thus uses those macro definitions that exist at compile time. Therefore,
when a function is compiled, all macros that the function references must have already been defined. If a



macro is redefined, the change cannot be reflected to compiled functions since macro forms have already
been expanded.

As the result, the behavior of a compiled function may be different from an interpreted function,
depending on the time of macro definition and redefinition. This problem may be solved by:

1. avoiding use of the compiler during program development, or
2. recompiling all those functions that depend on a macro, each time the macro is redefined.

The former solution would reduce efficiency of program development since it increases the time for test run.
The latter solution, if done manually, is tiresome and error-prone. Furthermore, the latter solution contains a
difficult problem when a function object is referenced from a data structure. Even after the function is
recompiled, the data structure still references the original function object, rather than the new function
object.

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to guarantee that a compiled function behaves in the same way as
the interpreted function. A Lisp system with this mechanism uses a dependence graph of functions and
macros. When a macro is defined (or redefined), the system automatically recompiles those functions that
depend on the macro. The proposed mechanism can avoid redundant recompilation and discard unnecessary
information for recompilation, by making use of weak conses 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show a typical situation in which the
behavior of an interpreted function is different from the behavior of the compiled function. We present our
fundamental ideas of automatic recompilation in Section 3, and propose the use of weak conses to represent
the dependence graph in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we present an implementation of automatic
recompilation, which is actually incorporated into a Scheme1, 2, 3) system, called TUTScheme4). 

2
Interpreted Functions vs. Compiled Functions

A compiled function may behave differently from the interpreted function, depending on the time of macro
definition. As an example, consider the following definitions of a macro M and a function F.Here, we use
the notation of Common Lisp9) for macro and function definitions.

(defmacro M (n)…) (defun F (x)…(M y)…)

The expression (M y) in the body of function F is a macro form. If F is compiled after M is defined, the
form (M y) will be expanded as a macro form since M is known to be a macro name, and the result of
expansion will be compiled. On the other hand, if F is compiled before M is defined, the form (M y) will be
compiled as a function call since M is not known to be a macro name at compile time. Moreover, even if F
is compiled after M is defined, redefinition of M cannot be reflected to the compiled function of F, because
the macro form (M y) has already been expanded when F was compiled. Such a trouble does not occur as
long as F is executed by the interpreter, since macros are expanded at execution time.

We try to solve this problem, by automatic recompilation. For the above example, the system
automatically recompiles F each time M is defined or redefined. In the following sections, we discuss how
such automatic recompilation is implemented.

Unfortunately, even if a function has been compiled with the latest macro definitions, this does not
always mean the compiled function behaves in the same way as its interpreted version. This is because
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macro mechanisms of Lisp are very powerful. Lisp macros are allowed to do any computation during macro
expansion. They can rely on the global status of the Lisp system. A typical example is as follows.

(defmacro M1 ( ) (if x ’a ’b))

The result of a macro expansion of M1 depends on the global variable x. If the value of x is true, then the
macro form (M) will be expanded to a. Otherwise, the form will be expanded to b. When compiling a
function F that uses this macro, the compiler ought to use the value of x at that time. When F is interpreted,
the result of macro expansion varies, as the value of x changes during execution.

We are not interested in tackling with such “dynamic” macros like M1. In fact, the recent definition of
the ISO Lisp standard ISLISP13) excludes dynamic macros. In the following discussions, we assume all macros
are “static.” Precisely, a macro M is static if it satisfies the following condition: Given an arbitrary macro
form (M …) of M, the result of its macro expansion is always the same (in the sense of the Lisp predicate
equal), as long as no functions and macros used in expansion are redefined. 

3
Automatic Recompilation

Our automatic recompilation mechanism guarantees that a compiled function behaves in the same way as
the interpreted function. A Lisp system with this mechanism uses a dependence graph of functions and
macros. When a macro is redefined, the system finds the set of those compiled functions and macros that
depend on the macro, by using the dependence graph. Then the system automatically recompiles these
functions, so that they can use the latest macro definition.

Actually, a compiled macro may also need to be recompiled, if it depends on the (re)defined macro. In
addition, redefinition of a function may also cause recompilation of other functions/macros, if it is used for
macro expansion. Thus the dependence graph should contain not only function-macro relations, but also
macro-function, function-function, and macro-macro relations.

A compiled function/macro F is said to depend on a function/macro G, if G was called during the
compilation of F. Here, by “calling a macro”, we mean “calling the expansion function of the macro.” Also,
by “compiling a macro”, we mean “compiling the expansion function of the macro.” Note that this
definition of dependence depends on whether or not functions/macros are compiled. Consider, for example,
the following definitions.

(defun F ( ) (M1)) (defmacro M1 ( ) (M2)) (defmacro M2 ( ) ’a)

If M1 is not compiled yet, compilation of F will call (the expansion function of) M1, which then calls M2 to
execute its body. Therefore, F depends on both M1 and M2. If, however, M1 has already been compiled, the
macro form (M2) has already been expanded. Thus, compilation of F will call M1, but M2 will not be called
during the compilation. In this case, F depends on M1 but not on M2. Figure 1 shows the dependence

Figure 1: Two dependence graphs.
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graphs of these two cases. In the first case, as is clear from Figure 1(a), F indirectly depends on M2. Thus,
redefinition of M2 will cause recompilation of F, as well as recompilation of M1. In the second case, since
M1 does not depend on M2, redefinition of M2 will cause recompilation of F, but not recompilation of M1
because M1 is not yet compiled.

The dependence graph changes dynamically each time a function/macro is defined, redefined, or
compiled. For example, in Figure 1(a), if M1 is redefined (but not compiled yet), the link from M1 to M2
will disappear. In Figure 1(b), if M1 is compiled, M2 will be linked from M1 after the compilation.

The order of recompilation is important when there are more than one functions/macros to be recompiled.
Consider, for example, Figure 1(a). As mentioned already, when M2 is redefined, both F and M1 must be
recompiled. Since M2 has been redefined, the current compiled expansion function of M1 is obsolete. If F
were recompiled first, then F would be compiled using this obsolete expansion function. The new compiled
function of F would be the same as the previous compiled function, which does not reflect the redefinition of
M2. In this case, therefore, M1 should be compiled first, and then F should be compiled using the new
compiled expansion function.

The above discussion suggests that, before recompiling a function/macro F, all those compiled functions/
macros on which F depends must have been recompiled. A recompilation order that satisfies this condition
can be obtained by topologically sorting the subgraph that consists of those functions/macros that need to be
recompiled. For example, suppose that M1 in Figure 2 is redefined. All the other functions/macros in the
Figure must be recompiled, since they depend on M1 directly or indirectly. By topologically sorting these
functions/macros, we will obtain, for example, the following correct order of recompilation.

M2 M3 F1 M4 M5 M6 F2

Topological sorting is possible only when the subgraph is acyclic, i.e., when there is no closed loop in the
subgraph. A closed loop is formed when a macro is defined whose expansion function recursively calls
itself directly or indirectly. If this is the case, that macro cannot be successfully recompiled, because its
recompilation uses the obsolete compiled expansion function.

In realistic applications, macros are sometimes defined “recursively.” That is, a macro may be defined so
that the result of expansion contains a macro form of that macro. Such a recursive macro definition does not

Figure 2: More complicated dependence graph.
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cause any closed loop in the dependence graph, because compilation of the macro does not call its own
expansion function. Also, even if a function is defined recursively, it causes no closed loop. Although it is
theoretically possible to define a macro that causes a closed loop, the authors have never encountered such a
macro definition in real programs. Thus, we would like to use the following rule.

Rule. Whenever a function/macro is compiled, the system checks if there will arise a closed loop in the
new dependence graph. If it will, the system warns to the programmer and rejects the compilation.

Note that the rejected function/macro can still be executed by the interpreter.
The effect of automatic recompilation is different from manual recompilation by the programmer.

Manual compilation creates a new function object associated with the function name, while automatic
recompilation changes the contents of an existing compiled function object. This is because the function
object may be referenced from a data structure. By changing the contents of the function object rather than
creating a new function object, the data structure can reference the changed function object rather than the
obsolete function object.

4
Dependence Graph with Weak Conses

Suppose that the function object of F in Figure 1(a) is referenced from a data structure. In this case, if F is
redefined and compiled, the dependence graph should change as shown in Figure 3. In the figure, F′ is the
new compiled function of F. The reason why F should remain in the dependence graph is that we suppose
that the function object of F is referenced from the data structure.

When the system changes the dependence graph or automatically recompiles functions/macros, it is
difficult to check efficiently whether the function object of F is actually referenced from a data structure.
Therefore, we have to assume that all function objects are referenced from a data structure. Thus if a
function is redefined, the previous function will remain in the dependence graph. However, this assumption
may often cause redundant recompilation and unnecessary information for recompilation, since the function
object may actually be obsolete, i.e., it may not be referenced from any data structure. By using weak
conses to represent the dependence graph, we can discard unnecessary information and avoid redundant
recompilation. Weak conses are data structures which consist of the same components as cons cells. The car
of a weak cons holds its pointer “weakly,” while the cdr holds its pointer in the normal way. If the data in the
car of a weak cons is not held normally by other data structures, it will be collected by the garbage collector

Figure 3: The dependence graph after redefinition of F.

Figure 4: Weak cons.
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(see Figure 4). By representing a dependence graph with weak conses, the system can automatically collect
the obsolete function object at garbage collection time. For example, in Figure 3, if the function object of F
is not referenced from any data structure, F will be collected by the garbage collector. We show the details
of an implementation of a dependence graph with weak conses in Section 5.2.

5
Implementation

In this section, we present our implementation of automatic recompilation in TUTScheme4), which is a
Scheme system based on an incremental compiler and is developed by the authors. Our automatic
recompilation system is written almost in Scheme, and the functions for changing the contents of a function
object are implemented as primitive functions.

Macros in TUTScheme are similar to Common Lisp macros9) rather than macros in “Revised4 Report on
Scheme3).” In TUTScheme, it is possible to define a macro at only top-level, and the macro-expansion
function is stored into the symbol whose name represents the macro name.

5.1
Incremental Compiler

In the system that has an incremental compiler, when a form is input at the toplevel loop, the system
immediately compiles the form and then executes its compiled codes. The incremental compiler can speed-
up a program execution without spoiling interactive program development. For that reason, there are many
systems based on incremental compilers4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) However, since these systems often do not have an
interpreter, the trouble of macro redefinition will occur in these systems. On the other hand, some
interpreter-based systems destructively replace a macro form with its expanded form at the time of the first
macro-expansion12). In such systems, if once the macro form in an expression is replaced with its expanded
form, a change of the macro after that replacement cannot be reflected to the expression. Thus the automatic
recompilation mechanism is also useful in those systems.

Figure 5: A representation of dependence graph, by making use of cons.
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5.2
Implementation of Dependence Graph

In order to implement a dependence graph in TUTScheme, we make use of property lists of symbols. If X
names a function or a macro, the symbol X has a property “recompile,” and its value is a list of function
objects which were compiled by calling the function/macro X during their compilation.

When a function/macro is (re)defined, the system appends its new function object to the property recompile
of each symbol that names the function/macro that had been called during the compilation of the (re)defined
function/macro. Note that although we do not append the symbol representing the function/macro name, if
the function object is recompiled, the symbol will reference the new function object rather than the original
function object. In Figure 5, we show a dependence graph when the function F calls the macro M.

The list which is the value of the property recompile is constructed by using weak conses. If the list is
constructed by using normal cons cells, it may cause redundant recompilation and unnecessary information
as described in Section 4. For example, in Figure 5, if the function F which calls the macro M is redefined,
the property of the symbol M holds both the new function object and the original function object as shown
in Figure 6. After that, if M is redefined, the original function object is recompiled even if it is not
referenced from any data structure.

On the other hand, if the list is constructed by using weak conses, the original function object can be
collected by the garbage collector, if it is not referenced from any data structure (see Figure 7). Note that the
new function object of F is not collected since this is referenced from the symbol F.

Once the function object that is held by a weak cons is collected, this weak cons becomes useless. Such
weak conses can be removed while the system traverses the list.

5.3
Recompilation

The data structure of a function in TUTScheme consists of the following elements.

• a function name
• a source code (a lambda expression)

Figure 6: The dependence graph after redefinition of F.
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• the compiled code
• a start address of the compiled code
• a vector of Scheme objects which are operands of the byte-codes
• an environment (a list which consists of values of closed variables)
• the number of arguments

When the system recompiles a function, the system gets the source code from the function object and
compiles it. Then the system replaces the compiled code, the start address, and the vector in the function
object with new ones.

If the environment of a function object is not empty, i.e., if the function is a closure, its source code must
be recompiled under the environment information (such as local variable names) that was used when the
closure was created. Thus the system need to save the environment information in somewhere.
Furthermore, if a function is recompiled, the set of closed variables in the function may be changed. In
order to allow such changes, the environment of the function object must include all visible local variable
bindings. This means that these local variables are regarded as closed variables.

In TUTScheme, however, a reference to a closed variable will be slower than to an unclosed variable
since a binding of a closed variable will be allocated in the heap, while a binding of an unclosed variable
will be allocated on the control stack. In TUTScheme, there are three kinds of local variable references:

1. References to closed variables
2. References to local variables that may be assigned by set!
3. References to local variables that are not assigned nor closed

In the first kind of references, the value of a variable is obtained by accessing the environment list, or by
getting and accessing the cell that is stored on the control stack and has the value of the variable. In the
second kind of references, the value of a variable is obtained through the cell on the control stack as well as
in the first kind of references. In the last kind of references, the value of a variable is obtained by directly
accessing the value on the control stack. The reason why the binding of an assigned variable is allocated in
the heap is to support first-class continuations. In stack-based implementations of Scheme including

Figure 7: A representation of dependence graph, by making use of weak cons.
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TUTScheme, continuations are implemented by saving the contents of the control stack into the heap when
a continuation is created and by restoring the control stack from the heap when the continuation is called.
Thus, we need to allocate the binding of assigned variable in the heap so that the call frames both on the
control stack and in the continuation object share the same binding in the heap. 
If the environment of a function object must include all visible local variable bindings, the method of the
references to the unassigned or unclosed variables in the visible local variables are changed to the method
of the first kind of references. This change reduces the performance of the variable references. For that
reason, in our TUTScheme implementation, we abandon automatic recompilation of closures and thus an
obsolete compiled closure will be used instead of the newly recompiled closure.

On the other hand, heap-based implementations of Scheme, which allocate call frames in the heap rather
than on the control stack, can support recompilation of closures without reducing the performance of
variable references.

5.4
Eval for Automatic Recompilation

The function eval in TUTScheme can be roughly written as follows.

(define (eval exp) (bcload-eval (compile exp)))

The function compile compiles an expression and returns the compiled expression. The function bcload-
eval generates the byte-codes from the compiled expression, executes it by a byte-code interpreter, and
returns a result. The eval for the automatic recompilation is defined as Figure 8. This eval is the same as the
original eval if a given expression is not a definition. Otherwise, after the execution of exp, the value of the
defined variable is examined whether it is a function (including an expansion function). If it is a function, the
dependence graph is updated by using record-caller and get-calling-function/macro. The function record-
caller takes two arguments, a function and a list of symbols, and appends this function to the property
recompile of each symbol, if the property of the symbol does not yet have the function. The function get-
calling-function/macro returns a list of functions/macros which had been called during the compilation of
exp. In order to implement this function, the function compile is different from the original compile. This

Figure 8: Eval for automatic recompilation
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compile records those called functions/macros in somewhere during the compilation of exp. Then, those
functions/macros that depend on the defined function/macro are found by lookup, and they are recompiled
by recompile. The function lookup returns a topologically sorted list of those functions/macros. In our
implementation, recompile notifies the programmer that a function/macro has been recompiled, so that the
programmer can find wrong order of definitions and prevent errors when the program is executed on the
other system that does not have the automatic recompilation mechanism. Eval finally returns the result of
exp.

6
Conclusions

In this paper, we showed a typical situation in which the behavior of an interpreted function is different from
the behavior of the compiled function, and proposed a mechanism to guarantee that a compiled function
behaves in the same way as the interpreted function. Then we showed the proposed mechanism can avoid
redundant recompilation and discard unnecessary information for recompilation by making use of weak
conses. If a compiler is implemented with this mechanism, the programmer can use the compiler without
taking care of the order of function/macro definitions, and find wrong order of definitions. This mechanism
is especially effective for systems based on incremental compilers since those systems often do not have an
interpreter.
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ABSTRACT

Computer users must interact with large amounts of information through video displays which are
physically limited in size. The authors proposed a fractal-based method for information display control
which can simultaneously display the details near user’s focus and major landmarks away. This paper
describes an application of this method to the Lisp printer. In general, the Lisp printer controls the
display of a Lisp object by focusing on the depth of the object and number of siblings at each depth.
However, with this method: (1) the total amount changes considerably corresponding to the target
object; (2) it also changes considerably when each threshold is incremented or decremented; (3) it is hard
to adjust two thresholds. We implemented a Lisp printer based on our fractal-based method, and showed
its effectiveness through the comparative experiment to the traditional printer. We, moreover,
extended this printer to a focus-oriented printer which uses another feature of our method, the
integration of details and contexts.

1
Introduction

Information systems are now playing an important role as social infrastructure. Advances in computer
hardware and software made it possible to manipulate a huge amount of information. However,
communication from computer to human is mainly done through computer displays. Computer users must
interact with such a huge amount of information through displays which are physically limited in size. This
so-called “small screen problem8)” has become one of major issues in computer-human interaction. In order
to solve this problem, a number of techniques have been proposed, which are roughly divided into two
categories: (1) large workspace approaches and (2) information reduction approaches.

Large workspace approaches. One of such examples that use physical large displays is MIT’s
Dataland4). Dataland uses a video projector to display various information on the wall. Virtual reality
systems with head-mounted displays5) are such examples that use virtual large displays. They display
computer generated images in 360 degrees around users. However, if the amount of displayed objects
continually increases, they will again face the same information overloading problems as normal displays.
Text scrolling is another traditional and popular technique. Users can see a part of a text that is too large to



fit in the display, through a small window and can see any part of the text by moving the window up and
down. It is, however, desirable for users to be able to see their focus as well as major landmarks further
away in particular applications (e.g., a program editor) as we describe in later sections.

Information reduction approaches. Techniques to display detail near a focal point and only important
landmarks further away are called distortion-oriented approaches11). They are now getting popular in
information visualization researches. One of such examples is Furnas’s generalized fisheye views (GFV)6).
GFV is applied to information structures that are represented as trees and makes it possible to display user’s
focus and contexts. However, since GFV does not consider the number of branches at each node, the display
amount considerably changes when users move their focus of attention.

The author proposed another distortion-oriented algorithm called FractalView9) which uses a fractal
function to calculate the degree of importance of each node. FractalView can display focus and contexts and
can minimize the difference in the display amount when users change their focus of attention.

This paper describes a Lisp printer which is an application of FractalView. The goal of the paper is to
implement an application of FractalView and to show its effectiveness. Although we did not intend to make
a complete Lisp printer, our prototype is practical and is superior to traditional Lisp printers in some points.
The next section briefly describes the FractalView algorithm. Section 3 points out issues in traditional Lisp
printers and proposes the FractalView Lisp printer. Section 4 shows session examples with both printers.
Section 5 describes a focus-oriented printer. Section 6 discusses the problems of our approach. Section 7 is
a conclusion.

2
FractalView

As is well known, a word “fractal” was proposed by B.Mandelbrot12) and it represents self-similar objects in
a broad sense. For example, a triadic Koch curve which is frequently referenced as an example of fractal
figures has strict self-similarity. On the other hand, natural objects, such as coastline, trees, clouds and so on,
are not strictly self-similar. It is, however, observed that they have statistical self-similarity. The fractal is a
measure of complexity in mathematics and is used to model various natural phenomena in physics. In
engineering fields, fractal is mostly associated with applications in image synthesis2) or image processing.

FractalView applied the concept of fractal to information structures. When we draw fractal figures, we
use a certain level of abstraction of them because real frac tal figures are obtained in the infinite state. This
approximation mechanism is an abstraction of the complex object with a certain scale which is set by an
observer. FractalView makes it possible to display an abstraction of information structures by regarding
information structures as complex object.

FractalView algorithm is summarized as follows. Suppose each node x in a logical tree structure has a
value Fvx. Each Fvx is calculated by using the following equation.

(15.1)

where Nx is the number of siblings at node x; D is an appropriate constant value; and C is a constant value
satisfying .

Figure 1 shows an example of the propagation when  and . Then, we decide to display the
nodes which have greater Fvs than a threshold and hide others. The main features of this algorithm are:
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• details near a focus and only landmarks away are displayed;
• the total amount of displayed object is nearly constant when users change their focuses of attention;
• this amount can be set flexibly.

The detail of the algorithm is described in the paper9), where FractalView is applied to the structured
program editor. FractalView is also applied to the visualization of a huge tree in another paper10). 

3
Lisp printer

3.1
Traditional algorithm

To print a large Lisp object, abbreviation is often used. The main reasons to use the abbreviation are (1) to
fit the object in a display screen, (2) to enable users to concentrate on a focused element.

The traditional abbreviation algorithm focuses on the tree structure of an s-expression. For example, (a (b
c) d) is represented as a tree shown in Figure 2. The printer decides which elements to be displayed by

Figure 1: An example of propagation.

Figure 2: A tree which represents an s-expression (a (b c) d).
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focusing on the depth of the tree and the number of elements at a given level. In Common Lisp14), two
global variables, *print-level* and *print-length*, control the display. The *print-level* controls how many
levels deep a nested data object will print. The *print-length* controls how many elements at a given level
are printed. This algorithm is widely used in many Lisp systems.

There are, however, some drawbacks in this algorithm. In the following discussions, we use two s-
expressions. One is deeply nested and is represented as a binary tree,

((((1 2) (3 4) ((5 6) (7 8))) (((1 2) (3 4)) ((5 6) (7 8))))).

The other is a simple s-expression,

(1 2 3 4 5).

The former is bound to the variable nested, and the latter is bound to the variable simple.
The first problem is that the amount of the displayed object considerably differs depending on the target

object. For example, if *print-level* is 4 and *print-length* is 2, nested and simple are printed as follows. 

> nested  ((((1 2) (3 4)) ((5 6) (7 8))) (((1 2) (3 4)) ((5 6) (7 8)))) > simple (1 2…)

Although all elements of nested are printed, only two elements of simple are printed.
This problem seems to be solved by changing *print-level* to 5. It succeeds in local, but produces a side-

effect in global. For example, if another s-expression which is represented as a 5 branch tree with 3 levels
deep is printed with the same *print-level* and *print-length*, 125 atoms are printed. Thus, if *print-level*
is increased, the amount of displayed object increases exponentially with the number of branches.

The second problem is that the displayed amount changes drastically by changing each threshold.
Remember that all elements of nested are printed if *print-level* is 4 and *print-length* is 2. If *print-
length* is changed to 1, only one atom is printed.

> nested  ((((1…)…)…)…)

On the other hand, if *print-level* is changed to 3, no atom is printed.

> nested  (((# #) (# #)) ((# #) (# #)))

The third problem is that there are two thresholds that users manipulate. The users have to adjust two
thresholds to get their desirable display. Then, when they want to print another s-expression, they have
again to adjust these two thresholds.

The problems in the traditional Lisp printer are summarized as follows:

• the displayed amount differs considerably corresponding to the target object although the same
thresholds are used;

• the displayed amount drastically changes when one of the thresholds is increased or decreased;
• it is difficult to adjust two thresholds.
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3.2
Fractal View printer

Since each Lisp object is represented as a tree, it is possible to apply the FractalView algorithm. In Figure 2,
a focus is set to the root node and each node’s Fv is calculated by using equation 15.1. First, the Fvfocus is 1.
The root has two children and therefore each Fv is calculated as follows:

In the same way, the first child of the root has three children, the Fvs of the children are:

An atom and a cons which have smaller value than a threshold is abbreviated as ‘?’ and ‘%’, respectively.
Figure 3 shows an algorithm. As you can see in Figure 3, the computation time depends on the displayed
amount, not on the whole size of the s-expression. Therefore, it is possible to display the large s-expression
in short time.

In Figure 2, there are three thresholds (1, 1/2, 1/6). It seems that there is no flexibility of choosing thresholds.
However, when we print an s-expression with larger size or with a different number of branches, the
number of thresholds will increase. The FractalView printer is currently implemented on MIT Scheme7) and
on Common Lisp.

4
Example Sessions

To evaluate our method, we chose two s-expressions shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, both of which are
picked from a Scheme text book1). The former is an example   that has many branches and is bound to the
variable branched-list. The latter is an example that is deeply nested and is bound to the variable nested-list.

Figure 6 shows an example session with the traditional algorithm. In the figure, “1] ” is a prompt
produced by Scheme. Function normal-pp is the printer. To print exp, we call (normal-pp ex). The display is

Figure 3: The FractalView printer’s algorithm.
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controlled by two variables print-length and print-level whose initial values are 27 and 3, respectively.
Nested-list and branched-list are printed as shown in Figure 6(A) and 6(B), respectively. It is observed that
nested-list prints more atoms than branched-list does. When print-level is increased to 4, the displayed
amount of nested-list is not changed so much (Figure 6(C)). It still prints less amount than Figure 6(A).
However, by incrementing print-level, most of the elements in branched-list are printed (Figure 6(D)). Note
that it is impossible to get the medium amount between these two. Decreasing print-level is also not
desirable because it causes to treat labels at the same level (e.g., controller, fib-loop, afterfib−n−1, etc.)
unfairly.

Figure 7 shows a relation between print-level, print-length, and the number of printed atoms. Nested-list
is sensitive when print-length is small and branched-list is sensitive when print-level is small.

On the other hand, Figure 8 shows an example session with the FractalView printer. The display is
controlled by the variable fractal-threshold. In order  to get the similar view to Figure 6(A), fractal-threshold
is initially set 0.003. With this settings, nested-list is displayed as Figure 8(B). Note that the displayed
amounts of Figure 8(A) and Figure 8(B) are closer than those of Figure 6(A) and Figure 6(B).

Moreover, it is possible to change the threshold smoothly. When fractal-threshold is changed to 0.0017,
users can increase the display amount a little as shown in Figure 8(C) and Figure 8(D).

Figure 9 shows a relation between fractal-threshold and the number of printed atoms. There is not much
difference between two when fractal-threshold is more than 0.03.

Figure 4: An s-expression with many siblings.
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5
Focus-Oriented Printer

When a larger object is printed, it is convenient to print detail near the focused atom and to abbreviate
distant atoms. In the previous examples, the focus was always set on the root node. By moving the focus,
another feature of FractalView is utilized, that is, the integrated view of local details and contexts.

As an extension of the FractalView printer described in the previous section, a prototype focus-oriented
printer was implemented. The printer takes an s-expression as an argument and constructs a tree structure.
The tree structure is held until the next s-expression is given. When the user’s focus moves, Fv of each node
is recalculated by using equation 15.1. Currently, there are five commands, print, up, down, next, and
previous, and they are used to print the s-expression, to move focus to its parent, to move focus to the eldest
brother, to move focus to the next sibling, and to move focus to the previous sibling, respectively.

Figure 11 shows an example session with the focus-oriented printer. As a sample s-expression, we use the
s-expression shown in Figure 10. Initially, the focus is set on the root. If a print command is invoked, an
abbreviated view of the nested sqrt is obtained (Figure 11(A)). In this view, the function name, its
arguments, and the body of sqrt is printed . The details of three internal functions, however, are abbreviated.

Next, the user invokes a down command to move his focus to define, two next commands to move his
focus to the definition of good-enough?, and a print commands to print result (Figure 11(B)). This time the
user can see the focused function good-enough? in detail. Moreover, the user issues a next command to
move his focus to the function improve and he can see this function in detail (Figure 11(C)).

As shown in this example, FractalView can display details near the focus and only landmarks further
away. As well, the difference between views before and after changing focus is minimized. It is difficult to
get such effects with the traditional printer.

6
Discussions

One of major issues when FractalView is applied to the Lisp printer is that it does not always print the name
of function or macros. In Common Lisp, if *print-length* is 2 or beyond, the function names are always

Figure 5: An s-expression which is deeply nested. 
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Figure 6: An example session with the traditional printer. 
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printed. With FractalView, if there are many siblings at the same level of the function name, these elements
are abbreviated.

This, however, does not mean superiority of the traditional printer. Because to set *print-length* to more
than or equal to 2 might cause the overflow of the screen with some Lisp objects. If this overflow is allowed,
we can change our algorithm so that it always prints the function names.

A main goal of this paper is not to show a complete Lisp printer, but to show FractalView’s ability of
controlling the display amount by applying it to the Lisp printer. To make such a printer that controls the
display amount by understanding user’s intention, knowledge engineering approaches will be necessary.
Such algo-rithms, however, will become more complex and will require more computation time. On the
other hand, the FractalView printer is implemented by using such a simple algorithm as shown in Figure 3
and is as practical as the traditional printer. Moreover, the FractalView printer is superior than the traditional
printer in its ability of controlling the display amount, setting threshold flexibly, and displaying focus and
context.

The FractalView printer is effective particularly in Scheme. Scheme can allow programmers to define
functions inside a function like Pascal. This causes that each function tends to have larger size and more
branches than in Common Lisp. The functions in Common Lisp also tend to be larger if they use many local
variables inside let, do, and so on. In this paper, we chose Lisp as a target language. It  is also possible to
apply the FractalView algorithm to structured editors for other structured programming language such as C
or Pascal.

7
Conclusion

This paper presented an application of our distortion-oriented technique, FractalView, to the Lisp printer.
The FractalView printer makes it possible to minimize the differences of the display amount in different
Lisp objects. It also makes it possible to change the display amount more smoothly than the traditional

Figure 7: The relation between print-level, print-length, and the number of printed atoms.
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printer. Moreover, the focus-oriented printer which prints details near the focus and distant landmarks was
shown.

Figure 8: An example session with the FractalView printer. 
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